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Well known for his contributions to high-energy physics and his success in training young Ph.D.
scientists, Peter A. Carruthers left his position as Professor of Physics at Cornell University in 1973 to
take over the leadership of the Theoretical Division at LASL. In talking with him, scientists are invariably struck by his deep understanding of and passionate commitment to science. Despite these
qualities (or because of them?) Carruthers is an extremely effective administrator. During the past
six years, the staff size in T Division has grown substantially and research in the basic sciences has
expanded with the formation of new groups in high-energy physics, theoretical biology, applied
mathematics, statistical physics and materials theory, and theoretical molecular physics. Carruthers
has stimulated members of these new groups to become involved in research on fundamental
problems of importance to LASL's weapons and energy programs and has been successful in developing the interest and involvement of the academic community in the activities of the Laboratory. He
has also encouraged the existing applied research groups, which have always provided excellent support, for LASL's programs, to initiate new interdivisional reseai^h efforts on difficult and longstanding problems in weapons, reactor, and fusion physics. One such new initiative, the Anomalous
Hydrodynamics Program, is aimed at obtaining a better understanding of material behavior under
the extreme conditions that characterize weapons, laser fusion, and other new snergy systems.
Carruthers began his research career as a graduate student at Cornell University under Harts
Bethe, LASL's first Theoretical Division Leader. Carruthers continues an active research career in
high-energy physics and is the mentor of the high-energy physics group in T Division. He also serves
on a number of government advisory committees and, in particular, is chairman of the National
Science Foundation Physics Advisory Panel.
A man of many talents, Carruthers loves trout-fishing and the violin almost as much as he loves
science.

In 1976, George Bell was appointed Alternate Division Leader, and served as Acting Division
Leader During FY78. A master of understatement, Bell always manages to penetrate the heart of a
matter, be it a question of science or administration. He is also known throughout LASL for his insight, enthusiasm, and initiative with regard to new and promising areas of applied research.
Another of Hans Bethe's Ph.D. students, Bell became involved in LASL projects while still a
graduate student at Cornell University when Bethe suggested an interesting problem on the inverse
Compton effect, a problem of importance in weapons physics. Since coining to the Laboratory in 1952
he has made many major contributions to the theory of neutron transport and its application to
weapons and reactor problems. He did the initial neutronics and criticality studies for the LASL
power reactor and propulsion reactor programs and made the first theoretical analysis of gas core
reacto.*s. During the 1980s he became interested in developments in biophysics and biochemistry and
saw the potential for creating mathematical descriptions of complex biological processes. He is one of
the originators of theoretical work on the immune response.
In addition to being Alternate Division Leader, Bell is Group Leader of T-10, Theoretical Biology
and Biophysics, and continues to publish pioneering work on the immune system.
Bell is an accomplished mountaineer and has participated in expeditions to Mt. Everest, and K-2.
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THEORETICAL DIVISION
January 1979
Compiled by Necia Grant Cooper

ABSTRACT
This report presents highlights of activities in the Theoretical (T) Division
from October 1976—January 1979. The report is divided into three parts.
Part I presents an overview of the Division: its unique function at the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) and within the scientific community
as a whole; the organisation of personnel; the main areas of research; and a
survey of resent T-Division initiatives. This overview is foUowed by a survey
of the 13 grouVB within the Division, their main responsibilities, interests
and expertise,. insulting activities, and recent scientific accomplishments.
The remainder of the report, Farts II and i n , is devoted to articles on
selected research activities. Recent efforts on topics of immediate interest to
energy and weapons programs at LASL and elsewhere are described in Part
n , Major National Programs. Separate articles present T-Division contributions to weapons research, reactor safety and reactor physics research,
fusion research, laser isotope separation, and other energy research, respectively. Each article is a compilation of independent projects within T Division, all related to but addressing different aspects of the major program.
Fart III is organized by subject discipline, and describes recent scientific
advances of fundamental interest. An introduction, defining the scope and
general nature of T-Division efforts vnthin a given discipline, is foUowed by
articles on the research topics selected. The reporting is done by the scientists involved in the research, and an attempt is made to communicate to a
general audience.

I. INTRODUCTION TO T DIVISION
1. DIVISION OVERVIEW

The Theoretical Division at the Los Alamos ficientific Laboratory (LASL) is a unique interdieciplinary organization of theoretical physicists,
mathematicians, and engineers. The Division
provides theoretical support and guidance for the

national weapons and energy programs at LASL
while maintaining an outstanding program of frontier research in the basic sciences. The two
endeavors, research in support of national programs
and basic research efforts, are frequently carried out
1

simultaneously within individual T-Division
Groups. Moreover, many individual LASL theorists
maintain active careers in basic science while also
participating effectively in applied programs.

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION
The Division is organized along disciplinary lines
into 13 groups (see Fig. 1.1.1), each of which func-

tionii as a semiautonomous unit. The practice of
granting relative independence to the groups in the
management of projects and personnel dates from
LASL's beginning and continues to be effective. In
recent years the groups in T Division have been
restructured and the staff strengthened to establish
first-rate research efforts in the basic sciences and
new areas of applied science, with continuing
emphasis in those areas most important to energy
and weapons problems.

THEORETICAL DIVISION ORGANIZATION
SEPTEMBER 1978
DIVISION LEADER
Peter A. Carruthers

Associate Division Lor.
John F. Bsmes

Alternate Division Ldr.
George I. Bell

Associate Division Ldr.
L. M. Simmons, Jr.
Assistant for
Finance & Admin.
Betty J. Simes

GHOUP T-1 - Transport &
Reactor Theory
Group Ldr. - Warren F. Miller, Jr.
Alt. Grp. Ldr. — Donald J. Dudziak

GROUP T-2 - Nuclear Data
Group Ldr. - Phillip G. Young
Alt. Grp. Ldr. Raphael J. LaBauve
Assoc. Grp. Ldr. - Robert MacFarlane

GROUP T-3 - Hydrodynamics
Group Ldr. - Cyril W. Hirt
Alt. Grp. Ldr. - Thomas D. Butler
Aseoc. Grp. Ldr. - Richard A. Gentry
Ant. Grp. Ldr. - Anthony A. Amsden

GROUP T-4 - Equation of State
uid Opacity
Grp. Ldr. - Walter F. Huebner
Assoc. Grp. Ldrs. — G. Kerley
A. Merts

GROUP T-S - Medium Energy
Physics Theory
Group Ldr. - Richard R. Silbar

GROUP T-B - Elementary Particles
& Field Theory
Group Ldr. - Geoffrey B. West

GROUP T-7 - fciathematic Modeling
& Analysis
Group Ldr. - Surton Wendrgff
Alt. Grp. Ldr. - Nicholas C. Metropolis

GROUP T-10 - Theoretical Biology
& Biophysics
Groon Ldr. — George I. Bell

GROUP T-8 - Nuctaer Physics
Theory
Group Ldr. - J. R. Nix

GROUP T-12 - Theoretical
Molecular Physics
Group Ldr. - David C. Cartwright

GROUP T-11 -Statistical Physics
* Materials Theory
Group Ldr. - Donald F. DuBois
Assoc. Grp. Ldn, — George A. Baiter, Jr,
William Visacher

GROUP T-15 - Interne
Particle Beam
Group Leader - Brendan Godfrey
Alt. Grp. Ldr. - Lester Thode

GROU? T-14 - Detonation Theory
& Application
Group Ldr. - C. L. Mader
AH. Grp. Ldr. - Galen Straub

Fig. 1.1.1.

Groups T-l, T-2, T-3, and T-4 carry on work that
has been done in T Division since the early years
when the design of nuclear weapons was the Division's primary function. Although TD Division now
performs the design work, T-l, T-2, T-3, T-4, and
the newly formed T-14 continue to provide essential
ingredients in the form of new data, numerical
models, and caiculational methods for weapons
design and test studies. These groups also generate
and apply similar kinds of data and methods to
design and safety analysis problems for fission and
fusion nuclear reactors. Group T-3 is widely
recognized for its leadership in developing numerical
fluid dynamics into a powerful modern research too!
and in pioneering the application of this tool to a
seemingly endless variety of technological problems.
Groups T-2 and T-4 are establishing nationwide
standards for nuclear data, and equation-of-state
and opacity data, respectively. Through participation in the interdivisional Weapons Data Committee, Groups T-2 and T-4 are helping define new
directiono for programmatic research in weapons
data. Group T-l is internationally known for its success in calculating neutral particle transport in fission and fusion devices. The strength of these groups
in applied work is due hi large measure to a continuing emphasis on answering the related fundamental
questions.
Basic research in nuclear physics theory has
always been carried out in T Division to support the
Laboratory programs in nuclear sciences. In the last
few years this theoretical effort has been expanded
in size and Bcope, reflecting the expanding frontiers
of medium-energy physics, elementary particle
physics, and heavy-ion physics. The three groups involved, T-5, T-8, and T-9, provide continual
guidance and support for the related experimental
programs at LAMPF, in P Division, and at other
national laboratories. These groups are recognized
throughout the scientific community as important
centers for theoretical research on the miciostructure of matter and have enhanced LASL's reputation as a research institution.
Group T-7, Mathematical Modeling and Analysis,
brings 'o^ether a group of mathematicians devoted
to improving the mathematical analysis and
numerical treatment of a wide range of
mathematical models used in weapons and energy
programs. This is achieved through an interactive
approach whereby members of T-7 become involved

in solving mathematical problems arising in specific
programs, and through their involvement insure
that the most sophisticated methods are applied to
the problems at hand. A program of undirected
research hi basic mathematics is also carried out.
Two newer groups in T Division, T-ll and T-12,
are also closely tied to energy-related research at
LASL. T-ll, Statistical Physics and Materials
Theory, maintains a first-rate research effort hi the
most abstract areas of statistical mechanics and
materials theory '. - establishing numerous collaborative efforts on applied materials problems
with other scientists throughout LASL. Materials
research iB an essential part of many LASL projects
since most energy and weapons research programs
depend on better understanding and better control
of materials behavior under unusual and relatively
unexplored conditions. Drawing on its strength in
fundamental ureas, T-ll has already provided
valuable theoretical insights and new tools to guide
programmatic research in laser fusion, semiconductor research, nondestructive testing methods, and
radiation damage studies. As an example, a 2-year
theoretical study of elastic wave scattering initiated
in T-ll has now grown into a combined theoretical
and experimental effort to develop new nondestructive testing methods. The expertise of several T-ll
scientists in molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo
computer simulation is well known and continues to
be applied to problems at the limits of present-day
computer systems.
Similarly, success hi laser isotope separation and
new laser development for laser fusion requires better understanding of fundamental processes in
theoretical chemistry and molecular physics. Group
T-12 is responsible for developing the neceastsy
theoretical framework to answer the numerous
scientific questions arising hi the User development
and laser-induced chemistry program. In the course
of this work, T-12 has made and is continuing to
make significant scientific contributions to fundamental areas such as the infrared gpectroscopy of
polyatomic molecules, small cluster condensation
theory in statistical mechanics, electron-molec&Ie
scattering processes, and the electronic structure
and spectral properties of molecules.
An example where theory haB preceded the experimental effort and played a key role in the design
of experiments is hi the study of the rare-gas fluoride
and oxide laser systems. The epsctral properties of

these lasing molecules were predicted first, mostly
by memb-i < r T-12, and are now being verified by
various experimental studies.
Scientists in T-12 are also addressing other areas
of importance to both LASL and the Department of
Energy (DOE). These include properties of mesic
molecules, combustion, laser-induced processes, and
atmospheric effects important to climate. T-12 was
recently evaluated by a committee of academic
molecular theorists and ranked as one of the best
groups performing this type of work in the country.
Two new groups, T-14 and T-15, were formed during FY77. Group T-14, Detonation Theory and Applications, was previously part of T-4 and will continue to study the detonation process and material
behavior under conditions achieved during explosively driven experiment. T-14 provides much of
the theoretical component of LASL's unmatched
capability in detonation research. The group has
developed a unique set of reactive-hydrodynamics
codes to describe the reaction processes and realistic
material properties of explosives. These codes are
used to test and evaluate specific numerical models
of the detonation process for weapons codes.
This theoretical work is carried out band-in-hand
with experimental efforts in M (Dynamic Testing)
Division. Moreover, members of T-14 take a
leadership role in coordinating theoretical and experimental efforts in detonation research and in applications to weapons and energy research such as oil
shale fracturization (see Sec. II.6), The group was
instrumental in the establishment of the Los Alamos
Data Center for Dynamic Material Properties. The
Center collects and publishes in the open literature
data on explosive properties, shock wave profiles,
and equations of state that have been measured at
LASL over the last 25 years. The project also includes Phermex radiographs and other more recently generated data. Group T-14 chairs the High Explosive Working Group, an interdivisional group involving members of T, WX, M, and TD Divisions,
designed to coordinate the efforts of weapons
designers with the developers of explosive physics.
Recent accomplishments of this working group include the incorporation into weapons codes of new
models of explosive burn, the time dependent buildup model of detonation, and a model for shock initiation of explosives called FOREST FIRE.
Group T-15, Intense Particle Beam Theory, is the
newest Group formed in T Division. It performs

computational and analytic studies of the physics of
intense, often relativiatic, charged particle beams.
Two areas of application receiving considerable attention are (1) collective ion acceleration using intense electron beams, and (2) the heating of dense
plasmas by relativistic electron beams to obtain intense x-ray and neutron sources and, possibly, to
achieve controlled thermonuclear fusion. Research
on collective ion acceleration is directed toward
achieving compact, economical sources of highcurrent, high-energy beams of ions for use in fusion,
electronuclear breeding of fissile material, basic
nuclear physics, materials studies, and radiation
therapy. Theoretical and computational studies are
performed by T-15 in support of experiments at
Austin Research Associates, the University of
California at San Diego, the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, and Cornell University. Beam-plasma
interaction investigations have yielded the most accurate and comprehensive explanation in existence
of experimentally observed piasma heating *aces for
relativistic electron beams. The model has been explicitly corroborated by experiments performed at
Cornell University at the suggestion of T-15. Collaboration with the Air Force Weapons Laboratory
on additional experiments is under way.
Finally, Group T-10 is devotsd to the
mathematical modeling of real problems in cellular
and molecular biology and biophysics, and is widely
known for its pioneering work in theoretical immunology. The Division also sponsors a small
program of astrophysical research carried out by
members of T-DOT (Division Office Technical),
T-3, and T-4. Astrophysics, particularly the study of
our sun and of star formation, has obvious practical
application to controlled fusion and weapons.
Members of T-DOT are also involved in various
areas of mathematical physics, weapons research,
nuclear safeguards, and energy research projects.

NEW INITIATIVES
Research on fundamental problems now comprises a substantial fraction of the T-Division
research effort; however, this effort in basic research
is by no means divorced from programmatic interests. In fact, the Division has encouraged all

groups to seek out research problems in LASL
programs that overlap with their own interests and
expertise, to identify irsw research possibilities, to
initiate collaborations, to offer consulting services,
and in general to take a leadership role in establishing valuable working relationships between
experimental and theoretical efforts. Some of the
most difficult problems that now face Laboratory
projects cut acrr'i discipline and Divisional lines.
Through T-Dhxaicn initiatives, several interdivisional working gioups have been formed to communicate findings and coordinate research efforts
among scientists working in the relevant areas.
The High. Explosive Working Group and Los
Alamos Data Center for Dynamic Material Properties mentioned above are examples, as are the
Anomalous Hydrodynamics program, the Materials
Response Working Group, and the Fusion Working
Group. The Anomalous Hydrodynamics program led
by J. F. Barnes, T-DO, involves members of T, TD,
M, WX, and CMB Divisions in a coordinated effort
to better understand shock wave structure and the
response of materials, especially at interfaces, to extreme conditions of temperature and pressure
achieved in weapons, fusion pellet implosions, and
other energy systems. The accomplishments of this
program, especially the contributions of T Division,
are described in Sec. n.l.
The Fusion Working Group, chaired by David
Sharp, T-8, has just begun its efforts to develop
means to evaluate and compare various approaches
to fusion. Its charter is described in Sec. H.3.
T Division has a history of initiating valuable lines
of research. For example, reactor safety research at
LASL—which has now blossomed into a large
theoretical and experimental program—was begun
in T Division. Among the newer research initiatives
is the stress field engineering project designed to
stabilize existing mines and to create gas-tight,
fluid-tight underground cavities for in situ mineral
extraction of oil shale, gas, coal, and metals. Other
new areas of research with high potential being pursued in T Division include photochemistry, electronbeam-initiated fusion, semiconductor research and
ultrasonic nondestructive testing. In weak interaction physics, members of T-5 and T-8 have been influential in the initiation of an experimental
program at LAMPF to search for rare particle decay

modes. The high-intensity, small-phase-space
beams available at LAMPF ore eminently suited to
this search, which will provide a test of unified field
theories.

CONSULTING A N D EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Consulting on programs outside T Division is an
integral part of the work of all groups in the Division
and many of these interactions are mentioned in the
group descriptions that follow. A few examples,
however, are especially noteworthy.
John Noirton of T-3,* an expert on computer
software devoted half of his time during FY77 to
help individual ecientists throughout LASL adapt
their computer codes to the new LTSS system, an
interactive, thus-sharing system.
Group T-4 provides several outstanding examples
of consulting on programs outside LASL. They perform analyses of diagnostic spectra obtained from
the Princeton and Oak Ridge tokamaks and from
laser-produced plasmas at several university
laboratories. The same group makes opacities
available to high-temperature plasma research
laboratories at the Universities of Chicago and
Rochester and for astrophysical applications to
research institutes worldwide. Their SESAME
library of tabular equation-of-state data is now being used in hydrodynamics codes at the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory, Sandia, University of
Rochester Laser Laboratory, Brookhaven National
Laboratory, and others.
Among the educational activities, G. Bell and A
Perelson of T-10, and G. Pimbley of T-DOT, edited
and contributed major sections to a book entitled
Theoretical Immunology, which has been published
by Marcel Dekker as part of their series on immunology. T Division has negotiated with University of California Press to publish a series of
monographs entitled "Los Alamos Series in Basic
and Applied Sciences." Through this series, a significant body of knowledge developed m the unique
working environment at LASL, but relatively unknown elsewhere, will be made available to the
scientific community at large. So far, three
•Assistant Group Leader of C-4 as of November 1, 1977.

manuscripts have been accepted for publication.
Two of these will be available by the end of 1978:
Detonation by W, Fickett and W. C. Davis, end
Numerical Modeling of Detonations by C. L. Mader
(Group Leader of T-14). The third, Theory of
Atomic Structure and Spectra by R. D. Cowan «€
Group T-4, is in final manuscript form and will be
published in 1979. C. L. Mader has also produced a
series of video-tape lectures on numerical modeling
of detonations, which Li available on request.
Members of T Division have sponsored or
presented a number of lecture series to facilitate the
exchange of information on topics of current interest. For example, R. C. Slensky and T. Goldman
of T-8 presented a series of lectures to experimentalists at LAMPF on "Weak Interactions and Quantum Chromodynamics." J. R. Nix of T-9 presented a
10-h lecture course on the "Theory of Nuclear Fusion, Heavy-Ion Reactions, and Superheavy Nuclei"
in Shanghai and Peking, People's Republic of
China. Group T-7 sponsored several lecture series at
LASL on topics in mathematics and computational
methods. C. Brauner, a LASL consultant from
France, lectured on "Singular Perturbation Theory,"
and R. Teman from University of Paris lectured on
magnetohydrodynamics and Navier-Stokes theory.

THE V I S I T O R A N D
PROGRAM

POSTDOCTORAL

New theoretical talent is brought to T Division,
and other LASL Divisions as well, through an intensive visitor and postdoctoral program. The number
of postdoctoral appointments in T Division has increased from 2 in 1965, to an average of 15 in 1977
and 1978. This increase is due to the recent emphasis
T Division has placed on its basic research program.
Of the 65 postdoctoral appointees in T Division since
1965, 29 subsequently accepted permanent jobs at
LASL, mostly in T and TD Divisions. Of these 29
jobs, 25 were in applied research areas. Thus tLe
postdoctoral program is a very effective device for
-recruiting basic research scientists to our applied
science programs.
The visitor program is also an effective means for
bringing new ideas to LASL. For example, A. Diibi
chose to join Group T-l with a fellowship from the

?eizman Institute (Israel) to pursue research in
Monte Carlo methods for radiation transport as part
of a T-l New Research Initiatives Program. With his
cooperation, a new Monte Carlo method based on
the theory of contributons were developed to solve
neutron transport problems. The contributon
Monte Carlo method is many times more efficient
for a Inge variety of problems than conventional
Monte Carlo procedures.
Group T-2 is also enjoying a very fruitful personnel exchange with the French laboratory Bruyeresle-Chfitel. Ths goal of this collaboration is to
promote a free exchange of unclassified nuclear data
and to consolidate efforts on problems common to
oui laboratories. During FY77 E. Arthur (LASL)
and O. Bersillon (Bruyeres) each spent two months
at the other institution. This interaction led to the
exchange of several nuclear theory computer codes,
and two joint analyses of several neutron radiative
capture experiments.
In addition to long-term visitors, a steady stream
of visiting scientists pasees through T Division, giving seminars, colloquia, and participating in informal discussions.
The Division also invites a group of the most eminent scientists in the country to act as visiting consultants on major Laboratory programs. During
FY78, 12 of these consultants were asked to form
the T-Division Advisory Committee. The Committee is reviewing the theoretical programs in basic
and applied research as they relate to Laboratory interests. Periodic evaluations by the Advisory Committee will be used to guide the direction of TDivision programs and to help improve the effectiveness of T Division as a resource group for
theoretical problems throughout the Laboratory.

PUBLICATIONS
In addition to the all-important Laboratory interactions, the Division considers its publication
record in the open literature to be a fair standard by
which to judge the strength of its contributions to
science and to LASL. T-Division publications for
October 1976—December 1978 are arranged by
groups at the back of this volume. The Division total
for this period is approximately 900 publications.

Prof. Hans Bethe (right) awaits the beginning of his invited
lecture on "Stellar Evolution and Supernova Collapse," at the
Theoretical Colloquium, a general-interest weekly meeting sponsored by T Division. The colloquium speakers are invited from a
wide variety of disciplines.
Prof. Bethe won the Nobel Prize in 1967 for his work on energy
production in stars. Starting from the war years when he was
Theoretical Division Leader, and since then as T-Division Consultant, Bethe has taken a keen interest in LASL activities. At
age 72, he remains a very active and valued consultant on many
of LASL's major programs. Above, Stirling Colgate (T-DOT),
also an expert on supernovae, can't resist posing a challenge to
Bethe's new model of supernova collapse.

Because of LASL's unique history, its isolation in the mountains of New Mexico, and its unusual
working environment, scientists at LASL have developed a large body of knowledge that is relatively
unknown to the scientific community at large. As part of an ongoing effort in T Division to strengthen
communication between LASL and outside scientists, David Sharp of T-8 suggested that this work
might be presented in a unified and coherent manner through publication of a monograph series.
Interest around the Laboratory was high, so he and Mike Simmons (T-DO) negotiated with various
publishers. The result is an agreement with University of California Press to publish the Los Alamos
Series in Basic and Applied Sciences. The first two volumes in the series, Detonation by W. Fickett
and W. C. Davis, and Numerical Modeling of Detonations by C. L. Mader, are nowavailable, and a
third volume is scheduled for publication in 1979.
Robert Cowan, author of the third monograph, Theory of Atomic Structure and Spectra, is
shown above (center) discussing editorial comments from University of Calif. Press with D. Sharp
(right) and M. Simmons (left). This monograph represents 20 years of research by Cowan on the
theory of atoms that have a large number of electrons. Until 10 years ago, he was one of the few
atomic physicists to attempt this complex problem. Cowan says he was inspired to start this project
when new and extraordinary (by 1960 standards) computing facilities were made available at LASL
by the arrival of STRETCH (the IBM 7030).
The monograph, deemed by reviewers to be "an important contribution to interpretive theory of
atomic spectra" as well as "an excellent text for a graduate course," presents a coherent and
reasonably complete treatment of the Slater-Condon theory in a form adapted particularly for computer calculations. The techniques are especially useful in the interpretation of atomic spectra of
heavy atoms and in application to current atomic physics problems in astrophysics, laser physics,
and thermonuclear plasmas. Cowan has used these techniques to interpret diagnostic spectra from
tokamak plasmas (see Sec. n.3, Fusion and Fusion Reactor Research).

Chuck Mader makes movies on a regular basis to conveniently display and
analyze the results of his computer calculations on the detonation process.
Now these computer-generated films have been incorporated into a series of
video-tape lectures, "Numerical Modeling of Detonations," which are
available to interested scientists and engineers. In this series, Mader appears
on the screen to introduce the viewer to the equations and procedures for
modeling the physics and chemistry of detonations and the interactions of
explosives with other materials. These methods were developed by him and
others at Los Alamos over tne past two decades. They have important applications to the technology of coal, oil shale and rock blasting, to munitions
and propellent engineering, and to the solution of many problems in fluid
dynamics, which involve shock waves or reactive flow. The video-tape lecture series was prepared as a companion to Mader's monograph Numerical
Modeling of Detonations (part of the Los Alamos series in Basic and Applied Sciences, and new available) and follows the monograph chapter by
chapter.
The lecture series is already quite popular, with requests for copies coming
from industrial and military concerns in this country and in Japan, Sweden,
Germany, Canada, Australia, and England. And, since there is nothing like
being taught by the person who invented the subject, other innovators at
LASL have agreed to present their work in a similar manner (e.g., F. Harlow
on numerical hydrodynamics and M. Walseh on continuum dynamics).

A large collection of historical files, 3ome dating back to the war period, have been locked in uninventoried safes in T Division for yeara. Motivated by the need to assess and organiza them, T Division called in science historian Lillian Hoddeson to do a pilot history project. The work includes annotating selected papers with help from their authors or other physicists directly involved in the work
(e.g., Hans Bethe, Richard Feynman, Robert Serber, Emil Konopinski, and Carson Mark); interviewing individuals who participated in T Division's work between 1943 and 1948; and designing a
larger scale history project for LASL that would include sstablishing an archives for the preservation
of historically significant technical documents.
Below are excerpts from an interview between Hoddeson and Nick Metropolis of T-DOT.
Metropolis, at LASL during the war years, is well known in the history of computing for designing the
MANIAC, the first all-electronic computer at LASL, and for his work on the Monte Carlo method.
This computational method, originally developed at LASL to calculate neutron diffusion during
nuclear reactions in weapons, is now widely used in many areas of physics and mathematics.
EXCERPTS FROM AN INTERVIEW
ARRIVAL IN NEW MEXICO IN APRIL 1943
(Metropolis was asked by Edward Teller to be part of the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos, where
the first atomic bomb would be assembled. Metropolis had been Teller's colleague at the University
of Chicago.)
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Metropolis: When I agreed to come, I got some instructions, typewritten instructions as to how to
proceed and what I could say and couldn't say. We were given very specific instructions as to how
to arrive in New Mexico. 1 arrived by train, got off at Lamy, looked around. There was no evidence
of much activity, and coming from Chicago, which is a bustle of a town, I thought, "This is a wild
goose chaise," but anyway it was fun. Then I followed instructions, got on the bus, and got off at
the Santa Fe ticket office. And then I had the map memorized that it would be in one corner of the
plaza, right across the street from where the La Fonda V ie\ is. Now there's some fancy ladies
shop that used to he the ticket office. I knew I had to go diagonally across the plaza and I started
walking with two suitcases. And they had said, "Don't ask for any directions." Here are the directions, explicit, "Cross the plaza. You'll come to Palace Avenue. Then walk to the left, and you'll
come to i Bishop Building. It's well marked. No need to ask questions." "Fine," I said. Of course,
I couldn't help but feel somewhat self-conscious, like spotlights were all focused on me walking
across the plaza. I glanced back at some point and I noticed somebody who had a suitcase and
seemed to be following me. When I stopped, he stopped. I continued walking and just before I
went into the Bishop Building I looked around and he was gone. I thought, "Okay." 1 went inside
and there was a directory there and I was to go to room 9, so I looked down the directory and its 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, to 17. So I thought, "Okay this is where the wild goose chase
ends. But having come this far, I'll explore just a little bit further." I walked down the corridor and
there was room 1 and 2 on the other side, room 3, 4, 5 and 6, and I could extrapolate where room 9
ought to be and there was no room 9 identified, but I said this had to be it. There was no light on
inside, but I knocked on the door, and nothing happened so I knocked again, and after a moment
the door opens ajar,—and I'm not exaggerating, this is all as it happened—and a voice said, "Are
you expected?" And I said, "Well I'm not exactly sure but I think so." The voice said, "What is your
name?" And I told him and he said, "Wait a minute," and he closed the door. I'm sure :: couldn't
have been more than a minute but it seemed much more. 1 waited and the door opened and the
voice said, "Go to 109 East Palace. As you leave the building go to your left, and you'll cross two
streets and it will be on the left-hand side after the second street." So I did this and started walking. And as I started out of the building, sure enough the other person with a suitcase entered the
building. And that was the last I was to see of him for a couple of days. Then I went down to 109
East Palace and knocked on that door, and the door opened and then there was Rose Bethe who
greeted me and said, "Do you want to go up on the hill tonight?" I said, "Gee, I don't know." I went
to Rancho del Monte.
A couple of days later they moved me to Cables Ranch, which was taken over by the Government, rented from Mrs. Cable. There were about eight or nine people living there at the time.
There was Gus Shultz, who was head of the Shops, and this chap who had been following me a few
days before was there. He turned out to be Rene Prestwood who is still here. I see him occasionally.
Hoddeson: What was his role at that time? Was he supposed to follow you?
Metropolis: No, no. He was coming from California and the two trains happened to arrive coincidentally.
Hoddeson: So he wasn't following you at all?
Metropolis: No, he was trying to avir d me, so he could proceed separately. He was not sure who I was,
you see.
EARLY COMPUTING AT LASL
Metropolis: If you're going to make a bomb, you have to know how materials behave at very high
pressures. We were talking about pressures that were not reaiizable under laboratory conditions so
we had to do a lot of extrapolating and Edward's (Telhr) notion of applying the Fermi theory was
a very good one. It was a nonlinear differential equation. You can't get the solutions analytically.
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no it meant a lot of computation. And so we bad to set up these computations. We had, in the war
time, ladies doing desk computing here at Los Alamos. They were to a large extent the wives of
scientists living here. These hand-computing types were under the wing of Donald Flanders, affectionately known as Moll Flanders. We would go and see him about getting somebody to make
these hand computations. He would then turn the work over to some ladies and then we would interact with them. That's how we got started on the equation-of-state work and we expanded it to
include nonzero temperatures. Feynman came in on the problem when we moved from zero
temperature to nonzero temperatures, and that was again somewhat natural because he and I
shared an office together during the war—not through the entire war though, because our jobs
kept changing—and then we both got involved with the computing work that was going on here.
Originally, the IBM accounting machines were brought here to be used for Borne of the routine
work, the highly iterative kind of procedures. As the project expanded, Betbe asked Feynman and
me if we would participate in that activity. And of course Feynman loved these kinds of things and
so he readily agreed.
Much earlier to that there was an amusing little vignette. We had about a half a dozen desk
computers when the project was first started in 1943 and as these mechanical things usually do
they began to malfunction. So the first two or three were sent back to Burbank, California, first
being packed and crated and then shipped, and so we weren't going to see them for some time, rnd
as others began to break down we realized it wasn't going to be possible to ship them all back or
else we would be without desk computers. Finally we decided let's repair them ourselves, So we
learned about these electromechanical machines by taking the cover off of a good one md the
cover off of a malfunctioning one and just comparing. We knew how to turn the wheel by hand to
have it go through its paces. Then we would just compare. And after a while we becamr, quite expert on it. We could fix these things up with a lead pencil. One day, we had a sick computer and it
wa9 really a sticky situation, we hadn't had one like it before, and there we were working on it
when Hans Bethe walks in. He saw us and said, "What's going on?" So we said, "Well, this
machine is malfunctioning." And Hans said, "Do you think this is t'ne kind of thing you should be
doing?" So Feynman said, "Okay, wrap it up. Put the covers back on and have them send it to
Burbank, if that's his attitude." So, to make a long story short, others went to Bethe and said,
"Look, if we have to send these computers back to Burbank, they're going to bo unavailable for at
least a couple of months, so you better have this work resumed." So Hans had to reverse himseLf
and come back and say it would be all right if we did it. Thereafter we put a little shingle on the
door that said something like, "Repair, Servicing, Personalized."

EARLY THERMONUCLEAR CALCULATION
Metropolis: ....Frankel and 1 were the first two people to use the ENIAC (th-^ first all-electronic
digital computer). And therein lies an interesting story relating to the early days of Los Alamos.
After the scientific part of the bomb was pretty much in hand, when all the problems that could
cause us to stumble had been cleared and just the engineering and implementation of it remained,
Edward (Teller), who was very much interested in the fusion gadget (H bomb), began to concentrate on it. One of the consultatits to the project, although he never stayed here as a member of
it, but always came and went—his visits would vary from a few days to a few weeks—was Johnny
von Neumann. There was a very strong bond between Edward and Johnny. Johnny, I guess partly
as a consequence of that, and independently of it too, was very much interested in the Super (H
bomb) itself. So whenever he came, he would talk to us about possible work on that. One of the
things was to try to make some calculations, although it was quite clear that none of the computing equipment then available was going to make even a small dent, even for a very simplified
model. But one day he showed up and he said, "Look, Aberdeen Proving Ground is having an
electronic computer constructed for them at the University of Pennsylvania at the Moore School."
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And he then said, 'It might be ready in time to do something and if you are interested I'll try to
make appropriate arrangements." This grew very exciting for us aa he started describing the
machine that was being built; it was clearly a most ambitious computer—the first of the
electronic computers that we were aware of. So Frankel and I said, "Certainly, that would be fine,"
and Johnny went back and mad(3 arrangements. You might ssk, how come if Aberdeen Proving
Ground is having a computer built, shouH they turn around and let us use it first? Johnny argued
that the Aberdeen problems were relatively simple ones that wouldn't really test all the components of the computer, whereas we at Los Alamos had a problem for which it wasn't big enough
and therefore we would really tax everything that was available to us. Our problem would more
than saturate the machine and therefore we could give it a much more thorough shakedown. That
was the start of it.
About the computer, we did use the computer and we did put thu first problem on it. We went
to Philadelphia, the University of Pennsylvania, sometime in May of 1945. And then there was a
meeting here after that work was completed. The participants included Teller, Bethe, von
Neumann, Fermi; they were all here for that meeting in March or April on that particular subject.
These were the first results on the Super.
Hoddeson: If the war hadn't come along when it did, then the development of computers would
probably have been slowed down by several years.
Metropolis: Of course, if you look into the history of computing you'll see that the ENIAC was
motivated because it was going to produce firing tables for shells and things like that. But obviously the designers were much more ambitious and realized they could build a computer that
was much more flexible and capable of handling more sophisticated problems. Indeed it turned
out to be a fairly impressive machine. It's really the grandfather of the modern development. I
might just state that the ENIAC could have been built before the war, and that could have made B
great difference.
Hoddeson: Why?
Metropolis: We could have used it in our early work here, not to mention the radar work. Here is the
second thing of some interest, the Monte Carlo Method.* That is a method that was developed
here in Los Alamos to compute neutron diffusion. I don't know whether you're familiar with it, it's
seen a lot of currency. It was developed right after the war about the time when we resumed computing with the ENIAC. It was very natural to have happened at the time for a couple of reasons.
One is that a few computers were then becoming available, and while it's possible to use the
method with a Merchant or a desk calculator, it's rather slow going and it takes a very dedicated
person to really exploit the method. The other reason is there v/ere coming into being nonlinear
aspects and effects in a lot of physics and a lot of mathematics, and many of these things don't
lend themselves to analysis very well. The Monte Carlo Method enabled one to get an insight into
some of the solutions by applying those statistical sampling techniques.
Hoddeson: Who were the main developers of the Monte Carlo method?
Metropolis: I would say they were Ulam and von Neumann and myself in the implementation of it. It
was later learned from some notes that Fermi had adopted similar techniques.
Hoddeson: Has the unraveling of that bit of history been done?
Metropolis: I don't know.
Hoddeaon: That seems to be a story that needs to be told.
Metropolis: That's right.

*N. Metropolis and S. Ulam, The Monte Carlo Method," J. Am. Statistical Assoc. 44, 335 (1949).
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2. T-DIVISION GROUP DESCRETIONS
GROUP T-1: TRANSPORT AND REACTOR
THEORY
Warren Miller, Group Leader

The primary interest of Group T-1 is to develop
improved analytical and computational techniques
for modeling the motion of particles in fission and
fusion devices. While the linear Boitzmann equation
provides a sufficiently accurate model for neutral
particle transport in most reactor and weapons applications, there is a pressing need to develop more
accurate and efficient solution methods for increasingly more complex physical situations. In particular, modern design concepts involving complicated geometrical configurations require two- and
three-dimensional transport solutions. But computation of accurate higher dimensional solutions
requires substantial improvement in difference
schemes, iteration acceleration methods, and data
management techniques. Over the past 30 years T-1
has produced virtually every commonly used
numerical technique to model the Boitzmann equation, and these efforts in methods development continue. B. G. Carlson, internationally recognized for
30 years in the area of transport numerical modeling,
remains an active contributor to T-1 resetjch efforts. Very recently, we have become involved in
methods development for modeling charged particle
transport. Our special interest is in modeling
electron transport in laser pellet implosions for
LASL's laser fusion program. The methods development efforts of Group T-1 involve six Staff Members
who work closely with the Group's code development
and design analysis personnel.
In conjunction with methods research, T-1
develops and maintains state-of-ths-art multipurpose transport codes for use in nuclear weapon and
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reactor studies. These codes are made available to
LASL's weapons and reactor designers, and to users
throughout the world, through the T-1 Neutronics
Transport Library. This year, development was
completed on TRIDENT-CTR, THREETRAN
(Hex,z), and ONETRAN-DA, three new codes
designed primarily for fusion and fission reactor
neutronics and photonics studies. These and the
seven other multipurpoae codes in the T-1 library
are maintained on a continuing basis through incorporation of new computational methods, programming changes that reflect current software development, and consulting services to LASL users concerning proper usage.
It is the philosophy of Group T-1 that the development of effective methods aad useful codes cannot
be done without first-hand knowledge of design
analysis problems arising in "real world" applications. Accordingly, the Group participates in design
problems relating to fission reactor cores, fusion
reactor blankets and structures, and personnel and
equipment shielding. For example, T-1 is performing neutronics analyses for the design of large commercial breeding reactor cores, and LASL's High
Energy Gas Laser Facility. These studies involve
four T-1 Staff Members.
Somewhat unrelated to our neutronics design
analysis is a new project involving the Btudy of
hypothetical core disruptive accidents in advanced
fission reactors, especially those cooled by liquid
sodium. The two Staff Members involved use the
LASL-produced code SIMMER to study reactors for
various accident scenarios.

GROUP T-2: APPLIED NUCLEAR DATA
Phillip Young, Group Leader

The primary responsibility of Group T-2 is to
provide accurate nuclear data for use in weapons,
reactor, doshnetry, and shielding applications. T-2
therefore serves as an interface among groups involved in basic nuclear research and the more applied interests that use nuclear data in the design or
analysis of nuclear systems. These activities are illustrated generically in Fig. 1.2.1. The group is aho
exploring problems associated with effective use of
other types of data, such as energy resource information.
In the most general sense, a data base consists of
those data or parameters required foT the analytical
description or modeling of some process. The
nuclear data bases prepared by T-2 are specifically
designed for the modeling of nuclear weapons explosions, reactor physics processes, and radiation transport in matter. Among the data included are
nuclear interaction cross sections and yields, fission
reaction data, and nuclear decay and branching in-

formation for elements found in and around nuclear
weapons, fission and fusion reactors, and accelerator
shield walls.
The commonality of weapons and nonweapons
nuclear data requirements makes possible the
development of general-purpose nuclear data files.
Therefore, in addition to the Office of Military Application, we are funded by the Office of Energy
Technology/Reactor Research and Technology and
the Office of Energy Research/Baric Energy
Sciences of the DOE; and by the Nuclear Regulatory
Agency and the Electric Power Research Institute.
We coordinate our nuclear data activities with those
of other laboratories and with the national nuclear
data effort (ENDF/B). Our broad support base and
our interaction with the national system greatly
reduce duplication of effort and provide LASL users
with access to a more extensive data base and computer code system than would otherwise be
available.
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Group T-2 now comprises 14 full-time Staff
Members, 4 full-time graded personnel, and several
part-time and casual members. Our total effort is
divided approximately equally among evaluation,
processing, and validation of nuclear data.
In our evaluation work, we analyze available experimental and theoretical information to obtain
basic differential cross-section data for nuclear interactions over a continuum of incident ant! exit
reaction energies and angles. The derivations often
involve resolution of discrepant experimental results
together with application of theoretical nuclear
models to fit, interpolate, and extrapolate from the
measurements. The evaluated data sets are formatted for computer use and are entered into data
libraries. In connection with our evaluation work, we
develop nuclear model codes for deriving nuclear
data. This development effort is becoming more important as demands for nuclear data grow in both
scope and sophistication.
Since the evaluated libraries are generally too long
and detailed for many applications, T-2 processes
the data into forms suitable for direct use. For example, many nuclear design codes require data in multigroup form, that is, cross sections averaged or
grouped into relatively large energy bins using a
weighting function appropriate for the specific application.
Finally, we test the processed data sets by using
them to calculate well-measured integral experiments. These experiments, which are usually sensitive to several quantities in the data file, are
chosen to be calculationally simple and to test

aspects of the data important for particular applications. If the data sets perform well, they are
validated for use in nuclear design; if not, they are
restudied. Defective and missing nuclear data required for particular applications can then be
assessed.
In the course of our activities, we interact with
and supply nuclear data to many Laboratory groups,
including most groups in P and TD Divisions. The
majority of LASL requests for our data come from
the weapons design programs in TD-2 and TD-4,
Monte Carlo in TD-6; and the transport and reactor
theory projects in Group T-l. We also work closely
with Group T-9 in certain nuclear theory calculations and with Groups P-3 and P-9 in supporting and
using their nuclear data measurement programs. We
are supplying nuclear data to Groups Q-l and Q-6 in
support of their fission reactor studies. In addition,
through our involvement with the ENDF/B system,
our results are made available to outside users in
both the US and Europe.
Members of T-2 aia involved in various national
and international activities related to nuclear data.
One member serves on the DOE Nuclear Data Committee; several members participate in activities of
the Cross Section Evaluation Working Group and
the Computer Code Coordination Committee sponsored by DOE/Office of Energy Technology; three
members are actively involved in American Nuclear
Society Standards Subcommittees; and several
members are involved in a personnel exchange with
the French laboratory Bruyeres-le-Chatel.

GROUP T-3: FLUID DYNAMICS
Tony Hirt, Group Leader
Group T-3 is responsible for the development and
proof-testing of new methods for solving fluid
dynamics problems. Over the years we have
developed many innovative numerical solution
techniques for time dependent compressible and incompressible flows in several space dimensions and
with large material distortions (e.g., PIC, MAC,
ALE, and ICE). These techniques combined with
the use of high-speed electronic computers have
helped to make numerical fluid dynamics a reliable
and powerful tool for studying complex fluid
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phenomena ar'.sing in numerous areas of modern
technological research.
Our interests necessarily extend beyond
numerical methodology and practical application to
the modeling of baBic physical processes underlying
complex flow phenomena. For example, as part of
our effort to model multiphase flows in reactor safety
systems, we are devising realistic matheimati'-a] expressions for the processes that determine the exchange of mass, momentum, and energy between
phases. These processes include phase transition,

turbulence, heat exchange, flow separation, and
viscous and compressibility effects. We are also
studying the physics involved in various fluid
dynamic instabilities in efforts to model, for example, the effects of compressibility, high amplitudes,
and the presence of ahocks on instabilities at fluid
interfaces; and the effects of vorticity on shock
impl^ior or collapse of a fluid. In these and other
f. ..iues, the results of detailed numerical and
analytical calculations often lead to simplified
models for complex flow phenomena.
Some of our most recent accomplishments include
new approaches to two-phase flow analysis, a technique for combining Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinate systems, computing methods for fully three
dimensional, tima dependent investigations, and the
inclusion of such features as cher,n.al kinetics, part i c l e t r a n s p o r t , phase t r a n s i t i o n s , end
electromagnetic effects. The group has applied these
new techniques to a wide variety of problems including the analysis of multiphase fluid flow in reactor safety problems; the treatment of chemically
reacting flows occurring in chemical lasers; and the
handling of specialized two- and three-dimensional
problems related to the dynamics of floating bodies,

the prediction of blast loads on structures, the
theory of centrifuge operation, and the dynamics of
colliding nuclei. Moreover T-3 has pioneered the application of numerical fluid dynamics to problems in
astrophysics, biophysics, industrial processes, and
the ocean sciences. The group is also engaged in
educational activities to introduce new numerical
techniques to other investigators. In particular, we
have developed a set of simplified instructional
codes that employ advanced numerical techniques
but are nevertheless easily adapted and used by the
nonexpert to solve a variety of interesting prohlems.
Approximately three-quarters of the group's activities are supported by contracts or grants from
federal agencies other than DOE.
Laboratory programs receiving theoretical support from T-3 include the laser isotope separation
program, vapor deposition methodology research,
and bas centrifuge theory. T-3 also collaborates in
the numerical analysis of nuclear weapons and
routinely provides consulting services to other
Groups and Division? thioughout the Laboratory. In
all these projects, analytical techniques are combined with heavy use of high-speed electronic computers.

GROUP T-4: EQUATION OF STATE AND
OPACITY
Walter Huebner, Group Leader

During FY'77, T-4 underwent a major reorganization. On January 1, 1977, Jack Barnes, longtime
Group Leader of T-4, was promoted to Associate
Division Leader, and Walter Huebner was appointed to take his place. In March the detonation
physics section of T-4 under Charles Mader became
a separate group, T-14. In addition other members
were transferred to M, Q, R, and TD Divisions,
leaving T-4 with 16 full-time personnel.
The responsibilities of this much leuner group remain the same, with the exception of detonation
physics. First, we maintain and improve the
computer-baaed equation-of-state (EOS) and
opacity data base used by LASL's weapons, fusion,
and fission reactor programs to model fluid
dynamics, radiation diffusion, and radiation transport. Second, with funds from DOE's Office of

Energy Research, we are developing an evaluated
tabular EOS data base for nationwide use. This
EOS library (SESAME) although still under
development, is becoming more widely accepted in
laser fusion and reactor safety programs outside
LASL. SESAME, which now contains 30 materials,
is being expanded and the existing data files are continually being improved on the basis of new
theoretical work and experimental evidence. This
past year we also established an astrophysical
opacity library in response to international recognition of our advanced work in this field. Other projects include prediction of tokamak radiation power
loss and a special project on radiation coupled
chemical kinetics for astrophysics.
From the point of view of physics research, the T-4
program is much broader than is apparent from the
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project titles mentioned above. Motivated by requests for EOS and opacity data in pressure and
temperature regions well beyond the reach of
laboratory measurement, T-4 Staff Members must
grapple with basic theoretical questions in order to
develop a sound basis from which to generate the required data. T-4 therefore carries out a strong
program of basic research in support of programmatic objectives while contributing new knowledge
to the fields of atomic aud molecular physics, solid
Btate theory, chemistry and astrophysics. In particular, two Staff Members are engaged in developing the basic theory for material properties in the
solid and liquid phases; three Staff Members
calculate basic collisional and radiative cross sections and atomic structure. This basic research effort is enhanced by conference participation, an active visitor program, and postdoctoral program. This
past year we sponsored a two-day tniniconference on
electron-atom collision cross-section calculations.
LASL report LA-6691-MS summarizes the
proceedings of the conference. Long-term visitors included K. Andrew of Purdue University to collaborate in atomic physics, and E. Lieb of Princeton
University and R. More of the University of Pittsburgh lo collaborate on Thomas-Fermi theory and

EOS. Active discussions and seminars were held
with many short-term visitors attracted from
various universities and laboratories from the
United States, the United Kingdom, Ireland, West
Germany, and Sweden. Two postdoctoral fellows,
conduct basic research in atomic-molecular physics
and in astrophysics.
The newer projects in T-4 represent a major
change in research direction toward the difficult and
unlimited field of non-LTE (not in local thermodynamic equilibrium). Non-LTE implies that
co'lisional and radiative processes are not balanced
by tueir detailed microscopic inverses, that ia, the
rates (and therefore the cross sections) for each
(atomic, molecular, etc.) process must be considered
separately and as a function of energy—a task for
which the group is equipped to contribute
significantly. The radiative power loss caused by
heavy element impurities in tokamak plasmas is one
of our particular concerns of this type. Other nonLTE applications pursued by Group T-4 are a twotemperature EOS for laser implosion model calculations and a time dependent, radiation coupled
chemical kinetics program to model the coma of a
comet.

GROUP T-5: MEDIUM-ENERGY
THEORY

PHYSICS

Richard Silbar, Group Leader

Group T-5 was formed as a theoretical center for
medium-energy physics to complement LASL's experimental medium-energy program at the Clinton
P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). This
facility is one of the few accelerators hi the world
that produces high-intensity meson beams (mostly
pions and muons) for the study of nuclear and particle physics and related applications.
Most of the theoretical studies in T-5 are
phenomenological in nature, that is, theoretical
models are developed to explain a given body of experimental data. Therefore, T-5 works very closely
with experimentalists at LAMPF and other "meson
factories," suggesting and assisting in the design of

experiments, interpreting the data, and extracting
final results.
The use of pions to probe nuclear structure
through pion-nucleus scattering experiments is a
new and promising tool for uncovering detailed
knowledge about tr interaction among nucleona
bound within the nucleus. However, before such information can be extracted from pion-nucleus scattering data, one musi develop an understanding of
how the pion interact*: with the nucleus. A complete,
consistent theoretical framework to treat this
problem has yet to be developed. Does the pion scatter from an average nuclear potential produced by
all the nucleons in the nucleus, or is it best to

describe the scattering process as a succession of interactions between the pion and one or more individual nucleonfl in the nucleus? How does the scattering from a bound nucleon differ from the scattering of a free nucleon? A large part of the effort in T-5
is devoted to answering these and other questions
concerning this complex many-body problem.
In the past few years, T-5 has developed successful
models for pion-nucleus elastic scattering (in which
the character of the incident pion and initial nucleus
remain basically unchanged after the scattering
process) nt various energies. Several computer codes
have bees developed to standardize the analysis of
elastic-scattering data. Now more attention is being
focused on inelastic processes in which the incident
pion loses energy, is absorbed by the nucleus, or
emerges with its electric charge changed. Studies of
these inelastic processes are leading to more detailed
understanding of processes within the nucleus.
There are ninny other subjects of current research
interest in T-5. For example, the nucleon-nucleon
interaction is poorly understood at energies above
the pion-production threshold. A three-body
dynamical model of nucleon-nucleon reactions in
this medium-energy range is being developed. This
includes, for the first time, the inelastic effects of
pion production, computed in a quantummechanically correct way. The scattering

amplitudes developed in this model are also expected to be useful for improving our intepreta'.ion
of nucleon-nucleus scattering data.
One area of physics undergoing intense development in recent yean is that of weak-interaction
physics. In the past year, the intensity of the muon
beam at LAMPF has increased sufficiently that exciting experiments in this field are possible. In particular, some of the recent theoretical conjectures
concerning the nature of neutral weak currents, the
nonconservation of muon number, and the possible
existence of "axiom" can be tested experimentally.
Members of T-5 are involved in analyzing the reactions of interest and determining the best possible
experiments for testing the various theories, given
the available facilities.
Other topics under study in T-5 include pionnucleon interactions, nucleon-nucleus scattering,
radiative processes involving the absorption and
emission of photons, the containment of quarks in
"bags," and the application of nuclear physics to
astrophysics. T-5 works closely with members of
Groups T-S and T-9, and of P and MP Divisions, on
all these projects. Moreover, the entire effort in the
medium-energy physics program benefits from an
active visitor program involving many eminent
physicists from around the world.

GROUP T-7: MATHEMATICAL MODELING
AND ANALYSIS
Burton Wendroff, Group Leader

The purpose of this group is to provide LASL
scientists and scientific programs the best available
mathematical techniques and to contribute to the
development of those techniques. There are 13 Staff
Membero in T-7, with training in mathematics,
mathematical physics, and computer science. The
Group's goals are accomplished through interaction
with LASL programmatic efforts in the physical,
engineering, life, and social sciences, and by individual research contributions to the open scientific
literature. In addition, close contact is maintained
with other research organizations and universities
by means of an active visitor program.

At present T-7 provides support for work in
weapons-related hydrodynamics, reactor safety,
laser fusion, magnetic confinement, isotope separation, energy resource modeling, and theoretical
biology. This support includes consultation on
specific technical problems, but the major effort
centers on the formulation and analysis of
mathematical modeb and the design and testing of
the efficient numerical methods that are often required to obtain information from these models.
In addition to their programmatic commitments,
members of r r -7 pursue basic research in
mathematics, numerical analysis, mathematical

physics, and computer science. Some current areas
of research are: approximation theory, nonequilibrium gas dynamics and two-phaee flow, finite
difference methods for partial differential equations,
nonlinear wave propagation end stability questions,

bifurcation theory, error propagation in computations, molecular spectroacopy, tensor operators,
mathematics of plasma physiicB, statistical
mechanics, combinatorics, and econometrics.

GROUP T-8: PARTICLE PHYSICS AND FIELD
THEORY
Geoffrey Wast, Group Leader

Group T-8 was established in the summer of 1974
with the recognition that a theoretical group devoted
to frontier research on the microstructure of matter
would benefit the LASL community on many levels.
Although the Group is still relatively small it has
earned foir LASL a national reputation as a vital
center of theoretical high-energy physics research.
Also, it hes been notably successful both in its contribution to the nuclear physics effort at LASL
through interactions with members of MP Division
(at LAMPF), Groups T-5 and T-9, and the TDivision Office, and in its growing involvement in
other theoretical problems of particular programmatic significance at LASL. The presence of the
Group has also attracted many of this country's
leading scientists to LASL, to work, to consult on
LASL programs and to share their fresh insights and
new ideas on the rapidly changing field of elementary particle physics.
Our major interest revolves around various
aspects of the quark model of elementary particles,
ranging from phenomenology to the more formal
questions of quark confinement and the structure of
gauge field theories. It is, however, typical of the
Group that a fairly eclectic approach to these
problems is taken and a rather broad range of interests maintained. Thus, work on such diverse
topics as neutron stars, the limits on the photon
mass, and neutron diffraction from liquid helium are
undertaken, within the Group. As a result of exciting
new developments in theoretical particle physics,
there has been a noticeable shift in our interests
from, for example, multiparticle production in highenergy collisions to-the challenging problems of nonAbelian gauge field theories (the natural extension
of quantum electrodynamics, which is the candidate
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theory for describing quark interactions). These
topics will be elaborated upon in Sec. HL3.
In general, a healthy interaction with other
laboratories and with the academic community has
been strongly encouraged. Because there is no highenergy experimental group at LASL, we maintain
close contact with the experimental programs at
other DOE-supported laboratories, in particular the
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Indeed, active
visitor participation is a vital part of our program.
Long-term and short-term visitors are constantly in
residence (for example, M. Gell-Mann and F.
Zachariasen from the California Institute of
Technology, R. Dashen from Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, and F. Low from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, are frequent
visitors). Likewise, our interaction with other groups
and divisions at LASL has been considerable, especially our interplay with the medium-energy
physics program. We have given advice, criticism,
and suggestions concerning experiments at the
meson facility (LAMPF), especially in searches for
rare decay modes of the pion and in lepton pair
production experiments. Explicit calculations for
specific experiments such as pion beta-decay, pionnucleon charge-exchange, and coulomb interference
experiments have also been performed. Most recently, members of T-8 have been intensely involved
with Group MP-4 in considering possible LAMPF
experiments to detect the electromagnetic decay of
the muon (^ — e7).
Several series of lectures designed for LAMPF
staff and visitors were presented by T-8 uince there
was a need for knowledge of recent developments in
elementary particle physics. Furthermore, a

member of T-8 chaired a LASL committee charged
with investigating the physics program at LAMPF.
Members of T-8 have also devoted considerable attention to problems such as (1) turbulent mixing
phenomena as applied, in particular, to fuel-coolant
interactions of interest in the reactor safety

program, and (2) the study of Taylor instabilities as
they occur in weapons and laser pellet implosions.
These are good illustrations of how tue powerful
analytic skills developed in particle theory can bring
new insights to problems that have largely been subjected only to numerical study.

GROUP T-9: NUCLEAR THEORY
J. R. Nix, Group Leader

As part of the LASL and national effort in nuclear
science, Group T-9 performs basic research in
nuclear theory. This includes the theory of nuclear
fission, heavy-ion reactions, superheavy nuclei,
relativistic heavy-ion collisions, and the meson field
theory of nuclei.
The work on nuclear fission, heavy-ion reactions,
and superheavy nuclei is directed toward a unified
theory of large-scale nuclear collective motion. This
work is based primarily on the macroscopicmicroscopic method, in which the nuclear potential
energy is approximated by a smoothly varying
macroscopic contribution and a rapidly fluctuating
single-particle correction term. This method has
been used successfully to calculate fission barriers
far actiniae and medium-weight nuclei, as well as
potential-energy surfaces for heavy-ion reactions.
Extrapolations of these calculations to new regions
of the periodic table have yielded predictions for the
stability of superheavy nuclei along with the most
likely methods for producing and detecting them.
These calculations are performed in connection with
fission and heavy-ion experiments conducted at
LASL's tandem Van de Graff accelerator and at
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's SuperHILAC.
The work on relativistic heavy-ion collisions is
concerned with the compression and excitation of
nuclear matter that occurs when heavy nuclei collide
at high energies. Based largely on relativistic fluiddynamics models, this work has the goal of determining the nuclear EOS, the fundamental
relationship specifying how the pressure of nuclear
matter depends upon density and internal energy.
The expected complexity of the nuclear EOS gives
rise to such tantalizing possibilities as density
isomera, pion condensates, and quark matter. The

possible existence of these new states of matter is
also being studied in a field-theoretic framework by
members of T-8. The related experiments on
relativistic heavy-ion collisions are being conducted
at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's Bevalac.
In T-9, the quantum-field-theoretic approach is
being used to construct a meson field theory of
nuclei that will describe nuclear properties in terms
of the underlying nuclear field rather than through
the intermediary of a nucleon-nucleon potential. It
is hoped that this description will apply equally well
to nucleons bound in finite nuclei and to the scattering of free nucleons. Since the coupling between
mesons and nucleons is strong, perturbation theory
is inapplicable and nonperturbative calculational
techniques are being developed. So far th\B strongcoupling theory works well for large systems of
bound nucleons. For example, it explains the saturation properties of nuclear forces in terms of isoscalar
and isovector meson fields. The present efforts are
therefore directed at a more difficult challenge, the
description of single-nucleon and two-nucleon
problems within this strong-coupling meson theory
of nuclear systems.
Some of the Group's research is performed in collaboration with individuals outside the Laboratory
and in other LASL divisions. In addition to conducting its own research, the Group provides consulting in nuclear theory to other T-Division groups
and to other LASL divisions, including especially
CNC, MP, P, and TD Divisions. As a result of its
consulting, the Group performs specific calculations
to complement experimental studies. Such direct interaction between the experimental and theoretical
groups is required for the optimum advancement in
our understanding of nuclear science.
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GROUP T-10: THEORETICAL BIOLOGY AND
BIOPHYSICS
George Bell, Group Leader

This group is concerned with the mathematical
modeling of real problems in cellular and molecular
biology and in biophysics.
During the last few years, T-10 has become
recognized as the center for mathematical immunology. Among its accomplishments, the Group
has developed successful models for several immunological assays (tests), for the interactions of antigens with cells, and for the regulation of clonal
selection and immune responses. Members of T-10
we/e the editors of Theoretical Immunology, the first
book to be published on mathematical immunology.
It is part of the Marcel Dekker series on immunology. Members of T-10 have also collaborated
or consulted with many immunologists.
Analyses were made of the hemolytic plaque assay, with special attention to the many parameters
that can be varied. In this assay, which is universally
used as a means for enumerating antibody-forming
cells, such cells are plated on a lawn of red cells carrying complementary surface antigens. On addition
of suitable chemicals (complement), a zone of red
cell lysis (that is, a plaque) may be detected around
each antibody-secreting cell. By studying the inhibition of plaques by free antigen in the medium, it is
sometimes possible to determine the affinity of the
secreted antibody for the antigen. Theoretical
analysis has been required to show the conditions
under which such antigen-antibody affinity determinations are valid. At a special meeting in Ravallo,
Italy, the theory was presented and accepted by immunologists. In addition, by studying the size of plaques it is possible to determine secretion rates. Collaborative experiments in progress at the Pasteur Institute, France, and Farleigh Dickenson University
are confirming these predictions.
During FY77, a model was developed for
the release of histamine when certain cells of the immune system (basophils and mast cells) are exposed
to allergens. In the model, cross-linking of cellsurface receptors by allergen is the signal for activating Ca ++ pores on the cell surface, and the
resulting influx of Ca++ causes histamine release. In
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testing this model the discovery was made that exposure to excessive concentrations of allergen may
sometimes desensitize the cells so that they become
unable to release hiatamine. A collaborative series of
experiments conducted at the Johns Hopkins
Medical School has confirmed some theoretical
predictions and has been extended in order to
elucidate the mechanisms of desensitization. This
work may have significant clinical applications.
In collaboration with George Oster, University of
California at Berkeley, T-10 has developed optimal
control models for regulation of the immune
response. In particular, a model has been proposed
to explain why a typical immune response switches
from early production of one class of antibodies
(IgM) to the later production of another (IgG). We
are testing whether such a switch is optimal in the
context of the model.
Jointly with members of H Division, a study has
been concluded of the sensitivity of well-defined
DNA oligomes to radiation. In a long series of experiments, DNA molecules of defined sequences and unknown lengths were exposed to radiation. It is
believed that free radicals produced in the aqueous
environment produce e variety of lesions in the
DNA. These were characterized through changes in
DNA melting temperatures, altered length distributions, etc. A statistical model of DNA melting was
developed and used for analysis of the data.
Additional theoretical studies concerned artificial
neuron networks (which learn and remember arbitrary patterns), adhesion between cells evolution
of multigene families, photosynthesis, and alternatives to nitrogen fertilizers (see Sec. 11.6, "Other
Energy Research"). Members of the group gave invited talks at the National Cancer Institute, the
Rockefeller University, the Weizmann Institute,
Yale University, the University of California at
Berkeley, the University of Colorado Medical
Center, the Gorden Conference of Theoretical
Biology, and at other institutions and scientific
meetings. The Group, in turn, maintains an active
visitor program.

GROUP T-11: STATISTICAL PHYSICS AND
MATERIALS THEORY
Don DuBois, Group Leader

Group T-11 conducts research on a broad
spectrum of physical problems ranging from the
most abstract areas of quantum statistical
mechanics to problems of materials science that are
of immediate practical concern to experimental projects at LASL.
Members of this Group have a strong research
background and continuing interest in the
mathematical methods of statistical mechanics and
many-particle physics in both the quantum- and
classical-mechanical regimes. Members of T-11 also
draw on specialized knowledge Rfld techniques in
renormalization group theory, Pade approximants,
computer simulation of molecular dynamics, plasma
kinetic theory, nonlinear optics, continuum
mechanics, transport in solids, electronic properties
of solids, condensation phenomena, and turbulence
theory.
At present Group T-11 is carrying out basic
studies of many-particle interactions in solids, liquids, gases, and plasmas. In solids the main concern is with the many-electron states of metals,
semiconductors, insulators, and disordered systems.
The electron-hole liquid in optically excited
semiconductors is a strongly interacting system that
is receiving detailed study in a joint experimentaltheoretical program with Group E-10 of the
Electronics Division Calculations of the exciton
spectra of semiconductors such as GaSe are being
carried out in conjunction with experiments in
Group M-6 on the excitonic spectra of semiconductors in extremely intense magnetic fields. In the field
of magnetic insulator materials, important progress
has been made in understanding their electronic
structure and the electronic phase transitions into,
or out of, the localized electronic state. Possible application of the knowledge gained about localized
electron states to the actinide compounds under experimental study in CMB Division is being investigated. The electronic structure and transport
properties of disordered solids have also been intensively investigated using numerical models and
analytical theory.

The study of critical phenomena, or the singular
behavior of matter near a critical point, has recently
unified seemingly disparate phenomena in solids, liquids, and gases. A critical point is that set of conditions where two states of matter., such as gas and liquid, have identical properties and thus sserge to
form a single state. I s T-11, the unifying concepts of
scaling and the powerful renonnalization group
methods as applied to critical phenomena are being
studied extensively. The related problem of Euclidean, Boson quantum-field theory is also being
studied using methods developed for critical
phenomena. High-temperature series expansions to
very high order are being pursued as well as Pade approximants and related methods of mathematical
approximation theory.
Techniques for computer simulation of molecular
dynamics developed at LASL by members of T-11
represent the state of the art in this field. These
methods are being applied to many-particle
phenomena in gases, liquids, and solids. In particular the behavior of shock waves in one- and twodimensional lattices is being studied, as well as the
application of multivariate statistical analysis to
improve the basis for comparing correlation functions determined by computer simulation with correlation functions frt
alytic theory.
In plasmas, that is, ^ . l y ionized gases, members
of T-11 are studying very intense collective waves
and the associated nonlinear phenomena. These intense waves, which may be coherent or chaotic (turbulent), interact with the underlying charged particles to cause important particle acceleration effects.
A statistical description of these strongly nonlinear
systems is one goal of this research.
Applications of statistical physics and/or
materials theory arise in nearly every program at
LASL. At present, T-11 has strong programmatic
ties with the L-Division laser-induced fusion
program, for which we have carried out studies (in
collaboration with L-6) on anomalous absorption
processes, kser-induced turbulence, the kinetic
theory of hot-electron production, later-induced
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magnetic fields, and harmonic generation. Our
molecular dynamics study of strong shock waves in
solids is part of &e Anomalous Hydrodynamics
program (see Sec. II.l) and is relevant to laser fusion
Btudies and to the weapons program. With support
from DOS's Office of Energy Research/Basic Energy
Sciences and ARPA (through Rockwell International), theoretical research is being done on nondestructive testing techniques for determining the
presence, size, and shape of flaws in the structural
components of nuclear reactor plants. T-ll has also
begun studies of transport and phase equilibria in
multicomponent, multiphase Bystems. These
studies are directly relevant to the reactor safety
program in Q Division.

In an effort to guide the future direction of T-ll
research towan jrsater support of LASL needs, we
have completed an informal survey of the materialsrelated experimental research throughout the
Laboratory. Tut completion of the Weapons
Neutron Research Facilities (WNR) at LAMPF presents a tremendous opportunity for materials
research at LASL. T-ll in collaboration with P-ll,
has begun a series of seminars on topics related to
the use of pulsed neutron sources for materials
studies. We hope to provide active theoretical support for the developing experimental program at
WNR.

GROUP T-12: THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY
AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
David Cartwright, Group Leader

Group T-12, Theoretical Chemistry and
Molecular Physics, is the Group at LASL devoted
solely to theoretical research in the areas of general
molecular physics and theoretical chemistry. It consists of 14 Staff Members, one graduate student, and
two sabbatical visitors. The major effort of T-12 is
devoted to answering the numerous theoretical questions that arise in the experimental programs in
laser isotope separation and laser-induced chemistry
carried out in AP Division. The group also provides
theoretical support to other programs at LASL in
which molecular processes are an important ingredient. These additional efforts involve collaborations with Groups J-10 in atmospheric processes and
CNC-2 in molecular scattering. The Group is expanding (via the Laboratory-funded New Research
Initiatives Program) into two new research areas of
importance to DOE: (1) molecular processes in combustion and (2) the molecular effects of negative
meson capture (with M. Leon, MP-3).
The interests and expertise of the members of
T-12 span much of molecular physics and
theoretical chemistry: the scattering of electrons by
molecules and atoms\ inelastic processes in atoinmolecule and molecule-molecule collisions; the
electronic structure and spectral properties of
molecules, including large polyatomic molecules;
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vibration-rotation spectroscopy of polyatomic
molecules; the quantum-mechanical dynamics of
polyatomic molecules interacting with an intense
electromagnetic field; stimulated Raman scattering
and four-wave mixing, particularly in molecular
vapors; and the modeling of the complex physical
processes involved in LASL's laser isotope separation program. All the research areas mentioned
above are important for the laser isotope separation
(US) and the laser-induced chemistry programs.
The first three—electron scattering by atoms and
molecules, inelastic processes in molecule-molecule
and atom-molecule scattering, and the electronic
structure of polyatomic molecules—are also significant for the development of new gas lasers for both
laser fusion and laser isotope separation.
In the course of helping to solve specific problems
of programmatic interest, the group has made
numerous contributions to the basic understanding
of molecular processes. For example, it has
developed one of the major capabilities in the world
for the analysis and interpretation of the vibrationrotation spectra of UF, (employed in LASL's scheme
for laser isotope separation of uranium), md the
other so-called spherical-top polyatomic molecules.
In collaboration with the Jet Propulsion I-aboratory

(JPL), T-12 has determined the first set of differential cross sections for electronic excitation of
molecules by electron impact. These should serve as
a benchmark for future theoretical work.
As another example, the possible processes for LJS
include photodissociation of polyatomic molecules
by an ultraviolet laser. T-12 has developed a
qualitatively new theory of the so-called diffuse
vibrational bands in the electronic spectra of
polyatomic molecules, and of the associated dissociation phenomena. We have also made significant advances in the theory of homogeneous nucleation and
the theory of vibrational relaxation in polyatomic
molecules; both of these areas are important- in
laser-induced chemistry and US. We have modeled
infrared multiple-photon excitation of polyatomic
molecules by several different methods. Finally, T12 has a capability in ab mitio calculations of
potential-energy surfaces of polyatomic molecules

which, because of the size of molecular systems for
which configuration-interaction calculations can be
done, is nearly unique in the world. The technique of
replacing core electrons by a pseudopotential has
been extended to UF«, making possible more reliable
assignment of the energies and symmetries of excited electronic states, which are important in UV
absorption and photodissociation.
After the JUMPer project (laser isotope
separation) at LASL has been completed, a program
in laser-induced chemistry will be the main focus for
T-12'a efforts. Molecular processes of importance in
a large number of atmospheric phenomena will also
receive increased effort. T-12 has performed research
on molecular processes relating tc combustion and is
now embarking on a new project to study mesic
atoms and molecules. T-12 thus looks forward to a
diversification of its research efforts in the coming
years.

GROUP T-14: DETONATION THEORY AND
APPLICATION
Charles Mader, Group Leader
Group T-14 supports the programmatic needs of
the Laboratory in weapons- and energy-related
programs with advanced numerical modeling of the
detonation process and of certain material properties such as elastic-plastic behavior, viscosity, fracture, and melting in the pressure ranges usually
studied by explosively driven experiments.
The Group maintains the reactive numerical
Lagrangian hydrodynamic codes SIN and 2DL, the
reactive Eulerian hydrodynamic code 2DE, and the
BKW code for computing detonation properties.
This unique set of codes is used to study the phyBics
of initiation of detonation and the time dependent
detonation process. They are also used to design and
interpret experiments carried out in M Divwion for
determining detonation properties, material properties, and shock wave structures for explc lively
driven shocks. Members of T-4 also p e n ^ ^
molecular dynamics calculations and studies of
Taylor instability in support of these studies and the
Anomalous Hydrodynamics program.
In detonation theory, the Group has developed the
Forest Fire model to describe the shock-induced

decomposition rate of heterogeneous explosives.
Forest Fire results in a decomposition rate that can
be used in one- and two-dimensional hydrodynamics
codes to model shock initiation of detonations. The
process of pressure dependent burning of explosives
results in shock waves that can cause shock-initiated
detonations. This transition from burning to detonation has been modeled for the first time using Forest
Fire and the one-dimensional SIN code.
The time dependent detonation process is
observed experimentally as a build-up in the maximum detonation pressure as the detonation
proceeds. The kinetics of this process are being
studied experimentally and theoretically. The
processes of reverse and super detonations are also
being studied.
In work on material response, we determine from
experimental shock wave data material properties of
metals n plane, diverging, and converging
geometries. We are also attempting to model the
radial fracture process in metals and other
materials, and to study the details of molecular
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dynamics of metals in plane and converging
geometries using statistical mechanics models.
The applications of these group capabilities include modeling of explosive fracture of oil shale, of
burning and initiation of propellents, and of explosively driven shock waves and their interaction
with other materials such as air, water, various
metals, and explosives. Some of these studies are
supported by the Stragetic Systems Project Office.

Group T-14 members furnish support and
leadership to the interdivisional High Explosive
Working Group (HEWG), the Material Response
Working Group (MRWG), and the Los Alamos Data
Center for Dynamic Material Properttea. The Group
has also recently produced a series of instructional
video-tape lectures on dynamic material properties.

GROUP T-15: INTENSE PARTICLE BEAM
THEORY
Brendan Godfrey, Group Leader

Group T-15 has recently been formed to study
computationally and analytically the physics of intense, often relativistic, charged particle beams.
Special topics of interest are collective acceleration
of ions and plasma heating to thermonuclear
temperatures by relativistic electron beams. Computer codes developed for these studies define the
state of the art and are applicable to a broad range of
plasma physics problems.
Collective ion acceleration is the concept of trapping and rapidly accelerating ion clumps in the deep
electrostatic wells of nonneutral intense electron
beams. If successful, this technique will lead to the
economical generation of high-current, energetic ion
beams for such applications as heavy-ion initiated
fusion, electro-nuclear breeding of fissile material,
medical diagnostics and therapy, and basic physics
researchResearch has focused on one particular approach,
the auto-resonant accelerator concept, first suggested by Austin Research Associates, Inc. In this
scheme, ions are placed in the trough of a Dopplershifted cyclotron wave previously excited on a
relativistic electron beam propagating along an external guide magnetic field. Acceleration is achieved
through increasing the phase velocity of the wave by
permitting it to propagate into a region of spatially
decreasing magnetic field. Recent investigations include a nonlinear characterization of the cyclotron
mode, an examination of the effect of adiabatic
spatial variation of the external guide field on wave
fields and energies, and a study of various methods
of growing tbs desired cyclotron mode. Simulation of
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the fully nonlinear state of the cyclotron wave has
failed to reveal any unpleasant surprises. These
simulations were effected with the cylindrical,
electromagnetic, fully relativistic particle simulation code CCUBE. The adinbatic variation studies
based on realistic radial eigenfunctions reveal
significant differences from earlier model calculations. Growth mechanisms examined include the interaction of the beam with an external conducting
helix and with a periodic inductive structure. Both
the adiabatic variation and the growth studies rely
upon extensions of GRADR, a numerical code that
performs normal mode analyses of linear perturbations made about self-consistently generated
relativistic beam equilibria. Other means of achieving collective ion acceleration are investigated as
time permits.
Heating of dense plasmas by relativistic electron
beams is a promising approach to obtaining intense
x-ray and neutron sources and, perhaps, controlled
thermonuclear fusion. T-15 personnel have
developed a comprehensive theoretical model for
anomalous energy deposition of beams in plasmas
and have successfully employed this model to interpret several beam-plasma interaction experiments. The model has been further verified by twodimensional computer simulations. Present efforts
to optimize the deposition process are progressing
well.
The primary aim of this research on heating dense
plasmas is the development of a new concept driver
for pure fusion. Nonlinear analysis of a class of
microinstabilities, which occur naturally as a beam

of electrons attempts to pass through a plasma,
predicts efficient coupling of relativistic electron
beam energy into plasma energy. Thus, present or
near-term relativistic electron beam technology can
be used to produce a small volume of plasma with a
power density approximately two orders of
magnitude above high explosives. The theoretical
program has led to the development of a coordinated

experimental program in P Division. An integrated
investigation of foil and foilless diodes, beam
propagation, beam modulation, nonlinear beamplasma interactions, and plasma-pellet coupling has
recently been initiated.
In all this work, T-15 maintains close working
relations with major experimental and theoretical
efforts throughout the country.
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In the usual calculations of shock waves going through metals, for example, when explosives are encased in metal, the rne'.al is treated as a continuous medium or fluid rather than as a collection of
atoms bound together to form a crystal lattice. In reality, metal components in manufactured devices
are frequently poiycrystalline metals that contain various kinds of crystal defects including point
defects, dislocations, grain boundaries, cavities, end cracks. To determine how well continuum
models can account for the interaction of shock waves with these crystal defects, Galen Straub and
Brad Holian of T-14, along with Visiting Staff Member J. R. Beeler, Jr., from North Carolina State
University, are using molecular dynamics techniques to compute the motion of individual atoms in
an imperfect crystal during a shock process. The photograph shows Straub holding a model of the
288-atom iron crystal module used in these computer simulations. This study is part of the
Anomalous Hydrodynamics Program, which includes a number of fundamental investigations to
determine how materials behave when subjected to extreme conditions.
Initial work has centered on developing procedures for setting up the defect strain fields in the computational cell of the MOLDY (Molecular Dynamics) computer program and then exploring
qualitative aspects of the motion of individual atoms during a shock process.
In shock process language, the term plastic flow refers to shock-induced movement of individual
atoms from site to site in a shocked solid. Since tl. atomistic mechanisms by which plastic flow could
proceed in a shocked solid had not been studied in detail, several exploratory shock runs were made
with the MOLDY program code to identify these mechaniBmB in fee (face centered cubic) metallic
crystals containing vacancy defects (cavities) and dislocations. The results indicate that plastic flow
can occur in shocked crystals that contain either dislocations or cavities or both.
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In the case of an edge dislocation, the plastic flow proceeded via dislocation movement, as does
plastic deformation in the conventional metallurgical sense. A strong shock caused fracture of an fee
crystal containing an edge dislocation. The fracture plane was the dislocation slip plane. The events
leading up to fracture appeared to be similar to those thought to occur in a dislocation pile-up
process. A weaker shock did not cause fracture of an identical crystal containing an identical edge
dislocation. In both cases, the shock stress field pushed the dislocation completely through the
crystal.
In the case of a cavity, permanent plastic flow occurred only when the cavity width was greater
than or equal to the atom array repeat distance along the shock direction. Smaller cavities appear to
provide a mechanism only for transient mixing. A shock along direction 3 causes cavity motion along
direction - 3 .
High-angle grain boundaries provide cavity arrays in polycrystalline fee metals. The cavities in
these arrays should participate in shock-induced plastic flow. If the cavity dimension is too small to
allow plastic flow, i.e., less than the atom array repeat distance along the shock direction, then shocks
running parallel to close-packed planes in either hexagonal close packed (hep) or fee crystals could
induce patches of stacking fault near a grain boundary if the cavity dimension were larger than the
magnitude of the stacking fault vector. Repeated shocks along the direction 3 should induce highangle grain boundary movement in the direction - 3 .
The motion of individual atoms in a perfect fee crystal during a shock process was also examined.
In one case the crystal temperature was 0 K and in the other it was 0.1 e/k. In neither instance was
there any motion of an atom from one crystal site to another. TheTe was no indication of so-called
shock-induced "plastic flow," wherein atoms are presumed to move about in the crystal during the
shock process. These results indicate that the mechanism for plastic flow in a shock process is not
totally a thermal mechanism. They suggest that one should investigate the role of shock direction and
the role of crystal defects in understanding shock-indnced plastic flow.
The sequence of diagrams above showB some results from a molecular dynamics calculation of a
shock progressing through a sample of iron containing a dislocation. The left-hand figure shows the
static equilibrium atom array in the crystal, with the dislocation line running perpendicular to the
paper at about the center of the figure. The crystal has imposed on it a constant drift velocity to the
left. The left boundary is kept rigid. In the middle figure the shock that was caused to form at the
rigid boundary has proceeded a short distance out; atoms from the left-hand boundary have punched
through the plane of atoms just to the right; this punching produces shear flow normal to the shock
direction in the region near the impact wall. In the right-hand figure the crystal has broken up into a
collection of free, spalled atoms and two small crystalline fragments.
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During the last few years T Division has undergone a major rebuilding. To help shape and support
this process, Carruthers appointed the Theoretical Division Advisory Committee (TDAC). The Committee is chaired by Nobel Laureate Murray Gell-Mann of the California Institute of Technology and
is composed of leading scientists representative of a broad range of disciplines, interests, and experience. During their semiannual meetings the Committee has addressed important issues concerning the development of T Division as a center of theoretical research and as a resou' ,e group for
Laboratory programs. In October 1978, TDAC members were brought up to date by Jack Barnes
(standing) on T Division's involvement in LASL's weapons program, and, in particular, on the
Anomalous Hydrodynamics program, one of the new interdivisional efforts initiated by T Division.
^Barnes is Associate Division Leader of T Division and directs the Anomalous Hydrodynamics
program. He is also the person to whom T-Division scientists come for advice, encouragement, help,
and information on all aspects of weapons research and related energy programs.)
The members of TDAC are:
Professor R.S. Berry
Professor G. E. Brown
Dr. R. Garwin
Professor M. Gell-Mann
Prof. C. Herring
Prof. A. Kerman
Professor J. Krumhansl
Professor Peter Las
Professor E. Lieb
Professor B. Matthias
Professor D. Pines
Professor G. C. Rota
Professor A. Turkevich
Professor F. Zachariasen
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University of Chicago
State University of New York
I.B.M., Thomas J. Watson Research Center
California Institute of Technology
Stanford University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
National Science Foundation
New York University
Princeton University
University of California at San Diego
University of Illinois
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Enrico Fermi Institute, University
of Chicago
California Institute of Technology

II. THEORETICAL RESEARCH FOR MAJOR
NATIONAL PROGRAMS
!. ANOMALOUS HYDRODYNAMICS
INTRODUCTION
J. F. Barnes (T-DO)

Many decisions of far-reaching consequence are
based largely on computer predictions of the
dynamics of materials subjected to extreme conditions of pressure and temperature. For example,
confidence in efforts to achieve controlled fusion
with lasers or electron beams is based on computer
calculations of the behavio; of materials under the
extreme conditions produced in laser- or electronbeam-induced pellet implosions. We now recognize
that the behavior at interfaces between pellet components may control the ultimate feasibility of such
efforts. Consequently there has been a recent increase in the study of interface phenomena. At
LASL the Anomalous Hydrodynamics program was
established in October 1976 as a combined
theoretical and experimental effort to study surface
instabilities and general problems of material
response under conditions not fully described by
thermodynamic equations of state.
Let us be more specific about the type of problems
in which we are interested. In inertial confinement
schemes where a pellet containing a deuteriumtritium mixture is imploded, we must know the condition of the interior surface separating the lowdensity DT gas and a high-density pusher. A typical
pellet configuration, based on M. J. Clauser's 1975
paper in Physical Review Letters,1 is shown in Fig.
n.1.1. Eneigy from some number of convi rging laser
or electron beams is deposited in an ablative layer
and an implosion, one that we hope is spherically
symmetric, compresses the DT gas to ignition. The
pellet pictured is calculated to break even, that is, 4
MJ of beam energy incident on the pellet should
produce an implosion that yields the same amount
of thermonuclear energy. The Au-DT interface is
struck by the shock reflected from the center three
times before the thermonuclear energy is produced.
Each time the reflected shock strikes, the inte;Tace
is decelerated and hence unstable to the growth of
perturbations, that is, Rayleigh-Taylor unstable.
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Fig. II. 1.1.
Typical DT pellet configuration for electronbeam or later-induced fusion.
Should these instabilities grow, impurities would
enter the DT gas Experimental evidence suggests
that impurities n.*y also enter when, under certain
conditions, material ("fluff") is ejected from a metalfree surface upon emergence of a shock wave. With
pellets of the general type shown in Fig. II.1.1, a
mass ejection from the surface of about 50 to 100
mg/cmJ can cause ignition failure.'
If we hop" to predict or control the amount of impurity, we must determine the mechanism behind
ejection of fluff, which in turn, requires more
knowledge of material response to shock loading
than is now available. For example, does melting occur on the time scale of interest? How thick is the
shock front? Does equilibrium exist behind the initial rise in uniaxial stress so that we can describe
thin shells with conventional hydrodynamics? Are
convergence effects important? A particularly intriguing question concerns the magnitude of the

viscosity coefficient in shocked metals. Estimates of
the value vary by several orders of magnitude and
opinions differ sharply as to the best way to treat the
problem theoretically.
Under the Rayleigh-Taylor instability produced
as the converging metal shell is decelerated by the
DT gas, we would expect protrusions of the metal
into the gas to develop, whereupon other
mechanisms would cause the metal to disperse
throughout. Rayleigh-Taylor instability is a very old
(1883) area of research, but we are far from understanding the effects of material properties on perturbation growth, the effects of convergence, and large
amplitude growth.
To date, most of the experimental component of
the Anomalous Hydrodynamics program has been
directed toward a quantitative understanding of
fluff. Extensive work in this field has been performed on lead and aluminum by J. R. Asay' of Sandia Laboratories using a powder gun and a VISAR
(Velocity Interferometer System for any Reflector).
In the VISAR technique a laser beam is focused on a
thin moving foil and the direct Doppler-shifted
reflected beam is caused to interfere with itself after
a time delay. In this manner the velocity of the foil,
which is accelerated by ejecta from the shocked sample, can be measured. In the past year, Group M-4
has constructed a VISAR that is similar in most

respects to the existing Sandia VISAR and to that at
Lawrence Liverrrore Laboratory.
Groups M-2, M-3, M-6, and M-8. and CMB, TD,
and WX Divisions are also heavily involved in the
Anomalous Hydrodynamics program. Calculational
support for the experiments is provided by Group
T-14.
The theoretical effort to build a fundamental understanding of material response at high strain rates
and of Rayleigh-Taylor instability is carried out
primarily in T Division. Progress in this effort is
summarized in the articles that follow.
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MELTING AT HIGH COMPRESSION
J. E. Gubematis (T-ll) and B. L. Holian (T-14)
The state of matter under extreme conditions of
pressure (for example, P = 100 Mbar = 10* GPa),
temperature (t = 20 eV = 2.3 x 10'K), and compression (77 = 6), io of importance to a number of
Laboratory programs. We have used simple models
to investigate melting temperatures as a function of
compression and conclude that the melting
temperature of most metals at sixfold compression is
roughly an order of magnitude smaller than 20 eV.
This result has important implications for
theoretical predictions of melting rates. There are
experimental indications1 that melting rates are
governed by relaxation times of the order of 10"' s,
which is many orders of magnitude larger than an
atomic vibrational period. Therefore, the possibility
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of nonequilibrium melting under shock conditions
and its effect on shock structure cannot be ignored
even if melting occurs at temperatures well below
the final value. In the present work, we do not address the melting rate problem, but rather concentrate on predictions of melting temperatures.
We base our predictions of melting temperatures
on melting formulas derived from the Debye model
of a solid, the Lindemann melting criterion, and the
Gruneisen EOS. We find that the melting
temperature Tm at a given compression ri = V<JV is
related to the uncompressed melting temperature TD
by
T

= T

exp

dx

- l/3]/x ,

where 7(1?) is the compression-dependent Gruneisen
parameter. We consider several functional forms for
7 from which different predictions of T m follow.
l.APW
Y=

Y0/n ,

2. Kraut-Kennedy (KK)
3Y - 1
Y =

3. Ross-Adler (RA)
3

*o-

4. Sesame (S)

where y0 is the uncompressed Gruneisen parameter.
The first form is used in several recent APW band
structure calculations of the compressive behavior of
metals;* the second form yields the empirical KrautKennedy melting law;' the next form leads to the
Ross-Adler melting law, which is based on computer
experiments;* and the last form, similar in structure
to RA, limits at infinite compression to 2/3, as does
the Gruneisen parameter formulation used in constructing the LASL SESAME EOS tables.
Predicted melting temperatures are sketched in
Fig. H.1.2 for To = 2. At infinite compression (5 = 1),
we note that if the limit of 7 is greater than 1/3, such
as in SESAME, an infinite melting temperature is
predicted. If 7 goes to 1/3, such as Kraut-Kennedy
and Ross-Adler, a finite, nonzero melting
temperature is obtained. K 7 limits to less than 1/3,
as in the case of the APW form, the model predicts a
zero melting temperature. Consequently, widely different phase diagrams are obtained from these
forms, each of which has but a single adjustable
parameter (70). Throughout, we have assumed that

Fig. n.1.2.
Melting temperature Tm at dilation & relative
to normal density melting temperature Tofor
a variety of functional forms of the Gruneisen
parameter 7. The Gruneisen parameter at
normal density is taken as 2.0.

7 is independent of temperature and that there are
no solid-solid phase transitions.
In Table II.l.l we list T m at n = 6 for a variety of
metals. We see that with the exception of the
SESAME 7 for Au and Rh, the melting
temperatures are generally an order of magnitude
less than 20 eV. For completeness, we have included
a fifth melting curve (labeled H) for a constant y
which can probably be considered an upper bound.

TABLE II.1.1.
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Na
K
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1.17
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF
SHOCK WAVES AND CONVERGENCE EFFECTS
B. L. Holian and G. K. Straub (T-14)

We have used molecular dynamics to look at two
aspects of material behavior important to studies of
implosions. First, the relaxation to thermodynamic
equilibrium behind a shock front in iron has been
studied in one and three dimensions. Second, the effect of convergence on a crystal that has a uniform
initial velocity has provided insight into the rearrangement of molecular planes and the energydissipation mechanisms as a finite amount of
material is pushed into a smaller and smaller
volume.
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SHOCK STRUCTURE IN SOLIDS
The characterization of shock structure in solids
from the microscopic point of view has been, at least
until now, inaccessible to macroscopic shock wave
experiments. Laser methods and more refined timing experiments may soon ahed light on such
characterization. Until that time, however, computer experiments provide the only tool for examining the mechanisms of relaxation phenomena
behind the shock front. Hydrodynamic calculations

are useful for exploring the parametric dependence
of shock thickness on gross material properties (such
as viscceity, teal or artificial), but as yet, only
molecular-dynamics computer experiments treat
the problem at the fundamental level of interatomic
interactions. The molecular-dynamics technique
uses a specified molecule-molecule interaction
potential (force) for a system of N particles, and
then solves the 3N (three-dimensional) coupled
equations of motion at each instant of time. The
final goals of molecular dynamics are to supplement
the more common calculations of continuum
mechanics where the continuum approximations are
questionable, and to extend confidence in the
calculation of microscopic material behavior where
continuum approximations are totally inappropriate.
The shock thickness, or region of relaxation to a
new thermodynamic state of equilibrium behind the
shock front, is important because energy dissipates
there. The shock thickness I is related to the relaxation time T and to the shock speed Uo by I = Uor.
AIBO, T is proportional to the viscosity, so that the
larger the viscouB dissipation, the thicker the shock.
In our model, the initial conditions are set by placing atoms at crystal lattice sites. According to an input temperature, each particle is given a constant
velocity in a direction determined by pseudorandom
numbers. The total momentum is constrained to be
zero (no center-of-mass motion), and the system is
allowed to equilibrate for a few hundred cycles (time
Bteps). Thermal equilibrium occurs when all of the
following functions have "decayed" from their initial
values to some constant value in a time-average
sense: total kinetic and potential energies, the virlal
theorem pressure, and the Bingle-particle Boltzmann
H-function (which measures deviations from the
Maxwellian velocity distribution).
The shock wave is initiated after equilibration by
giving every particle an additional velocity - u p in
the z-diiection (up is the particle velocity). Particles
are specularly reflected at a mirror plane at z = 0,
thus initiating the compression wave as particles are
decelerated from vI = - u p to v, = 0. At the othei end
of the crystal (200 lattice planes long, 3200 particles
total) is a free surface. In the x- and y-directions,
periodic boundary conditions are applied to
simulate an infinitely extended slab of crystal.
We have carried out a shock wave simulation in
"Johnson iron"1 at a particle velocity of u p = 0.52

km/s. The resulting she ;k velocity is up = 5.94 km/s.
The fundamental data are presented in Fig. II.1.3 as
a three-dimensional velocity surface (v» vs z and t).
The crystal's response to a shock wave looks like a
"rucked rug" of .coherent waves. That the thickness
of this region is growing with time is shown by the
evolution of a seventh crest behind the undisturbed
crystal. The calculated compression behind the
shock is (1 - Up/ui)"1 = 1.096, which is very close to
the observed value of 1.091. The final temperature is
0.038 eV (440 K). The final pressure is 18 GPa (0.18
Mbar).
The response of a given lattice plane to the shock
ia a damped oscillatory function of time. Consequently, the spatial profile is also a damped oscillatory function at a fixed instant of time. An exponential envelope is obtained and for this problem,
the 1/e* level is approximately equal to the observed
thermal fluctuations. In terms of the l/e'-fold decay
criterion, we can calculate a relaxation "rear"
velocity ur analogous to the shock-front velocity u..
The ratio of relaxation speed and shock speed is
ur/u» = 0.80.

EFFECTS OF CONVERGING GEOMETRY
One of the more difficult problems in the calculation of implosions IB obtaining a suitable description
of the material response as the volume allowed for a
fixed number of molecules decreases. At a
microscopic level the molecules will rearrange
themselves to relieve the internal stresses that build
up. In the continuum mechanics approach this
behavior is described by yield models that take the
material from an elastic response to an irreversible
plastic flow.
As a first step in understanding convergent flow at
a microscopic level, we have used the molecular
dynamics technique to determine the effect of confining a thin shell of iron atoms with an initially uniform velocity to a space bounded by nonparallel
mirrors. Figure II. 1.4 shows the geometry used in the
calculation. The original system is six atoms by six
atoms in the xy plane and four atoms deep in the zdirection {perpendicular). The bottom mirror is inclined 15° with respect to the top mirror to produce
the convergence. Periodic boundary conditions are
used to simulate a long narrow portion of crystal.
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Fig. n.1.3.
Three-dimensional velocity surface (z-component of velocity of pairs of lattice planes normal
to the z-direction) as a function of a z-coordinate and time. The seventh peak (indicated by
arrows) has grown in time. The leading peak is the shock front, and to = 1.1 X 10'1* s.
The sequence of pictures in Fig. II. 1.4 exhibits the
time evolution of the iron shell.
As a result of the convergent geometry, the bottom
plane farthest to the left undergoes a fairly drastic
rearrangement process. The bottom row of atoms of
the first plane (nearest the inclined mirror) is forced
ahead of the rest of the crystal The row of atoms
above the ejected row then moves down so that the
ejected row finally moves to a position in front of the
rest of the crystal, but between what were the second
and third rows of the original first plane of atoms.
This process is also reflected in the kinetic energy.
As the crystal collides with the inclined mirror, a
complicated internal stress pattern builds. The
potential energy of the system increases at the expense of the kinetic energy. Upon rearrangement of
the first plane of atoms the internal stresses are
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relieved and the potential energy is lowered, allowing the kinetic energy to increase. This process will
repeat in a similar manner as the confining crystal
volume continues to decrease. The dissipative
nature of the process is a consequence of the
numerous atom atom collisions that turn the
original kinetic energy with velocity v0 in the xdirection to a quasi-random velocity distribution in
the x-, y-directiona, causing a sizable temperature
increase.
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Fig. U.I.4.
Converging geometry configuration in an iron crystal lattice.
RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY
R. Menikoff (T-14), R. C. MjolsnegB (T-3),
D. H. Sharp (T-8), and C. Zemach (T-DOT)

The theoretical treatment of the growth of irregularities in an accelerated interface between two
inviscid fluids of different densities, when the acceleration is directed perpendicularly to the interface, was first treated by Lord Rayleigh.1 He showed
that for incompressible fluids, if the acceleration
vector points toward the heavier fluid of density pu
from the lighter fluid of density pa, any small initial
perturbation in the interface will grow with time;
while the amplitude of the perturbation remains small compared to its wavelength, the time dependence
of the amplitude can be expressed in the form

n=

at

where a is the growth rate factor given by
a = (kaA)h .

Here k = 2r/\ is the wave number of the disturbance, a is the (constant) interface acceleration, and
A is the "Atwood number" given by
A = (p 1 -p 2 )/(p 1 +P 2 ) .

If the acceleration is oppositely directed, the growth
rate factor is imaginary and T? is oscillatory in time.
Clearly for our purposes we must understand the
growth that might occur in less idealized cases. For
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example, real fluids are compressible and viscous,
the acceleration is not constant, the initial perturbation may be in velocity rather than position, and the
perturbation amplitude will not necessarily remain
small compared to wavelength.

TEE UNSTABLE NORMAL MODE FOR
RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN
VISCOUS FLUIDS
The dispersion relation for Rayleigh-Taylor instability of viscous fluids has long been known.1
Nevertheless, information about the roots of the dispersion relation is incomplete except in the special
cases vi = vt, HI = HI, and in the limiting case, p i »
Pi, iii » M«- Here v denotes kinematic viscosity, ji is
dynamic viscosity, and p is density. These cases do
not include the regions of parameter space of
relevance for many of the most important applications in which Rayleigh-Taylor instability plays a
role. For example, in high-temperature processes
such as laser-pellet fusion, electron-beam fusion,
and metal liner-plasma implosions, the region pi »
Pi but iii » Mi is the most interesting part of
parameter space. In these cases the high-Z material
may be considerably colder than the deuteriumtritium and, for plasmas, the viscosity is quite sensitive to both T and Z. Other processes, of course,
may call for a knowledge of the roots of the dispersion relation in yet other regions of parameter space.
In many cases of interest, such as those mentioned
above, the evolution of the instability is not fully
described by a simple viscous theory owing to nonnegligible effects associated with compressibility,
heat conduction, and mass diffusion. Nevertheless,
we believe that our study of the dispersion relation
for viscous fluids over the full range of parameter
space provides a necessary first step in understanding Taylor instability as it arises in current applications, and brings order and completion to an
important topic.
A complete description of all of the roots of the
dispersion relation is needed for the solution of the
initial value problem, and must be obtained by
numerical means. We have recently carried out such
a study,1 to which the reader is referred for
mathematical details. It is our purpose here to point
out that simple considerations permit one to es-

tablish the properties of the unstable normal mode
over the full range of parameter space.
The chief feature that emerges is that the growth
rate of the instability, when scaled in term* of appropriate dimendonless parameters, ia remarkably
insensitive to the densities and viscosities of the
fluids. This point is illustrated in Fig:. H.1.5, which
displays the very limited variation allowed in the
dimensionless growth rate a*, as the densities and
viscosities are varied.

THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM FOR
RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY OF
VISCOUS FLUIDS
We have studied the effect of viscosity on the
development of small-amplitude Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, emphasizing the role of viscosity in
modifying the way in which general initial conditions in the fluid (initial shear flows and initial
potential flows, as well as initial interface perturbations) drive the instability. As an unperturbed
fluid configuration, we considered two infinitely extended incompressible viscous fluids, meeting at a
plane interface, and subjected to a constant acceleration in a direction normal to this interface. We
studied the growth in time of perturbations of the
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Dimensionless growth rate a*vs dimensionless
wave numberft*for surface tension a* = 0. The
band represents upper and lower bounds for
any values of viscosities i>b vt.
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fluid interface and of the velocity and pressure fields
established throughout the fluid at time t = 0. The
initial perturbations were assumed to be of small
amplitude so that the linearized form of the NavierStokes equation could be used. Apart from this
restriction, general initial conditions were considered. Dynamical equations were written in the
noninertial frame comoving with the unperturbed
interface.
The initial value problem just posed was solved
using an integral transform method. General results
were obtained for the Fourier-Laplace transforms of
the hydrodynamic variables and the interface displacement, but explicit results for the variables
themselves were obtained only for the restricted case
when the two fluids have equal kinematic
viscosities. In this case the problem of inverting the
transforms simplifies considerably and the
hydrodynamic variables can be expressed as integrals of Green's functions multiplied by initial
data.
We began by defining the unperturbed fluid configuration and giving the equations and boundary
conditions governing the perturbed system. In
treating this problem we have found it very helpful
to make use of the fact that an arbitrary velocity
field can be written in the form v = v# + ^x£.
Substituting this expression into the linearized
Navier-Stokes equations does not result in a set of
equations that uniquely determines the potentials.
However, we have shown, for disturbances in two
dimensions, that this nonuniqueness can be interpreted as the freedom to make well-defined classes of gauge transformations on the potentials. As in
electromagnetism, the potentials are uniquely determined by the field equations, supplemented by
suitable gauge conditions. Several possible gauge
conditions are useful in solving the initial value
problem. In particular, there is a gauge in which information about the net convection can be isolated
in the scalar potential, whereas information about
viscous shear layers, average shear, and vorticity in
the fluid can be isolated in the vector potential. By
introducing Fourier transforms of the hydrodynamic
variables, our results can be generalized to the case
of arbitrary initial disturbances. We have also given
the boundary conditions for this problem, and discussed the initial data. Tn particular, we have shown
how the initial values of the potentials can be constructed from the initial velocity fields.

Next, the equations and boundary conditions were
expressed in terms of Laplace transforms (in the
time domain) of the hydrodynamic variables and of
the surface displacement, and the general solution of
the resulting system of equations was derived.
For the case in which the two fluids have equal
kinematic viscosities, the Laplace transforms obtained above were inverted. Various requirements on
the initial data follow from the consistency condition
that the t — 0 limit of our Laplace transform solution reduces to these initial data. The pressure distribution throughout the fluid was also calculated.
In a very brief comparison of our results with those of
the customary normal mode analysis, we identified
explicitly t" ? "continuum modes" associated, in the
viscous theory, with the branch cuts in the Laplace
transform variable. These modes are usually
neglected altogether, and are treated only partially
and implicitly by others.
Finally, we carried out a partial inversion of the
Fourier transform, and thereby expressed the fluid
variables as integrals of Green's functions multiplied
by initial data. The Green's functions cannot be
completely evaluated in general, but are reduced to
one-dimensional integrals.
A paper currently in preparation is devoted to
drawing physical information from the
mathematical solution described here. In particular
we are studying viscous heating in the fluid and the
structure of the viscous boundary layer, and are
calculating the time evolution of the perturbed interface in the specific case that the fluids are started
from rest. We will also give a more complete comparison of the role of cuts and poles in controlling the
dynamics than is available at present.
We conclude with two general remarks about our
treatment of this problem. First, we believe that the
model of Rayleigh-Taylor instability used here, as
well as in the previous literature, has an important
flaw beyond its neglect of nonlinear effects. The
idealization of a sharp fluid interface results in a discontinuity in the scalar potential at the interface. In
reality mass diffusion at the interface smooths this
out. More important, however, is the fact that mass
diffusion will affect Rayleigh-Taylor instability
physically in two important ways: (a) the effective
Atwood ratio of the system is reduced, and (b) the
smearing of the discontinuity in the scalar potential
introduces strong velocity gradients and additional
viscous heating throughout a finite portion of the
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fluid. All of these effects are stabilizing and should
reduce significantly the growth rate of the instability
and increase the most unstable wavelength.
To the best of our knowledge, the only authors to
consider the effect of interfacial mass diffusion on
the development of Rayleigh-Taylor instability are
Duff, Harlow, and Hirt,4 who wrote their paper in
response to difficulties in reconciling experimental
measurements with predictions of the viscous
theory. They obtained a reasonable estimate for the
effect of the change in the Atwood ratio, but unfortunately missed the main viscous heating effect of
the purely viscous theory and the mass diffusion corrections. Thus their comparison with experiment,
while suggestive, is not decisive. We hope to return
to the subject of mass diffusion in later work. We
have described here the analysis of the sharp interface, viscous theory simply because it is the case
commonly considered in the literature and it has a
sufficiently complex, unexplored mathematical
structure that this theory should be understood in
detail before analysis of a more realistic but even
more complex theory is attempted. Nevertheless, we
emphasize that we do expect significant departures
from the present results to arise from mass diffusion
and, at high temperatures and accelerations, from
heat conduction and compressibility.
Finally, we remark that the treatment of the initial value problem by integral transform methods
(Fourier-Laplace transforms) is very convenient
here, 07/ing to the fact that the "continuum modes,"
instead of simply being added to a classical normal
analysis, appear naturally as a result of cuts in the
physical plane of the Laplace transform variable.
The resulting mathematical structure is much more
complex than that of the inviscid theory, and it
seems to us that it would be very difficult to
elucidate it without carrying out explicit calculations of the kind described in this report. The
mathematical details, which are somewhat complicated, can be found in Re/. 5.

NONLINEAR RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR
STABILITY

IN-

The principal objective of this study is to
elucidate the physical nature of the Rayleigh-Taylor
process by exploiting analytic methods and
physically motivated choices of generalized coordinates, with the hope of generating simpler and
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more accurate numerical methods for the nonlinear
problem than are available from existing meshintegration techniques. In a first exploration of this
type, the simplest physical configuration, that is,
ideal fluids in two dimensions (with a onedimensional interface), is the logical target of study.
Integral equations have been formulated and
solved, which define the confonnal mapping of a
deformed region bounded by a Rayleigh-Taylor interface into a region with flat boundaries. This permits calculation, with high accuracy, of the harmonic Green's function and of the normal derivative
of the velocity potential from potential data along a
deformed interface. In fact, the conformal map and
Green's function can be expressed analytically in
terms of simple series with good convergence. It is
now proposed to apply this technique for handling
the velocity potential problem to the integration of
the motion of the interface between ideal fluids,
either by direct intergration of the hydrodynamic
boundary conditions, or through integration of the
Lagrange equations for generalized coordinates
(both are believed to be feasible).
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Recruiting new talent is one key to maintaining the vitality of longestablished programs. The postdoctoral program has proved to be very
effective for this purpose. Young theoreticians have come to T Division
as postdoctoral fellows, attracted by the basic research program, and
have subsequently found interesting and challenging jobs at LASL in applied fields. Ralph Menikoff (right) and Milton Slaughter (left) are two
examples. Both were postdoctoral fellows in the high-energy physics
group (T-8) and are now Staff Members in T-14 working on problems of
importance to the weapons program. Menikoff works on various
problems concerning the physics of imploding systems including
Rayleigh-Taylor instability (see Sec. II. 1, Anomalous Hydrodynamics).
Slaughter's research concerns the interaction of shock waves with
various media. Both have been able to continue research ois problems in
high-energy physic0 " i a part-time basis. Slaughter has also been appointed the Affir.
a Action Representative for T Division. He assists
in the formulation of plans for affirmative action in hiring more
minorities and women, monitors decisions on hiring, and plays an advisory role on any related problems that arise in the Division.
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2. WEAPONS RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory was established for the sole purpose of designing and
fabricating the first nuclear weapon. Although the
manufacturing now takes place elsewhere the design
of weapons and calculation of their effects is still
recognized as the single most important function of
the Laboratory. The role of the Theoretical Division
in carrying out this responsibility is best seen by
listing the categories into which the bulk of LASL's
weapons funding is divided. These are
(1) Current Weaponization, which refers to the
design and engineering development of nuclear
warheads that are to go into production;
(2) Advanced Development, which refers to design
concepts and techniques that we expect to affect
weapon development in the near future; and
(3) Development Capability, which includes
research of both an applied and basic nature carried
out in support of the weapons program. Weapons
funding for T Division comes chiefly from the third
category, with a lesser amount from the second.
Thus, while the Division does no direct design work,
it carries out a strong program of applied research in
those areas of critical importance to weapons design
and weapons effects. Moreover the leadership strives
to maintain an atmosphere in which basic research
in all fields can stimulate and strengthen the
weapons program.
In a nuclear weapon, a layer of high explosive surrounding the fissionable material and any other
material within the weapon is detonated to produce
an implosion. The implosion drives the fissionable
material to a state sufficiently compressed to sustain
B fission chain reaction.
Early nuclear weapons were physically large and
conservatively designed. If there were uncertainties
in the physics, the designer might compensate by
adding more material. But through the years,
military requirements have demanded increasingly
smaller, cleaner, more finely tuned devices and so
have sustained the need not only for new designs,
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but for constant refinement of numerical modeling
techniques, for better understanding of weapons
physics, and for more complete and accurate basic
physical data.
T Division contributes in all these areas. T-l continually improves techniques for the numerical
treatment of particle and radiation transport; T-2
provides the required nuclear cross-esction data; T-4
provides the required EOS and opacity data; T-14
develops improvements in the numerical treatment
of detonations in high explosive; and T-3 provides
guidance in numerical hydrodynamics. Group T-7
addresses various problems in numerical modeling
associated with weapons design and testing. And
Group T-12 is modeling molecular physics
phenomena in the atmosphere that are important
for weapons effects studies. Although some of this
work is of a classified nature, particularly in details
of its application, there is still much that can
be—and is—published in the open literature.
T Division also recognizes a responsibility to perform an active role in coordinating across Division
lines the experimental investigation of theoretical
concepts and the useful application of new ideas. A
project or working-group approach that involves
members with different areas of expertise is often
the way to tackle a problem. The Anomalous
Hydrodynamics project initiated through T-Division
leadership to investigate hydrodynamic instabilities
and material response under extreme conditions is
one example of this interdivisional approach (see
Sec. n.l). The High Explosive Working Group
(HEWG) is another. In these and other efforts, the
Division draws not only on its resident theoretical
talent; but, through its strong consultant and
visiting Staff Member program, the fresh approach
of outstanding scientists from the academic community and industrial research organizations is applied to problems in the national interest.
Some of the more important nonclassified work of
the previous year is described below.

NEUTRAL PARTICLE TRANSPORT
Warren F. Miller (T-l)

Prediction of neutral particle (for example,
neutron and photon) transport and distributions is
essential for both fission and fusion devices. The two
major methods (Monte Carlo and SN-discrete ordinates) for calculating these distributions were invented at LASL. Monte Carlo research is now conducted in the Theoretical Design (TD) Division,
whereas in T Division, Group T-l concentrates on
deterministic approaches, of which the SN-discrete
oidinates method is a good example. In this area,
T'l is acknowledged as a world leader. Many of the
computer programs and numerical methods
developed by members of the group are used
throughout the world. In the past year, Group T-l
personnel have continued research and development
aimed toward improving numerical models and
computer codes for solving the Boltzmann transport
equation. We have also developed a new neutronics
module for weapons codes.

ANGULAR DISCRETIZATION OF THE
BOLTZMANN EQUATION
Early work on numerically modeling the transport
of neutral particles led investigators to the discrete
ordinates (SN) method for discretizing the angular
(directional) variables in the Boltzmann equation.
Assuming isotropic scattering and sources,
monoenergetic particles, and infinite slab geometry,
the discrete ordinates equations are

af
m'=l
m = 1, 2

M,

(D.2.1)

where ^m is the particle flux at point x for particles
moving in the direction given by jsm, the cosine
between the direction vector flm and the x axis. The
d(x) and <Ti(x) are total and scattering cross sections,
respectively, and Q(x) is the particle source. In Eq.
(H.2.1), we have replaced the continuous space of
directions - 1 S )i S 1 by a Finite set fim, and
replaced the integral over jx by a quadrature sum
with the Wm the quadrature weights.
This discrete ordinates method for discretizing
angular space has proved to be very effective and is
widely used throughout the world where neutronics
calculations are performed. The approach, however,
does have its problems. Consider a plane source
within the slab emitting neutrons in some direction
ML not in the set tim. Clearly, the discrete ordinates
solution will be completely in error since these particles will not be included in the numerical model. For
a less pathological case, consider a deep-penetration
problem in which the angular flux becomes more
forward-peaked as one observes points farther from
the source. The user-selected direction set may be
woefully inadequate in modeling this pencil-beam
angular distribution. Such deep-penetration situations are immensely important in practical
personnel- and equipment-shielding calculations.
In an effort to improve upon the discrete ordinates
methodology, the Group T-l staff has considered
new approaches to discretizing the angular
variables. The two new methods receiving the major
emphasis have been variable SN and nonlinear SNIn the former case, an algorithm haB been developed
that allows the computer code to increase the SN
order automatically, as a function of position, as the
particle distribution becomes more anisotropic.
Conversely, the order of approximation decreases as
the distribution becomes smoother. This method,
then, very efficiently uses the degrees of freedom
available and eliminates the waste resulting from
using high-order approximations in regions where
they are not needed.

The nonlinear SN method iB formulated to insure
that the quadrature points are located in the most
important subregions of the angular domain. The
number of particles in an angular subdomain is required to be a spatially dependent constant. It follows that

A

,(x)

and

, / , '

with Wm(x) = Mn>+v»M - >*i»-i/a(x). The nonlinear
discrete ordinates equations are then the same as
Bq. (II.2.1) with Mm replaced by Mmto- The requirement that an equal number of particles be in each
angular interval improves the selection of the
quadrature points.
Both new approaches demonstrate considerable
promise and are being pursued.

NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATION
PROCESSING

AND

Phillip G. Young (T-2)

Group T-2 is responsible for providing evaluated
nuclear data for use in weapons calculations performed by TD Division. To accomplish this task,
research is carried out in the areas of nuclear theory
and model development, data evaluation, processing
code development, and generation and validation of
processed data libraries. The primary channel into
TD Division is through Group TD-6, where our
results are checked and entered into multigroup and
pointwise Monte Carlo data libraries maintained for
all of TD Division.
Recent development and application of the EDA
coupled-channel R-matrix-fitting code has centered
on analyses of the four- and seven-nucleon systems.
The mass-4 analysis encompasses a large number of
reactions, including the important fusion reactions,
D(d,p)T and D(d,n)*He. The mass-7 analysis involves several reactions that are important from a
neutronics point of view as wsll as the tritiumproducing •Ld(n,t)4He reaction. Both these analyses
are being carried out in a charge-independent
framework. The R-matrix work is described more
fully in an article by Dodder and Hale in Sec. III.3,
"Nuclear and Particle Physics."
The statistical-preequilibrium reactions theory
code GNASH has been further refined and the code
was documented and released for general use. The
code was used to calculate a variety of reactions including neutron-induced cross sections and emission
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spectra from "Al, "-50Ti, "Cr, H "Fe, "•"Ni, "Co,
"-«Y,1MTmI"f-1MW, and "•""•Pb, and proton-induced
reactions from "Sc, "Y, "Zr, "Tm, "»Lu, '"•»»Ir,
and 197Au. In addition, experimental-theoretical
data evaluations of neutron-induced reactions were
performed for several other materials including 'Be,
">TU, and '"U, and were entered into the T-2
evaluated data sublibrary for local use.
In the course of our model code development,
improved phenomenological parameterizations were
obtained for level density and S-wave neutron
strength functions. An extensive file of evaluated
nuclear level schemes and calculated particle transmission coefficients was accumulated as well. Additionally, several nuclear model codes developed
elsewhere were acquired and made operational at
LASL to complement the statistical-preequilibrium
capability. These codes include the optical model
search codes RAROMP and BOMB, the Karlsruhe
version of the coupled-channel elastic-inelastic scattering code JUPFTOR, and the Hanford reaction
theory code HAUSER-4.
Major new capabilities were developed this year in
our NJOY nuclear data processing code system.
This code system, which is used to process evaluated
nuclear data from the national ENDF/B data file
intc pointwise and multigroup form, was expanded
to provide a new generalized data storage and
postprocessing system, which is called MATXS. The

MATXS format permits storage of multi-isotope
neutron-scattering, gamma-production, and
gamma-interaction data for many temperatures and
dilution factors. All the neutron and photon transport information (cross sections, secondary energy
spectra, angular distributions, multiplicities,
heating, etc.) for all reactions found in the ENDF/B
system can be included in group-averaged form.
With the aid of a flexible translator code (called
TRANSX), we are now able to respond more rapidly
to requests for problem-dependent data sets without
having to repeat expensive computing operations
each time a request is received. The most ambitious
undertaking to date with this system has been the
production of a MATXS file containing neutron
scattering (65 isotopes), gamma production (41
isotopes), and gamma interaction (41 elements).
Several TRANSX runs with this file, including a 31isotope data set for use in weapons design codes,
have consistently required less than two minutes of
CDC-7600 time to execute.
To investigate the adequacy of nuclear heating
values ir. weapons calculations, we initiated a study

to delineate materials and energy ranges in the
ENDF/B data files where heating discrepancies cccur. In this study, we calculated charged particle
heating using two techniques, ond used differences
in the results to infer discrepancies in the data base.
Charged particle heating calculated from the
ENDF/B files with NJOY using the energy-balance
method was found to differ (significantly in some
cases) from direct calculations using the GNASH
nuclear model code. We discovered that there are
materials and energy regions in the ENDF/B data
files where total enrrgy conservation has not been
maintained. Consequently, corrections are needed
for many of the data sets. The NJOY energybalance calculations are needed for many of the
data sets. The NJOY energy-balance calculations
were found to provide a sensitive test of energy conservation in the ENDF/B data files, and a number of
simple physics tests were built into the code to flag
future heating discrepancies.

EQUATION OF STATE AND OPACITY
W. F. Huebner (T-4)

In addition to the nuclear data base described
above, weapons-related codes require extensive data
relating to material behavior and the interaction of
radiation with matter. Over the past 5 years we have
developed the computer-based SESAME library of
EOS tables to replace, as far as practical, analytical
expressions for the EOS in weapons codes. Our work
to date has demonstrated the feasibility of tabular
EOS formulation—pressure and internal energy as
functions of density and temperature—and shown
that it has many advantages over the more familiar
analytical methods.
Recent developments in the SESAME library are
described below as well as work on photoelectric
cross sectiona for improved opacity data.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SESAME
EOS (G. I. Kerley, T-4;
The SESAME library, a file of EOS and other
material properties, is accessed by computer codes
for calculations of hydrn dynamic flow. At present,
SESAME provides tables of pressure and internal
energy as functions of density and temperature for
38 materials including gases, metallic solids, and
solid chemical compounds. Group T-4 generates
EOS tables for the library and provides consultation
to users of the data. In addition to its weapons applications, the library is used in laser fusion and
reactor safety research (see the article "Tabular
Equations of State for Reactor Safety Work" in Sec.

n.5).
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SESAME tables are constructed from fundamental theory, phenomenological models, and experimental data. During the past year, much effort
has been devoted to improving the theoretical
models. Because the tables cover a vast range of densities and temperatures, T-4 has many research interests in EOS. Some of the problems being studied
are methods for computing the cold curve of compressed solids, models of the liquid state, thermal
excitation and ionization of compressed atoms, and
phase transitions, including melting and vaporization. Melting is important, not only because it has
an effect on the EOS, but also because material
strength disappears in the liquid phase. Consequently, tne melting temperature at high pressure is
needed for models of elastic-plastic flow. Vaporization is important in reactor safety and nuclear
weapons effects studies.
Shock Hugoniot data for lead*1* provide some confirmation of the models. In Fig. 11.2.1 the experimen-

tal shock velocity (U.) vs particle velocity (Up) curve
is compared with three theoretical calculations. The
curve f<~* the solid phase exhibits a linear U(, Up
relationship, which is typical of metals. For strong
shocks a marked change of slope suggests that
melting has occurred.' The calculated curve for the
liquid, based on a hard sphere perturbation model,4
agrees well with the experimental data. For still
stronger shocks, there is sufficient thermal energy to
cause significant electronic excitation and ionization. When this effect is included, we obtain even
better agreement with experiment.
In addition to the above theoretical studies, there
have been some new developments in data management and use of the SESAME library. The structure
of the file has been made more flexible and general
to facilitate the addition of new kinds of data, including opacities, entropies, and two-temperature
EOS. We have also devised procedures for sending
SESAME data tapes to laboratories having widely
varying computer systems and we have processed
several such requests. A special interpolation
algorithm for EOS tables has been developed.' T-4
offers a library of FORTRAN subroutines that access tables from the data file and compute thermodynamic functions using the new interpolation
scheme. A new interactive code for displaying EOS
data in the form of isotherms, Hugoniots, and
adiabats is available to LASL users. With the use of
these computing tools, the problem of adapting a
code to use the SESAME library IB relatively
straightforward.

Liquid a Electronic
Excitation Model
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PHOTOELECTRIC CBOSS SECTIONS FOR
IONS SCALED FROM THEIR NEUTRAL
ATOMS
The photoelectric effect is the most important
continuous absorption process for electromagnetic
radiation in the ultraviolet to x-ray spectral range,
that is, in the energy itnge from a few electron volts
to tens or even hundreds of kilovolts. Unfortunately,
the cross section that measures the effectiveness of
this process has not been determined for the entire
spectral range for most elements and their ions. Experimental determinations require different measuring apparatus and techniques for the wide range of
wavelengths, and sample preparation of multiply
stripped ions and their abundance determinations
are difficult. To prepare a sample of known density
of nearly pure iron ions stripped of, say, 20 electrons
is virtually impossible. Calculations of the cross sections are extensive, time-consuming, and expensive.
For example, for carbon and all its ions there are 12
cross sections just considering the various subshells
and the configuration averages of the ground states.
Even if all the data were available, storing it in a
form easily accessible and displayable would be a
difficult task.
For some problems accurate cross-section information is necessary and will have to be measured or
calculated specifically. However, there is also a large
class of problems for which approximate values, accurate to, say, 10% or a few tens of per cent, are sufficient. We have developed a procedure and a
program to predict such approximate cross sections
for atoms or ions in the gas or plasma phase for elements of atomic number Z up to 30. The approximation is based on the fact that removal (ionization) of

outer electrons from an atom does not significantly
change the potential or wave function? over the
region where the wave functions of the remaining
bound electrons are large. For this reason partial
cross sections of an ion ate similar to those of its
neutral atom except that they are truncated at the
ion's threshold rather than at the atom's threshold.
The charge that the active electron "sees" in the ion
is larger than that in the atom. Near threshold,
where the photoelectric effect is largest, the cross
section is proportional to the fourth power of the effective charge. The partial photoelectric cross section,ff»lll(«'),for a shell k of ion (i) can then be scaled
to the corresponding partial cross section of the
neutral atom (n) of the same element by

(n.2.2)
Here v is the photon's frequency, the N» are the
electronic occupation numbers of shell k in the ion
and in the neutral atom according to their
superscript, and similarly the Z" are the effective
charges. More precisely, the effective charge is the
effective wave function charge defined by

(n.2.3)
In this equation ru is the principal quantum number
and the Ey are electron interaction energies.
A program has been written that contains all information needed to solve the above two equations.
The partial cross sections for the neutral atoms are
contained in the form of fits to the best available
data. The program can be accessed from any terminal in the Laboratory as well as from outside.
Figure II.2.2 illustrates results obtained from our
program for iron 17 times ionized, and compares it to
calculated values.
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Fig. U.2.2.
Photoelectric cross section ve photon energy for
Fe XVIII. Circles represent the cross section as
scaled from neutral iron (Fe I) using Eq.
(U.2.2). The solid curves represent the cross
section of the ground-state ion calculated in
the same approximation and to the same
numerical accuracy as the corresponding
neutral atom values.

CODE DEVELOPMENT IN T-7
EFFICIENT POISSON SOLVERS (J. Dendy, T-7)
Many of the hydrodynamics codes used for
weapons designs at LASL use an explicit method for
the velocity variables but solve for the pressure
implicitly. The advantage of this approach is that
the sound speed restriction part of the Courant condition is removed and one can use time steps many
times larger than the one dictated by the Courant
condition, thus enabling the computation to proceed
much more rapidly than otherwise. The penalty for
this approach is that, since the pressure is being
solved for implicitly, one must resort to an iterative
procedure for this part of the calculation, the
number of unknowns being far too large for a direct
solution to be feasible.
The multigrid method is one way of speeding up
the pressure iteration. The method employs two or
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more grids, each being a refinement of its successor,
and the finest being the grid on which one wishes to
solve the problem. On each grid one uses the same
iterative method that was being used previously;
thus the only additional coding necessary are
routines to interpolate from fine to coarse and coarse
to fine grids, respectively.
The multigrid method has been tried so far for two
simple fluid codes. The first, SOLA, is a compressible flow Eurlerian code. The second, SOLA-ICE is
an all-speed-flow Eulerian code. In both cones the
speedup in pressure iteration time for the sample
problem was about a factor of 5. These sample
problems were on relatively coarse grids; multigrid
will perform even faster on finer grids. Also there are

some possibilities for speeding up multigrid even
more that have not yet been investigated.
The next code on which multigrid will be tried is
Yaqui, an all-speed Lagrangian code. Because of
previous successful numerical experiments with
Laplace's equation on logically rectangular but
otherwise arbitrary quadrilaterial grids, no serious
difficulties are anticipated in applying multigrid to
Yaqui.
It is obvious that a factor of 5 or greater improvement in running time coupled with ease of
implementation make the multigrid method extremely attractive and worthy of further study end
development.

L E N S D E S I G N FOR
EESEARCH (M. Klein, T-7)

EXPLOSIVES

A high-quality fast (f/6) long-focal-length
telescopic lens for use in explosives research has
been developed through teamwork with B, Brixner,
M-l, and M. Winkler, M-l. This lens is used to obtain a picture of an above-ground explosion with a
high-speed camera by observation through a steel
periscope located in an underground bunker. Unlike
present lenses employed in the system, the lens we
have developed is of uufficient quality to permit
resolution of the detailu of events. Moreover, by interchanging the objective lens used with our relay
lens we can easily change the magnification of the
streak image.
Members of M-l had been searching for cuch a
lens for some time. They hoped that the T-7 MonteCarlo geometrical ray trace code CLIMB could be
applied to the problem. Although we got a 10-20%

improvement in lens performance with the code, this
was not sufficient. It was clear from our computer
analysis that longitudinal chromatipm, the
dependency of focal length on wavelength, was killing the performance. During a literature search we
found that Hertzberger had developed a theory for
solving this problem. According to the theory, an exceptionally well-color-corrected triplet lens could be
designed if the three glasses employed in the lens lie
on a straight line when plotted on a scatter diagram
of the two dispersion parameters derived by
Hertzberger. We wrote an LTSS code to convert the
data for each glass of the Bourns glass catalogue into
the required pair of dispersion parameters. Choosing
three glasses at a time from the scatter diagram,
improvements of a factor of 2 could be obtained but
only through the choice of unstable, and hence, unsuitable glass.
Abandoning the theory, we tried working with two
glasses at a time. Previously, Brixner had tried
quartz and fluorite combinations without success.
We decided to use ths scatter diagram to aid us in
our selection of a glass that would be suitable with
fluorite. Employing CLIMB for design calculations,
we discovered that, whereas quartz, the Barium
crowns, and the flints were unsuitable, the design
was sensitive to glass chosen in a certain region of
the scatter diagram. Further refinement with the use
of CLIMB showed that when fluorite was used in
combination with K3, K5, or BaLK3, diffractionlimited f/10 and f/8 lenses could be produced. Using
these glasses as a basis, M. Winkler then designed
the successful f/6 lens. Our combined efforts had
produced a set of relay lenses far exceeding the Btate
of the art. We have jointly applied for a patent.

ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES: ELECTRON
IMPACT CROSS SECTIONS OF N,
D. C. Cartwright (T-12)
The deposition of large amounts of energy
(nuclear bursts, electron/ion beams, miciowave,
etc.) into the atmosphere produces electrons with a
distribution of kinetic energies ranging from a few
eV to tens of keV. These "secondary" electrons lose
their energy by ionization and excitation of the am-

bient atmospheric constituents. The ionization and
excitation processes produce many more electrons
and excited atomic molecular states, which then
radiate or transfer their energy to other molecules
via chemical reactions. These various secondary
proces-38 produce effects characteristic of the
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molecular constituents in the atmosphere, which
may have a deleterious or desirable effect on the particular phenomena of interest. To ascertain the sffect of this energy deposition under a given set of circumstances, it is essential to understand the
molecular physics associated with the energy deposition.
Even though a considerable effort has been
devoted to molecular processes in connection with
nuclear-burst phenomenology, only a very small
fraction of the many molecular processes occurring
are understood. Only a very few of the electron impact cross sections for the various molecular species
are known, and essentially none of the molecular
processes involving metastable molecular states are
understood. The theoretical molecular physics effort
at LASL has undertaken a study of the collision- and
photon-induced molecular processes of importance
for understanding various atmospheric phenomena.
These studies include electron- and photon-induced
cross sections for excitation, ionization, dissociation,
and the related recombination processes of the
various molecular species as well as the spectral
properties of these molecules. Among the tasks that
have been completed is the first determination of the
electron impact excitation cross sections for the
lowest 10 electronic states of Na.

ELECTRON-IMPACT CROSS SECTIONS
Nitrogen is the most abundant molecular species
in the atmosphere to 200 km, but until this study
was completed, the absolute integral cross section
for electron impact excitation of only one electronic
state of Nj was known. This meant that no quantitative analysis of energy deposition in the atmosphere nor the subsequent optical emissions from
N» could be given. Similarly, it was not possible to
predict the production of metastable N» states that
are believed to serve as precursors of various important chemical reactions.' The present study was a
collaborative effort. The experimental electron
energy-loss data in Nj were measured at JPL and the
subsequent analysis and interpretation of these data
in terms of fundamental scattering proceiises were
performed at LASL.
The experimental measurements were carried out
over a period of 4 years using two electron-impact
spectrometers of different design. Data .collected
with both instruments consisted of the determina50

tion of elastic-scattering intensity and the energyloss spectra (scattered signal intensity vs energy
loss) at a fixed scattering angle 6 and energy E, over
the energy-loss (W) range 7.1 <. W(eV) S 11.1.
Measurements were made over the angular range
10° £ 0 £ 138°, at seven incident electron energies
ranging from 10 to 50 eV.
The analysis of the electron-loss spectra in Ni is
particularly complicated because of the overlapping
of numerous vibrational levels from the eight
electronic transitions within the 7.1 -11.1 eV energyloss region. The handling of the large amount of data
and the unfolding of the many vibrational features
from one another were carried out by means of a
numerical spectral analysis technique. The analysis
was carried out within the framework of the BomOppenheimer nuclear-electronic mass-separation
approximation in which relative vibrational intensities are independent of incident energy and scattering angle. The vibrational intensities were
therefore determined from other sources.
The electronic portion of the transitions were then
determined from the experimental data using
knowledge of the vibrational intensities.
The information obtained falls into two classes: (i)
differential cross sections, and (ii) integral cross sections, for excitation of the lowest ten singlet and
triplet mo'ecular states.
Normalized differential cross sections (DCSs) for
the electron impact excitation of the lowest three
singlet (a',a,w), and lowest five t r i p l e t
(A,B,W,B',C), valence electronic states of N,, and of
the two (3sff() Rydberg states (e, a"), were determined at seven incident electron energies ranging
from 10 to 50 eV.1 These data, which are the first
that cover such a large incident energy and scattering angle range, for such a wide variety of final
target states, show that each of the DCSs for the 10
final target states falls into one of four classes. Since
the initial molecular target state is a singlet, and
none of the final states studied here ia dipole allowed, these four classes are determined according
to whether the final target state is triplet, singlet,
parity-unfavored, or Rydberg, in character. The
DCSs for all the final target states change rapidly in
shape as the incident electron energy is varied as
shown in Fig. n.2.3.
Purely theoretical descriptions of inelastic
electron-molecule scattering have been limited to
first-order calculations because of the severe
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Fig. U.2.3.
Perspective plots of the differential cross sections (DCSs) for elastic scattering and four different excitation processes. The dramatic differences in the shapes of the DCSs depending on
the scattering process should be noted. See Ref. 2 for more detail.

mathematical complexities associated with the nonspherical targets. These theoretical DSCs obtained
from first-order perturbation models (Born-Ochkur
and Ochkur-Rudge) agree poorly with our measured
DCSs. See. Ref. 2 for more detail.
From the measured DCSs we determined normalized integral cross sections for the electron impact excitation of the lowest three singlet (a',a,w),
and lowest five triplet (A,B,W,B',C), valence
electronic states of Na, and of the two (3s<rg) Rydberg
states (E, a"). These cross sections were obtained by
integrating the differential cross sections over all
scattering angles. The cross sections for excitation of
the W, B', and a' states are considerably larger than
previously estimated. The cross section for excitation of the C-state is in excellent agreement with
previously reported values (Fig. II.2.4), whereas
those for the A, B (Fig. n.2.5 and Fig. H.2.6), and a
states (Fig. n.2.7) are smaller than previous results.

Theoretical cross sections obtained with Born-type
theories give integral cross sections that are in surprisingly good agreement for most of the excited
states, but in a few cases (A,W,B'.a'), the theoretical
cross sections are in poor agreement. See Ref. 3 for
more detail.
A quantitative description of the vibrational populations of the various electronic states of N2 under
disturbed atmospheric condition (aurora) has also
been completed.
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Fig. U.2.5.
Integral cross section (A*) as a function of incident electron energy (eV), for excitation of the
A-etate of N, as determined by various
methods. The present results are shown by the
solid circles with error bars and with a continuous curve drawn througk them. The
theoretical cross section (dashed --xrve) has
been reduced by a factor of 2 before plotting.
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DETONATION WAVE RESEARCH
C. L. Mftder (T-14)

EOS information in the few-kundred-kilobar
region (1 kbar •-- 0.1 GPa) is often obtained through
experimentation with high explosives (HE). Correct

interpretation of the data depends heavily upon an
understanding of detonation waves and the ability
to model them in numerical hydrodynamics codes.
S3

Additionally, proper modeling of detonation is essential because HE is an integral component of
nuclear weapons.
In the past year, one important achievement was
the numerical modeling of the plate dent test, permitting an additional calibration of the EOS for explosives used in weapons design calculations.

THE PLATE DENT TEST
The most useful and simplest experiment that can
be performed to obtain a good estimate of the
detonation C-J pressure of explosives is the plate
dent test described by Smith.1 The experiment is
also more difficult to simulate numerically than
most of the other standard experiments used to
study detonation performance. The usual
Lagrangian codes cannot describe the highly distorted flow around the surface of the dent, and the
usual Eulerian codes do not include realistic enough
treatments of the material properties. Recently we
have added elastic-plastic flow to the Eulerian code
2DE (Ref. 2) and thus have been able to examine the
plate dent problem theoretically.
The plate dent test is quite simple: a cylindrical
charge of explosive in contact with a heavy steel
plate is detonated and the depth of the dent
produced in the plate is measured. Toe charges used
are of a diameter and length sufficient to ensure the
establishment of a steady detonation wave of almost
infinite-diameter velocity. The witness plates used
are massive enough and strong enough to limit the
damage to the area of the dent so that the depth of
the dent does not depend on any gross distortions of
the entire plate. The explosive test charge is
centered on the plate with a booster of adequate size
to initiate the test charge and a detonator. A
diagram of the assembly is shown in Fig. H.2.8. After
the shot has been fired, the test plate is recovered
and the depth of the dent is measured by placing a
ball bearing in the dent (and measuring from plate
surface to top of ball bearing) to eliminate the effects
of irregularities in the dent.
The plate dent experiment would be just another
integral experiment except that the depth of the
dent has been observed to correlate linearly with experimentally determined C-J pressures of large
charges of explosives of interest to the weapons
program. This correlation permits us to obtain from
54
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Fig. U.2.8.
The plate dent experiment.
the plate dent test an additional calibration of our
explosives EOS used in weapon design calculations.
The material properties of the metal plate are important in determining when the dent stops expanding. If the metal plate does not have strength
and is treated only hydrodynamically, the plate dent
will continue to expand indefinitely. Since we know
more about the material properties of aluminum,
the plate dent test was performed using aluminum
instead of steel plates. For a 2.54-cm-diam charge of
TNT, the dent observed was 0.90 cm deep and 3.7
cm wide at the aluminum plate Burface. We have
found that these observations may be numerically
reproduced using the 2DE code with a BKW EOS for
the detonation products of TNT (Ref. 3) and the
previously determined aluminum yield of 5.5 kbar
and shear modulus of 0.25 Mbar.4
The calculated isopycnic contours are shown in
Fig. II.2.9 for a 1.27-cm-radius charge of TNT, 2.54
cm long, interacting with an aluminum plate. The
calculated results were similar for a 1.27- and a 3.8cm-long charge and the results scaled with charge

CMpaac

Auncannc

TUT

Fig. U.2.9.
The isopycnic contours of 0.1 cmllg for a 1.27-cm-radius and 2.54-cm-long cylinder of TNT
interacting with an aluminum plate. The bottom boundary is 7 cm long and the height is 9

cm.
radius as observed experimentally. The top, right,
and bottom boundaries were continuum boundaries
and the left boundary was an axis. The explosive was
initiated by initially detonating the bottom 0.3 cm of
TNT. The profile of the dent in a calculation
without elastic-plastic flow is shown in Fig. II.2.10.
The calculated axial velocity of the explosive-steel

interface is shown as a function of time in Fig. 71.2.11
with and without the aluminum treated as an
elastic-plaBtic material.
Similar calculations were performed replacing the
aluminum plate with steel. The yield used for steel
was 7.5 kbar and the shear modulus is 0.987 Mbar.
Results are listed in Table H.2.1.
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Fig. tt.2.10.
The isopycnic contours of 24 its for the same
calculation as Fig. 11.2.9 but with the
aluminum treated as a fluid.
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Fig. n.2.11.
The velocity as a function of time of the axial explosive-aluminum interface for TNT and
9404. Also shown is the TNT-aluminum interface velocity for fluid aluminum.
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TABLE H.2.1.
EXPERIMEiNTAL AND CALCULATED RESULTS OF
PLATE DENT TEST

Diameter

Explosive

Metal

Experimental
Plate Dent

Calculated
Plate Dent

2.54 cm
2.54 cm
4.13 cm
4.13 cm

TNT

Dural
Dural
Steel
Steel

0.90
1.66
0.67
1.12

0.95
1.70
0.75
1.20

9404

TNT
9404

The plate dent experiment has been numerically
modeled for conventional explosives. Since these explosives have similar isentrope slopes in the pressure
range of interest, the major difference between the
explosives is a function of the peak detonation piessure. The observed correlation of plate dent depth
with C- J pressure is simply a consequence of similar
expansion behavior of the detonation products of
most explosives down to about 10 kbar.
The depth of the dent is dependent upon the explosive and the dynamic strength of the metal. Using a previously calibrated explosive permits us to
determine the dynamic strength of metals of interest
to the weapons program from the plate dent test.
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T DIVISION COORDINATING ACTTVITD5S
J. F. Barnes (T-DO)

Several years ago the High Explosive Working
Group (HEWG) was set up under T-Divi&ion
leadership with the task of improving the treatment
of HE performance in weapons codes. The
membership of the HEWG is drawn from M, T, TD,
and WX Divisions.

Recent work has been the inclusion of newly
developed models into weapons codes.
Another program in which T Division is playing a
leading role is the Anomalous Hydrodynamics
program previously discussed. In weapons as well as
in several of the other major Laboratory efforts, the
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usual simplifying assumptions of numerical
hydrodynamics, namely, a high degree of symmetry
and basically fluid EOS, lead to predictions at odds
with experiment. For example, in the laser fusion effort we cannot safely ignore the effect of Taylor instability in calculating the implosion. However, the
mechanism of instability growth and the material
properties governing the growth are not well understood. A joint theoretical and experimental program
has been set up to obtain the basic understanding of
both instability growth and material response under
extreme conditions of pressure and/or rate of applied
stress.
A systematic attack has begun on the
mathematical structure and physical content of the
linear theory of Taylor instability. We have
developed a general formalism for treating the case
of viscous, incompressible fluids and are beginning
to obtain detailed predictions for the long time
evolution of the hydrodynamic variables. The role of
differential amplification of disturbances of various
wavelengths in the formation of interface profiles
having a canonical shape, as well as the question of
the relative efficiency of surface perturbations and
velocity perturbations in driving the instability are
also being studied.
The mass diffusion effects will have an important
influence on the growth rate of Taylor instability
(both lengthening the most unstable wavelength and
reducing the maximum growtii rate). This effect has
been entirely ignored in previous treatments of the
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problem, and we intend to study it in detail in the
near future.
We also plan to treat the use of a compressible,
viscous, heat conducting, mass-diffusing fluid, since
this model provides a fairly satisfactory first-order
model of the physical situation that occurs in many
programs of interest to the Laboratory.
Much remains to be done in extending results obtained in plane geometry to the cases of spherical
and cylindrical geometry, where the effects of convergence are extremely important. A systematic
program of investigations in this area has been initiated.
Finally, it is extremely important, both for the
purpose of design of explosive devices and for comparison with experiment, to develop a reasonable
understanding of the nonlinear stages of Taylor instability. This will require the development of new
models for these physical processes, as well as
systematic and extensive numerical work.
The Materials Response Working Group (MRWG)
established this past year under T-14 leadership addresses many problems of interest to weapons in
general as well as to Anomalous Hydrodynamics.
Rate effects under extreme conditions, elasticplastic behavior, dislocation dynamics, and variation of yield stress are some of the topics that have
been discussed. As with all "working groups," the intent is to stir interest in topics and encourage intergroup collaboration.

Lester Thode (right), the originator of the AID concept, and Brendan Godfrey (left), T15 Group Leader, are shown in the building that will soon house a 5.5-MeV electron beam
generator. Beginning in August 1979, the generator will be used to perform integrated experiments toward the development of an anomalous driver for inertial confinement fusion. Two hundred fifty tons of concrete blocks (visible in photo) are required to shield
experimentalists from intense x rays produced by the electron beam generator. In addition to Thode, John Cary, Michael Jones, and Michael Mostrom of T-15, and Sid Singer,
Mike Montgomery, Jerald Parker, Richard Sheffield, and Bob Showalter of the New
Initiatives Group, P-l, are directly involved in the AID project. A collaborative effort on
the AID concept with Collins Clark of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory and David
Woodall of the University of New Mexico is also under way.
Historically, all devices or concepts directed toward achieving controlled thermonuclear fusion have been classical in character, in the sense that they attempt to
minimize instabilities that excite collective waves in the thermonuclear plasma. CTR
magnetic confinement research is the prime example. When the use of collective effects
has been considered, these effects are invoked in hopes of overcoming some detrimsntal
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aspect of a particular concept. Anomalous absorption of hot electrons generated at the
critical surface during absorption of laser light is an example.
A new concept for achieving controlled thermonuclear fusion has recently been
patented by Lester Thode of the Intense Particle Beam Theory Group, T-15. The essential new idea in the concept, known as Anomalous Intense Driver (AID), is to take advantage of a very powerful collective wave interaction that occurs naturally when a wellcollimated, relativistic stream of electrons attempts to pass through a plasma. In its optimized form, this collective interaction manifests itself as an electron bunching
mechanism that is capable of transferring a significant fraction of the beam energy to a
small volume, high-density plasma.
Present calculations suggest that, under proper experimental conditions, plasmas
produced in this fashion would have power densities exceeding that of high explosives by
two orders of magnitude. Such a plasma can be used to drive a relatively massive power
multiplication device (metal liner), which in turn drives a structured microsphere containing deuterium-tritium fuel. By converting from thermal energy to kinetic energy and
back to the. al energy, the power pulse delivered to the microsphere is naturally shaped
in time and greatly intensified relative to the beam-initiated driver plasma. Thus, rather
than attempting tc dsvelop a new technology (e.g., lasers) with sufficient power levels for
i ' sion, the AID concept uses present or near-term megajoule, high-voltage pulsepower generators. Because of the potential high efficiency of the entire process, the
overall system size is expected to be relatively small.
In the past, devices based on electron bunching hsve resulted in significant technology
advances. However, in general, such devices only operate efficiently under proper conditions. This characteristic is also true of the electron bunching mechanism used in the
AID concept. In particular, it is necessary to have a well-collimated beam and to insure
that the wavelength of the bunching is small relative to the radial dimension of the beam.
Since this highly nonlinear mechanism is generated by microinstabilities wh^se strength
depends on a large number of factors, a theoretical analysis of the coupling . ocess is
quite difficult. However the difficulty in analyzing the anomalous process is just a
manifestation of the great versatility of the interaction, which is exploited within the AID
concept for imploding microspheres. For example, the high-density electron temperature
can be controlled by adjusting the plasma density, external magnetic field strength, rate
of energy deposition of the beam, and proximity of the power multiplication device.
Over the past few years, it has been possible to confirm nonlinear models and unravel
the basic time dependent effects of the interaction. This has been made possible by the
development of a new generation, two-dimensional, particle-Ln-cell code by Brendan
Godfrey of T-15. During the same period, experiments at low plesma densities have been
carried out that agree with the theoretical predictions. Carl Rltriahl, who was lead experimentalist on the most recent experiment before joining CTR-3, also has played a key
role in development of the LASL experimental program.
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3. FUSION AND FUSION REACTOR RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION

Controlled fusion, or the production of power from
fusion nuclear reactions continues to be the great
hope for meeting the world's energy needs of the
future. At present, research is proceeding on a number of different approaches to demonstrate scientific
feasibility, including magnetic fusion, laser fusion,
electron-beam fusion, and others. Research is also
under way on a variety of technological problems
associated with designing commercial fusion reactors.
Experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of
magnetic fusion have been going on for over a quarter of a century. Li these magnetic confinement
schemes, a high-temperature plasma of deuterium
and tritium fuel must be confined for sufficiently
long times and high densities to achieve a selfsustained fusion reaction. These schemes have been
plagued by plasma instabilities—both long
wavelength (magnetohydrodynamic) instabilities,
which cause gross disassembly of the plasma, and
shorter wavelength (microinstabilities), which
result in inc: ised diffusion of the plasma to the
reactor walls. Over the last decade, advances in understanding of these plasma instabilities v re led to
the achievement of longer confinement . jes r, and
higher densities r\. At present the product of the two
IJT is still a factor of 10 below that required to
demonstrate controlled fusion. But a new generation
of test reactors scaled up from previous designs will,
we hope, demonstrate scientific feasibility in the
early 1980s.
Laser fusion is an inertial confinement approach.
Here, a tiny pellet containing deuterium and
Mtium fuel is illuminated uniformly with highintensity laser light. The light is absorbed, causing
the outer layer of the pellet to blow off and the interior to implode. The implosion compresses and
heats the DT fuel to thermonuclear burn conditions.
The problems associated with laser fusion include
the design of efficient, short-pulse, high-intensity
lasers that can withstand the rapid repetition rate
required, and increased understanding of the interactions between laser light and the fusion pellet

so that pellets may be designed that undergo efficient implosions and maximum energy release. As
discussed in Sec. II.l on Anomalous Hydrodynamics, the role of surface instabilities during the
implosion must also be understood. In electronbeam fusion work, the hope is to achieve efficient
implosions using intense relativistic electron beams.
At LASL, the major programs in controlled fusion
are housed in CTR and L Divisions where experimental and theoretical programs to
demonstrate scientific feasibility of magnetic fusion
(CTR) and laser fusion (L) are carried out. LASL
had also been involved in design studies for an Intensp Neutron Source facility to study the radiation
damage that would occur to materials in a fusion
reaction environment. T Division supports their efforts as well as fusion programs at other laboratories
by applying its special expertise in plasma physics,
atomic and molecular physics and EOS, and
neutronics to a variety of associated physics and
engineering problems. Much of this work is done in
response to specific requests from the fusion
research communityGroup T-ll is involved in studies of plasma
kinetic theory and the generation of superthennal
electrons in laser pellet implosions. This work is
done in collaboration with L Division. T-ll is also
performing general studies of plasma turbulence
that are of interest to both magnetic fusion and laser
fusion programs. Group T-7 continues to solve
various mathematical problems that arise in
magnetic fusion research, including a study of liner
stability for the Fast Liner Reactor proposal, an inertial confinement concept recently proposed by
members of CTR Division. In support of the
tokamak projects at Princeton, Oak Ridge, and
elsewhere, Group T-4 applies its expertise in atomic
physics and kinetics theory to interpret the
diagnostic spectra taken at these magnetic fusion
facilities. The T-4 analyses reveal which impurities
are present in the plasma and determine their contribution to power losses. T-4 also provides EOS and

opacity data for laser pellet implosion studies in
L Division. Molecular physics calculations have
been done by Group T-12 for the design of an Intens? Neutron Source facility at LASL. T-12
calculated the heating of a D, gas target by an intense tritium ion beam. In the field of neutronics, T1 continues to develop neutronics codes for bfanket
and shielding design studies for fusion reactois, and
also performs systems design studies for various
proposed faculties. The nuclear cross-section data
for these T-l studies are provided by Group T-2.
Group T-l has also begun methods development
studies for calculating electron transport m w'let
implosions. These contributions are described
below.
In addition to these activities, Group T-15 is
studying theoretical problems relating to electronbeam fusion, in particular, the mechanism of energy
transfer between intense relativistic electron beams
and fully and partially ionized plasmas. In T-DOT,
S. Colgate has advanced new concepts for inertial
fusion that are being investigated experimentally.
The details of these projects are classified. Finally,
Colgate and D. Sharp of T-8 have recently organized
the Fusion Working Group. The need for such a

group arises from the proliferation of approaches to
fusion now being investigated and the large number
of groups at LASL now involved. This working
group will attempt to evaluate and compare the
various programs, focusing in particular on the
critical obstacles to be surmounted in each case.
They hope to formulaterecommendationsregarding
current efforts, to suggest new lines of research, and
to respond to requests from the Director of LASL for
advice on specific questions.
The members of the Fusion Working Group are:
J. H. Brownell, TD-2
R. Kirkpatrick, TD-2
D. W. Foralund, L-6
R. A. Gerwin, CTR-6
S. A. Colgate, T-DOT
D. H. Sharp, T-8 (Chairman)
H. H. Rogers, Jr., TD-DO
L. C. Madsen, TD-2
I. O. Bohachevsky, L-5
R. C. Malono, CTR-6
R. MjolsnesB, T-3
J. C. Solem, P-3

PLASMA PHYSICS RESEARCH
D. F. Dubois (T-ll)

T-ll pursues research in plasma kinetic theory
and plasma turbulence theory in direct support of
the LASL laser fusion program and of generic interest to the magnetic fusion program. This work is
done in collaboration with B. Bezzerides and D. Forslund of L-6, in support of the laser fusion program.
We have concentrated on the theory of superthermal electrons produced in the process of resonant
absorption of laser light in an inhomogeneous
plasma. Resonant absorption is now believed to be
the dominant process by which laser light is absorbed in the low-density plasme surrounding the core
of a laser fusion pellet. The "hot," or superthermal,
electrons produced in this process are of great concern since their long range enables them to
penetrate the DT fuel in the core of a fusion pellet
causing the fuel to preheat and thus hindering efficient compression. In studying laser pellet interac62

tions for laser fusion, it is important to be able to
calculate how the hot-electron problem depends on
various parameters of the system.
To compute the electron distribution function at
an arbitrary phase-space point (x,y) for a given electrostatic field configuration, we rely on Liouville's
theorem for a collisionless plasma to integrate
backward in time on electron trajectories. Analytic
approximations have been developed (Born Approximation and Resonant Dynamics) that can be compared with the numerical results. The traveling
wave character of the electrostatic field at low laser
intensities results in different scaling properties for
the hot electrons than the standing wave or "soliton"
character of the electrostatic wave at high intensities. We have also been able to show that the electron distribution in the collisionless rejiion is stable

with respect to ion-acoustic-wave instabilities, contrary to popular notions on this subject. The theory
of ion-acoustic turbulence, which may still be excited in more collisions! regions, iis being studied as
part of a general study of plasma turbulence.
This study of plasma turbulence is of generic interest to both the laser fusion and magnetic fusion
programs. In both areas there is extensive interest in
the development of plasma turbulence from various
instabilities. Work this year has concentrated on the
formal aspects of turbulence theory with the goal of
unifying the extensive and somewhat disjointed
literature on the subject. Our starting point has
been the functional approach1-' to nonlinear
statistical systems, which borrows methods well
known in quantum field theory. The lowest order
renormalized theory is a generalization of the directinteraction-approximation (DIA) which Kraichnan
applied with some success to Navier-Stokes turbulence. We have been able to show that all
previous theories of plasma turbulence are contained within the DIA as generalized to the Vlasov
(or Klimontovich) equation of plasma dynamics. All
previous theories contain additional (often ad hoc)
approximations to the DIA. (This work* has been
carried out with M. Eepedal who is on leave from
the University of Bergen, Norway.)
We have recently undertaken preliminary steps
toward a careful numerical study of the DIA (for
plasmas) and a comparison of its results with Vlasov
and PIC (particle-in-cell) simulations of plasma
dynamics.

H. A. Rose, a postdoctoral fellow in T-ll, has undertaken a study of the stochastic acceleration
problem described by the Vlasov equation with a
prescribed stochaatic electric field. The goal here is
to construct a calculations! scheme—called subgrid
scale modeling4—applicable to plasmas with strong
spatial inhomogeneities in the mean electric field.
The technique involves the successive scale truncation ideas familiar in renormalization group theory.
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THE FAST LINER PROGRAM
B. R. Suydam (T-7)

The severe instabilities that plague all the
schemes of magnetic plasma confinement make inertial confinement methods look increasingly attractive, although here again, other types of instabilities arise. One class of inertial schemes usss
metallic walls, called liners, to assist in one way or
another to confine the plasma. A carefully
researched proposal has recently been prepared for a
fast liner inertially confined reactor (FLJCR).1
Briefly, plasma confined by a metallic cylinder is

heated by rapidly imploding the cylinder with a
magnetic field. The inertia of the metal wall holds
the plasma at maximum compression long enough
for a significant thermonuclear burn.
T-7 contributed the study of the liner stability to
the fast liner proposal. The collapse of the cylindrical shell develops strong buckling forces, and the
acceleration of the liner, first inward by the
magnetic field end later outward by the compressed
plasma, will excite the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

In principle, these two instabilities can cross-couple,
each feeding the other, so the situation can become
rather complex.
We have studied the buckling instability, treating
the liner as a thin shell driven completely into the
plastic regime. When a driving Be-field is included
in the analysis, we find that above a certain critical
value of this driving field, 100 to 200 kilogauss (kG)
for metals of principal interest, the buckling mode is
completely stabilized. As timing requirements demand fields considerably in excess of 200 kG, buckling should be no problem.
The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is quite another
matter. Conventional formulas say that no matter
how the liner is imploded the Rayleigh-Taylor instability will grow to catastrophic proiportions. On
the other hand, apparently stable implosions have
been observed.1 Our search for a mitigating
mechanism finally narrowed down to viscosity. Little is known about the viscosity of metals at high
pressures, but some Russian data' have been found
in the 100- to 1000-kilobar range. Also Mader and
Swanson4 have done numerical fitting of experimental shock data, varying viscosity as well as other
parameters. Putting all this together suggests a
viscosity proportional to pressure
«P

(H.3.1)

c w 0.06 if y is in poise and p in bars. If we tentatively accept this, then the Rayleigh-Taylor
growth rate is slowed and we find in fact that the
faster we implode the liner, the smaller will be the
total growth of the instability. Growth on the outside during the acceleration phase is appreciable
but appears acceptable. Growth on the inside during turn-around appears to be quite small.
In real life, work hardening of the liner will also
probably have a stabilizing effect. We have studied
the sausage (Rayleigh-Taylor) mode of a thin shell
model of the liner with work hardening of the plastic
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material serving as the stabilizing force. These
modes are unstable for long wavelengths, but the
total growth was negligible during the acceleration
period. A proper model should contain both work
hardening and viscosity in a continuum rather than
a thin shell model. This has not been studied, but it
can only produce slower growth rates than those
calculated with viscosity alone, at least for
reasonably fast implosions.
The very high viscosities implied by Eq. (II.3.1)
suggest that viscous heating of the liner may be important. It proved relatively easy to calculate this
effect. In the range of operating parameters contemplated the effect of viscous heating is modest.
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THE MATHEMATICS OF DATA UNFOLDING
B. R. Suydam (T-7)

A mathematical problem frequently encountered
in experimental work is that posed by an integral
equation of the form

H

.

(n.3.4)

= -

and a similar entropy for the noise
(H.3.2)

fOO = £ K(x,y)g(y)dy + n(x)

l o g H.

One wishes to measure the physical quantity g(z) as
a function of the parameter x. But instead one really
measures f (x), that is,g as smeared by the measuring
apparatus, according to the smearing kernel K.
When one takes into account the fact that in real life
the measurement of f is accompanied by uncertainties, represented in Eq. (II.3.2) by the noise function
n, the problem of recovering the desired function g
from the measured data f and the known kernel K
becomes indeterminate. Thus the best one can hope
for is to find, in some sense, what is the most
probable distribution of noise n(x) and of signal g(y)
that will produce the observed measurement f(x).
The problem we have specifically in mind is the
determination of plasma density distribution by interferometric means. Thus, in our case, g is the
plasma density, f is the measured fringe shift, and K
is the kernel of the Abel transform.
The method we propose is best described by considering the discretized problem. We really know f
only on a finite point set (%,) i = l,2,...,m. and we
wish to reconstruct g on another point set ( y j a =
1,2,...n. The integral is approximated by a finite
sum and Eq. (II.3.2) becomes

K

ia

G

a

, i -

1,2,

(n.3.3)
where F, = f(x,), Go = g(ya), etc., and N, = n(x,) +
B, a bias constant B having been added to the noise
so that the N t will all be positive. We can now
define, just as we do in statistical mechanics, an entropy function for the signal

The total entropy is H = H, + H n . To find the most
probable distribution of noise and signal we simply
maximize the total entropy subject to the constraints imposed by our data, namely Eqs. (H.3.3).
This scheme has several very attractive features.
(1) It specifically takes account of the inevitable
noise.
(2) The quantities G a (plasma density) aie
necessarily restored as positive quantities', so
are the N ( , which is why we need the bias B.
(3) In the sense of information theory the restoration contains the minimum of information
consistent with the data. This means we have
introduced no "information" made up of thin
air.
(4) The theory allows one to include semiquantitative information regarding signal-to-noiBe
ratio, although this is not indicated in the
above description.
(5) The method has been shown capable of super
resolution. Thus, if one looks on g and f as electrical input and output signals and K as a lowpass filter, good spectral information on the
signal g is recovered well outside the pass band
of the filter K.
These advantages are bought at the price of nonlinearity; in the end a nonlinear optimization
problem must be solved. At present, we in T-7 a n
trying to devise better methods of doing this optimization problem than now exist, and thus reduce
computing time. It is our intention to continue this
work into the next fiscal year, although our CTR
funding ended with FY77.
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DIAGNOSTIC SPECTRA AND RADIATION POWER LOSS IN TOKAMAKS

Group T-4 continues work on the analysis of
diagnostic spectra from tokamak devices at Princeton, Oak Ridge, find other scientific laboratories.
A number of things are learned about the confined
plasma from interpretation of these Bpectra including which impurity elements are present in the
plasma, their numbers and their stages of ionization, and finally, an estimate of the radiation power
loss due to heavy-element impurities. In performing
these analyses, T-4 draws upon its special expertise
in atomic structure calculations and in dynamical
calculations of radiative and collisional processes in
high-temperature gases and plasmas.
The paragraphs below discuss recent work in (1)
the power-loss problem, (2) radiative recombination
cross sections needed to determine stages of ionization, and (3) interpretation of specific features of
tokamak spectra.

RADIATION POWER LOSS IN TOKAMAKS
(A. L. Merts, T-4)
The power loss resulting from radiation of excited
ions is a significant process affecting the state of the
plasma in tokamak devices.
The ions enter the plasma through electron and
ion (and neutral) bombardment of the limiter and
the walls of the containing vessel. The impurity elements of importance commonly believed to be present in the hydrogen plasma are C, O, Cr, Fe, Ni,
Cu, Mo, W, and Au. These elements are present in
various stages of ionization. At first the ions sputtered from the walls will be in relatively low stages
of ionization, or perhaps neutral. Upon entry into
the hotter regions of the plasma, electron and ionic
collisions will produce higher stages, with the ultimate ionization stage for a given impurity element
depending on the temperature and density of the
surrounding plasma. For the lighter elements such
as carbon and oxygen, the most abundant ion in
typical fusion plasmas (temperature 1 -10 keV) will
be completely stripped. For heavier elements such
as iron, the most important ions range from Fe +M to
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Molybdenum*** has been observed in tokanuiks;
observations on gold and tungsten are still few and
perhaps more uncertain, however, W +M has been
reported. These ions are very effective in cooling the
optically thin plasma through radiative deexcitation. For example, 1% by numbers of iron in a
1-keV plasma at 10 u particles/cm' will radiate approximately 20 to 50 times more power than a
hydrogen plasma under the same conditions.
The processes involved in computing the stages of
ionication present in a steady-state plasma (coronal
equilibrium) are collisional ionization and dielectronic and radiative recombination. The collisional
ionization cross sections are not known with great
accuracy, particularly for ionization from excited
states. The principal competing process to
collisional ionization is dielectronic recombination.
Given the temperature and density of the plasma,
the balance between these two processes is the
determining factor in establishing theoretically
which ions of a given impurity element are present
in a tokamak plasma. The resulting theoretical
predictions are in substantial agreement with the
observations of the ions present in various
tokamaks.
Once the stages of ionization and their fractional
abundance has been established in a given plasma
one may compute the power radiated.
Studies have shown that, over a considerable
range of temperatures, a large fraction of the energy
of an ion is radiated in line radiation corresponding
to transitions in which the principal quantum number n does not change, that is, An = 0. The dimension of the tokamak is such that a photon emitted
anywhere in the plasma has almost unit probability
of escaping before absorption by another ion takes
place. Therefore, the state of the plasma is well
represented by coronal equilibrium. The important
atomic parameters needed for calculation of
radiative power loss are collisional excitation cross
sections, because the radiative lifetimes of the excited states for the optically allowed transitions are
much shorter than collisional deexcitation rates.

Consequently, it is a good approximation to assume
that the radiative deputation rate for an optically
permitted level is equal to the collisional excitation
rate tc that level.
Group T-4 performed the first detailed radiative
power loss calculations for tokamak plasmas. In
these, the power lose, from iron was considered (see
LASL report LA-6220). Since then, changes in the
design of tokamaks have required new power loss
calculations, which include molybdenum and
aluminum as well as a recalculation of iron.
Several members of T-4 have been involved in
calculating relevant cross sections and rate coefficients. The collisional excitation cross sections for
the ions Fe+M to Fe+M are of importance and many
of these have been calculated using a distorted wave
code developed in T-4. These cross sections have
been used to compute rate coefficients, which have
then been compared to previously used Gauntfactor rate coefficients for the optically allowed
transitions. These older, less accurate rate coefficients generally deviate from our newer values by
amounts up to about ±30% for An ^ 0 transitions
and by factors up to 3 for An = 0 transitions.
Molybdenum is an important impurity in
tokamak devices. The ionization balance calculations have been done under operating conditions
(1 to 10 keV) and some of the relevant collisional excitation cross sections for Mo+M and Mo + " have
been calculated using a close-coupling code. Collision cross sections have been fitted to analytic forms
to facilitate calculation of rate coefficients for arbitrary temperatures. Work of a similar nature
along with calculated strengths of carbon and oxygen ions has been reported in LASL report LA6691-MS.
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION CROSS SECTIONS AND RATE COEFFICIENTS (W. D.
Barfield, T-4)
We have recently calculated radiative recombination cross sections or rate coefficients for highly
stripped ions of molybdenum, carbon, iron, and
gold. Results obtained for ions of carbon, important
in the solar corona and also expected to be a significant impurity in CTR plasmas, and for iron and

gold, probable impurities in some CTR plasmas, are
reported in Refs. 1 and 2. Results for molybdenum
ions are described below.
These results represent use of an improved, nonhydrogenic model and are a contribution to the
atomic data base required for ionization balance
calculations in high-temperature plasmas that occur in tokamak devices.
Detailed balance arguments give a relation
(H.3.6)

between the partial cross section a^(v) for the
radiative recombination process C"+1)+ + e — C"l+
+ hv and the partial cross section a"Hv) for the inverse process, that is, photoionization from the subshell with quantum numbers n, 1. gi = statistical
weight (degeneracy) of configuration C(ll+; p = free
electron momentum. The other symbols have their
usual meanings. The corresponding recombination
rate coefficient (cm*/s) is given by the thermal
average
n^(kT) = <o^v> ,

(II.3.7)

which, in view of Eq. (II.3.6), can be written as an
integral over the photoionization cross section.
A computer program PELEC developed by members of T-4 was used to calculate partial
photoionization cross sections for positive ions. The
PELEC program calculates cross sections from the
single-electron model making use of Dirac-Slater
SCF wave functions and a multipole expansion for
the photon wave. The SCF wave functions are obtained with another T-4 computer code HEX, which
dso gives binding energies.
PELEC results compare well with bound-free
Gaunt factors for hydrogenic C VI and with results
of close-coupling calculations for 0 HI and IV.
PELEC results have also been compared with other
single-electron model calculations and with
measurements for neutral atoms.
To facilitate evaluation of the average ovsr the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, we assumed that
the resulting croBS-section curves (tfl1 vs hv) can be
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well approximated by piecewise continuous powerlaw segments, so that the integral is evaluated in
terms of incomplete gamma functions.
In most cases partial photoionization cross sections were obtained with the PELEC program for
values of principal quantum number n = 1 to 4, 6,
and 10. An interpolation-extrapolation procedure
was used to estimate the contribution of other shells
to the sums over n end I of the recombination coefficients.
Sample results for positive ions of carbon, iron,
and gold are reported elsewhere.1'1 Results for
molybdenum ions for kT = 0.1, 0.3, l,and 3 keV
have been calculated recently and are compared
with hydrogenic or classical model rates in Fig.
n.3.1. The partial photoionization cross sections
and recombination rate coefficients for individual
subshells are available on punched cards. Coefficients for analytical approximations of the form
10 P kT (KeV)

:eV)]

J

(H.3.8)
have been obtained. The maximum deviation of the
fits is 1%.
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Fig. n.3.1.
Ratio of recombination rate coefficient
(summed over empty and partially filled sheila
with n £ 99) to classical (Kramers) model
value.
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The nonhydrogenic model rate coefficients are
typically larger than hydrogenic model results and
by as much as a factor 30 in the case Au+", n = 5, kT
= 3 keV. A comparison of the rate coefficients for
carbon ions, summed over empty and partially filled
shells, with "effective dielectronic-collision rate
coefficients" indicates that for some conditions
radiative recombination is competitive with the
dielectronic recombination process.
Work has begun on developing a method for interpolating the photoionization cross sections and
recombination rate coefficients to other values of Z.
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND SPECTRA (R. D .
Cowan, T-4)
in support of tokamak and other experimental
programs, work continues on the calculation of
atomic energy levels and radiative transition
probabilities for various elements and ionization
stages. The theoretical approach used is the standard Slater-Condon theory of atomic structure1
(usually including a limited amount of configuration interaction). Ab initio values of the required
kinetic-energy, Coulomb, spin-orbit, and electricmultipole radial integrals are obtained from
Haitree-Fock radial wave functions, with inclusion
of first-order relativistic corrections* for Z greater
than about 30. Results will be discussed briefly for
three specific problems in tokamak spectra.
\(a) Molybdenum spectra. Numerous calculations
have been made for Mo XIV to Mo XXXII as an aid
to identification of observed spectrum lines in both
laser-produced spectra and the DITE tokamak at
the Culhaia Laboratory. Of particular interest are
two lines observed in the latter (a low-density

TABLE II.3.1
ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE TRANSITIONS

Transition
57.93 A
48.84

AE,

Mo XV 3d10 'S o - 3dMs (3/21/2),

source) but not in the former (a high-density
source).' Calculations have identified the lines in
Table n.3.1 as being due to electric quadrupole
transitions.
The computed transition probabilities are well
above collisional depopulation rates in low-density
sources, consistent with their observation in
tokamaks. These are believed to be the first identifications in tokamak spectra of electric-dipoleforbidden transitions—lines of a type that (at much
longer wavelength) may be useful for iontemperature determination by means of Doppler
width measurement.

58.08
59.01

1.07 10's0.80 10'

to explain two of these maxima by transitions such
as
W XXVI

4d104f3 - 4d1°4f25g
10

3

10

3

4d 4f - M ^ A d
9

4

4d 4£ - 4d 4f

(31 A),
(50 8),
(50 A).

However, no explanation for the peak at 60 A has
yet been found other than the 4p - 4d transitions
mentioned above or analogous transitions in lower
ionization stages such as
W XXVII

- 4p 5 4d 1 0 4f 3

(48 and 64 A).

(b) Tungsten spectra. In time-integrated
photographic spectra of ORMAK (the Oak Ridge
tokamak), three narrow-band pseudocontinua have
been observed, with centers at about 45, 50, and 59
A. Theoretical calculations (Fig. n.3.2)4 have tentatively identified these "continua" as consisting of
groups of unresolved spectrum lines arising from
complex transition arrays of the forms
4p64d° - 4p 5 4d Q+1
6

n

6

a 1

4p 4d - 4p 4d " 4f

(oaiima at 47 and 63 A),
(maximum at 52 A)

in W XXXfl (n = 7) to W XXXIV (n = 5). The
tungsten impurities in the discharge arise from the
tungsten limiter in ORMAK, and the ionization
energy for W XXXm (~1350 eV) is consistent with
that for Fe XX (1575 eV), which is the highest
ionization stage of iron for which spectrum lines
have been observed in the ORMAK spectrum. By
contrast with ORMAK, time-rssolved photoelectric
spectra of PLT (Princeton Large Torus)' show
narrow-band maxima at about 33,51, and 60 A, but
none at 45 A. By assuming the degree of ionization
to be somewhat lower than in ORMAK, it is possible

Discharge conditions (temperature and electron
density) in PLT are much the same as in ORMAK
(and a continuum near 33 A was observed in the latter as well as the former). Thus, there is at present
no explanation for the missing 46 A minimum in
PLT, unless it is due to a combination of relatively
low resolution, high general background, and shotto-shot variation in the Princeton photoelectric observations, combined with the fact that the computed 47-48 A maximum is a factor 2 or so weaker
than the 63-64 A maximum, especially for the lower
ionization stages.

(e) Iron Ka spectra. In the Princeton ST
tokamak, Fe Is - 2p radiation was observed to the
short-wavelength side of the solid-iron (Fe II) K«
lines. Corresponding theoretical calculations were
described in a LASL report,' in which contributions
from both electron-collisions! excitation and dielectronic recombination were included. Agreement of
theory with observation was good, and verified that
the low-resolution observations showed one spectral
maximum for each ionization stage from Fe XVIII to
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Fig. K3.2.
Top: Observed ORMAK spectrum.
Bottom: Computed composite spectrum for W XXXI-XXXV with arbitrarily assumed
relative concentrations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1. The central maximum arises from4p*4d"4p*4da-14f transitions. The outer maxima arise from 4p'4d*-4p'4dn+i, the separation of the
two corresponding to the spin-orbit splitting of 4p'2pUi,,,i.
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Top: Observed PLT spectrum (Te = 650-950 eV).
Bottom: Computer Fe XVIII-XXV spectra, assuming relative abundances calculated for coronal equilibrium at T. = 1200 eV.
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Fe XXIV. The experiment has now been repeated
on PLT with considerably higher resolution,7 and
three or four spectral features are now observed for
each ionization stage. Comparison with correspondingly higher resolution calculations has revealed
the necessity for revising the manner in which
allowance was made for autoionization effects
following collisional excitation. Revised calculations
are in basically good agreement with the observations (Fig. n.3.3).
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GROUP MEAN OPACITIES AND EMISSION COEFFICIENTS FOR FUSION PELLETS
W. F. Huebner (T-4)
In the laser, heavy-particle, or electron-beam fusion process, heavy hydrogen (DT) will be compressed and heated to the point where a thermonuclear reaction (fusion) takes place that forms
helium and simultaneously liberates energy to a
larger degree than needed to produce the initial
compression and heat. To cause the implosion, fluid
dynamics and radiation play an important role.
These processes are governed by the EOS, radiative
emission, and opacity of the imploding media.
Depending on various factors, such as implosion
power supplied, pellet materials, and pellet size, the
duration of the implosion varies, but a typical time
is 1 w. (10"' s). This time is so short that local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) cannot be attained
throughout the entire plasma system. In addition,
the plasma is so small that the region where temperature gradients are larga composes a sizeable
fraction of the entire plasma. The non-LTE conditions and the large temperature gradients prevent
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the radiation diffusion approximation (and with it
the Rosseland mean opacity) from b-sing used as a
valid approximation in model calculations of the
implosion.
A detailed radiative transfer calculation, on the
other hand, is too complex for the problem at hand.
The obvious solution is to carry out the calculations
over many groups of finite ranges in photon
energies. For this purpose, Group T-4 is calculating
group-mean-Rosseland, group-mean-Planck, and
group-mean-straight-average opacities, and groupmean emission coefficients (which are closely
related to the Planck mean opacity). Suitable
averages are then formed in the computer codes
modeling the pellet implosion. These averages go
over into a pure Rosseland opacity in the interior
piasma where the optical mean free path is small
and into the Planck opacity near the outer p .asma
boundary where the mean free path is large.

Fig. U.3.4.
Log extinction coefficients and log Rosseland
group mean opacities in cm'lg for CHi at
temperature kT = 250 eV, density p = 9.1 X
10~' g/cm8 plotted us log photon energy in eV.

3
4
Log <hv)[«v]

Group mean opacities and emission coefficients
are being calculated for many different materials as
a function of density, temperature, and photon
energy group, together with a consistent EOS for the
same densities and temperatures of the plasma.
Figure n.3.4 illustrates results for such a calculation of the Rosseland group-mean opacity for CHS at
temperature kT = 250 eV and density p = 9.1 x 10~!

g/cma. Superimposed on the calculated extinction
(absorption corrected for stimulated emission plus
scattering) spectrum are the step-like group-mean
Rosseland opacities. The photoelectric edge below
hv = 500 eV h due to the hydrogen-like carbon and
the strongest line is the Lyman a line in the same
ion.

HEATING OF D, GAS TAJRGETS BY INTENSE TRITIUM ION BEAMS
A. E. Greene and A. M. Lockett (T-12)

Materials damage caused by 14-MeV neutrons is
anticipated to be one of the most critical problems
associated with fusion-powered reactors. To investigate this problem, LASL was developing an Intense Neutron Source facility that would provide a
fusion-ieactor-type neutron environment. Neutrons
would be produced by bombarding D2 gas with a
tritium ion beam. Because the probability of

producing a U-MeV fusion neutron in this manner
is quite low compared with other competing
processes, a large fraction of the beam-target interaction energy would go to heating the D, gas.
This heat would choke the flow of Da gas unless it
were dissipated from the target region. The amount
of heat that must be dissipated from the target
region is the fundamental design limitation on all
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proposed INS facilities. To minimize this problem,
several proposed INS designs use a supersonic flowing D, gas target.
A T-12 study examined the problem of heating
caused by bombarding the D, gas with a T + beam to
produce 14-MeV neutrons. Ionization and electronic
state excitation by the beam and ionization, electronic and vibrational excitation, dissociation,
momentum transfer, and dissociative recombination by secondary electrons were considered. For
most beam energies of interest ionization will play
the dominant role in transferring energy from the
beam to the target gas. Dissociative electron recombination is particularly important because it allows
the energy involved in overcoming the ionization

threshold to be released very rapidly as kinetic
energy.
The results of our study1 were applied to a specific
Intense Neuteca Source design in which ~60% of
the energy deposited by the beam will emerge as
heat while the supersonic D, gas remains in the
target interaction region. Less than 10% of the
energy is given off as radiation.
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NEUTRON1CS AND CHARGED PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN FUSION P"
Techniques to calculate neutron transport,
developed for weapons and fission reactor codes, are
being applied by T-l to problems in fusion systems.
These include shielding and blanket design and,
very recently, electron transport in pellet
implosions.

A NEUTRON TRANSPORT CODE FOR
TOKAMAK ANALYSIS (D. Dudziak, T-l)
T-l has developed a wo-d; ,ensional (rectangular and cylindrical geometry) triangular
spatial mesh, neutron transport code specifically lor
use by the fusion reactor community. Although this
code, TRIDENT-CTR, is capable of handling a wide
range of irregular geometric domains in both x-y and
r-z geometries, it is principally designed to solve
shielding and blanket problems for large tokamak
reactors. The use of a triangular mesh to approximate a simple tokamak model is illustrated in Fig.
n.3.5. A triangular mesh can often describe irregular
shapes to much, greater accuracy and. irith, many
fewer cells than a corresponding rectangular mesh.
Note from the figure that the triangular mesh is
arranged on horizontal bands with all triangle vertices lying on the hori?.o;:. -' lines that define the
bands. This so-called reguiar triangular mesh is
used to amplify decision-making processes in the
code for exp'icitly sweeping the phase-space mesh.
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The TRIDENT-CTR code has a number of unique features. First by efficient use of data storage
containers, TRIDENT-CTR allows very large
problems, in terms of number of unknowns, to be expeditiously solved. Automatic decision-making
processes allocate appropriate data blocks to smallcore memory, large-core memory, and random disk
storage. These decisions are governed by the size of
the problem, the data-transfer speeds of various
computer hardware, and the frequency that various
types of data are needed in the rotation process.
Second, the order of approximation of the neutron
directional variable (SN-order) in the Boltzmann
equation is allowed to vary with energy group. The
highest energy group (approximately 14 MeV) has a
source of neutrons in the plasma that streams
toward the blanket and shield. The geometric and
material configuration of tokemaks is such that this
highest group can require a high SN order while
other energy groups can be handled with lower order
approximations. Accordingly! the increased flexibility of allowing the SN order to be group dependent can leault in significant savings in computational effort.
Finally, the code contains several special-purpose
options to increase its flexibility and ease of use.
These include an option to eliminate flux oscillations ("ray effects") that plague some transport
solutions, an automatic triangular mesh generator
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Fig. B.3.5.
Sample mesh triangulation to approximate a tokamak model for use with TRIDENT-CTR, a
neutron transport code.
to ease user input efforts, and various edit options of
interest to the fusion community.
NEUTHONICS DESIGN ANALYSIS
An important aspect of the national magnetic fusion energy program is the system studies effort.
These studies are scoping in nature and consider
overall plant design for particular plasma containment schemes. The idea is to envelope plant
economic parameters and to isolate key technology
problems requiring resolution. Group T-l has contributed to the system studies for the Reference
Theta-Pinch Reactor, a LASL CTR-Division concept. Our particular concern i? the blanket and
shield design. Using one-dimensional transport
analyses we have evaluated various proposed configurations and guided dscisions for the design of
these components. We have also studied the Fusion
Experimental Power Reactor conceptual design of
Argonne National Laboratory. Our work on this
tokamak-driven design was centered on analysis of
the sensitivity of key parameters to uncertainties in

cross-section data. The SENSIT code, the Gxtmp
T-l developed sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
tool, was used in this study. Sensitivity analyses of
this type are of extreme importance in guiding crosssection measurement and evaluation efforts of the
national magnetic fusion program. Our final system
studies effort was in support of the imploding liner
designs of interest in the LASL CTR Division. The
main thrust of our work was in the computation of
energy absorption due to neutrons and gamma rays
in various reactor materials.
In support of the laser fusion national program,
we have performed the analysis of personnel and
equipment shielding for the High Energy Gas Laser
Facility to be built at LASL. Detailed discrete
ordinates neutron transport and Monte Carlo
calculations have yielded an efficient, compact
shield design.
T-l also participated in the design analysis for the
Intense Neutron Source Facility that had been
planned at LASL. We provided the major input concerning radiation dose calculations. Our computer
studies used both one- and two-dimensional transport codes and determined shield material selection
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and geometric configuration. These results were also
augmented by several Monte Carlo calculations. Insights gained in this work have been significant and
will guide our ongoing transport methods development efforts.

with wm quadrature weights for directions (discrete
ordinates), m = 1, 2...M, normalized to one, and
<*m±i/3 angular coefficients satisfying

a

MODELING FOB ELECTRON TRANSPORT
IN PELLET IMPLOSION STUDIE8 (B.
Wienke, T-l)
T-l has begun a methods development study
directed toward modeling the transport of electrons.
Electron transport computer models are of importance in inodular codes used for pellet implosion
studies in the laser fusion program. A major effort
has been in the study of the analytic properties of
the Fokker-Planck collision operator, an adequate
model for regimes of Coulomb collision processes.
The goal is to develop accurate and efficient
numerical algorithms for the computer solution of
the Fokker-Planck equation and to obtain solutions
with a reasonable amount of computation effort that
are more accurate than solutions resulting from
making the heretofore commonly used diffusion approximation. It is hoped that numerical methods
not unlike these used for neutral particle transport
(e.g., discrete ordinates, diamond differencing, multigroup) can be applied to the Fokker-Planck equation.
In the Fokker-Planck representation, electron
deflection processes are Markovian, collisions are
elastic, and resultant deflections are obtained by
linear superposition of all deflections within the
characteristic Debye sphere in the plasma. We have
shown that a multigroup, discrete ordinates
representation for the Fokker-Planck collision
operator can be written

*=

with fim the direction cosines. These angular coefficients recover the exact analytic form of the
Fokker-Planck operator in the limit of infinitesimal
angular displacements. The a, are the appropriately
averaged (multigroup), g = 1, 2...G, transport cross
sections and 0,,m are the group-averaged angular
electron fluxes. In analogy with photon/neutron
transport lore, the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (II.3.9) represents a downscattered source
term, while the second term gives the usual outscatter contribution to the transport equation. The
remaining two terms are additions to the angular
streaming. A summation of collision terms over all
electrons and ion species in the plasma is assumed.
Parallel with the work on the Fokker-Planck
equation are our efforts in studying and implementing the Spencer-Lewis equation. This equation has terms completely analogous to the linear
Boltzmann equation, with anisotropic scattering expanded using spherical harmonic polynomials. It is
known that for some physical models of electron interaction, the Spencer-Lewis equation adequately
describes the situation and that it also recovers the
Fokker-Planck equation in the limit of small-angle
scattering. Numerical solutions using this approach
to date have been very encouraging, comparing
favorably with Monte Carlo results while using a
much smaller amount of running time.
The Spencer-Lewis collision operator is
Boltzmann-like, but does not directly couple energy
groups. In the multigroup, discrete ordinates picture, it can be written

6t

-1 (
-l *g,-^ - •g.-3/2)1

(n.3.9)

(11.3.10)

=o

"' g

(n.3.11)

where at, <J>,,m, and <t>,.m are explicitly expanded in
small angle scattering, the analytic form of Eq.
spherical hannonics. To account for energy transfers
(II.3.11) reduces to the diffusion-in term of the
between groups, a continuous slowing-down term
Fokker-Planck expansion,
can be added to Eq. (II.3.11). In the limit of very
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In the summer ot 19i(i, milligram amounts of slightly enriched uranium were collected using the
LASl.-rk'velnper! laser isotope separation (L1S) process. The appa-atus appearing behind the scienti-t- m ihe picture i> a portion o! a system that it is hoped will establish sngineering feasibility of
molecular L1S.
The LAS I, L1S process is based on the fact that, although molecules containing different isotopic
~pei.ii'> have identical chemical properties, they have slightly different natural frequencies of vibration. The process uses the gaseous form of uranium UF e , a well-known industrial chemical containing
isotopic molecules M *l'F 8 and l t e UF 6 (in a ratio of 1 to 140). Lasers at infrared frequencies are used to
excite preferentially the vibrational levels of 2 "UF 8 . An ultraviolet laser is then used to dissociate the
excited " ' I T , molecule into J "UF S + F. The new molecule, ™'UF6, is recovered as a powder.
Members of 'inmpT-12, Theoretical Molecular Physics, have worked hand-in-hand with members
"I AlJ Division in developing the new physics and the new techniques necessary to make this isotope
separation process a success. (For an outline of the theoretical work involved, se: Sec. 11.4.) In the
photograph. Group Lender of T-12. David Cartwright (center right), is discussing recent progress
with .lohn Heardall of AP-3 (left), Sammy Carroll of AP-DO (center lefti. and John Rink of AP-3
i right I.
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4. LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION
C. CantreU and D. C. Cartwright (T-12)

Laser isotope separation (LJS) has become a subject of considerable interest in the past few years,
largely because the need for enriched uranium fuel
for nuclear reactors has engendered a need to increase the US capacity to provide such fuel at an accsptable cost. The construction of just one new
enrichment plant (of the several required) based on
the process of gaseous diffusion or gas centrifuge
technologies would cost approximately $4 billion.
Separation ef isotopes of other elements, particularly nitrogen., sulfur, and carbon, is important
for providing nonredioactive tracers in agriculture,
environmental studies, and industrial production
control. In addition, the physical and chemical
processes involved in LIS are themselves of great
scientific interest, for the selectivity of excitation
achievable with a laser provides a powerful tool for
studying unimolecular dynamics and chemical reactions. In the long run, selective laser photochemistry
may well turn out to overshadow LIS in practical as
well as scientific importance in such diverse areas aa
chemical synthesis and radioactive waste treatment.
The \ase/ is not a particularly efficient source of
light. Oae might therefore ask why lasers are considered at all for isotope separation at reduced cost.
The single most valuable property of lasers in this
regard is that they can produce very high optical
output powers in spectral bandwidths that are sufficiently narrow to select a single isotope of an element, or to excite a single state in a complex spectrum. In addition, the established processes of
isotope separation with which LIS must compete are
exceedingly inefficient. Properly used, lasers that
have an efficiency of 1% in converting slectrical
energy to useful light may well permit the separation of uranium isotopes at a fraction of the cost of
the gaseous diffusion or centrifuge processes.
At LASL, all molecular methods of LIS are being
actively pursued. In a typical molecular LIS
process, a molecular gas containing both the desired
and undesh d isotopes of a given element is
irradiated with one or more lasers. Through irradiation, molecules with the desired isotope are

preferentially excited since they process absorption
features at the chosen laser frequencies. In the ideal
case, thsse excited molecules then undergo an
irreversible chemical reaction before collisional
processes can transfer excitation from the selected
to the nonselected molecules or transform the internal excitation energy to kinetic energy. The difficult
problem of separating "desirable" from "undesirable" molecules of the same chemical species is
thus reduced, with the laser's help, to one of
separating different chemical species, a far easier
(and cheaper) problem. However, all aspects of
molecular LIS pose major research problems. Tn
particular, increased knowledge is needed of
molecular structure and spectroscopy, coherent
laser-driven molecular excitation (or multiple
photon processes), intermolecular energy transfer,
and chemical reaction rates. At present, members of
AP Division are exploring these problems experimentally while members of T-12 develop the
theoretical tools necessary to guide and interpret the
experiments. In addition, T-12 has developed a
comprehensive model of the LASL LIS process, including an accurate theoretical treatment of those
aspects that are theoretically understood, and a
phenomenological treatment of those aspects that
are not well understood or for which an accurate
treatment is unnecessary. This model provides a
capability for (1) analyzing concept-demonstration
and enrichment experiments, (2) predicting the
dependence of variables such as the final isotopic
assay on experimental parameters such as gas temperature and composition as well as laser frequency
bandwidth, pub"; energy, and pulse length, and (3)
characterizing the LASL U S process in sufficient
detail to allow a conceptual scaling of LASL experiments to a unit in a full-size plant.
In the LASL process for laser separation of
uranium isotopes, uranium hexafluoride gas (UF,) in
irradiated with both infrared (IR) and ultraviolet
(UV) lasers. In order to ensure thet as many as
possible of those molecules containing the desired
uranium isotope are selected without also exciting
the remaining molecules, the gas must; be cooled.
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Otherwise, molecular states that are thermally (and
unaelectively) excited at room temperature would
mimic molecules that had been excited selectively
by laser radiation. This is known as the "hot-band11
problem. An attempt at static cooling the gas to the
required temperatures would simply result in freezing of the UF,. Instead the "hot band," or thermally
excited molecules, are eliminated by adiabatically
expanding and cooling the gas through a nozzle.
In addition to UF,, other molecules are receiving
intensive study by members of T-12, including (2)
SFa, about which more is known experiments'.#
than about UF,, and which can serve as a testing
ground for theories that can also be applied to UF,;
and (2) all the molecules that figure in the lasers
employed for isotope separation, such as ArF and
KrF.
Success in the LASL LJS process requires a quantitative understanding of all the processes mentioned in the last two paragraphs. In some areas the
degree of understanding required is higher than in
other areas. For example, a calculation of the infrared (vibration-rotation) spectrum of UF, must be
accurate to a few parts in 10* to be genuinely useful
in assessing the frequencies of candidate IR lasers.
On the other hand, a calculation of the electronic
states excited by UV lasers need only be accurate to
about one part in 100 to provide a qualitative assignment of the properties of these states and the
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significance of features found in the UV spectrum.
Despite the lesser accuracy required in the latter
case, adequate calculations of the electronic structure of a large, complex molecule such as UF § have
proved to be much more difficult than adequate
calculations of the vibration-rotation (IR) fundamental bands of the same molecule. Hie required
accuracy in both of these areas has been made possible only by significant theoretical advances.
Calculations of inter-molecular-energy-transfer
rates and chemical-reaction rates must predict the
correct ratios of rates for different, competing
processes; accurate absolute predictions of such rate
constants are very difficult at present. Progress in
these areas depends upon some major theoretical
projects in elastic and reactive scattering now under
way in T-12. Finally, the most useful contribution to
knowledge about coherent laser-driven molecular
excitation, at least at the moment, would be to identify the important physical processes. In this area,
the first requirement is net accuracy per ae, but
qualitativsly new science.
Because LIS is a largely classified area of
research, more detailed analysis in this report is not
possible. However, additional information on the
theoretical modeling of IR spectra, multiple photon
processes and electronic structure in chemical reactions carried out by T-12 in support of the LIS
program can be found in Sec. IH.l.

Hie work of Group T-2 on the new decay heat standard for nuclear reactors was the lead
story in the January issue of EMPHASIS, LASL's monthly brief, "offered as a free service
to keep interested persons up to date on what the Laboratory is doing."
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New standard could be boon to nuclear power industry
Scientists in the Research Reactor and Applied Nuclear Data Groups of LASL say research
they have completed could save the nuclear power industry an average of $10 to S20 million per
reactor annually. The LASL researchers base their observations on extensive experimental and
theoretical work that recently led to revision of the American Nuclear Society (ANS) decay-heat
design standard for nuclear reactors. If adopted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
new standard would permit smaller emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) on new power
reactors and would allow existing reactors to operate at higher power levels. Many nuclear reactors must operate at less than optimum power levels in order to maintain high confidence in the
ability of the ECCS to cool the reactor core in the event of a loss of coolant accident. Following
such an incident, a reactor would shut down automatically, but the reactor core would continue
to generate heat from the decay of radioactive products produced in it during normal operation.
The intent of the present operating standard is to ensure that the ECCS would dissipate this
decay heat soon enough to prevent damage to the reactor core. The new LASL experimental
measurements and calculations have shown that the present NRC decay-heat design standard
may be lowered by about 20 per cent and still provide the same degree of confidence originally
intended. If the new standard is adopted, operating power levels for any given ECCS design can
be raised, while the high level of confidence in the safety of the reactor and the adequacy of the
"CCS is maintained. Decay heat is calculated by summing the radiation from the more than 824
fission products in the reactor core. Since 1973, extensive work in LASL's Theoretical Division
has contributed to remarkable improvements in the data base and the summation codes used in
decay-heat calculations. Fission-product data libraries have been developed in the United
States, England, France, Japan, and Sweden. Confidence in the LASL calculation, which uses
the U. S. data base, stems from comparison with benchmark decay-heat experiments conducted in the Laboratory's Physics Division, which utilized a novel calorimeter that has a very
fast response time. Experiments and uncertainty analyses at other laboratories strongly support
the LASL decay-heat results and contribute to the new standard.
Theoretical and Physics Divisions
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The NRC-RSR (Nuclear Regulatory Commission-Reactor Safety Research) advanced code
development program is producing a bewildering variety of computational results relating to the
safety of nuclear reactors. Fortunately, for many time dependent problems such as those involving
the propagation and interaction of waves or the superposition of several normal mode oscillations, the
proper cause-effect or phasing relationships can be revealed by presenting the computational results
in the form of a movie, that is, by plotting the data from each time cycle as a frame in a movie.
Computer-generated films of this type have been in use for approximately 15 years. However, these
films cannot be understood without some form of explanation that orients the viewer to the geometric
arrangement, initial conditions, or other pertinent data that define the specific problem to be
preeented. To include such descriptive material in a film typically requires the services of artists,
animators, nurrators, or other professionals.
As an inexpensive alternative, Ron Griego and Tony Hirt of T-3 recently explored the possibility of
generating self-contained films using only computer graphics material. The computer graphics
software package, MAPPER, recently developed at Los Alamos by C Division, seemed ideal for this
purpose since it provides many automated features and simple commands for making computergenerated color slides aad report-quality figures. At the request of Griego and Hirt, the originator of
MAPPER modified the code to contain a set of ndditional commands essential for making movies.
For example, the commands STORE, COPY, and REPEAT were added to permit the repetition of
computed graphic data on successive movie frames. With simple FORTRAN additiona, MAPPER
can also generate dissolves, fades, zooms, and animation. Now titles, ftfapha, diagrams, and other informative material can be effectively generated by anyone with a rudimentary knowledge of computer programming. With slightly mor« experience, the user can do simple animation including
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730ms to selected regions of a figure, title roll-ups, shuttered windows, flashing symbols, moving arrows, etc.
To illustrate many of the basic movie capabilities of MAPPER, a short film was made showing the
results from several calculations performed in support of the German HDR Blowdown Experiments
(see "Fluid-Structure Interactions in Pressurized Water Reactors," Sec. II.6 for a description of earlier
calculations). This film, which is silent and in color, includes attractive titles, a description of the
HDR facility, explanation of the display technique used to show the computed results, and specifications for each calculational sequence. Sample figures from the movie generated by MAPPER are
shown above. The frames shown on the right-hand page are from an animated sequence that takes
the viewer from a cross-sectional view of the core barrel to the three-dimensional perspective view
that will be used to display the calculational results in subsequent portions of the film.
At this time the principal, limitation of MAPPER is that is has no automatic features to generate
three-dimensional drawings with hidden lines removed or with shading. Consequently, it is necessary
to carefully select simple line drawings or to use cross-sectional views to represent three-dimensional
systems. In some cases, this limitation can be overcome by using a graphics tablet or other interactive
technique to generate and digitize the desired drawings.
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5. REACTOR SAFETY AND PHYSICS RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION

T Division continues research on problems related
to the safety of light Water Reactors (LWRs) and
Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs). Our studies in
hydrodynamics, nuclear data, EOS, neutronics and
numerical methods are done to support the development in Q Division of systems computer codes that
can model hypothetical reactor accident sequences.
Moreover the T-Division studies are useful in themselves in setting standards for reactor design, safety,
and safeguards.
A major part of the LASL LWR effort is concerned with the consequences of loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) (caused, for example, by a rupture
in one of the pipes in the reactor cooling system) and
with the performance of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) that would be activated in the
event of such an accident to prevent overheating
and melting of the core.
There has never been a full-scale test of the ECCS
for the LWRs now producing power, so faith in performance of the ECCS is based in large measure on
small-scale experiments and "conservative"
calculations! estimates. If uncertainties in these estimates can be reduced, and if the prior estimates
are found to be unduly conservative, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) can ease licensing
requirements and relax present operating standards
that constrain LWRs to operate at reduced temperatures and pressures. NRC has commissioned
LASL to produce a computer program to provide a
best-estimate model of LWR hydraulic systems performance during reactor accidents. LASL was selected for this program because of the prior achievements of T-3, our theoretical hydrodynamics group.
The TRAC (Transient Reactor Analysis Code) computer code is being developed for this purpose by Q6 using techniques for multiphase, multicomponent
fluid dynamics similar to those first developed by T3.
T-3 is performing very detailed two-phase flow
Btudies of reactor components during LOCAs to
provide best-estimate models for individual component behavior rather than for the entire system.
These studies can be used as guides to improve
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TRAC and to identify controlling physical processes
in postulated accident sequences. For this period,
T-3 is reporting work on (1) the dynamics of suppression pools during potential boiling water reactor
accidents, (2) models of gas-liquid countercurrent
flows that would occur in the downcomer of
pressurized water reactors during LOCAs, (3) multidimensional effects in critical two-phase flow, and
(4) the integrity of the internal structure of
pressurized water reactors fc. the event of a rapid
loss of coolant. For the first three problems, the
calculations were performed in conjunction with
and checked against experiments designed to
simulate (usually on a small scale) component
behavior during accident sequences. The fourth
problem, modeling fluid structure interactions during 'oss of coolant, is being performed by T-3 in
preparation for full-scale experiments of the internal structural integrity of PWRs now being planned
in Germany.
The work of T-7 is more specifically related to the
development of TRAC. T-7 is developing numerical
algorithms to model the quench front or rewetting
front that would be produced during emergency
cooling of the hot reactor core. The goal is to develop
efficient algorithms suitable for direct use in
systems codes such as TRAC.
Other work in LWR safety concerns the decay
heat standard. The decay heat standard is an estimate of the amount of heat that would be
generated in the reactor core after a reactor shutdown, say, following a pipe rupture or some other
accident. Decay heat is generated by the products of
fission and amounts to about 7% of the normal
operating power immediately after shutdown. Using
carefully evaluated nuclear data, Group T-2 has
calculated the delayed gamma and beta fissionproduct heating from JMU thermal fission. It is expected that, based on the work of T-2 in conjunction
with experimental work at LASL and elsewhere, the
NRC will soon reduce the decay heat design standard. This should allow LWRs to operate at increased temperatures and pressures and thus be of
vast economic importance to the reactor industry.

In other work involving nuclear data, T-2 has
calculated the buildup of gases in irradiated fuels
and the gamma and beta radiation from such fuel.
The calculations are the first of their kind in quality
and detail and are important in determining the
consequences of various potential accidents both in
operating reactors and in the transport and storage
of spent fuel.
The FBR safety program at LASL cent* rs on the
development of SIMMER, a systems cod* to study
core-disruptive accident sequences, that is, accidents in which the core melts due to undercooling or
excess power gene: tion. The possibility of such accidents is being considered because of the nature of
the liquid sodium coolant, the high operating temperatures, and the large amounts of plutonium fuel
present. The most dire concern is that the fuel may
coalesce into a critical reassembly leading to an
energy release sufficiently powerful to destroy the
integrity of the reactor containment vessel.
SIMMER (for Sm Multifield, Multicomponent,
Eulerian, Recriticelity) is being developed by
Q Division to determine the generic phenomena in
core-disruptive FBR accidents. The program is
designed to compute in two spatial dimensions

time-dependent neutron distributions taking into
account the effects of material motion and local
temperature on cross sections. Simultaneously,
SIMMER uses the fission energy source predicted
by the neutronics calculation in computing the
hydrodyriamic motion of solid, liquid, or vapor
phases of fuel, steel, and sodium. Continuous EOS
data are provided by interpolation from specially
constructed tables provided by T-4. The group's recent work on the EOS data base is described below.
The hydrodynamic methods used in SIMMER are a
sophisticated development by T-3 and allow interpenetration of fields, transitions between fields, and
representation of rigid structure.
Group T-l is involved in two aspects of the FBR
program. First, the group is developing neutron and
photon transport codes specifically designed for
analysis of FBR cores and shields, and second,
members of T-l are using SIMMER to analyze
hypothetical FBR accidents in order to evaluate and
test the SIMMER code. This analysis is part of the
NRC's Technical Assistance Program. Eventually
SIMMER will be used by NRC to evaluate core
designs as part of the licensing process.

NUCLEAR DATA CALCULATIONS FOR SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS APPLICATIONS
T. England (T-2)
GAS CONTENT IN FISSION PRODUCTS
Group T-2 has performed the first accurate
detailed calculations of the buildup of fissionproduct gases in irradiated fuels. Since gaseous fission products tend to disperse and a significant fraction of radioactive fission products are gases, in particular, noble gases and halogens, knowledge of their
buildup in irradiated fuels is important for a number of reactor safeguards and safety applications
and for radioactive fallout studies. For example,
spent fuel stored at .eactor sites is particularly
vulnerable to terrorist activities. In order to
evaluate the consequences of damage to spent fuel
containers, the radioactive content and the fractional content in gases must be known. It is also important to consider the escape of gases during

irradiation cl fuel in operating reactors and during
research experiments such as the recent bsr-climark
decay heat experiments. These and other situations
require detailed calculations of the basic source
terms.
Group T-2 has made a large number of calculations for the NRC for several fuels and irradiation
histories. Figure n.5.1 shows the fractional densities
of total tission products that are in gaseous form
(noble gases and halogens) following a " U fission
pulse and also the fraction of the total gamma radiation and beta radiation that is due to these gaseous
products. Figure H.5.2 shows the same type of infer
mation following a 20 000-h irradiation at a constant fission rate. The density fraction includes all
radioactive gases having half-lives < 10" yr. Note
that at borne cooling times, the total gamma fraction
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Fig. R5.1.
Fractional gas content and fraction of total gamma and beta radiation due to gaseous
products following a a*U fission pulse. The curve labeled density includes all radioactive
gases with half-lives KlO" yr. MeV/F is the conventional quantity MEV/fission • (MeV/S)/
(Fissions/S).
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Fig. U.5.2.
Fractional goo content and fraction of total gamma and beta radiation due to gaseous
products following a mU thermal neutron irradiation of 20 000 h, no depletion.
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due to gaseous products is an order of magnitude
larger than the fractional gas density.

DZ^.AYED BETA AND GAMMA SPECTRA
THE DECAY HEAT STANDARD
As mentioned above, the beta and gamma spectra
irorti fission products following short and long MSU
thermal neutron irradiations are important in safety
and safeguards studies. A data base and code
system has been developed to calculate these spectra during any specified irradiation history and cooling time. Calculated spectra have been compared
against recent benchmark experiments performed
at LASL in P-2 by J. Yarnell, P. Bendt, and E. Jurney, and at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
University of Illinois. Figures 11.5.3 and II.5.4 show
comparisons of calculations and LASL experiments.1
All the experiments are for short-term irradiations
(15 ms to 8 h) and are not directly applicable to
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Fig. II.5.4.
Comparison of calculated and experimental
delayed fission-product gamma spectra for
5.56-h irradiation and 5000-s decay.

Fig. II.5.3.
Comparison of calculated and experimental
delayed fission-product gamma spectra of 5.56h irradiation and 660-s decay.

most safety studies. However, the agreement between experimental and calculated spectra gives
confidence in the accuracy of the input data base
and the reliability of the computational methods for
use in calculating the spectra for much longer
irradiation histories. The same data base and codes,
along with recent benchmark experiments, are being used to determine a new decay heat standard for
the NRC The decay heat is the amount of heat
generated in a reactor core after shutdown by
fission-product decays. From the nuclear regulatory
standpoint, accurate evaluations of decay heat
sources are needed for the improves ant of standards governing the design and operation of nuclear
reactors. In particular, more accurate decay heat
determinations should lead to an increase in the
allowed power levels of operating reactors, and thus
would be of vast economic importance to the reactor
industry.
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BOILING WATER REACTOR SAFETY ANALYSIS
B. D. Nichols and C. W. Hirt (T-3)

Confidence in the safety of nuclear reactors requires the identification and accurate prediction of
comple" phenomena postulated to occur in the
event of an accident. In boiling water reactors
(BWR) a critical safety issue has been raised with
regard to the behavior of water in the suppression
pool, a large vessel surrounding the reactor. If a
break were to occur in the primary loop of a BWR a
large amount of radioactive steam would be released
into the reactor containment buiiding. If this steam
were to overpressurize and rupture the containment
structure, radioactivity would be released to the atmospheTe with possible serious consequences. To
prevent such a rupture, the released steam is piped
into water contained in the suppression pool where
it can be harmlessly condensed. Unfortunately,
preliminary theoretical and experimental studies
have revealed the possibility that large
hydrodynamic forces may be generated in the suppression pool by the released steam. For example,
air forced into the pool initially by the released
steam can generate a large down-load on the floor of
the pool container, and water displaced upward by
the air may subsequently induce large upward
loads. To remain effective, the suppression pool
structure must be able to withstand these forces. It
is essential, therefore, to predict accurately the
hydrodynamics associated with suppression pools
under all possible accident conditions.
As the first step in developing such a general
predictive capability, a study has been initiated to
predict the results of small-scale model experiments. The computer code, SOLA-VOF,1 was used
to simulate an experimental test conducted at MIT
by Anderson, Huber.and Sonin.2 A sketch of the
MIT apparatus is shown in Fig. n.5.5. The suppression pool is modeled by a cylindrical can with a
single axisymmetric steam vent extending into the
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water pool. Preliminary results of one test obtained
with this apparatus are shown in Fig. H.5.6. For this
test the initial pressure at the top of the pool was
11.33 kPa, while the pressure applied to the top of
the steam vent remained essentially constant
throughout the test at 34 kPa. The pool diameter
was D = 28 cm. Because of its simple geometric
design, this apparatus offers ideal test data for the
checking and validation of hydrodynamic computer
codes.
The SOLA-VOF code is an experimental version
of the original SOLA code* used for finite difference
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. It differs

T

Fig. II.5.5.
Sketch of MIT test facility. Plt P3, and P* are
pressure transducers.
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Measured and calculated (a) floor pressure and
(b) vent pressure histories. The initial pressures at these locations have been subtracted
from the plotted values.

from SOLA in that it permits the use of a nonuniform mesh of rectangular cells, and locates free
surfaces by means of a volume fraction function.
That is, the volume fraction of each mesh cell occupied by fluid is computed as a dependent
variable. Knowledge of the volume fraction distribution is used to locate the position and orientation of all free surfaces. This technique is particularly well suited for problems involving multiple
free surfaces and for surfaces undergoing extreme
distortions. It is also a technique that can be implemented in three-dimensional calculations.
The finite difference mesh for the calculation is illustrated in Fig. D.5.7. The drywell is not modeled.
Instead, we calculate the pressure in the vent and

Fig. 11.5.7.
SOLA- VOF computational

mesh.

the expanding bubble from basic thermodynamic
re'ations in which a polytropic EOS is assumed. An
experimentally determined orifice coefficient determines the mass flux of the gas through the orifice as
the bubble volume changes. The calculated and experimental vent pressures are compared in Fig.
II.5.6(b). The gas trapped in the top of the suppression pool was modeled as a constant pressure region
governed by an adiabatic EOS.
A sequence of calculated liquid velocity vector
plots and free-surface configurations is shown in
Fig. H.5.8. The computed pressure history on the
suppression pool floor is compared with the experimental data in Fig. II.5.6.(a). The calculation
took approximately 4.5 min on a CDC-7600 computer to reach 118 ms of problem time.
Several features of these results deserve com\ ment. Immediately following the application of the
drywell pressure, the pressure on the pool floor, Fig.
II.5.6(a), increases by approximately 0.8 kPa. This
rise agrees well with the data, except for the small
superimposed oscillation. As liquid clears the end of
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Free surface configurations and liquid velocity fields before pressure is applied to the vent
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breakthrough.
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the downcomer, the pressure on the floor experiences a rapid increase. In the experiment, this
increase begins at about 30 ms, as it does in the
calculation, but the subsequent rise in the
calculated results is not as steep nor as high as that
measured. The MIT group have since shown that
this sharp pressure peak was the result of some kind
of "elastic" system response. They suggest that it
may have been caused by structural motion or by
the presence of small gas bubbles in the liquid.4 The
maximum floor pressure in the pool vessel was attained in the calculation at 38.2 ms and was approximately 39 kPa. A momentary fluctuation of 1.2 to
1.4 kPa was computed about this value, but it was
almost certainly caused by numerical discretization
effects and should not be identified with the
measured oscillations.
Following the vent clearing peak, the floor
pressure decreases to a minimum of 24 kPa at approximately 75 ms, then it increases linearly to a
plateau of 35 kPa at 120 ms. These results are in
good agreement with the experimental data.
The free-surface configurations in Fig. II.5.8
reveal that after vent clearing, there is a small perturbation on the bubble interface immediately
below the exit of the downcomer. This is a result of
an instability of the water interface as it is accelerated in 'ie downcomer. When the interface
reaches the end of the downcomer it is experiencing
an acceleration of roughly 60 times that of gravity.
Numerical errors, most likely those associated with
the iterative solution for the pressure, introduce
small perturbations on the interface. These perturbations, however, do not r«,ach significant amplitudes until after vent clearing. In fact, the instability in this calculation never reaches an amplitude of any consequence, in agreement with
photographic data from the test, because of dissipa-

tion by turbulence. This turbulence effect is
modeled in the calculation by a constant eddy
viscosity, v = 0.05 d"2 gl/J, where d is the diameter of
the vent.
Although there are many improvements that
should be made to SOLA-VOF to better model the
hydrodynamics of the initial vent clearing and subsequent steam flow and condensation effects, these
early results are remarkably good. Additional refinements in the theoretical model will be made as
further test data are obtained with the goal of
producing a useful predictive tool for assessing the
safety of BWR suppression pool designs.
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DROPLET AND BUBBLE SCALE SIZES IN DOWNCOMER FLOWS
B. J. Daly (T-3)
The downcomer is an annular gap surrounding
the core of a pressurized water reactor. In normal
operation water is inserted through inlet pipes near
the top of the downcomer and flows downward into a
plenum region at +he bottom of the reactor where it

is available to cool the core. In the case of an accident in which one of the inlet pipes ruptures, the
pressure in the system is reduced, allowing water in
the core to flash to steam. Emergency supplies of
cool water are then inserted through the remaining

inlet pipes to provide additional coolant for the core.
The effectiveness of this emergency core coolant depends on the amount that reaches the lower
plenum; any coolant that is entrained by the rising
steam flow and carried out the broken inlet leg will
be lost to the system. Therefore, a realistic representation of the process of water entrainment by steam
is an essential feature of any model designed to
predict the efficiency of emergency core cooling
systems.
Interfacial drag between water and steam depends very strongly upon the scale size of the dispersed phase. Thus, for example, very small droplets
are much more easily entrained by a rising gas flow
than are large droplets. Therefore, as part of our
study of the effectiveness of emergency core cooling
systems,1 we have investigated various models of entity size in numerical studies of countercurrent gasliquid flows.2 To isolate entrainment from other
physical processes important in downcomer flows,
we have confined our attention to drag effects in airwater systems. Figure II.5.9 is a schematic drawing
showing the computation region and boundary conditions used in this study. The calculations were
performed in plane geometry with free slip boundary conditions at the lateral and top walls. The
bottom boundary served the dual purpose of a continuous outflow boundary for the water and air, and
a prescribed inflow boundary for the air. Water entered the system through the inflow port at the upper left and water and air could exit through the
broken leg at the upper right. The gap width refers
to the spacing in the unresolved third dimension.
T
n the first series of numerical calculations, the
haracteristic gas and liquid scales were held constant and equal in any given calculation and we examined the effect of varying this constant value.
Figure II.5.10 shows a comparison of the results of
these calculations with experimental
measurements' made under similar conditions. The
abscissa and ordinate in this figure give dimensionless measures of the flux of liquid into the lower
plenum (J*)" 2 , and the flux of gas into the
downcomer (JJ|)1/2, respectively. Calculations were
made to two gas flow rates and it was found that the
correlation with experimeni was acceptable when
the characteristic scale size R was approximately
0.1-0.4 times the gap width [12 mm (0.5 in.) in the
experiment]. However, the flux of liquid into the
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Fig. II.5.9.
Computation region and boundary specification. G = gas, L = liquid.
lower plenum does not vary uniformly with scale
size. For example, at (JJ)"2 = 0.25, increasing
R/Gap from 0.02 to 0.2 increases the flux of liquid
into the lower plenum (since an increase in drop size
results in a decrease in entrainment). However, a
further increase of R/Gap to 0.4 decreases (J*)"2.
The explanation for this is related to the distribution of liquid as it falls through the rising gas flow.
At small R the droplets are either entrained near the
inflow region or deflected into a narrow stream falling vertically below the inflow port. In this narrow
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Fig. II.5.10.
A comparison of computed and experimental
results for dimensionless measures of the flux
of liquid into the lower plenum, (J*)1'1, us the
flux of gas into the downcomer, (Jl)1". The
data points were calculated using constant and
equal gas and liquid scales and are labeled by
scale size relative to gap width R/Gap. The experimental data is the cross-hatched region.

Figure II.5.11 shows a comparison of these
calculated results with the same experimental data
as shown in Fig. n.5.10. As in the earlier figure, the
series of calculations at (J%)1'2 = 0.25 indicates that
the flux of liquid into the lower plenum does not increase uniformly with increasing Weber number. As
the Weber number increases above 1, there is a
greater mixing of the gas and liquid flows, resulting
in greater entrainment by the gas and reduced
(J*)" 2 . However, for sufficiently large Weber number, the scale size becomes great enough to reduce
entrainment even though the two fluids are
thoroughly mixed. Then the liquid flux to the lower
plenum increases.
Alternative models of characteristic droplet size
were developed based on turbulent flow considerations, but these did not produce as good agreement
with experimental data as the Weber number formulation. In spite of the simplicity of the Weber
number formulation, it does include a strong dependence on relative phase velocity and therefore is
very sensitive to local flow conditions. At the present time we are applying this Weber number formulation to downcomer studies involving steamwater mixtures in which phase-change effects must
also be considered.
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Fig. II.5.11.
A comparison of experimental data shown in
Fig. II.5.10 with computed results in which the
gas and liquid scales were obtained from
Weber number formulations. The data points
were calculated and give the critical Weber
numbers, which were the same for the gas and
liquid.
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL EFFECTS IN CRITICAL TWO-PHASE FLOW
J. R. Travis and C. W. Hirt (T-3)
In postulated pipe rupture accidents in
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR), water that is
initially subcooled suddenly becomes superheated
in the vicinity of the rupture and flashes to zteam as
it rushes into the low-pressure containment area.
The mass flow through the break quickly reaches a
maximum critical value and the flow is saiH to be
choked in the sense that the observed mass flow rate
will remain remarkably constant with respect to
large variations in the pressure of the containment
structure. An accurate prediction of such two-phase
critical flow rates, which control the rate of blowdown (sudden depressurization) of PWRs, is clearly
of importance for analyzing the consequences of
postulated LOCAs. Numerous approximate theories
and a considerable volume of experimental data
have been devoted to this problem, however, the
theoretical predict: >iis often do not agree with observations. Nearly all LOCA analysis codes find it
necessary to adjust their calculated critical flow
rates by an arbitrary multiplicative factor, called a
breakflow multiplier, which varies from one situation to another.

A carefully detailed study by Hall1 typifies the
problems associated with the prediction of critical
mass flow rates. Hall used data from a wellinstrumented blowdown test made with the
Semiscale Mod-1 apparatus at Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Values of pressure,
density, temperature, and flow rates were measured
near the nozzle at the exit region of the apparatus as
a function of time. Using these values from one test,
S-02-4, five critical flow models were evaluated to
see which were in agreement with the measured
data. These models were the homogeneous
equilibrium, Moody, Henry-Fauske, Burnell, and
modified Burnell models. None of the models came
close to accurate predictions over the entire blowdown transient. For portions of the transient some of
the models were close, but none could accurately
predict both the flow rate and the nozzle throat
pressure. Agreement was obtained in some of the
models for limited portions of the blowdown transient by modifying them with a multiplier. For the
data of Test S-02-4, a multiplier of approximately
0.84 was found necessary, presumably to account for

some kind of reduction in the effective geometric
flow area.
To investigate theoretically the Semiscale critical
two-phase flows, we have produced numerical solutions of the two-dimensional, time-dependent equations of motion for a two-phase fluid mixture. For
this purpose, two computer codes have been used. In
one, K-FIX,2 the formulation is based on a complete
two-fluid description in which each fluid phase is
described by a full set of mass, momentum, and
energy equations. In the other, SOLA-DF," the formulation consists of equations for the two-phase
mixture supplemented by additional equations for
vapor mass and for velocity and temperature differences between phases.
At the relatively high flow rates of interest, the
relative velocity between phases should be small.
Therefore, in the study under discussion, we have
assumed that the two phases composing the fluid
mixture move with the same average velocity
(assumption of homogeneity). This assumption,
however, does not seem to be critical since results
that allowed slip between the phases remained
largely unchanged from results that suppressed slip.
For the present study, we have also assumed that
the vapor and liquid have equal temperatures. The
form of the phase-change model is reported and discussed in Ref. 4.
The data available from the Semiscale tests are
particularly useful for comparisons with the twodimensional theory. The pressure, temperature, and
density measurements made a short distance upstream from the nozzle provide boundary conditions
for the computations, and thus, it is only necessary
to solve numerically for the flow in the immediate
neighborhood of the nozzle. The magnitude of the
pressure at the downstream boundary should not influence the critical mass flow rate provided it is less
than the critical pressure. This behavior, in fact, is
often used in laboratory experiments to define
critical flow rates. To check whether a similar
behavior is contained in the theory a sequence of
computations was conducted for the Henry nozzle
shown in Fig. II.5.12.
Fifteen seconds after the blowdown began, the
measured pressure was 4.8 MPa (700 psi), the temperature was 261°C (502°F), -nd the mixture density was 56 kg/m3 (3.5 lbm/ft8). The flow at that time
during the blowdown was considered by Hall to be

everywhere in homogeneous equilibrium, and our
computed results confirm this.
Experimental values for the downstream boundary pressure varied between 4.5 MPa (45 atm) and
1.0 MPa (10 atm). For selected values in this interval, the computations were carried out until the flow
reached a steady state. The computed average mass
fluxes and computed throat pressures are shown in
Fig. II.5.13. Clearly, the flow reaches a limiting state
as the exit pressure is reduced. Moreover, the twodimensional computed critical valueB are in excellent agreement with the measured data.
In view of this excellent agreement, it is interesting to consider the predictions of the
corresponding one-dimensional theory. Using the
same boundary conditions, we limited the computing mesh to one cell in the radial direction. The
cross-sectional areas of cells in this single column
were chosen equal to the same cross-sectional areas
used in the two-dimensional calculations. Again the
calculations exhibit a critical flow as the exit
pressure is reduced, but the computed critical
throat pressure and mass flux are both higher than
the corresponding two-dimensional values. The
mass flux must be multiplied by 0.833 to agree with
the measured data, close to the multiplier (0.84)
that Hall found necessary. Therefore, these results
indicate that the multiplier is needed to account for
two-dimensional effects neglected in the onedimensional theory, at least during t h e
homogeneous, equilibrium portion of the blowdown.
To check whether this conclusion holds for the
early portions of blowdown, the calculations were
repeated using upstream boundary conditions
corresponding to subcooled conditions. We found in
this case that, while, the trends were the same between the one-dimensional and two-dimensional
calculations, both results disagreed with the
measurements. A two-dimensional calculation using the 3ame constants in the phase-change model
as were used in the later stages of blowdown yields a
critical throat pressure higher than the data and a
corresponding mass flux lower than the data.
The cause of disagreement is easily traced to the
phase-change model, which for the conditions supplied keeps the two-phase mixture near equilibrium.
If we. for example, set the coefficient of the mixture
velocity contribution in the phase-change formula
equal to zero, such as in a laminar, heat conduction
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Average mass flux and throat pressure as a
function of exit pressure for the Henry nozzle
configuration 'or Semiscale S-02-4.
limited-flow condition, the calculations predict a
throat pressure much lower than the data and mass
flux considerably higher than the data. In this case,
the subcooled fluid undergoes almost no phase
change. Because the Semiscale data fall between
the predicted values in the two extremes of almost
no phase change and sufficient phase change to
maintain equilibrium conditions, we conclude that
the subcooled portion of blowdown must not be a
homogeneous, equilibrium flow.
If the phase-change rate used in the numerical
calculations is adjusted such that the computed
results yield a throat pressure very close to the
measured value, then the computed mass flux is
also very close to the measured value.
A one-dimensional calculation using this adjusted
phase-change model then yields a throat pressure
and mass flux higher than the measured values.
This mass flux must be multiplied by 0.84 to agree
with the corresponding two-dimensional value. In
this case the multiplier is equal to the value that

Hall needed with the Modified Burnell theory for
the subcooled portion of the blowdown.
In both the early nonequilibrium and late
equilibrium states of blowdown the one-dimensional
calculations overpredict the mass flow rate as compared to the data and the two-dimensional calculations. The multiplicative factor needed to correct
the one-dimensional results is essentially independent of the flow state.
It has been shown that the multidimensional
theory embodied in the K-FIX and SOLA-DF computer codes does automatically predict critical twophase flow without the need for additional assumptions or special treatments. Using this theory it was
found that two-dimensional effects account for the
break flow multipliers found necessary by Hall.
These multipliers very likely depend on the
geometry of the nozzle, but not significantly on the
degree of nonequilibrium found in the nozzle during
the early subcooled portion of the blowdown.
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FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTIONS IN PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS
W. C. Rivard, J. K. Dienes, and M. D. Torrey (T-3)

International attention is being given to methods
to verify the integrity of the internal structure of
PWRs in the event of a rapid loss of coolant. Largescale experiments are being performed in Germany
using the previously operational HDR reactor, a
PWR in Karlsruhe. Detail of a typical PWR vessel is
shown in Fig. n.5.14. In conjunction with these experiments, numerical simulations are being performed at the LASL in Group T-3 to study the fluidstructural dynamics of the core support barrel using
the computer code SOLA-FLX.1 SOLA-FLX represents the coupling of SOLA-DF, which computes
transient, two-dimensional, two-phase fluid
dynamics using the drift flux model, to the elastic
shell code FLX. Details of the SOLA-FLX code were
described in a previous progress report (LA-6816PR). To assess the importance of three-dimensional
features of the dynamic, a 3D version of the K-FLX2
code has also been coupled to FLX. K-FDC solves
the transient, two-fluid equations in which the liquid and gas phases are described by their own mass,
momentum, and energy equations, which couple
through interfacial exchange.

Results of a SOLA-FLX calculation of the core
support barrel radial displacements 12 ms after the
cold leg is ruptured are shown in Fig. n.5.15. Initially, the entire vessel is filled with water
pressurized to 11.0 MPa and heated to 563 K. The
pressure of fluid entering the cold leg is fixed at 9
MPa to model the effect of the water flash boiling to
steam at the break. Significant local deformation of
the core barrel occurs as it assumes a somewhat
elliptic shape in the plane of the break with its
elongation directed toward the break. At 90° around
from the break, the inward deflection of the core
barrel weakens and retards the propagation of the
release wave, which is an effect analogous to that
observed for wave propagation through a fluid contained in an elastic tube. The inward deflection of
the core support barrel bottom below the break is a
direct consequence of fluid-structure coupling.
Fluid squeezed from the narrowed downcomer gap

Modelling of Reactor Vessel
For Hydroelostic Problem

Fig. n.5.14.
Geometry of a typical PWR vessel.
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Fig. R5.15.
The surface of the core support barrel showing
radial deformations 12 ms after the cold leg
pipe ruptures. The cylindrical core barrel surface has been laid on its side and unwrapped in
this three-dimensional view. The broken pipe
is located two zones from the top in the center
of the figure. The right and left boundaries adjoin one another 180° around from the break.
The vertical scale is 2 cm. The deformations
appear to be magnified because the core barrel
surface (750 cm from top to bottom) has been
shrunk in size.

Fig. II.5.16.
Pressure contours in the axial plane through,
the broken pipe and in the downcomper gap at
15 ms after rupture.
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immediately below the break is forced to flow
downward, which deflects the core barrel bottom
radially inward to accommodate the arriving fluid.
The two-dimensional SOLA-FLX calculations
currently prescribe uniform pressure on the inside of
the core barrel. However, three-dimensional
calculations are necessary to account for variations
of this pressure produced by the release wave
propagation up the core and the fluid motion induced within the core by the core barrel motion, We
have performed three-dimensional calculations using K-FIX to assess the relative importance of these
effects and, in general, provide a standard against
which to compare the accuracy of lower dimensional
model development for ust in large reactor systems
codes, Typical pressure contours obtained with KFIX at 15 IDS after the cold ieg pipe ruptures are
shown in Fig. n.5.16. for a rigid core barrel. Figure
II.5.16a corresponds to an axial cut through the
broken pipe and Fig. II.5.16b shows the contours in
tha downcomer gap. The horizontal dashed line is
the core barrel bottom and the region below it is the
lower plenum. The entrance to the broken pipe is in

the upper left corner. The very slight variations of
pressure radially across the core (Fig. II.5.16a) as
well as in the azimuthal direction around the core
barrel bottom (Fig. n.5.16b) support the use of
lower dimensional models for the core and lower
plenum regions. Calculations with a flexible core
barrel are planned for the near future to investigate
structure response effects in greater detail.
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APPROXIMATE QUENCH FRONT METHODS
B. Wendroff (T-7)

The quench front problem in reactor safety
analysis is the problem of computing the "rewetting"
front that will develop during emergency cooling as
water from the ECCS enters and cools the hot reactor core. The temperature of the surface to be cooled
will be well above that of boiling water.
The quench front problem in reactor safety
analysis is mathematically similar to the problem of
cooling a hot, vertical, flat plate by a falling liquid
film. At the leading edge of the film violent boiling
or sputtering strips the liquid from the surface so
that ahead of the Film there is no cooling, but behind
it there is cooling because the derivative of the temperature in the direction perpendicular to the surface is not zero. Cooling occurs as a result of the
temperature gradient at the leading edge, and the
sputtering position is able to advance. A steady
traveling temperature wave is generated that can be
modeled by a partial differential equation in two
space variables. Although some time has been spent
in T-7 examining the purely mathematical
problems of the existence, uniqueness, and stability
of the traveling wave, most of our time has been

spent investigating methods for efficient computation of the wave.
Two computational methods have been investigated. In the first, the method of moving
isotherms (also known as the waterbag method) has
been generalized to the two-dimensional case. By
changing coordinates so that one family of coordinate curves consists of the isotherms, we have
been able to reduce the number of grid points
needed for a finite difference approximation. To obtain the wave velocity to within 5%, the waterbag
method needs only about 100 grid points while a
standard finite difference approximation requires
several thousand points.
As efficient as the moving isotherm method is, it
is still too expensive for a systems code like TRAC.
A second, very promising, method reduces the twodimensional problem to a one-dimensionai problem
by means of a form of boundary layer analysis. Using a very crude profile for the variation of temperature in the transverse direction, we have been
able to obtain wave velocities with an error of from 5
to 20% for a wide range of boundary conditions.

T-l NEUTRON TRANSPORT CODES FOR FBR ANALYSIS
R. D. O'Dell (T-l)
Analysis capabilities for reactor cores and shields
have been significantly extended through the
release by Group T-l of two advanced neutron and
photon transport computer codes: THREETRAN
(Hex-z) and ONETRAN-DA. The former code was
specifically designed for analyses of the Fast Test
Reactor (FTR) core of the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF) nearing completion at Hanford,
Washington. The facility is to be used for fuel
irradiation experiments of importance to both
plutoni:im and thorium fuel cycles. The FTR core is
made up of an array of fuel assemblies on a hexagonal lattice (see Fig. n.5.17). The diverse material
composition and compact size of the core is such
100

that the commonly used diffusion theory codes will
probably give inaccurate neutron spatial and energy
distributions. Further, the geometrical complexities
of the design are such that three-dimensional
modeling is necessary. The THREETRAN (Hex,z)
code resolves these problems by solving the threedimensional Boltzmann equation on a hexagonal
lattice in the x-y plane and a rectangular mesh in z.
It triangulates the hexagons and uses a newly
developed efficient solution routine on the threedimensional mesh. This new scheme can be considered a synthesis of the continuous diamonddifference scheme with the more accurate, but more
complicated, linear discontinuous finite-element

OE)

Outf 3nvr.

Fig. II.5.17.
FTR beginning-of-life core configuration.

method. The basic phase-space sweeping algorithms
and code structure of THREETRAN (Hex,z) were
derived from THREETRAN (x,y,z). This latter
code, operable on parallelepiped grids, has been
more efficient and is a useful tool for analysis of
critical assemblies such as the Zero Power
Plutonium Reactor at Argonne National
Laboratory.
The one-dimensional code ONETRAN-DA has
been released for use in core and shield design. This

code uses the diffusion-synthetic acceleration
(DSA) method, developed by T-l Staff Members.
The highly efficient DSA scheme is used to accelerate convergence of the nested iterations used in
transport codes. Solutions) are now obtained with up
to an order of magnitude decrease in total computation time over the best of earlier methods. The difficult task of extending this approach to multidimensional applications is proceeding.
Code development efforts for advanced reactors
require close interactions with installations involved
in core design and with those developing related
computer codes. Accordingly, Group T-l works
closely with FFTF designers concerning
THREETRAN (Hex.z). We have also interacted
with other DOE installations on a reactor core
benchmark calculation. Using a consistent data
base, the participants in this project performed
numerical calculations to determine various
parameters of interest to the fast-reactor design and
safety communities. The specific design studied was
a simplified General Electric model of a large commercial sodium-cooled fast reactor. Results have
been compared and discrepancies studied. Our
inter-Laboratory efforts also include a code testing
program. Group T-l acts as a testing agent for codes
developed at installations having IBM computers.
We insure that their CDC versions are operable.
Likewise, T-l developed codes are sent to IBM installations. This program not only insures interchangeability of reactor physics codes, but keeps
DOE installations abreast of new code
developments.

T-l REACTOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS USING SIMMER
R. E. Alcouffe (T-l)

SIMMER, under development in LASL's Group
Q-7, is a large modular computer code designed for
use in the analysis of hypothetical accidents in advanced reactors. A significant extension of earlier
computer codes, operable versions of SIMMER
allow analysis of accident scenarios with a multifield and multicomponent description of the fluid
dynamics. This description allows a greater flex-

ibility in modeling material motion. Using an
Eulerian mesh and allowing a discrete ordinates
model for neutron transport, SIMMER is planned to
eventually allow the study of all phases of a
hypothetical core-disruptive accident through core
disassembly and recriticality.
As part of the NRC's Technical Assistance
Program (TAP), Group T I personnel are applying
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the SIMMER code to hypothetical core-disruptive
accidents in the Fast Flux Test Facility as well as in
large advanced fission reactors. Through the
technical assistance of Group T-l personnel, the
NRC staff plans to use the SIMMER code to
evaluate core designs in order to make licensing
decisions.
The NRC is involved in assessing the thermal and
mechanical damage to the primary vessel of the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) and other
large LMFBRs due to core-disruptive accidents
(CDA). The mechanical damage is envisioned as
resulting from son., highly energetic event due to
sustained reactivity insertions while the core is still
mostly intact. The the.-, ^al damage is assessed by
tracking the molten fue- ..nd steel of the core until it
is in a permanently coolable state. This latter
problem is much more difficult than the mechanical
damage evaluation and is the main reason for the
development of the SIMMER code.
The type of CDA being investigated by T-l personnel is termed the unprotected loss of flow accident (LOF). The assumption here is that while at
full power, the reactor experiences a loss of all
coolant pumping power leading to a rapid decay of
coolant flow through the core. Simultaneously it is
assumed that all control rods fail to scram and
hence the reactor is not shut down. As the flow

decays, the coolant (sodium) heats up and eventually boils (typically 20-30 s from pump failure). In
large LMFBRs of CRBR design, the sodium voiding
results in a positive reactivity addition thus increasing the power level in the core. This increase in
power leads to rapid fuel pin melting (<2 s from
sodium boiling). Upon melting the fuel will move
under the various forces of gravity, coolant vapor
streaming, fission product gases, and eventually
from the vapors of the fuel and structural steel. This
is the point at which the analytic capabilities of
SIMMER are useful. Under the various assumptions of reactivity addition ratt, SIMMER can
potentially be used to assess either the processes
leading to mechanical damage of the vessel or to
follow the course of a gradual meltdown of the core
and its subsequent dispersal.
The physical processes that govern each phase of
the LOF accidents are complicated and interrelated. A code such as SIMMER, which purports to model these processes, must be thoroughly
evaluated and tested and its models subsequently
improved. Group T-l personnel are involved in this
evaluation for all aspects of the LOF accident and
concurrently are involved in understanding the
results of LOF calculations. This understanding is
crucial for an eventual assessment of the LOF accident for licensing purposes.

TABULAR EQUATIONS OF STATE FOR FAST REACTOR SAFETY ANALYSIS
G. I. Kerley (T-4)

Realistic EOS are required for the numerical
simulation of hypothetical reactor accidents. To
satisfy this need, Group T-4 has developed a tabular
EOS computer package that is used in the SIMMER code, for analysis of fast-reactor safety. This
feature enables a user to access data from the
SESAME EOS library (see the article "Recent
Developments in the SESAME Equation of State
Library' in Sec. II.2).
Reactor safety problems require the modeling of
multiphase flow and phase transitions. Accordingly
the SIMMER code solves coupled sets of
hydrodynamic equations for the solid, liquid, and
vapor phases1 and uses separate, but consistent,
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thermodynamic functions for the three phases.
SESAME tables are available that provide a
realistic description of all three phases, however,
some of this information is not used in present versions of the SIMMER code, which treat the solid
and liquid phases as incompressible.
In fast reactor accident problems, the vapor
phase is a mixture of several chemical constituents
(chiefly reactor fuel, steel, and sodium). The composition of the gas is a function of spatial location,
and varies as evaporation and condensation occui-.
We have developed a new model for calculating the
properties of a vapor mixture using EOS tables for
the pure constituents. This mixing procedure also

supplies a "saturation temperature" for each
chemical constituent, which is used in the SIMMER
model of evaporation and condensation.1 Our mixture rule reduces to ideal mixing2 for ideal gases.
However, it gives reasonable results for nonideal
gases as well. Finally, it is a simple computational
algorithm that can be used on-line in the SIMMER
code.
EOS tablrs for UO3 (reactor fuel), sodium
(coolant), steel (structural material), and B<C (control material) have been generated by T-4 for fast
reactor applications. (Ideal gas equations are used
tc calculate contributions from fission fragments
produced by the nuclear reactions.) These EOS
tables are preliminary and will be improved as T-4
develops new models of the liquid state and new
methods for including chemical equilibrium.
Because of our tabular formulation of the problem,

improved EOS data can be used in SIMMER as
soon as it becomes available without requiring any
code modifications.
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Vast amounts of kerogen are trapped in oil shale in the Western States, and for over 50 years
methods for exploiting this resource have been under study. Now there is great interest in the
modified in situ retorting process in which large beds oi broken shale with about 20% void volume are
created. When a flame front is propagated through the bed under controlled conditions, its heat
drives out the kerogen, which can then be refined.
In T-3, John Dienes and others are studying the problem of how explosives break oil shale in order
to determine the best way to create a uniform bed. After examining existing knowledge, they agreed
that a fundamental study would be required in which one considers a statistical distribution of
cracks, and establishes i<:s influence on the behavior of rock masses under multidirectional stresses.
This methodology is feasible because Dienes and Leonard Margolin have recently established the effect of a single crack on stresses and strains in the far field for an arbitrary stite of stress. The combined effect of a large number of cracks with arbitrary orientations and sizes t.an be obtained from
these results by superposition. The single-crack solution also makes it possible to determine the conditions for crack growth. Though the capacity of existing computers limits members of T-3 to solving
problems in two dimensions, the theory is three-dimensional in character and it is expected that
three-dimensional calculations will become possible during the next decade.
The statistical theory is more general than classical continuum theories, which do not involve flaw
characteristics, because rate effects, sample-size effects, dilatancy, permeability, rubble size, internal friction, and anisotropy can be accounted for without adding new parameters or equations.
Oil shale, since it is formed in sedimentary layers, is anisotropic. That is, the properties of the shale
depend on the direction in which you look. The effect of this anisotropy on wave propagation and
fracture can be very important as shown in the figure on the facing page. The four time frames from a
computer calculation show the progress ot a spherical explosion in oil shale in which the bedding
planes in the shale are in the horizontal direction. The initial and current boundaries of the high explosive are shown as red circles. The pink and yellow contours represent lines of constant hoop stress,
pink for compression and yellow for tension. The blue lines represent contours of constant radial
stress. The green numerals represent the time in microseconds (^s). At 1 jus the wave structure
generated by the explosion is spherical, a consequence of the absence of directional effects at high
pressure. At 13 MS the radial stress begins to show reduced stress levels on the 45° line, and the cavity
has increased about 45% in radius. By 28 fis tensions have developed and incipient fracture is indicated by the white cross, which signifies a tensile hoop stress exceeding half a kilobar. The large
number of white crosses at 37 ixs indicates extensive fractures. These fractures exist only when there
is anistropy, and for that reason the process is called "anisotropy fragmentation." This effect, not
known before these T-3 calculations, may make it possible to enhance the breakup of oil shale and
reduce the cost of processing.
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An airplane for doing physics? Next summer Stirling Colgate of
T-DOT will fly his plane around a tornado in order to launch small, highperformance rockets (toy rockets by Federal Aviation Standards) into
the tornado vortex. These rockets will take measurements of pressure,
temperature, and possibly electric field anH ionization associRted with
the tornado vortex, which will then be recorded by a minicomputer on
board the plane. Here, Colgate is about to fly to Bouldc-r, Colorado, to
negotiate the purchase of special pumping equipment for his underground stress engineering project described below. (The pumps are
salvaged simplex steam pumps from old merchant ships.) His plane also
enables him to make frequent, short trips to out-of-the-way places like
the Colony Mine in Rifle, Colorado, where his new concept in underground engineering is being tested, and Socorro, New Mexico, where he
is supervising a computerized search for supernovae. (Colgate is flying
even when he's on the ground—he has more new ideas and more projects
going than one would expect from several men.)
Colgate's idea for stabilizing and sealing mines, and possibly lifting
underground domes is to create overstressed regions underground by injection of a fast-setting grout. The injection is accomplished through a
process of slow pumping and fracturing under high pressure (see Sec. II.6
for more details). On the following pages are some photographs taken in
Room 5 of the Colony Mine during experimental tests of this process in
November 1978.
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(Above) The setup of the "Christmas tree"
of valves on the grout injection line to the
test hole must switch from (1) sending grout
downhole to (2) sending grout to a waste
depot, and finally, (3) to sending mud
through the lines so that all lines can be
flushed as well as working fluid injected.
The corner of the trailer, visible on the right,
houses the computer for recording the strain
gauges embedded in the region surrounding
the injection site.
(Left) Ted Crawford and Stuart Rowling
of J Division are working on the multiplexer
that switches the strain gauge signals to the
computer.
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(Alinvei The general area of the grout iniec'ion well surrounded by the plastic s t a n d
lupr- that hold the strain gauges. These
uauuf^ measure the strain in tho rock due to
:ii>- iini-i trnu Hi ihe g m u t . The hrightness of
the centriil shack is due to the lamps used
i"i' wnrking nil the multiplexer. The lines
tni'ii the mof (also in the pillars! are from
-train gauge* e m b e d d e d in the roof to
m initur any movement that might jeopardize sale!v,
'Right i Oneot I he pillars at the corners of
miiii! ."i innking outward from the zero injection point.

6. OTHER ENERGY RESEARCH
UNDERGROUND STRESS ENGINEERING
S. A. Colgate (T-DOT)

Underground technology has classically taken for
granted that the stress distribution underground is
and will be the way you find it. We are suggesting
that something be done about it. In particular we
suggest engineering the stress distribution to the advantage of essentially all activities of humans in the
underground environment.
Our idea is to create artificially overstresssd
regions underground for the purpose of stabilizing
and sealing existing caverns and tunnels, or for the
creation of new underground voids for m situ
mineral extraction. The overstressed regions are
created by increasing their volume semipermanently through injecting a thixotropic finite gel
strength, fast-setting cement by slow pumping and
fracturing at high pressure.

THEORETICAL WORK

The initial work on this problem, supported by
the New Mexico Energy Research Fund, was a
report by Colgate, A. Petschek and R. Schefer, on
the theoretical problem of the formation of fractures
mtb non-Newtonian fluids of finite gel strength.
More recently, New Initiatives funding at LASL has
supported a significant advance in underground
stress field engineering. Richard Browning, WX-3,
has calculated the stress distribution associated
with single overstressed regions underground using
the finite element stress code TSAAS.
These numerical calculations have demonstrated
that caving of a cavity or void occurs because a
region in the roof is in tension rather than compression. Rock then falls and the tension contour moves
upward. This region of tension can be converted to
compression by creating an cverstressed region serving the function analogous to the stones in a Roman
arch. The overstress pressure AP produced by injecting a volume of cement AVol into a volume Vol
is AP = (AVol/VoDB, where B is the bulk modulus
of compressibility of the rock. Since B is so large (1

to 8 x 10* psi), the fracture volume of cement requi d to create a large overpressure is very small.
T
-"ent forms and flows into a fracture that is
eab.
- "t is, normal to the least principal stress.
The finu
I strength means that the cement filling
the fracture does not run away whan pumping stops.
The finite volume added creates a finite additional
stress. A sequence of such increments alters the
direction of the plane normal to the least principal
stress. The sequential fractures ultimately explore
all directions and a roughly spherical volume of
overstress is formed. Intuition as well as results from
initial numerical calculations would suggest that
the stTess distribution of many overlapping regions
can be more complicated and equally useful. In particular a dozen or more such regions in the shape of a
dome or roof creates a vertical tension just beneath
the roof indicating that the combined stresses of the
"roof" have lifted the overburden creating a cavity.
The possibility of forming large underground
cavities cheaply and from the surface is exciting for
essentially all underground technologies.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
The first test of stress engineering was done with
N. Bowers at the Bueno Mine, Jamestown,
Colorado. These tests were performed by injecting
under pressure (up to 700 atm) a thixotropic fastaetting grout in volumes of 1 to several cubic feet.
The pressure as a function of volume pumped was
read visually from a pressure gauge with no timedependent recording. In order to publish more substantial information, we repeated these tests using
chart recording of a pressure transducer signal.
Equipment for this was assembled and loaned by
G Division and was successfully used in July 1977
in the Jamestown mine, where 20 fracture tests were
performed. All these tests showed the expected
sequential increase in fracture pressure associated
with adding an increment of volume within the
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test whether the same results occurred when drilling
was performed from the floor of the mine in oil
shale. These tests were performed in Room 5 of the
Colony Mine, where at 10 to 20 ft, random voids of
one to several feet in volume occurred statistically
and with a fractional volume of roughly 5% in the
layer. Again the same effect of increase of injection
pressure as a function of volume of grout pumped
was observed repeatedly despite the severe! cases
where the grout first had to fill a nearby vug.

collecting the oil produced in a sweep to circumferential wells. The fractional volume of rock exposed and heated currently is very small, a few
tenths of a percent, and rubbelization within a gastight fluid-tight dome would allow a very much
larger efficiency of oil extraction. Ultimately, one
might hope to lift a dome in a very thick oil shale
stratum at the central part of the oil shale formation
in western Colorado. Here a dome 1/2 to 1 mile in
diameter should be lifted and rubbelized at a slope
up through the 1500-ft-thick stratum of oil shale. A
single such operation should produce on the order of
a billion barrels of oil.

PROPOSED TESTS IN OIL SHALE

GENERAL USES OF STRESS ENGINEERING

On the basis of these tests and the numerical
results summarized above, the DOE, as part of its
oil shale program, has agreed to fund our proposal
for a sequence of larger scale, fully instrumented underground tests.
The first test planned is a single large instrumented test (SLIT) in Room 5 of the Colony Mine. This
test should overstress a region roughly 30 ft in radius
to 70 to 350 atm with some hundred points of triaxial strain measurement. These many points of strain
measurement should allow verification of the expected random sequential fracturing that must occur if
the sequential increase in fracture pressure takes
place as believed.
If this test is successful we would then expect to
move to another part of the mine and lift a small
dome using 20 or more individually placed overstressed regions. We will measure the lifting of a
«oid by observing the stress field immediately above
and below the dome described by the locus of the
centers of the overstressed regions. If this test is successful we would then hope to move to Rock Springs
and lift a larger dome in the oil shale stratum that is
a hundred feet below and extends for several hundred feet further below the surface. Such a dome, if
lifted, could then be rubbelized and oil from the oil
shale extracted in the same manner that is being
pursued at the Rock Springs site.
The current production is achieved by fracturing
between a sequence of wells, then initiating a burn
in the oil shale from a center well and finally

Stress engineering .offers the possibility of safe
and cheap stabilization of underground excavations
since pumping very small volumes of cement should
create the relatively small additional compressive
stresses required. There are many circumstances
where the leakage underground of gases or liquids
from one region to another must be limited. The
concept used so far is at best "gluing" prior fractures.
It is obviously more effective to compress the leaking region by overstress rather than hoping to find
and glue all fractures. Overstressed regions underground should allow the blockage of some
groundwater flows, the immobilization of radioactive wastes, the closure of fractures against the escape of liquids or fluid ore-body leaching, +,he compression and prestressing of dam foundations, and
the compressive sealing of underground storage
reservoirs for fuel, either liquid or gases. There are
circumstances where there is a major advantage to
being able to reorient the plane of a hydraulic fracture, that is, vertical to horizontal, for the purpose
of increasing the permeability from a production
well. If the cost of additional wells is not too great
compared to the gain in production, then
overstressed regions can be used to reorient the
plane of least principal stress. Finally the multiple
overlapping overstress regions in the shape of a
dome offers the possibility of creating underground
cavities 1/2 to 1 mile in diameter for the purpose of
forming rubble for in situ extraction of oil shale, oil
sands, depleted oil, coal, gas, and other minerals.

limited volume fractured. A second series of tests
with the same instrumentation was performed in
the Colony Mine of ARCO near Rifle, Colorado, to
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The volume of fluid pumped should be a small fraction sl/10 of the rubble formed. Since the cementfluid pumped can be ordinary mud, the cost of rubble exposed should be a very small fraction of
current mining costs. Overstreasing should also aid

in preventing subsidence from mining, retorting,
and in sealing underground fires from oxygen diffusion. The possible payoffs in the use of underground
stress engineering are great and the current lack of
knowledge easily improvable.

THEORETICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVES
FOR THE OIL SHALE FRACTURIZATION PROGRAM
J. H. Johnson and C. L. Mader (T-14)

The oil shale fracturization program at LASL is
an experimental and theoretical study of explosive
rock breakage for the efficient preparation of in situ
chemical retorts. Because of obvious economic considerations, inexpensive commercial explosives have
advantages over other explosive systems that may
have been Bturiied more extensively but are not
manufactured in sufficient quantity and at a low
enough price to be useful in this application. These
commercial explosives are usually nonideal in their
performance. That is, their detonation velocity and
energy release depend on boosting effects, sample
diameter, and confinement. Therefore, an important contribution to this program is the measurement and theoretical description of departure from
ideal conditions and late-time energy release in
these commercial explosive systems.
For many nonideal explosives incomplete reaction
occurs at the detonation front, and two important
questions arise. What is the degree of reaction at the
detonation front, and when does additional reaction
occur, if at all? In order to answer these questions,
aquarium tests were designed and conducted by
B. G. Craig, M-DO. Theoretical analysis was carried
out in T-14. The idea of these experiments is to enddetonate an explosive cylinder ir a water tank or
aquarium, and photograph the resulting water
shock as well as the expansion of the detonation
products. Information on the way energy is released
can be obtained from these optical measurements.
As a test case, a 12-mm-diam cylinder of the ideal
explosive PBX-9407 was detonated from one end.
and the resulting shock wave and bubble positions
were measured experimentally. A BKW calculation1

of the explosive properties of PBX-9407 was made
and the results used in the two-dimensional
Lagrangian finite difference code 2DL (Ref. 2) to obtain the comparison between theory and experiment
shown in Fig. II.6.1. This demonstrates the consistency of the analytical method in the case of a
well-understood ideal explosive.
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Fig. II.6.1.
Comparison of theoretical and experimental
results for PBX-9407. Here t is the time in fts
behind the detonation front and r is the radius
in mm from the initial 9407-water interface.
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A number of nonideal explosives were then
studied. One in particular was ANFO (Ammonium
Nitrate and Fuel Oil) in a 100-cm-diam (6-mmthick) Plexiglas tube. The results of this experiment, which consists of three exposures, are shown
in Fig. II.Ii.2. A low detonation velocity in comparison with that obtained theoretically1 under the
assumption of complete reaction indicated that only
45% nf the ammonium nitrate reacts at the detonation front. Numerical simulation of the experiment
under the assumption that no additional reaction
takes place is shown in Fig. II.6.3a. The poor agreement between theory and experiment shows this
assumption to he false. Therefore, a second calcula-

tion was made with the assumption that the remaining 55% ammonium nitrate undergoes reaction
within a few cm (~10 /is) behind the detonation
front. The results of this calculation, presented in
Fig. II.6.3b, show this assumption to be very
reasonable.
The aquarium test and associated theoretical
analysis have been performed on numerous explosive systems such as aluminized ANFO, a commercial water-gel explosive, and Destex, all at
varuius diameters. The results provide us with very
useful quantitative information concerning departure from ideal explosive performance.

Fig. 11,6.2.
PC (Image Intensifer Camera) triple exposure of aquarium test for a 10-cm-diam charge of
ANFO in a 6-mm-thick Plexiglas tube. Both the shock wave in water and the expansion of
the Plexiglas tube can be seen.
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Comparison of two-dimensional calculation (solid contours of pressure at 1-kbar intervals)
with experimental data on a 10-cm-diam ANFO cylinder in Plexiglas. In (a) it is assumed
that 45% of the ammonium nitrate reacts at the detonation front and none thereafter. In (b)
it is assumed that the remaining 55% of ammonium nitrate undergoes reaction within approximately 10 iis behind the detonation front.
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STATE ENERGY FLOW PATTERNS
R. B. Kidman (T-2)

Regional energy shortages, oil embargoes, rising
energy costs and gouging, and the prospect of fossil
energy resource exhaustion have provoked a
dramatic increase in energy research, development,
and conservation. These activities present us with
an ever-increasing number of energy facts, figures,
and myths. Obviously, a convenient and simple display of the nation's energy system could prove invaluable to those who wish to have the proper
perspective for understanding energy-related
problems and evaluating proposed solutions. With
this in mind, we diagrammed 1974 energy flow patterns for the eight Rocky Mountain states (LASL
report LA-6107-MS). The highly visual diagrams illustrate the production of various kinds of energy
and the subsequent storage, import or export, and
consumption of this energy within the various sectors of society. This document proved to be very
popular and enjoyed a wide distribution. In fact, the
Federal Energy Administration was sufficiently impressed to fund similar work during FY77 for all 50
states. Thus, we have also constructed 1975 energy
flow patterns for each of the 50 states, 10 US Federal
Standard Regions, and the entire United States
(LASL report LA-6770).
As an example, the 1975 US diagram is
reproduced here in Fig. H.6.4. The widths of the flow
lines were made proportional to the amounts of
energy that flow through each path. This makes it
possible to see immediately how much energy is
diverted to various uses.
The widest parts of the energy flow lines (near the
left-hand side of the diagram) represent the total
source of each kind of energy available for export,
consumption, and storage. The total source comes
from production, imports, and storage. Flows begin114

ning or ending with an arrow are net flows. The net
flows to storage represent the net change in storage
that occurred at the production, transportation, and
consumption facilities. From this point in the
diagram, energy is shown as flowing to the various
consuming sectors. The energy proceeding to "electricity generation" is converted to electric energy,
which is then exported or distributed among the
residential, commercial, and industrial sectors. The
energy lost in converting to and transmitting electric energy proceeds to lost energy. Each diagram is
completed by showing the amount of energy actually used and lost by each consuming sector.
Each diagram also contains a summary legend
that gives information about the energy units used,
the population, the net energy exported or imported, and the total energy produced and consumed.
Actually, all energy types were converted to trillions
of British thermal units (Btu).
The above explanation will become more transparent by following a specific fuel type through the
US diagram. Take natural gas for example. We see
that adding the imports and subtracting the exports
led to a net import of 815.6 Btu of gas into the US in
1975. When this was added to our own natural gas
production, the total source of natural gas available
became 20 708.8 Btu. Power plants that generate
electricity for general public consumption used
3226.5 Btu of natural gas as part of their fuel input.
The residential sector (households) consumed
5120.7 Btu of natural gas to heat homes, cook, run
gas fireplaces, etc. The commercial sector
(primarily all businesses not engaged in mining and
manufacturing) consumed 2458.0 Btu of natural gas
for heating, cooling, air conditioning shopping

UNI

1975
UNITS '
Tit ILL IONS Of BTU
NET ENERGY IMPORTED 11434.9
TOTAL ENERGY PRODUCED - 37398.6
TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMED
-67939.O
POPULATION B13134OOO

STORAGE 125.3

Fig. J7.6.4.
Energy flow diagram for the US.

malls, and performing their various services. The industrial sector (principally mining and manufacturing estabUshments) consumed 8956.6 Btu of natural
gas for making steel, aluminum, cement, parking
meters, etc. The transportation sector (devices used
to move people and products) used 549.9 Btu of
natural gas, mainly to distribute natural gas to the
ultimate consumers. The amount of natural gas
stored in tanks or underground reservoirs located at
the production, transportation, and consumption
facilities increased by 352.2 Btu. This distribution

of natural gas (the five sectors plus storage) accounts for the total source of gas, 20 708 Btu,
originally available.
Not all the energy reaching the above sectors is
used in a productive manner. In fact, most of it is ultimately lost in heating the environment. The transportation sector, or automobile, provides a clear example of the concept. About 75% of the transportation energy can be considered lost to idling,
warming-up, and heating the engine and exhaust
gases.
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The efficiency of productive use appears to be
much better for the industrial, commercial, and
residential sectors, primarily because these three
sectors use a large amount of electricity. Once
energy is in electrical form it can be used relatively
efficiently. However, if the energy lost in converting
fuel to electricity, 12 206.0 Btu, were passed on to
these sectors, their efficiencies would be more like
50%.
The details of computing the energy flow patterns
are described in the aforementioned document (LA-

6770). Most of the duta we used were obtained from
several cooperative federal agencies. The result is a
small document that gives uniform treatment of
energy data for all states. That is, definitions of how
much energy goes to which sector are not changing
from state to state. All energy types are covered
from production to consumption without the need to
sift through numerous reports.

THE DOE GAS CENTRIFUGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
R. A. Gentry (T-3)

Members of LASL Group T-3 have participated
in the DOE Gas Centrifuge Program since 1972. The
primary objective of this program is to develop a gas
centrifuge facility that will economically separate
the IP85 isotope from naturally occurring mixtures of
uranium isotopes for use as a nuclear reactor fuel.
When LASL entered this program, features of the
internal gas flow of an operating centrifuge were
only understood qualitatively. No useful theoretical
hydrodyrsamic models were available to permit
design engineers to make quantitative predictions of
the separative performance of new gas centrifuge
designs. The specific effects of various internal
features of a given centrifuge design on the internal
gas flow were not understood.
Participation by members of Group T-3 in this effort has resulted in the development of a comprehensive gas centrifuge hydrodynamic theory,
now permitting quantitative predictions of crucial
gas centrifuge operating and performance
parameters. Development of this theory has been
accomplished in 3 steps:
(1) Development of accurate numerical technique!- and computer programs to solve the
hydrodynamic equations for a gas centrifuge.
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Extensive use of LASL theoretical expertise in
numerical hydrodynamics has made it possible to obtain realistic solutions that feature a
minimum number of simplifying assumptions.
Solutions of this type were made possible by
the availability of high-speed computer
facilities at LASL.
(2) Development and verification of simple
methods of modeling various interior physical
phenomena that have important effects on the
internal flow processes in a gas centrifuge.
(3) Development of numerical techniques and
computer programs that relate internal
hydrodynamics and separative performance,
permitting theoretical optimization studies to
be made for new gas centrifuge designs.
Design changes suggested by members of Group
T-3 have already resulted in significant separative
performance increases of existing gas centrifuge
designs. These performance increases represent a
tremendous potential dollar savings to the nation,
as they will permit an increase in the output of the
first gas centrifuge isotope separation plant to be
constructed, a multi-billion dollar facility.

SUPPLYING NITROGEN TO CROPS
V.Gutschick(T-lO)

The amount of nitrogen available to crops is one
of the most important factors in determining crop
yields. The large yields produced in the US depend
heavily on the supply of synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers, with eight million metric tons used annually. Synthetic fertilizers are manufactured
mostly from natural gas and account for 0.8% of our
total energy use and 2% of our natural gas use
yearly. In view of expected energy shortages and
diminishing supplies of fossil fuel coupled with increasing demands for fertiliser both here and around
the world, we have analyzed the long-term
strategies for supplying nitrogenous nourishment to
crops in economical and energy-efficient ways.1 We
hope this analysis will provide policy makers,
engineers, and scientists a comprehensive survey of
the possible strategies and an assessment of their
likelihood of success. A summary of our analysis is
outlined below.

THE PLANTS' NEED FOR NITROGEN
Plants have an absolute need to absorb nitrogen
in the form of simple compounds from the soil and
then incorporate it into proteins, chlorophyll, and
other vital biological compounds. Indeed, about 2%
of the dry matter in an average plant is nitrogen.
However, plants can assimilate significant amounts
of nitrogen only as simple, inorganic compounds,
principally the nitrate and ammonium ions. Lack of
nitrogen in the form of these ions is the single factor
limiting plant growth in most of the world.
In natural ecosystems, most of these ions are
made from dead organic matter (humus) by the
metabolism of decay microorganisms. The recycling
of nitrogen from ions, to living plant matter, to
humus, to ions is often quite efficient; about 90%
and more is retained yearly in the cycle. The total
cycle may take 10 to 50 years.
Natural losses through the action of microbes and
leeching are balanced by (1) biological fixation as
bacteria and blue-green algae convert atmospheric
nitrogen to ammonia [about 175 Tg (million metric
tons) annually] and (2) nonbiologically (about 45 Tg

each year) by lightning, combustion, and upperatmospheric reactions.
By contrast, on intensively cultivated land, much
more nitrogen is used for plant growth than can be
replaced by natural processes. Moreover biological
fixation is less because algae and plants carrying
nitrogen-fixing bacteria are reduced in numbers
from the natural state. Consequently the
nitrogenous nourishment required must be provided
by synthetic fertilizers.

THE HABER PROCESS
Most of our fertilizer is the simple compound ammonia, and most of the rest is derived directly from
ammonia, such as nitrates. The synthesis of ammonia is the most energy-efficient and inexpensive
way to fix nitrogen synthetically.
Ammonia is manufactured by direct chemical
combination of nitrogen and hydrogen (N2 + 3H2'—>
2NHa) with heat (400-650°C), pressure, and
catalysts used to favor or speed the process. Collectively we may include all variations under the title
of "Haber process." Clearly, the process requires
sources of H2 and N2, a catalyst, and apparatus for
heat/pressure generation and containment.
Hydrogen and heat are both provided by fossil fuels,
primarily natural gas, which is essentially methane
(CH4). Cost of the process is dominated by the cost
of fossil fuels, particularly in generating hydrogen;
followed by costs of compression; and then by
capital equipment. Hydrogen is made from methane
by the "reforming" reaction (II.6.1) below. Heat
from the combustion reaction (II.6.2) is used to
drive reaction (II.6.1), which is "uphill" in energy.
The heat also is used (in principle, recoverably) to
speed the rate of the final synthesis (H6.3).
(H.6.1)
CH, + 2O2 - CO, + 2H2O

(n.6.2)
(D.6.3)
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The process has more complex details, of course.
Reaction (11.6.2) often is used to provide N, as well
from air; products of both reactions must be
"cleaned up," etc. Gross annual production
worldwide is about 50 Tg, at an average production
cost of $0.094/kg (3.84/lb) of NH,, of which perhaps
80% is attributable to the cost of natural gas. We
have shown that the energy-efficiency of production,
based on the amount of gas consumed compared to
the thermodynamic minimum, is a respectable 54%.
As a chemical process done on a large scale, this
achieves one of the higher efficiencies known. There
is room for only a small improvement, to perhaps
60% energy efficiency, if and when new catalysts are
developed. Therefore we cannot expect to save
energy by improving the Haber Process, but it will
be important to switch from natural gas to other
more abundant energy sources for the production of
hydrogen and manufacture of ammonia. The next
20 to 50 years is the crucial period for keeping our
agriculture and industry well balanced with each
other and with overall energy demands. (After this
we may expect changed lifestyles demanding less
energy and significant new energy resources such as
solar power, fusion power, etc.)
At the Tennesse Valley Authority, work is far advanced for using coal instead of natural gas with
water to make hydrogen gas and, in turn, to make
ammonia. It is almost as energy-efficient as using
natural gas. It is also one of the first new practical
ways in which coal is replacing natural gas. (Production of synthetic methane from coal for home use is
still impractical.)
At LASL and several other US and foreign
laboratories, work is progressing for making
hydrogen (for fertilizer manufacture or whatever)
from water with any kind of heat source. Thermochemical generation of hydrogen can use nuclear
or solar heat much more efficiently than converting
the heat to electricity conventionally, and then using the electricity conventionally to electrolyze
(decompose) water to yield hydrogen. The process
may become economical in a few decades. Research
is striving to perfect the chemical processes so they
use smaller quantities of critical "catalytic"
materials such as mercury to help decompose the
water.

USING SOLAR ENERGY
In considering the prospects for using solar
energy, our only large renewable energy resource, we
conclude that this technology is not advanced
enough yet to yield economical, high-grade heat or
electricity usable for making fertilizers. A possible
exception is the use of energy stored
photosynthetically in plants. The yearly available
mass of crop residues can, through fermentation,
yield a modest amount of methanp, so this
renewable source might be a partial answer to our
energy needs for fertilizer. However, it is potentially
economical only when residues don't require longdistance transport, that is, if done on individual
farms.

IMPROVED USE OF APPLIED FERTILIZER
Our prospects for making fertilizers with less
energy per ton are only modest. Therefore we should
try to use less fertilizer for the same yield of crops.
At present, about half of the applied fertilizer is
assimilated by crops and the rest is lost in the water
or to the air by denitrifying bacteria. Agricultural
researchers are trying to make the application of fertilizers fit needs more precisely with less loss. Tests
of fertilizer sufficiency that are usable by farmers
are being developed. Rotating crops also helps if one
occasionally plants some deep-rooted crops, such as
alfalfa, to use up nitrates in the poundwater, which
are moving steadily deeper beyond the roots of other
crops. Finally, chemicals can be applied to the soil
to suppress the bacteria that turn soil-bound ammonia into water-soluble nitrates. Some gains in
crop yields of up to 12% have been reported.
The 20% or so of plants consumed by humans as
food holds about 20% of the nitrogen that the same
crops would need next year. If this nitrogen, which is
trapped in human wastes (sewage), were returned to
the soil, we would need roughly 10% less fertilizer.
Such practices are possible since sewage purification is essentially perfected, but the transportation

of treated sewage back to farms costs too much, except within a few tens of miles of cities. The transportation also can use up more energy than making
the equivalent amount of fertilizer. Therefore
sewage recycling is only a minor help overall.

LETTING PLANTS FIX THEIR OWN
NITROGEN
Legumes such as soybeans have symbiotic bacteria (associated with their roots to their mutual advantage) that fix nitrogen in the air into plant matter. The bacteria drain some energy from the plant
to do this, reducing yield perhaps 5 to 10%, and
provide about one-third of all required nitrogen.
However, we must eat a balanced diet of other
crops, most of which have no such symbiotic bacteria. Research at governmental agencies, companies, and universities is intense on (1) chemically
or otherwise treating legume plants so their bacteria
will not stop after providing only one-third of their
nitrogen; (2) treating legumes so that they
photosynthesize better (reduce photorespiration,
technically); then the bacteria will fix much more
nitrogen; (3) forcing new symbiotic associations between the few known nitrogen-fixing bacteria and the
major food crops; and (4) even genetically altering
plants to do their own internal fixation, by
sophisticated, hazardous, genetic engineering.
These techniques will require a great deal more
biological information to be workable. The last two
techniques may require 50 to 100 years or more to
develop. The first two techniques may give an important but small replacement of fertilizers for
legumes, but only after some years of research.

as soybeans over peanuts. Minor dietary adjustments would be needed, but more formidably, the
artificial price controls in all national agricultural
markets would have to be renegotiated. Politically,
this solution is far away in time. We might also use
formerly inedible parts, such as protein from leaves.
This is being perfected, particularly by researchers
in the United Kingdom. Acceptance of this novel
food source will probably be moderate, giving at
most a moderate (10%?) relief on food supply and
fertilizer use.

OUR CONCLUSION ON THE RATE OF
SUCCESS FOR ALL STRATEGIES
Manufacture of fertilizers via the reforming/Haber process for ammonia from natural gas
will be our mainstay for 50 years. In as severe an
energy shortage as can be envisioned for this time, it
will be kept running preferentially at any needed
level. New processes for making nitrogenous fertilizers, such as oxidizing nitrogen thermally, will
probably not succeed. Sources of hydrogen for the
Haber process to replace reforming of natural gas
will expand to include nuclear fuel and coal. While
nuclear fuel and coal are still fossil/nonrenewable,
their use gives a greater flexibility to the manufacture of ammonia. A modest alleviation of the
amount of fertilizer, hence energy, needed is
promised by better techniques of farm management
and by improvements in crop breeds, crop growth
treatments, and dietary mix of crops. For the long
range (beyond 20 to 50 years), the research on crops
and on renewable solar energy promises to help
much more. Such research must be pursued with
hope and foresight.

CHOOSING CROPS THAT USE FERTILIZER
BEST
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Crops vary in the fraction of total nitrogen used
that ends up in edible parts. We can conscientiously
choose the more efficient plants in this regard, such
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OPTIMIZATION OF NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION BY WATERFLOODING
W. A. Beyer and L. Mantini (T-7)

It is estimated that about 250 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas in the United States might be recovered
by enhanced gas recovery techniques. This is about
ten times current annual consumption in the United
States. One method is enhancement of natural
reservoirs of gas. Often this will be combined with
enhanced oil recovery.
We have determined optimal schedules of gas extraction and waterflooding using a very simple
physical model and five economic criteria for optimality. A variety of criteria were considered
because gas production is a regulated industry and
the appropriate criteria may vary from case to case.
The physical model is derived by considering that
gas at pressure Po is entrapped in an underground
cavity of initial volume Vo. There are two orifices
from the surface to the cavity; through one orifice
gas is withdrawn to the surface at a nonnegative
piecewise continuous rate r(t) (moles/second) and
through the other orifice water is injected into the
cavity at a nonneg tive piecewise continuous rate
s(t). The function r(t) is bounded above by a continuous function rm(t) whose integral over positive
time is inf.nite. Let V(t) and P(t) be the volume and
pressure ai time t, and let the constant g be the
volumetric ratio of gas entrapped behind the water
to the volume of the water. It is assumed that
production ceases when the pressure P becomes less
than some pressure Pc or the volume of the reservoir
becomes less than some low volume Vc. The reservoir has a constant temperature To and the gas
satisfies PV = NRTQ. Then the variables satisfy the
relations
V = - s ( 1 + g ) , VP = - r RT + P s , V ( 0 ) = V ,
o
o
p ( 0 ) = P , V(0) > V ( t )
o
—
V > 0, P(0) > P ( t ) > P > 0, r
> r > 0 ,
c
—
— c
in — —
and s ( t ) > 0.
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The five economic quantities that have been optimized are called maximum efficient rates (MERs)
for gas production. The control functions used to optimize these quantities are r(t) and s(t). Each of the
five MERs is listed below followed by the definition
of the MER quantity and the control functions r(t)
and s(t) that maximize the given MER quantity.
Units are selected so that RT0 = 1.
MER 1: Maximize total production: j ^ r(t)dt. In
this case the maximizing control functions f, §
satisfy the above constraints and
r(t)dt = V (P -P )

C:

r(t)dt =

?(t)=0

for t > t

,
0 <t<

for ti and t, any numbers with 0 < ti < t».
MER 2: Maximize the present value of the net
revenues:
/ e' pt [r(t)-ors(t)]dt,
0

J

where p is the interest rate, /9 is the price of gas per
moie, and a is the ratio of the cost of the water per

cubic meter to the price of the gas per mole, if a <
Pc, the maximizing f, s is given by

MER 4: Maximize j™ r(t)dt subject topi: p0. In
this case, use the f, § given in MER 2. Calculate the
p given by Eq. (H.6.4). If p "Z. p0, one is done. If p <
po, there is no control function pair that yields a
solution in this case.

r m (t)

o

s(tl

=

0
r

0 < t < t.

,

.(° /P c
< t

where t, is determined by [V(t,), P(t,)] = (Vo, Pc)
and tj is determined by [V(t,), P(t2)] = (Vc, Pc). If a
> PC) the maximizing r, s is given by
f(t) =

r (t)

0 < t < t,

t , < t

where D is the initial development cost. The quantity p is r-.dximized by the r, B given in MER 2.

.

MER 5: Maximize Jo" r(t)dt subject to p = po.VLa
5 P c , calculate p as in MER 4. If p < p0, the conditions of MER 5 cannot be fulfilled. If p > po, it is
possible to delay production until p = p0.
The mathematical methods of solving the above
control problems are nontrivial, but do not require
advanced control theory. M. E. Johnson and M. S.
Waterman of Q-12 initially formulated these
problems and obtained the control functions given
for MER 1 above.

MER 3: Maximize the internal rate of return p
defined by
D=

tr(t)

- a s(t)]dt ,

(n.6.4)
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In recent months, Hal Galbraith and Jay Ackerhalt in T-12 have made great headway
in understanding the process of multiple-photon excitation (MPE). In this new type of
absorption phenomenon, a molecule may absorb 30 or 40 photons of the same infrared
frequency and climb up the ladder of vibrational-excited states all the way to dissociation or chemical reactivity. Since the molecule is known to be anharmonic, i.e., the
energy separation between excited levels in a given vibrational mode decreases with increasing excitation, the mechanism by which it can absorb many equal quanta of light
energy is not at all obvious.
Initial attempts to *nodel this process by members of T-12 are described in Sec. IH.l in
the article "Multiple Photon Processes in SF, Gas." The theoretical picture has changed
since then and is described by the diagram on the facing page, which shows the energy
levels involved in the absorption of laser light at frequency v,.
Consider an SF9 molecule that has six normal modes of vibration at frequencies vx, vit
va, vt, KS, and i»e, with v3 being the largest frequency. The v, ladder of excited states is
shown at the left, corrected for anharmonic effects that decrease the spacing between
successively higher levels. When light from a CO2 laser of frequency v» (944 cm"1) impinges on SF9 molecules, the molecules can climb the first two steps in the va ladder
because the spacing is equalized by rotational effects as described in Sec. HI.l. But at 3v3,
the molecules tend to leak, by anharmonic interactions, into the many states nearby in
energy, but made up of combinations of normal modes. These combination states are
labeled QC for quasi-continuum. According to the T-12 model, the leakage occurs most
strongly to combination states with nearly equal energy but with one less ca quantum; for
example, from state 3v3 to state 2v3 + vt + v, or to state 2i>8 + 3»e. In the diagram, each
succeeding column to the right of the i/8 ladder contains combination states with one less
i>3 quantum. Thus going from left to right across from the 4es level, we have states with 3e3
+ other modes, 2v3 + other modes, lv3 + other modes, and finally, states with no v3
quanta. The leakage rate from a state with nivquanta to (n-l)ivquanta is given by
Fermi's Golden Rule, 27rgaXn-i(«ni.), where g is the "effective" anharmonic coupling constant and Xn-iUiw) is the density of background states with one less ^-quantum but at the
same energy tm.
As the molecules leak to states across the diagram, they may also be pumped up to
higher energy levels by absorbing an additional quantum of the impinging laser light cf
frequency v3. This is the concept of auxiliary dipole strength (introduced by Stone,
Goodman, and Dows) and in the T-12 model it means that each leakage state becomes
the ground state for another i^-ladder of excitation. The dipole strength DnN of a given set
of N-leakage levels is then \/N(n+3)/2aoi, where n is the p8-quantum number characterizing this set of leakage levels and aau is the 0— li»« Rabi frequency. The detunings of the
leakage levels are also dependent upon the number of i>a-quanta present in these levels
plus an overall anharmonic shift due to the presence of the other modes. We consider this
secondary shift to be exactly analogous to the anharmonic shift of hot bands as energy is
thermally supplied to the molecules of the gas.
Preliminary solutions of this model for a laser frequency of 944 cm"1 predict that SF8
molecules will dissociate into SF5 + F beginning at laser energy (fluence) of 1.7 J/cm:.
This prediction is in excellent agreement with the experimental data. This model also
predicts essentially constant absorption cross sections above 8va leading to population
distributions that have a thermal-like character. Further calculations including
temperature and pressure effects are under way.
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III. SELECTED RESEARCH TOPICS
1. MOLECULAR PHYSICS AND THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY

INTRODUCTION
Molecular physics and theoretical chemistry
research in T Division is carried out by Group T-12.
The Group haa made substantial contributions to
virtually all the areas of molecular physics/
theoretical chemistry described earlier in the group
description in Sec. 1.2. A discussion of the recent
work in each topic area would be far too lengthy to
be included in this report, so only a few research
topics .vill be summarized in the articles that follow.
The kinds of electronic structure calculations
needed to produce accurate potential-energy surfaces are discussed in the context of determining the
transition state geometry for the HF+H' exchange
reaction. Recent work on the use of 06 initio effective core potentials to treat large Z systems will be
discussed in a future report. An example of the type

of theoretical work done in the Group in heavyparticle scattering is summarized in the section
dealing with rotationally inelastic collisions. The exciting research areas of infrared spectroscopy and
multiple photon excitation are summarized because
of the central role they play in understanding laser
isotope separation and laser-induced chemistry. A
kinetic modeling effort to determine the heating of
D2 gas targets by molecular processes was done by
T-12 for P Division as part of the Intense Neutron
Source program and is presented in Sec. II.3, Fusion
Research. In Sec. II.2, Weapons Research, work on
electron impact cross sections and atmospheric
processes is discussed. Because of limited space, recent work on quantum electronics (Raman scattering) has not been included here.

THE INFRARED SPECTRA OF SF8, UF8 AND OTHER SPHERICAL
TOP MOLECULES
H. W. Galbraith, C. D. Cantrell, B. J. Krohn, and C. Patterson (T-12)
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Over the last few years, LASL has developed a
unique capability for analyzing infrared spectra of
polyatomic molecules. The developments were
motivated, in part, by the need to know the
vibration-rotation structure of UF8 to a few parts in
10" in order to assess the optimum frequencies of infrared lasers for uranium isotope separation. Details
of the low-lying IR spectra of UF8 are needed to
choose the IR laser for the first of a two-step process
to dissociate the selected molecule for isotope
separation. The infrared spectrum of SF6 must be
known to similar accuracy for use in CO2 laser amplifier systems. The interest in both UFB and SF6 has
resulted in a general study of the vibration-rotation
structure of spherical top molecules and a complete
assignment of the very well resolved absorption
spectra taken with tunable diode lasers.
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A typical absorption spectra of a spherical top
molecule taken at room temperature with a tunable
diode laser is shown in Fig. m.1.1. All the lines
represent transitions from the ground vibrational
state of SF8 to the first level of a particular
vibrational mode called vs.
The transitions between these two levels shown in
Fig. HI. 1.1 are numerous because (1) the lva level is
split into a multitude of levels by the interaction of
the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom of
the molecule, and (2) the ground vibrational state of
SF6 is split into numerous rotational sublevels at
about 100 K, since J, the total angular momentum
of the molecule J, takes on a wide distribution of
values with a maximum near J = 34.
We have been able to make a detailed assignment
of this va fundamental band of SF0 through exact
diagonalization of the appropriate Hamiltonian.
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Fig. III.l.l.
The Vi branch of SFe recorded with a tunable diode laser. The number labels conespond to
the angular momentum J of the initial state. The "Q" labels connote Ae7 = 0 transitions of
various octahedral symmetries, which are labeled through the clustering technique.

This Hamiltonian reflects the octahedral symmetry of the SFe molecule and can be written in
terms of irreducible spherical tensors in 0(3), the
group of rotation/inversions generated by J, or I, the
vibrational angular momentum.
The rotational properties of the Hamiltonian under the 0(3) group and the octahedral group turn out
to be the essential ingredients for understanding the
degeneracies or regularities that appear in these
high-spin spectra. In particular at high spin, states
of different octahedral symmetry appear to cluster
together. We can predict this clustering effect by

assuming that R = J — i , the internal angular
momentum, tends for high J to line up along one of
the threefold or fourfold axes of symmetry of the
molecule. This is a very exciting result that could
have very important implications for photochemistry. Moreover, it results in a simplified treatment of the octahedral splittings of J, and, we hope,
can be applied to analyze vibrational overtones (2i»i,
3I»I) and combination (i>, + vs) bands.

Our spectroscopic work on the low-lying
vibration-rotation levels is also proving useful for
understanding multiphoton absorption processes in
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which a molecule, known to be anharmonic, absorbs
30 or 40 photons of the same energy! Our modeling
of this new type of physical process is discussed in
the following article.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND—HAMILTONIAN FOR THE VIBRATION-ROTATION
INTERACTIONS OF SPHERICAL-TOP
MOLECULES
The spherical top molecules SF,, CF«, OsO«, and
UF, will be considered here within the framework of
the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation.1 For our
purposes this approximation is based upon the empirical fact that electronic states lie in the ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum
while vibration-rotation transitions are typically infrared. The commonly used model is that of point
masses (the nuclei) moving in a potential field
provided by the averaged motion of the electrons.
The atoms can be thought of as being held together
by rather rigid springs (that is, only small oscillations about equilibrium are allowed) giving rise to a
molecule that can be described mathematically as a
semirigid body. In its equilibrium configuration the
SF, (or UF,) molecule forms an octahedron with the
six fluorine atoms at the centers of the six faces of a
cube, and the sulfur atom at the center (see Fig.
m.1.2). SFG and UF, are thus invariant under
rotations/inversions of the octahedral group Oh,
whereas the OsO, and CF4 systems are tetrahedral
and thus invariant under the tetrahedral group Td.
Moreover, all these molecules share the property of
having all equilibrium moments of inertia equal
(that is, they are "spherical tops"), and since the
covering groups Oh and T d are isomorphic, the
mathematical structures involved in their description are essentially the same.
The normal modes of vibration for these
molecules have simple transformation properties
under the symmetry groups Oh or T d . For
tetrahedral molecules the four normal modes »»„ v2,
v,, and vt belong, respectively, to the A,, E, F2, and
F, irreducible representations of the group Td, where
Ai is a scalar and F, is a vector under T a . For octahedral molecules, the six normal vibrational
modes, vx, v3, v,, v,, v,, i>, correspond to the irreducible representations of Oh: Aig, Eg, F lu , F lu , FJg, Fj u .
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Fig. ni.1.2.
The equilibrium configuration of SFe embedded in a cube. The threefold symmetric axes of
SFS are shown through faces of the cube and
the fourfold symmetric axes go through the
diagonals of the cube.
Under Oh, Alg transforms like a scalar and F lu like a
vector.
The vibrational transitions induced when these
molecules absorb electromagnetic radiation from infrared lasers occur via the molecule-fixed dipole moment operator. Since the dipole moment operator is
a vector quantity, that is, transforms like F lu (F2)
under Oh(Td), only i»» and P, modes are infrared active.
We have investigated the p, modes of SF,, OsO4,
and UF6) and the i>« mode of CF4. The P, and v,
modes of SF, and UF, are shown in Fig. m.1.3. We
now discuss the theoretical background required for
the analysis.
The molerular vibration-rotation Hamiltonian for
.spherical top molecules has a long and interesting
history. The Darling-Dennison Hamiltonian2 was
first written out to second order (including up to
fourth-degree polynomials in the normei coordinates) by Shafer, Nielsen, and Thomas.' In this
work; a Van Vleck contact transformation4 was applied to the Hamiltonian, the effect of which is to
remove all terms which are nondiagonal in the total
vibrational quantum number.

CARTESIAN DISPLACEMENT COORDINATES FOR THE
INFRARED-ACTIVE ( F , u . )
FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONS OF OCTAHEDRAL XY 6 MOLECULES.
(BASED ON ACTUAL NORMAL-COORDINATE CALCULATIONS.)

SFC

UFR

-O.O2

conjugate momentum, - i 3/9q; the vibrational
angular momentum, I = q X —i 9/9q; and the total
system angular momentum J. (Note that the total
angular momentum 5 is an operator defined on the
Euler angles by afiy and is independent of the normal coordinates, q. This point is discussed at length
in a review by Louck and Galbrafth.10)
The zeroth order Hamiltonian consists of a
spherical oscillator and rigid rotor

. (0) . J

(iu.i.1)

where energy is measured in units of he (cm '),
B = JL_T .
"4 t~7

Fig. in.1.3.
The infrared active v, and v, vibrational modes
ofSF, and UF* The values of relative displacement for these modes based on normal coordinate calculations are displayed.

The Shaffer et al. Hamiltonian is extremely
lengthy and, consequently, it has never been used
for calculations. Next Hecht8 and (independently)
Louck6 expressed the Shaffer Hamiltonian in terms
of irreducible spherical tensor operators and, using
the Racah-Wigner angular momentum theory,
Hecht V;P.S able to explain very complex highresolution grating spectra of the vs fundamental of
CH4. Moret-Bailly7-" extended the Hamiltonian to
fourth order (which involved a second contact
transformation) and recognized that the resulting
Hamiltonian could be used for any spherical top
molecule.
The final results of the work of Hecht and Louck
(and Moret-Bailly) could have been anticipated,
however, if one simply wrote down all polynomial
operators having A, symmetry (that is, that are invariant under Oh or TA) and that are formed out of
the triply degenerate normal mode vector, q; its

(m.i.2)

and Io is the equilibrium inertia constant. Generally
to, » Bo, so that for each vibrational level, there is a
rotational band of J(J+1) character (for example,
for v, of SF,, Bo ~ 0.09 cm"1 and «, ~ 948.0 cm"1).
The molecules listed above are "heavy" in the sense
that Io is large, giving a very tight rotational structure.
To next order of perturbation theory, the CorioliB
operator, -2Bf J-|, appears, and each J lovel of lv,
is split into three subievels. In order to diagonalize
the first-order Coriolus term, one introduces the
operator R = J - i (called the pure rotational
angular momentum) and obtains

(ffl.1.3)
as the first-order energy expression for lc,. Since
I = 1 for the lva state, we have the vector rule
j - i,

J,

J + i .

(m.i.4)

For ya of SF,, f8 s 0.7, so that the spacing of adjacent R states belonging to the same J is ~ 0.13J
cm"1 (a large number!).
Transitions to lv8 from the rotational band of the
ground vibrational state occuv via the dipole moment operator. This operator is a vector in J and in i
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but coupled to be a scalar in R so that we have the
selection rules

(m.1.5)

= o, + 1, - i ,

for the Q, R, and P branches of the va spectrum
respectively, and the general rule,
AH

(ffl.1.6)

=o

for strongly allowed transitions.
Subtracting the ground state energy from Eq.
(in.1.3), we get the line frequency expressions" for
the P, Q, and R branches of the v, fundamental
band.
P(J) = M - NJ + PJ
Q(J) = M + PJ(.l + 1)

ASSIGNMENT OF THE V8 FUNDAMENTAL
BAND OF SF6

,
, and

R(J) - M + N(J + 1) + P(J +

(m.i.7)

where J is angular momentum of the initial state
and

H =

B1

+ BQ -

P = B 1 - BQ

and

(m.i.8)

As will be discussed in the next section, the
molecular constants, M, N, P, and others have been
determined to great accuracy for several spherical
top molecules. These are displayed in Table HI. 1.1.
The intensities of the above transitions are proportional to the degeneracy of the initial state times a
rotational Boltzmann factor. (For SF6 at 300 K the
peak intensity occurs for J ~ 47.)
The above first-order theory is adequate for lowresolution grating spectra, but with the advent of
tunable laser diode spectroscopy12 and saturation
spectroscopy13 (sub-Doppler), higher order terms
must be considered. The next most interesting class
of terms is the tensors that are fourth rank with
respect to R. The generic term is Tklk2,, of rank k,
with respect to i, k2 with respect to J, and of rank
four with respect to R. The octahedrally invariant
combination was first written by Jahn.14 The effect
of such operators is to split each J-line into oc-
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tahedral sublevels. The largest parameter value for
such an operator in i/3 of SF« is -0.00004 cm"1,
however, it multiplies a polynomial of order 5/2 in J
so that as J increases, its effect dominates the spectrum to the extent that different "J-manifolds"
overlap for J > 30. Herein lies the great difficulty in
the analysis of the heavy spherical tops. Because of
the complex splitting patterns of the J-manifolds
and their subsequent overlapping, assignment of the
observed transitions has become a major problem
that requires for its solution the highly resolved
spectra over extensive portions of the P and R
branches of the band of interest, which are obtained
with tunable diode lasers.

As shown in Fig. HI. 1.1, the fundamental es band
of sulfur hexafluoride at 948 cm"1 exhibits a dense
and complex vibration-rotation structure. Since the
10.6-/um CO2 laser emits at frequencies throughout
this band, SF8 has been used in many nonlinearabsorption experiments (summarized in Refs. 15
and 16) as well as for the laser separation of sulfur
isotopes.17 Thus, there has been great interest in the
precise identification of the SF6 transitions that are
in resonance with the various CO2 laser lines, and
recently, such assignments were made in the regions
of the P(14), P(18), and P(20) CO2 lines.18 [P(J) is a
AJ = —1 transition from the Jth level as defined in
Eq. (in.1.7)]. These have since been extended to include P(12) and P(22).19
SF6 absorbs most strongly the P(16) CO2 laser line
at 947.742 cm"1, which falls in the SF8 Q-branch
where the overlapping of different rotational
manifolds makes the analysis particularly difficult.
Houston and Steinfeld20 estimated that the SFe line
in resonance with COa P(16) belonged to Q(54 ± 10);
Nowak and Lyman16 analyzed laser absorption in
shock-heated SF6 and concluded that most of the
absorption at this frequency was attributable to
However, a level of SFa with va = 1 and a single
value of J is split into a complex manifold consisting
of as many components as are allowed by the octahedral symmetry of the molecule. Figure III. 1.4

TABLE III. 1.1
MOLECULAR CONSTANTS"

SF6(va)
M
N
P
Q
V
G
H
K
Zl

947.9765757(38)"
5.581767(12)10-2
-1.618642(19)10-1.0391(33)10-s
-6.99865(16)10" s
-2.458264(73)10-"
-5.56(10) 10
...
...
15 lines
Sat: Abs: Spectra
(Mostly Q)
a = 4,3 X 10"6C

CF«(v,)
631.20080(38)
—
...
...
5.318(36)
-2.8300(19)10- 6
...
5.33(51) 10"10
-9.1(1.2)10""
67 lines Q

a = 0.0095

182

OBO,(V 3 )

960.70493(6)
2.35844(21)
-1.888U3H0- 1
...
-1.3927(89)10-'
1.1093(88)10-'
...
...
...
23 lines Q
50 lines P
07 lines R
a = 0.0027

18

"OsO4(V8)

961.50030(64)
2.35345(30)10-'
-1.8740(75)10'*
—
...
1.1373(16)10-'
...
....
—
22 lines P
06 lines R
<r = 0.0019

•All constants are x cm"1.
"Errors in the last two digits of the constants are written in parentheses
^Standard deviations of the fit ( ) are also given as well as the branch of the spectrum analyzed.

FREQUENCY
Fig. ni.1.4.
The splitting of a P(23) line (AJ = — 1, initial J = 23) as seen in diode laser spectroscopy. The
absorption lines, labeled by their octahedral symmetry types, are highly degenerate. This
clustering of different octahedral symmetry types is a high-J phenomenon.
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regularities appear as an asymptotic (in J) clustering of states of various octahedral symmetries. In
Fig. m.1.4 the lowest frequency "line" is an example. This line is actually a sixfold degenerate cluster.
(Note that Fi, Fa are also notations for Tj, Ts, and
we use the two interchangeably.) The explanation of
this asymptotic simplification follows.2''81
We have found that for "heavy" octahedral or
tetrahedral spherical top molecules like SF, or CF4,
the internal angular momentum R tends to line up
along the three- or fourfold molecular symmetry
axes for high angular momenta (that is, along an
axis through the face or through the diagonal of the
cube). For high R, these nonrigid spherical top
molecules may be considered as rigid symmetric top
molecules rotating about the three- or fourfold axes.
This model results in a simplified treatment of the
octahedral group splittings of J arising from the
vibration-rotation interactions. Indeed, this model
has recently been used to treat successfully both the
vt and ivtype fundamentals. In the va case, we have
been able to give closed-form asymptotic expressions for line frequencies for J 2: 30, which are accurate to the resolution of the diode spectra taken at
LASL. The expressions obviate the diagonalization
of octahedral coupling coefficients and considerably
reduce the computer time needed for calculations at
large J. The success of this theory is based only upon
the octahedrally invariant form of the tensor
operators making up the Hamiltonian along with
some rather loose ordering of parameter values.
We are now applying these techniques to the overtone and combination bands of SF8 and CF, that are
of interest to LASL, where calculations involving
standard techniques become unfeasible for large J.
We believe our new techniques will not only make
calculations of the rotational splittings possible but
will also provide means of making line assignments
that were previously impossible. Since no diagonalizations are necessary, we may easily vary the
important scalar and tensor parameters in the
Hamiltonian to determine the coupling scheme that
is valid for a given overtone or combination band.
Hence, we are confident that such a theory can be
constructed for overtone levels. There are three
GENERAL FEATURES OF HIGH-SPIN
problems of immediate interest: (a) v, + vt of SF,;
SPECTRA
(b) 2vt of SF, (analysis of this first vibrational overtone of v, will improve multiple photon absorption
In the above studies, some rather intriguing
models for SF,); and (c) KS + vt of CF4. Note that exregularities in the spectra have appeared. These
periments on 2v, present a delicate problem since

shows the splitting of a P(23) line as it appears in
diode spectroscopy. The frequencies and octahedral
symmetry types of the individual levels cannot be
determined by an analysis of the spectrum from
grating or Fourier transform devices since the individual levels are unresolved, rather initial spectra
taken with tunable diode lasers are necessary.
The approximations developed by Moret-Bailly'"
are useful for calculating transition frequencies up
to moderate values of the total angular momentum
(J < 30). However, in SF, at room temperature the
statistical distribution of populations is a maximum
near J = 50. At such high values of J, the dominant
operator that causes the octahedral tensor splitting
has small but significant nonzero matrix elements
between molecular states with different values of
the rotational angular momentum R. Thus for accurate calculations or for highly complex spectra,
the full Hamiltonian of Hecht," including terms that
aie off-diagonal in R, must be diagonalized
numerically. This has been done by Moret-Bailly et
al., by Robiette et al.,11 and at LASL.""
Recently the entire vibration-rotation structure of
tho v, fundamental band of SF, has been assigned at
LASL using exact numerical calculation of the transition frequencies, and the statistical weights of individual fine-structure lines calculated at Los
Alamos.*2-"
With the addition of recent saturated absorption
data of Clarion and Henry," and the analysis of
these data by Loette" (in collaboration with the
LASL group), the spectroscopic constants for the v,
band enjoy an accuracy limited only by our lack of
knowledge of the speed of light.
As has been stated above, the same theory applies
to all triply degenerate fundamentals of spherical
top molecules and we have parameter calculations
for: i/, of SF, (Ref. 24), vt of CF4 (Ref. 25), v, of O,O4
(Ref. 25) (isotopes 1MO. and "»O.) and », of UF,. The
resulto of thess calculations are shown in Table
HI. 1.1. (Additional tensor and scalars were needed
in some cases.") Analysis of the vt band of SF, is under way.
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the level is dipole forbidden. High-resolution laser
Raman spectra or double resonance spectra are required.
Solutions of these specific problems cover all
classes of binary combination bands and overtones;
the next step is full generalization of the theory to
arbitrary excited states.
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MULTIPLE PHOTON PROCESSES IN SF6 GAS
H. W. Galbraith, J. R. Ackerhalt, and C. D. Cantrell (T-12)

INTRODUCTION
One of the exciting discoveries of recent years in
laser photochemistry and isotope separation is the
multiple photon absorption process. In this new
type of absorption phenomenon, a molecule, known
to be enharmonic, may absorb 30 or 40 photons of
the same (infrared) frequency and climb up the ladder of excited states all the .• sy to dissociation or
chemical reactivity.
Infrared laser radiation was shown to be
photochemically active by Hall and Pimental back
in 1963. However, intensive developments have only
occurred since the advent of powerful IR gas lasers.
The first experiments showing actual dissociation
due to IR radiation were carried out by Isenor and
Richardson in 1971, however, interest in the process
increased dramatically when isotopic selectivity was
demonstrated by Ambartzumian et al. in 1974, and
Robinson et al. in 1975. The experiments have been
carried out on a wide variety of molecular species including NH,, BC! a , SFfl, and CCJSF,. Models appeared almost instantly purporting to explain the
new phenomenon. (It was clearly demonstrated by
Isenor and Richardson that the process was not simple heating). However the early models were mostly
132

one-dimensional driven oscillators, the parameters
of which were adjusted to fit, or to attempt to fit, the
(scarce) data. It was not until the basic molecular
parameters became known from high-resolution
diode spectroscopy that more realistic models were
developed. However, even four years after the
demonstrated importance of the process, the experimental data are still insufficient to determine a
single correct theoretical model from among several
proposed. What follows is a discussion of the multiple photon absorption phenomenon in general terms
followed by a presentation of our recent calculations
on the first few steps (up to 3 photon absorption) of
the process.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the previous article, we considered only transitions from rotational sublevels of the ground
vibrational state to rotational levels of the first excited state of the i>s-mode in SF8 (centered at 948
cm"1). However, when the power of the exciting
laser is increased, with the frequency still fixed near
948 cm"1, the molecule may absorb more than one

dependence is determined by a coherent process involving the first few vibrational levels where the
anharmonic effects, mentioned in- (1) above, are
balanced out by rotational effects (2), and intermode mixing described in (3) can be neglected.
("Coherent" in this context refers to processes in
which the full time-dependent Schrodinger equation must be applied for a proper description; that
is, time-dependent perturbation theory is inapplicable.) The energy dependence, on the other
hand, depends strongly on (3), the effects of intermode mixing at higher levels of the excitation ladder.
E
= n.o. + ... + a.v,
(III.1.9)
To see how this separation of laser frequency and
energy dependence comes about, consider again the
as the ni scan the set of all positive integers. Clearly,
simple oscillator model. The vibrational level(s) 2v,
the lowest excited energy state is ve, and at room
sit at 1896 cm"1; but the level Av, + vt is at 1976
temperature, 17% of the molecular population is
(nearby!) as well as 5J<8 at 1815 cm"1. Since v, is the
raised to this level by thermal excitation. Hence, if
highest energy mode, as we go up the ladder in v,
the laser has power to excite one ivquantum, 17% of
quantum jumps we find that nearby combination
the time we obtain ve —• i>6 + v, (a transition also at and overtone states are more numerous and more
948 cm"1 in the harmonic model). Consequently, ca
closely spaced. Since, further, it is only v, which is
is the principal "hot band" of ?». If the temperature
pumped by the laser, the anharmonic interaction of
is very low we needn't worry about these complicathese combination and overtone raodes with the n»j
tions.
state broadens the effective dipole moment coupling
The simplest model of multiple photon excitation
the laser to the nv, state. It is known that a highand dissociation of SF8 is then the following. With a
power laser can excite nonresonant levels significanhigh-powered (CO2) laser tuned at 948 cm"1, we
tly, provided that the detuning of the nonresonant
simply climb the ladder of equally spaced (harlevel still lies within the "power width" of the laser.
monic) levels of the v* mode:
If the anharmonic mixing broadens the nv, level
beyond the power width of the exciting laser, a
0 •» l u , •» 2 v -• 3 u , • • • -» 40\>
.
decrease in absorption occurs. It is now believed
that the anharuonic broadening above a certain
level in the v, ladder is sufficient to guarantee
Once 35 photons have been absorbed, dissociation
resonant absorption at each successive step. Since it
into SF6 + F becomes probable.
has been estimated that at 4vs there are 10"
There are several important problems with this
levels/cm"1 in SF9, we suppose that 4i»8 represents
naive picture. (1) The ladder is known to be anharthis level (the so-called onset of the "quasimonic with level spacing decreasing steadily as n,
continuum"). Then the frequency dependence of the
the principal quantum number, increases, and since
absorption spectrum should depend only on excitathe levels are degenerate they may even be split into
tions up to about 3vt. This follows since the quasitheir octahedral components. (2) Rot tional effects
continuum is always resonant (hence flat in frebroaden the transitions from one sharp absorption
quency).
In the rest of this article we will deal with
at 948. (3) Interaction of the excited no, level with
the
excitations
up to 3i>,, that is, we solve a simnearby combination states of other modes tends to
plified four-level model, and treat improvements (1)
broaden and weaken the transition dipole strength.
and (2) above to determine the frequency depenBy careful consideration of these three effects, the
dence of the problem. (We are currently inproblem of multiple photon absorption may effecvestigating, in a quantitative manner, the effects of
tively be separated into two parts—the frequency
(3) on the energy dependence of the absorption
dependence of the absorption process and the
process.)
dependence on laser power or energy. The frequency

photon and march up the overtone levels of the vamode. Let us neglect for the moment the rotational
degrees of freedom and focus our attention only on
the vibrational levels. As was stated earlier, SF6 has
six (degenerate) vibrational modes, whose fundamental frequencies are ve = 363, cs = 524, vt =
617, vi = 644, i>! = 775, and of course, va at 948 cm"1.
If we suppose further (we improve this approximation shortly) that each mode is in fact a harmonic
oscillator, the energies of all vibrational states can
be found from

3
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FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF MULTIPLE
PHOTON EXCITATION
In order to calculate the frequency-dependent
multiple photon absorption curve, we need a model
Hamiltonian that is soluble, but uses what we have
already learned about SFe from the \v, spectroscopy. We will retain the vibration-rotation
Hamiltonian only to first order since we are interested in experiments where the laser power
washes out the fine structure (power broadening
again). Hence we obtain w8,/3o>/9ifs as known
parameters [see Eq. (m.1.3)]. However, the -oscillator is anharmonic, that is, as we go up the ladder the level spacing decreases from the equal spacing of the simple harmonic oscillator.
In order to consider levels past le8 we must include anharmonic terms.
E... = nu,. - I- in(n-l) .

(ffl.1.10)

The levels get closer at each step by | x,,|. Clearly xaa
cannot be found from the li», spectra, and 2v, is
dipole forbidden from the ground state, so that spectra of 3vi are required. From such spectra (taken at
MIT by Kildal1 and at LASL by King") it is possible
to determine xM as well as the octahedral splitting of
the 10-fold degenerate 3v, manifold of states. The
terms in the vibrational Hamiltonian that are
responsible for this splitting are exactly analogous
to the tensor splitting operators of the v, fundamental discussed in the previous article. The importance
of this anharmonic splitting within each level of the
v, ladder on multiple photon excitation was first
considered by Cantrell and Galbraith"1* based upon
a purely theoretical model of the anharmonic potential well given by Jensen." The theoretical results
turned out to be in disagreement with the data of
Kildal and King on 3t>a and so the question of the
importance of anharmonic splitting on MPE (multiple photon excitation) was reesamined.'-7
In our calculations, we solved the fully coherent
equations for the laser-molecule system, the
molecule being an effective four-level system with
first-order vibration-rotation coupling as well as
anharmonic tensor splittings included. The results
given below are all presented as time averages over
200-ns laser pulses. We have found that the anhar134

monic splittings are much smaller than those given
by the Jensen Hamiltonian and that at moderate
laser powers can be entirely neglected in MPE
calculations.' Rotational broadening is found to
dominate the multiple photon absorption spectrum
and is primarily responsible for the shape of the absorption curve.
Figures HI.1.5a and m.l.5b give a comparison of
the simple anharmonic oscillator model with the
split anharmonic oscillator model (taken from
Ref. 8). The laser power is 4 MW/cm2 [well below
the dissociation threshold of 23 MW/cm2(Ref.9)].
Since power broadening is slight, this case represents the most stringent test of our hypothesis. The
uppermost curve in each figure gives the average
number of photons absorbed while the lower curves
show average populations in 1, 2, and 3i>8. The li's
curve is clearly the large peak at 947 — 948 cm"1; the
2P, curve shows resonance at 946 cm"1; and 3KS
receives only very small population at this laser
power. Generally, the two models are in agreement
except that the splitting of the 1vs resonance is visible in Fig. III.1.5b (the split model) and not in Fig.
m.l.5a. This single discrepancy disappears when
hot-band ladders are included in the calculations.10

944

946

FREQUENCY (cm1)

Fig. m.l.5a.
Simple anharmonic oscillator model of multiphoton excitation of SF, showing the average
number of photons absorbed in the lv,, 2v%, 3v,
modes and in total vs frequency of the incident
radiation. These curves were calculated using a
simple anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian for
a four-level system including first-order
rotational splitting. The temperature of SFe is
assumed to be 300 K, and the power of the incident laser 4 MW.

944

938
942
FREQUENCY (cm 1 )

946

FREQUENCY (cm 1 )

Fig. III. 1.5b.
Anharmonically split model of multiphoton excitation of SF,. The curves are calculated as in
Fig. 111.1.5a, except here, additional anharmonic terms are included that split the 2va
resonance.

Figure HI. 1.6 shows a comparison of the i>, ladder +
hot-band ladders (upper curve) with the i>s ladder
above for the simple anharmonic model (no
splitting). We see that the effect of the hot bands is
to further broaden the total curve as well as shift it
to the red. This calculation involves a laser power of
23 MW/cm2 (the power threshold for dissipation)
and there are essentially no differences between
split (not shown) and simple unsplit oscillator
models. The curve in Fig. HI. 1.6 can be compared
directly with the recent MPE data9 and is in excellent general agreement.*

FUTURE STUDIES
We are now studying the energy dependence of
MPE and are making detailed calculations that will
unravel the structure of the molecular quasicontinuum (vibrational levels above ~3i»8 in SF,). It
is our hope to arrive at a general set of criteria for
the feasibility of MPE and MPD (multiple photon
dissociation) based only upon general properties of
the molecule of interest.
•Another calculation of the frequency dependence of MPE has
been made by C. Cantiell and K. Fox, Optics Letters 2, No. 6,
151 (1978), but only the split model is used there.

Fig. m.1.6.
Multiphoton excitation of SF, showing the
average number of photons absorbed in the vt
ladder (lower curve) and the v, ladder plus hotband ladders (upper curve). Curves were
calculated using a simple anharmonic oscillator four-level model for SF, at 300 K and with
incident laser power at 23 MW.
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THE TRANSITION STATE GEOMETRY FOR THE CHEMICAL
EXCHANGE REACTION HF + H' - H + H'F
W.R.Wadt(T-12)
INTRODUCTION
We have been studying the exchange reaction H1
+ HF(v) — H'F(v') + H because of its possible role
in the performance of HF chemical lasers. There has
been considerable theoretical1-2 and experimental3"6
interest in this reaction. In particular, it is one of the
mechanisms that can deactivate (or destroy the
population inversion of) vibrationally excited HF.
The chemical reaction that produces the
vibrational population inversion in HF chemical
lasers is
HF(v' < 3) + H ,

(m.i.ii)

where v' is the level of vibrational excitation.
Hydrogen atoms produced in Eq. (HI.1.11) can
deactivate the laser in several ways: (1) through inelastic collision, which converts the vibrational
energy of HF into translational or rotational energy,
(2) through the abstraction reaction, which is the
reverse of Eq. (m.l. 11)
H+HF(v)

(jn.1.12)

and (3) through the exchange reaction, our subject
of study
H'+HF(v) •* H'F(v') + 8
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un.i.13)

The importance of reactions (m.l.12) and (m.l.13)
for deactivation will depend on the level of
vibrational excitation of HF and its role in overcoming reaction barriers.
Reaction (ITLL11) is one of the most thoroughly
studied, chemical reactions since it forms the basis
for the HF chemical laser. The resulting wealth of
experimental data, together with the simplicity of
reaction (HI. 1.11) has made it an ideal subject for
detailed theoretical investigations.
The principle of microreversibility enables one to
calculate the rate of the abstraction reaction
(m.l.12) from the experimental and theoretical
data on reaction (ffl.1.11). Although microreversibility arguments are inapplicable to the exchange
reaction (m.l. 13), the three reactions above possess
a common electronic potential energy surface. This
fact led dynamicists to employ for the exchange
reaction the semiempirical potential-energy surfaces that gave good results for reaction (m.l.II). 6 ' 7
However, recent ab initio calculations on the
collinear exchange reaction HF + H' — H'F + H
have shown that the energy barriers for these
semiempirical surfaces are all too small .6'7'9 The
semiempirical surfaces possessed barriers from —5.2
to 28.6 kcal/mole8 while the ab initio calculations
prfdict barriers ranging from 42.4 to 49.0
kcal/mole.6i7'a The ab initio results are supported by
the recent experiments of Heidner and Bott5'9 which

have set an upper bound on the rate of the exchange
reaction. In particular, the discharge experiments*
indicate that the barrier for the exchange reaction
(HI. 1.13) is comparable to or greater than the
barrier for the abstraction reaction, which is 33.0
kcal/mole.10
Extensive ab initio calculations"'14 on reactions
(III.1.12) and (HI.l.ll) show that these reactions
proceed via a collinear transition state. For the exchange reaction (III.1.13) the published
calculations8'4 consider only collinear geometries
and the semiempirical surfaces assume a collinear
transition state geometry for all three reactions.
However, our preliminary analysis of the exchange
reaction indicates the likelihood of a nonlinear transition state geometry." Accordingly, we have performed the first calculations on the HF + H' — K'F +
H reaction at nonlinear geometries. The initial
results and implications of this work are reported
below, and the details given elsewhere.16

Fig. III.1.8a.
Diagram of the collinear exchange reaction as
in Fig. III. 1.7, except one electron is in a
Rydberg state corresponding to a 2s — 3s excitation on the fluorine. The dotted circle
represents a diffuse orbital of the fluorine
Rydberg 3s state.

\

H-FRYDBERG STATES AND THEIR INFLUENCE
ON THE EXCHANGE REACTION
In the collinear exchange reaction, the incoming
hydrogen encounters a fluorine 2s pair that is shifted
away from the HF bond by repulsive Pauli Principle
interactions as shown in Fig. m.1.7. The interaction
between the incoming hydrogen and the fluorine 2s
pair is repulsive. However, if the HF were in an excited electronic state, that is, a Rydberg state
corresponding to a 2s —• 3s excitation on the fluorine,
the exchange reaction would appear as in Fig.
m.l.8a. Now the incoming hydrogen has an attractive interaction with the remaining 2s electron. The
two electrons pair to form a new HF bond.
Therefore, in the transition state shown in Fig.
m.l.8b the fluorine 2s — 3s Rydberg state is

©
Fig. in. 1.7.
Diagram of the collinear exchange reaction as
the hydrogen encounters the fluorine 2s pair of
electrons. The dots represent electrons, Q
represents a hydrogen Is orbital, and Q represents a fluorine 2s orbital.

H

)

\
Fig. III. 1.8b.
Diagram of the transition state following the
approach shown, in Fig. III. 1.8a. The state is
characterized by two HF bonds and a 3s orbital
for the remaining electron.

stabilized by the formation of a second HF bond
(~6 eV). This second bond lowers the energy of the
state and thus enhances the mixing with the lower
valence (fluorine 2s) state.
Now let us consider nonlinear geometries, in particular, a 90° approach of the hydrogen where the
electrons are in the 2p fluorine orbital as shown in
Fig. in.1.9. In this case, adding Rydberg character
(that is, electronic excitation) corresponds to mixing
in the exci'.ation 2p —• 3s on the fluorine. Since the
fluorine 2p — 3s states are significantly lower
(12.8 eV)" than the 2s — 3s states considered in the
collinear case, the admixture of Rydberg character
into the hydrogen nonbonding orbital is expected to
be greater in the 90° approach.
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0
F-H

t
Fig. III.1.9.

The diagram of exchange reaction showing a
90° approach of the hydrogen atom and the
electrons in the 2p fluorine orbital shown by Q.
Finally, we note that HFH+ has a nonlinear
equilibrium geometry with a bond angle of
~115°.18'w Therefore, if the unpaired hydrogen orbital acquires significant Rydberg character one
would expect a transition state geometry comparable to that of the cation. Our calculations were
designed to determine the importance of including
diffuse basis functions to describe any Rydberg
character and their influence on the saddle-point
geometry of the potential energy surface.

60

90 120 150 180
HFH bond angle (degrees)

Fig. IU. 1.10.
The electronic potential energy calculated as a
function of the HFH bond angle for three symmetric HF separations.

60°

AB INITIO CALCULATIONS OF THE HFH
POTENTIAL-ENERGY SURFACE
In Fig. m.1.10 the dependence of the energy using
a P0L(2) CI wavefunction" on the HFH angle is
shown for three symmetric HF separations. The
lowest energy occurs for an angle near 150° and a
bond distance of 1.06 A. It is interesting to note that
if the bond distance is first optimized at an HFH
angle of 180°, and then the angle is varied for that
fixed HF distance (1.14 A), one would mistakenly
conclude that the optimum angle is near 180°, that
is, that the transition state geometry is collinear.
Although not obvious from Fig. III.1.10, the
saddle-point energy is essentially constant for
angles greater than 90°. This is illustrated in Fig.
m.1.11 where the potential-energy curves for symmetric stretching of the HF bond distances are plotted for bond angles between 60 and 180°. The loci of
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1.1

1.2
HF distance, A

1.3

Fig. m.1.11.
The potential energy as function of HF bond
distance and bond angle theta.

the energy minima are traced by the heavy curved
line. As the angle decreases from 180°, the optimum
bond length shortens until about 100° where it
begins to elongate.
It is interesting to compare this saddle-point
behavioT with that of a semiempirical LondonEyring-Polanyi-Sato (LEPS) surface. Choosing the
Muckerman V LEPS surface for the F + H»
reaction" as an example, we have computed the optimum bond distance and saddle-point energy for
several bond angles and compared these LEPS surface predictions with our results described above.
The dramatic difference is that the LEPS surface
predicts a much larger variation of saddle-point
energy with angle. The LEPS surface is known to
predict collinear saddle-point geometries," which
are clearly inappropriate for the H-F-H saddle
point. In addition, recent unpublished calculations
investigating nonlinear geometries for the F-H-H
saddle point indicate that the LEPS surface overemphasizes the linearity of this saddle point as
well." Since the barrier height and position for
LEPS semiempirical surfacei3 are usually adjusted
to give agreement with the experimental reaction
rate and product state distributions, the final
barrier height prediction reflects the incorrect
topology of the LEPS saddle-point region. For a case
where the collinear collisions are overemphasized,
we would expect the barrier height to come out too
low to compensate for the reduced range of effective
impact parameters.
The incorrect shape of the LEPS surface will also
increase the zero-point energy for the bending vibration of the transition complex. Compensation for the
artificially high zero-point energy at the sad He
point will lead to an adjusted LEPS barrier height
that is too low. As has been shown in our work and in
previous calculations,"1' the low barrier height
rather than the incorrect topology --as the most
serious error in the classical trajectory studies of the
exchange reaction. However, even after adjusting
the barrier height to agree with the ab initio calculations, it will be important to insure the correct
overall topology in order to determine the relative
importance of chemical reactions, V-T (vibration to
translation) and V-R (vibration to rotation)
processes for deactivation of vibrationally excited
HF.

The effectiveness of each of these mechanisms for
deactivation will also depend on the initial
vibrational state of HF. For HF (v 2: 3), the internal
energy is sufficient to overcome the high barrier for
the abstraction reaction (m.1.12) (~33 kcal/mole).
The calculated barriers for the exchange reaction
(III. 1.13) would seem to rule it out as a competitive
channel for deactivation. However, if the error in the
HFH calculations is 5-7 kcal/mole as indicated by
Botschwina and Meyer,7 then the "true" barrier may

be closer to 35-40 kcal/mole. This is comparable to
that for reaction (IH.1.12). Recent work of Bott and
Heidner"" has shown that the removal rate of HF
(v = 3) by hydrogen atoms is two orders of
magnitude greater than that of HF (v = 2). Using
the rate for reaction (HI.1.12) determined from the
principle of detailed balance, the measured increase
in the removal rate cannot be entirely explained by
the opening of the abstraction channel. This, in
turn, may indicate that the exchange reaction
(HI. 1.13) is contributing to the removal of HF (v =
3).
Rather than attempting to refine the barrier
height further, it may be more useful to carry out
new trajectory studies on a semiempircal surface
(such as a diatomics-in-molecules surface) that is
constrained to have the topology of the ab initio surface determined here, but with a flexible barrier
height. The activation energy determined from
these calculations by comparison with experiment
should be more meaningful than for the LEPS
surface.
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ROTATIONALLY INELASTIC COLLISIONS
Russell T. Pack (T-12)

BACKGROUND
Many good examples of basic problems arising in
the course of applied research on lasers and laser
photochemistry involve transfer of energy among
the -otational, vibrational, and translational
degrees of freedom of molecules. Before discussing
the specific aspects being pursued in T-12, we will
supply a little background.
A molecular gas in thermal equilibrium has a distribution of population in its various rotational,
vibrational, and translational states, which may be
calculated using the methods of statistical
mechanics. If the population distribution is altered
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from the equilibrium distribution, then it will relax
back toward equilibrium according to an exponential law (in time). The time constant of this exponential is the relaxation time. Each of the possible processes of energy transfer within or among the
rotational or vibrational degrees of freedom has its
own relaxation time. Rotational relaxation times are
generally much shorter than vibrational to translational relaxation times. The pulse durations that
are characteristic of the CO2 lasers used for laser fusion, or of some lasers used for photochemical experiments, may be shorter than or comparable to
the rotational relaxation time. As discussed in more

detail in the next subs^tion, for a quantitative understanding of energy extraction from a laser
medium or of photochemical experiments on this
short a time scale, it is necessary to be able to
calculate not only the time for overall rotational
relaxation, but also the detailed mechanism by
which population is transferred between individual
rotational states.
Physically, rotational relaxation occurs
because the potential energy between two
molecules (or a molecule and an atom) undergoing a
collision depends on the relative orientation of the
collision partners. As a result, a torque is exerted on
one (or both) collision partners during the collision,
and eneigy is thereby transferred between translation and rotation, or from one rotational state to
another. The calculation of rotational relaxation
times and of the state-to-state relaxation rates
therefore involves both the calculation of an appropriate potential-energy function to describe the
interaction between collision partners and the solution of the resulting classical or quantummechanical equations of motion. In a classical
calculation, one solves (numerically) the Newtonian
equations of motion for a given set of initial conditions, and then repeats this calculation for many
different sets of initial conditions to obtain an ensemble average. Quantum-mechanically, one solves
the Schrodinger equation (again numerically) to obtain the scattering matrix, from which one may obtain the probability that a molecule in a rotational
state j before the collision will be found in a state of
j ' after the collision. Even with modern high-speed
digital computers, such calculations are sufficiently
formidable that approximations must be made in
order to obtain results.

RECENT WORK IN T-12 ON ROTATIONAL
RELAXATION AND RELATED PROBLEMS
IN MOLECULAR THEORY
In COj lasers or laser amplifiers, the energy stored
in the excited vibrational state is distributed among
many rotational states with less than 7% of the
energy or population in the most probable of these.
Stimulation of an amplifier is usually done with a
pulse that directly depletes only one of these
rotational levels. If the pulse length is long compared to the rotational relaxation time, population

relaxes into the depleted level during the pulse, and
the stored energy can be efficiently extracted.
However, for the short pulses needed for laser fusion, in which the pulse length may be less than
equal to the rotational relaxation time, little energy
is extracted unless multiline extraction is used; that
is, output from an oscillator running on several lines
is introduced into an amplifier to directly deplete
several of the rotational levels. To choose the lines
used and carry out multiline extraction efficiently
with a minimum number of lines, one must know
not only the total rotational relaxation rate but also
its detailed mechanism—how population flows from
one state to another. For this, one needs detailed
state-to-state cross sections and rate constants.
Relaxation experiments have given information that
can be used to test calculations but the data are too
highly averaged to directly determine the rate constants needed. Molecular beam experiments yield
much more detailed differential and integral crosssection data, but at present, most experimental
data still involve Boltzmann averages over initial
state distributions, so that one is forced to extract
final state information from averages over energy
spreads, beam widths, and other apparatus effects.
Thus, the project of calculating the necessary
detailed rate constants theoretically has been undertaken. In Refs. 1 and 2 potential-energy surfaces
were constructed for the He-C2 and Ar-CO2 systems.
In Ref. 3 rotationally inelastic differential and integral cross sections for the Ar-COj system were
calculated using the classical trajectory method and
found to be in good agreement with molecular beam
data. Further development of approximate quantum scattering methods (the JZCCS and IOS approximations) was made*'6 and these methods were
used to test the He-CO2 surface for calculating differential, integral, diffusion, and viscosity cross
sections.6 These turned out to be in rather good
agreement with experiment. The use of information
theory7 to construct the whole matrix of cross sections from a few that were calculated was tested8
and found to be accurate to within the 20% needed.
FiAally, in work just completed, all the necessary
rate constants and cross sections were calculated
and used to model the rotational relaxation of CO2.
Total calculated rates are within a factor of 2 of experiment when scaled with experiment for the total
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relaxation rate and, more important, they give excellent agreement for the relaxation of levels other
than the depleted one, something no previous model
had done even qualitatively. This agreement
verified the mechanism we calculated, which shows
that cross sections and rate constants for collisions
producing large changes in the rotational quantum
member are important and large even though not as
large as those for small changes in the rotational
quantum number.
In related work," the electron gas method for
calculating potential-energy surfaces has been extended to calculate the angle and distance dependence of the Ar-N interactions in the two electronic
states of the Ar-NO system, which arise from the
ground electronic state of NO.
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Who would ever have thought that some actinide elements are superconductors! This effect was
recently demonstrated in americium by Jim Smith (right) of CMB-5. His fruitful collaboration with
LASL Fellow Bernd Matthias (left) convinces Peter Carruthers (center) to initiate a program on actinide research in T Division. The unique experimental facilities combined with available scientific
talent make LASL one of the few places in the world where a joint experimental-theoretical program
is possible.
In the photograph above, a single crystal of protactinium is undergoing a superconducting transition as seen on the x-y recorder plot of magnetic susceptibility versus temperature. The superconductivity of protactinium was first discovered in 1965 by H. Hunter Hill and collaborators at LASL.
Although the nuclear properties of the actinides are perhaps best known of all the elements, their
electronic properties, which are dominated by the 5f electrons, are very poorly understood. The superconductivity of uranium, protactinium, and americium came as a great surprise to many scientists
who expected the actinides to have magnetic properties similar to those of the lanthanides. In fact,
the actinides and their alloys display a wide variety of exotic and unpredictable chemical and
physical behavior that poses a challenge to scientists in many fields.
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Most of the technological applications of semiconductors are made possible by the ability to control the behavior of the impurities they contain. The enormous worldwide effort toward ever-higher
purity material is justified by the potential benefits in areas such as solar cells, detectors, and
electronics. At Los Alamos, Richard Silver (T-ll) (left) and Bob Hammond (E-10) (right) have been
studying the fundamental physics of the most important semiconductor, silicon. Their research has
led to the discovery of a new class of impurity effects in the highest purity silicon available. These effects may provide a new method for determining impurity content in the high-purity regime where
otW methods fail.
The fundamental excitation of the semiconductor is the electron-hole pair created by raising an
electron from the filled "vabnce" band to the empty conduction band, thus leaving behind a positively charged particle termed a "hole." These electrons and holes are the electronic charge carriers in
silicon. At low temperatures (T S 40 K) they bind together to form positronium-like states called excitons. The excitons decay as the electrons and holes recombine and emit light (luminescence). In a
theoretical-experimental collaboration, Silver and Hammond have studied excitons, creating them
by shining laser light on the semiconductor and then observing the light emitted when the excitons
decay. They have observed that, at low temperature, the lifetime of excitons in high-purity silicon increases by orders of magnitude with temperature increases of a few K. The lowest temperature
lifetimes are determined by the lifetimes of those excitons that are bound to the dominant impurities
in the silicon. The bound exciton lifetimes vary by orders of magnitude depending on the type of impurity.
They have developed a theory for the free exciton lifetime which includes capture, annihilation,
and evaporation of excitons at neutral impurities. The agreement with their luminescence experiments is excellent. The theory predicts that the free exciton lifetime and the relative intensities of
luminescence spectral lines associated with free and bound excitons are strongly dependent on the
type and concentration of the impurities in silicon. Therefore it should be possible by fitting exciton
lifetime measurements with the theory to determine impurity content. Because luminescence
measurements are much more sensitive than the usual methods of impurity detection (e.g., Hall effect), they estimate that one may be able to detect impurities in silicon up to three orders of
magnitude more pure than that now available.
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2. MATERIALS PROPERTIES
THE THEORETICAL PROGRAM
D. F. DuBois (T-ll) and G. I. Kerley (T-4)

Theoretical studies of the properties of materials
are carried out in Groups T-4 and T-ll. The activities of T-4 represent a well-established program
that concentrates on EOS and related calculations
for materials under a wide range of densities and
temperatures. The results of these calculations are
directly applicable to hydrodynamics codes used in
weapons, laser fusion, reactor safety, and other
Laboratory programs. Such traditional areas of
solid-state theory as band theory calculations of
electronic structure are included in this program.
Two areas of research in T-4 are discussed in
separate articles below.
T-ll is a relatively new group whose emphasis is
or. the application of modern many-body theory to
the calculation of the properties of condensed matter. These theoretical techniques are applied to an
assortment of materials problems, many of which
involve rather new and nontraditional approaches.
One goal of this Group is to develop new techniques
for the calculation of materials properties, especially the properties of materials under extreme
conditions. The problems treated range from the
most modern application of renormalization group
methods to critical phenomena to practical but
sophisticated studies of the scattering of ultrasonic
waves from flaws in materials.

MATERIALS PROPERTIES RESEARCH IN
GROUP T-4
The goal of basic materials property research in
Group T-4 is to develop better models for
calculating EOS and related properties of materials.
These models are used to generate data for the
SESAME library, which is used in various LASL
programs (see "Recent Developments in the Sesame
Equation-of-State Library1' in Sec. II.2, Weapons
Research).
Much of our interest lies in studying the electronic structure of compressed solids. In past work,
many of our EOS calculations have been based on

the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) theory, which
ignores the quantum-mechanical shell structure of
the atom. (Our interest in determining the validity
of Thomas-Fermi theory for matter at high
pressures has led to an investigation of the
mathematical foundations of Thomas-Fermi and
Hartree-Fock theory by physicists Elliot Lieb and
Barry Simon of Princeton University. (See the article below by Elliott Lieb, consultant to T-4, for a
report on this work.) Members of T-4 have used
sophisticated band theoretical calculations to check
on the accuracy of the TFD methods and to develop
an understanding of bonding and electronic
rearrangement in solids under pressure. Unfortunately, band calculations are much too costly to
be used in routine EOS work. Recently, we have
developed a new model for the electronic structure
of compressed atoms (see the article below by D. A.
Liberman). The new method agrees very well with
band calculations, but it requires much less computer time. Unlike TFD theory, it includes shell effects, and it provides atomic-like wave functions and
potentials which may be useful in a variety of applications. Furthermore, it can be used at high
temperatures, where only a few exploratory band
calculations have been made.
The above calculations, like most other work in
the field, is based on the cne-electron approximation, which is known to be inadequate for many
problems. Group T-4 has a continuing interest in
understanding electron correlation effects in condensed matter. In previous work, we have shown
how correlations can be treated in the homogeneous
electron gas, using a nonunitary transformation of
the Hamiltonian operator. We are studying ways to
apply this method to real solids and liquids.
Group T-4 also studies statistical mechanical
theories of gases and liquids. This work is very important in reactor safety analysis (see "Tabular
Equations of State for Reactor Safety Work" in Sec.
II.5). Our approach uses a variation-perturbation
expansion about a model hard sphere reference
fluid. Most work in this field assumes the existence
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of a d d i t i v e p a i r p o t e n t i a l s b e t w e e n
atoms—however, these potentials are seldom known
for materials of interest. In our model, the energy of
an atom in the fluid is calculated from the cold
curve of the solid by averaging over a distribution of
small solid-like clusters. This approach gives
reasonable predictions of vapor pressures, densities,
shock Hugoniots, and other properties for liquid
metals.
We are also interested in phase transitions and
chemical equilibrium. To compute phase transitions, it is necessary to create a numerical model for
each phase, sufficiently accurate to predict freeenergy differences. We are working with our liquid
and solid models to calculate melting curves. To
treat chemical equilibrium, it is necessary to model
the properties of each chemical species and to
develop a theory for mixtures of arbitrary composition.
Group T-4 also carries out numerical
hydrodynamics calculations to compare theoretical
EOS tables against experimental shock wave data.
This work requires the modeling of material
strength phenomena and other material properties
in addition to the EOS. Recently, we have studied
free-surface-velocity time histories in shocked iron
and have obtained good agreement with the experimental data.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES RESEARCH IN
GROUP T-ll
T-ll pursues fundamental studies of materials
properties that are of potential or current interest to
DOE or LASL programs. These include the properties of semiconductors subjected to high levels of
laser radiation or superstrong (> 10' gauss)
magnetic field, electrical transport properties of
magnetic insulators (Mott insulators), critical point
phenomena, isostructural phase transitions, collective behavior of electrons in metals and semiconductors, as well as the theory of turbulence in plasma
and fluids. The T-il Group description in Sec. 1.2
outlines this work more fully and highlights in three
of these areas are discussed in separate articles
below.
One area in which T-ll receives substantial outside support, from DOE and the Advanced Re? arch
Projects Agency of DOD, is the area of nonde .trac146

tive evaluation of materials. The experimental
technique involves the detection of ultrasonic waves
that are scattered from flaws in materials. Prom a
theoretical point of view it is a problem of scattering
theory; considerable success has been achieved in
applying variations of techniques used in the quantum theory of scattering to the scattering of ultrasonic waves. This research has consisted of the
development of appoximate theories of scattering
and their calibration with experiment. The ultimate
goal is to be able to determine from the scattered
signal the size, shape, orientation, aiid location of a
flaw.
The completion of the intense pulsed-neutron
source at LAMPF known as the Weapons Neutron
Research Facility (WNR) presents a significant opportunity for the growth of experimental materials
research at LASL. T-ll expects to develop a significant supporting theoretical program for these experiments.
Another area in which increased activity is expected is the dynamic response of materials under extreme conditions. This includes intense shock wave
propagation in materials, melting and other phaBe
transitions under extreme dynamic pressures, and
relaxation effects in materials subjected to rapidly
varying forces. Research in this area is concerned
with the microscopic basis and the improvement of
the usual hydrodynamic description of materials
and studies of strongly interacting systems of particles.
New studies of transport and phase equilibria in
multicomponent, multiphase systems are being pursued. This work is of direct interest to reactor safety
studies and in various processes associated with
geothermal energy production. The expertise of
W. W. Wood and J. Erpenbeck in Monte Carlo and
molecular dynamics numerical simulation techniques is an important resource for these and other
studies in T-ll.
In summary, the Theoretical Division is engaged
in a broad spectrum of energy-related and weaponsrelated materials research. The emphasis of this
work ranges from the most fundamental aspects of
many-body physics to the generation of numerical
data of immediate programmatic interest. With the
increased emphasis at LASL on diverse DOE energy
programs, materials research at LASL is expected to
Bhow a stetidy growth for the foreseeable future.

EQUATIONS OF STATE FROM AN ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
MODEL OF A COMPRESSED ATOM
D. Liberman (T-4)

EOS of dense matter are primarily determined by
electronic structure considerations. The best we can
do in calculating equations of state by purely
theoretical means is the application of the selfconsistent field method to a perfect crystal. These
state-of-the-art calculations are, in fact, very good.
Errors at normal densities are only a few percent
and should decrease under compression. Probably
the calculations are as good as present experiments,
once pressures of a few megabars are reached.
However, there are a number of practical limitations on such calculations. Computer programs exist
for only a few crystal types: mainly one- and twoatom per unit cell cubic crystals. Calculations can
be done for bcc and fee iron but not hep iron, for
NaCl but not for SiOs, and so on. Relativistic selfconsistent field programs do not exist so the treatment of heavy-element solids is in doubt. The
programs require a fair amount of computer time
and a great deal of time, attention, and knowledge
from those undertaking the calculation of an EOS.
It is clearly worth seeking simpler and more flexible
models if the sacrifice in accuracy is not too great.
This is what we have done.
The main motivation has been the desire to study
the bulk properties of highly compressed matter.
The valence electrons in a highly compressed solid
will have large kinetic energies and, as a result, a
free-electron-like character in parts of the atomic
cell where the potential is weak. This suggests that a
compressed atom in a solid (or liquid) could be
"taken out" and then embedded in a uniform electron gas of appropriate density without much
change in electronic structure. This is the idea
behind the simple model illustrated in Fig. m.2.1. A
similar model has been used by Almbladh and von
Barth for studying x-ray edges in alkali metals.1 A
nucleus of charge Ze is supposed to be at the center
of a spherical cavity of radius R. Outside the cavity
there is more positive charge (with a constant density pe), which is supposed to represent the ions surrounding the atom at the center of the cavity. And
then there are enough electrons to neutralize all of
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Fig. IU.2.1.
A schematic distribution of charge for our
model of a compressed atom in a solid volume:
A is a point nucleus at the center of a spherical
cavity; B is a constant positive charge density
outside the cavity that represents the surrounding ions; C is a spherically symmetric
electronic charge density inside the cavity; D is
a volume-average electronic charge density
outside the cavity. R is the radius of the cavity;
the cavity is electrically neutral. The outside
region is also neutral.

the positive charge. In this model the cavity radius
R is chosen so that the electronic charge inside
neutralizes the nuclear charge, and the electronic
charge outside is sufficient to neutralize the uniformly distributed positive charge outside.
The model has been developed in the selfconsistent field approximation in a manner essentially the same as in ordinary atomic calculations.
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The main difference is that, in addition to bound
electrons, there are electrons in continuum states
that contribute to the charge density and other
physical quantities. We have used the local density
approxmation for exchange.' Relativistic effects
have been included through the use of the Dirac
equation since we are interested in the heavier elements. Also thermal effects have been included in a
mean field approximation. A mathematical formulation has been given through a free-energy
functional, which is minimized subject to appropriate constraints. From this minimization are
obtained the one-electron wave equations and the
potential function, the cavity radius, the chemical
potential, and the average occupations of the oneparticle states.
One problem remains in completing this model of
condensed matter. The atom being considered is
part of a very much larger system, but we are interested in the physical quantities that belong to the
atom alone: its volume, energy, entropy, etc.
Therefore we want to separate each of these physical
quantities into a part belonging to the atom and a
part associated with the surrounding electron gas.
There is no unique way of doing this, so we have settled for the following somewhat arbitrary prescription. The total volume is written as V = Vo + AV
where AV, the volume of the atom, is given. The
total number of electrons is the sum of the average
occupation numbers for the one-election states:

dk

\

•

(in.2.1)
The index b indicates the bound states and k the
continuum states. The last term on the right is a
Freidel sum.8 We can put V = Vo + AV in the
second term on the right and then regard the integral containing Vo as the number of electrons in
the electron gas that surrounds the atom. This is
subtracted from N and there remains
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(m.2.2)

which is the number of electrons associated with the
atom, and which must equal the nuclear charge Z.
The chemical potential appearing in the average occupation factors n, is adjusted to meet this requirement. The free energy and entropy per atom are
determined in much the same way, and the pressure
is obtained by numerically differentiating the free
energy along an isotherm. It is worth remarking that
the volume of the cavity is not the same as AV that
appears in the equation above, although they are
usually within a few percent of each other.
It is expected that this model will be at its best
when the valence electrons are free-electron-like in
character. It is interesting to see how well it will
work for solids that are not of this type, such as the
transition metals. For this purpose we have chosen
the 5d series since less electronic structure work has
been done on this group of medals than on the others
and since we are able to account for relativistic effects. In Fig. m.2.2 are shown calculated and experimental Wigner-Seitz sphere radii at zero
pressure. (The calculations were done for a temperature of 0.2 eV, which for present purposes is
close to zero.) While not as good as the selfconsistent field band structure results obtained by
Moruzzi, Williams, and Janak1 for the 3d and 4d
transition metals, they are still reasonable. As
might be expected, the metals that are most freeelecbon-like are described best by this model.
The computer program based on this model is being used in a study of electronic specific heats as
they affect EOS. Also comparisons are being made
with this model and others in the high-compression
region.
We feel that this model may be useful in many
theoretical studies in condensed matter physics
besides those for which it is designed. It produces
charge densities and potential functions appropriate
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to an atom closely surrounded by other atoms. Orbital functions, both bound and continuum, may
be obtained. Phase shifts for the continuum states
are calculated. Since the model is fairly simple it
may be used to test such things as the importance of
relativistic effects or the merits of different prescriptions for exchange and correlation contributions to
the potential function
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THOMAS-FERMI AND HARTREE-FOCK THEORY
E. Lieb, Princeton U., Consultant to T-4
Thomas-Fermi (TF) theory, or the statistical
theory of atoms, is a widely used method to approximate the ground-state energy of electrons interacting with fixed nuclei. It has been applied to
atomic, molecular, and solid state physics. In fact,
TF theory is supposed to give the EOS of highpressure matter accurately. But is this true? A
similar question can be posed for Hartree-Fock (HF)
theory. These questions were the beginning of a
research program which is still going on.

Some of the questions that have to be answered
are:
(1) Is TF theory properly defined, that is, are the
TF equations well posed and do they have
solutions?
(2) What is the relation of TF theory to the
Schrodinger theory that it is meant to approximate?
(3) What are the predictions of TF theory?
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(4) The first three questions can be asked about
HF theory.
(5) What is the relation of TF to HF theory?
The Schrodinger Hamiltonian for N electrons and
k nuclei of charges z,, ..., zk > 0 at locations R,, ...,
Rk is (in units in which e = 1, hV2m = 1)

ix

i • "j1"1

z.z.lR.

+

-

.-1

(m.2.3)
where
(m.2.4)

V(x) =

The Schrodinger problem is to minimize
E

(m.2.5)

= min

The TF energy functional is

The answer to (2) is, for fixed k and N = aZ with

Hm

= 1 .

(ffl.2.7)

In other words, TF theory is really a high-Z theory.
This is not the same as a high-density theory. At
high density and fixed Z, the TF corrections to the
energy (bey md the dominating kinetic energy) may
not be meaningful. HF theory is at least as good as
TF theory in the high-Z limit, but beyond that
nothing quantitative is known.
The main prediction of TF theory is'that there
never is any binding (Teller's theorem). In particular, a TF solid is always unstable under breakup
into small pieces.
In HF theory there can be binding, but not much
is known about this from the analytic, as distinguished from computational, viewpoint.
An outline of the TF results is in Refs. 1,3, and 4;
and the details are in Ref. 5. An HF outline is in
Refs. 2 and 3; the details are in 6. Additional facts
about TF theory can be found in 7 and 8.
In TF theory a molecule or solid is always unstable under uniform dilation. In other words, the
pressure and compressibility are always positive.

E(p) = 3 / 5 ( 3 T T 2 ) 2 / 3 / " p ( x ) 5 / 3 dx - / * V ( x ) p(x) -r

REFERENCES
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dxdy

The TF problem is to minimize E(p) subject to p(x)
£ 0 and Jp(x)dx = N. Call this minimum ETF.
The HF problem is to minimize EKF = min
<4,rfy>/<^,4> where now ^ is restricted to being a
determinantal function.
The answer to (1) is.
TF Theory: There is a minimum if and only if N <, Z
= jS, Zj. The minimizing p is unique. If N > Z there
is no minimum in TF theory because the surplus
electrons "leak away to infinity."
HF Theory: There is a minimum if N < Z + 1.
There may or may not be a minimum otherwise and,
in general, the minimum is not unique.
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SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
Richard N. SUver (T-11) and C. H. Aldrich (T-11 and M-6)

Basic research in semiconductor physics is a new
program in T Division being carried out in
collaboration with increased LASL experimental
programs involving semiconductors. In E Division, a
group has been established to develop nuclear particle and infrared detectors using semiconductor
technology. In M Division, semiconductor studies
are an outgrowth of the development of sources for
intense pulsed magnetic fields. In L Division,
semiconductor properties are important to the
behavior of optical components of powerful COa fusion lasers such as isolators and beam alignment
detectors. The goal of the research within T Division is to assist these and other Laboratory projects
and to develop an in-house research capability.
Such a capability is also important to possible
future LASL projects in areas such as photovoltaics,
and diamond as a semiconducting r-^terial.
Our initial research has be.
I the optical
properties associated with low-ly^ electronic excitations in semiconductors. In the ground state a
semiconductor has a filled "valence" band and at
higher energy an empty "conduction" band. The
fundamental excitation of a semiconductor is then
to raise an electron from the valence band to the
conduction band leaving behind a positively
charged particle termed a "hole." The physical
properties of electrons and holes govern most device
applications of semiconductors including electronics, lasers, detectors, and photovoltaic devices.
We have been studying the behavior of excited
semiconductors at low temperatures where electrons
and holes can interact to form new kinds of electronic states. These include bound states of electrons and holes termed "excitons," collective
metallic phases of electrons and holes termed

"electron-hole droplets," and electrons and holes interacting with impurities. The specific accomplishments of the past year include (1) the development
of a multiple-scattering theory to explain the effects
of the interaction of excitations on the line shapes for
optical transitions, (2) a calculation of the exciton
states in GaSe in superstrong magnetic fields, (3)
analysis of the splitting and lineshape of
luminescence due to the exciton in silicon, and (4)
the establishment of a collaboration with experimental programs in E Division and M Division.
Details of some of these accomplishments follow.
The excitation level is roughly proportional to the
intensity of radiation striking the semiconductor
from sources such as lasers. The properties of the excited semiconductor can be studied spectroscopically either by absorption or by the
luminescence emitted when electrons and holes
recombine. Often this spectroscopy can be described
by very simple theories. For low excitation levels
where excitons are the dominant electronic state,
the spectra reflect the binding energy of electron
and hole and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
of the kinetic energy of the exciton. For high excitation levels where electron-hole droplets are the
dominant electronic state, the spectra reflect a
change in the band gap due to binding of the
electron-hole liquid and the Fermi-Dirac distribution of noninteracting electrons and holes in conduction and valence bands. We term these theories
"free-particle theories."
These simple and often successful theories fail to
describe recombination and absorption in highly excited semiconductors due to so-called "direct transitions." These are transitions where the selection
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rules require that the election momentum equal the
hole momentum. One such example is the absorption due to transitions between heavy hole and spinorbit split bands in Ge where the observed width is
five times the prediction of the free-particle theory.
Another example where the free-particle theories
fail is recombination in GaAs where the line shape
appears to be better described by an assumption
that momentum is not conserved. We have shown
how the observed spectra can be attributed to two
effects associated with electron-hole scattering: (a)
the momentum spreading of the hole wave function,
and (b) the lifetime broadening of the hole energy.
This work required a novel formulation of multiplescattering theory appropriate to electrons and holes
in semiconductors. It also required the relation of
multiple-scattering theory to the "random phase approximation," which is the presently accepted
theory of the electron-hole plasma in highly excited
semiconductors. We are currently applying the
theory to numerous other transitions where the freeparticle theories fail.
E Division has recently established a program of
research on new kinds of nuclear particle and infrared detectors using semiconductor technology.
An example is the development of beam alignment
detectors for the CO, fusion laser based on the thermopower of silicon. The Group also carries out basic
research in semiconductor physics. We have
collaborated on experiments on the exciton spectroscopy ot silicon, on the nucleation kinetics of
electron-hole droplets in silicon, and on infrared
detectors. Consider, for example, the work on exciton luminescence. It is an "indirect transition"
where momentum conservation is satisfied by the
interaction of electrons and holes with third particles, in this case optical phonons. We have predicted
that the broadening of exciton lines should increase

.aonotonically with temperature. This is due to the
coupling of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of
exciton momenta to the dependence on momentum
of the phonon energy. Our modeling of E-Division
experiments confirms this prediction and establishes accurate values of the exciton splitting
and the phoncn assisted transition rates.
Theoretical modeling of other E-Division experiments is in progress.
M Division for several years has been creating
superstrong magnetic fields (> 2 MG) by pulse compression using explosives. In the last few years they
have used this unique capability to study the
properties of semiconductors in magnetic fields.
Traditionally, magnetic field studies have been the
prime method for determining semiconductor band
structures. We have performed a calculation on the
exciton spectra of the layered compound GaSe in
superstrong magnetic fields (> 2 MG) in collaboration with M-Division experiments. Among the
remarkable features of the calculation are (a) once
the strong anisotropy of the band structure of GaSe
is taken into account in the normalization of the
Rydberg, one finds very little band structure effect
on the calculated exciton spectra at moderate
magnetic fields, and (b) the low-lying exciton lines
do iiot saturate, that is, become Landau levels, until
very high magnetic fields. The theoretical results initiated a reinterpretation of the experimental data,
which brought excellent agreement between experiment and theory. Currently, calculations on the effect of high fields on the polarization of light passing
through semiconductors (Faraday effect) are in
progress in support of other M-Division experiments.
We believe that during the past year we have
made a good start toward a LASL capability for
semiconductor research.

EENORMALIZATION GROUP THEORY OF CRITICAL PHENOMENA
G. A. Baker, Jr. (T-ll)
One of the most challenging problems in
chemistry, physics, and applied mathematics today
is the problem of physical and chemical systems
with very many degrees of freedom. The range of
such systems is very great, from the atomic nucleus
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through liquids, gases, solids, and on to the galaxies.
The feature that makes these problems challenging
is the difficulty of reducing the complexity of the
problem to a few variables. Over the past several

years considerable progress has been nwde in the
analysis of these systems.
The type of situation in which classical theory
proved unable to deal with these difficulties is best
exemplified by the critical region.
The critical region consists of those temperatures
and pressures near ths so-called critical point. This
point was first discovered by Thomas Andrews in his
pioneering work on carbon dioxide in 1869. The
critical point is that set of conditions where the
properties of both the liquid 3tate and the gas state
become identical and merge into only one state, and
for temperatures lower than the critical temperature, we may have two states, a liquid and a gas
coexisting together, as do water and steam in a pan
of boiling water. In the years that followed, a number of other physical phenomena were discovered,
which we now understand are mathematically
equivalent—the disappearance of the ferromagnetic
properties of iron at a sufficiently high temperature,
called the Curie temperature; the change in the
arrangement of atoms within an alloy from random
at high temperatures to ordered at low temperatures; the change in antiferromagnets near their
Neel point, and the superfluid transitions.
Wilson1 has opened the modern phase of investigation of this subject by studying how the ideas
of the renormalization group might be applied.
Basically, he found that it is neither very short distance scales, nor only extremely long distance scales
that are important in problems of these sorts, but
that all distance scales have an essential role to
play. He focused attention on the relationship and
interactions between these scales. In the time that
followed his original work, various approximate
calculations were made and the method was widely
applied to a considerable variety of systems in both
dynamic and static critical phenomena with very
considerable qualitative success. Although this
method is plainly an extremely valuable one, it
raises many profound and important questions.
There are small but persistent differences between
the predictions of renormalization group theory and
the best '•stimates of older methods. Perhaps the
most important one is the question of the validity of
hyperscaling. Renormalization group theory
predicts that, near the critical point, the partition
function has the form
in Z/S S

Y(H

(m.2.8)

where f is the correlation length, x is the susceptibility, H is the magnetic field, and z = d, the
space-dimension for hyperscaling. The best older estimrJes jf z for the 3-dimensional spin-1/2 Ising
moaei are2 2.956 ± 0.005. One can prove rigorously8
that d S z , but so far, except for d = 2, there is no
convincing evidence for equality.
In addition, the qualitative results obtained so far
are insufficiently precise to make a detailed comparison with experimental results. Since the goal of
physical theory is to predict accurately the results of
experimental observation, and since, as we observed
above, there are experimentally observable differences in the predictions of renormalization group
theory and the best results of older theory, it now
becomes important to compute more accurately the
predictions of renormalization group theory, which
is less accurate than the older theory so far. We have
been able, using the formalism of Br£zin et al.,4 to
develop procedures for the quantitative evaluation
of the results of the renormalization group theory of
critical phenomena. The basis of this formalism iB
the Callan-Symanzik equation

T

,

, ,

P (L,N)
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for the N-point, vertex functions with L s3 insertions, or the one-particle irreducible Green's functions. Analysis of this equation leads to expressions
for the critical point properties in terms of the
values of the coefficients at the zero, u*, or j8(u). By
the combination of our calculation of the first
several terms in the perturbation expansion of the
coefficients about u = 0, the asymptotic nature of
those terms in high order,' and the powerful PadeBorel-Leroy method of series summation, we' have
been able to give accurate estimates of the predictions of renormalizaticn group theory for the critical
properties. These results are rapidly becoming a
standard of comparison for experiments.7
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ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT IN DISORDERED SOLIDS
R. C. Albers and J. E. Gubernatis (T-ll)

In recent years much attention has been focused
on understanding the properties of strongly disordered solids. The properties most often studied are
the densities of states and eigenstate localization. In
contrast, less effort has been devoted to understanding transport phenomena. With respect to
electrical transport, most of the work has been
directed toward calculating the dc conductivity
through various approximate schemes that are difficult to assess because of the lack of exact theory or
experimental results for the simple models studied.
We performed a computer experiment designed to
study the ac conductivity of disordered metals and
thereby provide calibration standards for approximate theories. We did not attempt to describe any
realistic system, but instead chose a model restricted to one dimension and noninteracting electrons
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whose dynamics are described by the site-disordered
Anderson Hamiltonian. We chose the Anderson
Hamiltonian because of its widespread use in
modeling disordered solids and one dimension
because of inherent simplifications to numerical
analysis.
In the Anderson, or hopping, Hamiltonian the
electron dynamics depend on two variables: ti, the
electron energy at lattice site i, and V, a measure of
the electron probability to tunnel (or hop) to a
neighboring site. By tradition the site energies t{ are
assumed randomly and uniformly distributed between -1/2W and +1/2W, and increasing the disorder in the system corresponds to increasing W/V.
For this model, the real part of the ac conductivity at zero temperature is

- E p )l

o(u>) = 2«s! m

x |<a|x|p>| 2 6(EQ - E) 6(Ep - km - E) ,

(m.2.10)
where Ea and | a> are eigenvalues and eigenstates of
the Anderson Hamiltonian, x is the position
operator and 0(y) = 1 if y 2 0 and zero otherwise,
and ii is the chemical potential. For a given random
configuration at a fixed W/V, the principal
numerical task is to compute the eigenvalues and
eigenstates, use them in Eq. (IQ.2.10) to find o-(oi),
repeat the procedure for several configurations, and
then average the results to find an ensembleaveraged conductivity <<r(o))>.
A typical result is shown in Fig. m.2.3. The dominant frequency dependence of the conductivity consists of a single peak. As W/V increases, this peak
was found to decrease in overall magnitude and shift
to higher frequency.
This behavior was found to be a consequence of
the effective matrix elemen* of the conductivity. To
explain what we mean by this, we first note from Eq.
(m.2.10) that if the energy-dependent effects of
<a|x||8> could be ignored, then <r(a>) would be
proportional to a joint density of states per atom
squared defined by
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Fig. 7/7.2.3.

The average ac conductivity when W/V = 10.
The conductivity is in units of 2ire2a/h; frequency is in units of the bandwidth equal to V
+ 2W.

(m.2.ii)
We therefore define an effective matrix element by
O(ui) =

u M* (u) D(uO .

(HI.2.12)

In Fig. ni.2.4 we show D(u) for the system in Fig.
III.2.3. When CT(UJ) and D(w) are compared, the effects of the matrix elements are clearly seen.
We believe these results accurately represent the
behavior of <<T(OJ)> of a one-dimensional Anderson
Hamiltonian. In the past, results of computer experiments have been helpful to assess the strength
and weakness of approximate theories of disordered
systems. We hope that our results will find a similar
use in assessments of approximate calculations of ac
conductivities of strongly disordered metals, a
challenging problem of increasing technological
significance.

Fig. III.2.4.
The average joint density of states per number
of atoms squared. The chemical potential is in
the middle of the band, and frequency is in
•units of the bandwidth.
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Geoffrey West (center) is Group Leader of T-8, Elementary Particles and Field Theory, and is a
member of the Program Advisory Committee for LAMPF (the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics
Facility). In tbe photograph, West is at the beam dump with Ro'uert Burman (left) and Minh DuongVan (right)'of MP-4 discussing future experiments to be done at this site. The beam dump is at the
end of a half-mile-long linear accelerator that produces the most intense beam of protons at medium
energies (800 MeV) available in the world.
The high beam intensity will be exploited in upcoming experiments to measure th° elastic scattering of neutrinos and electrons. These experiments will be performed by MP-4 in collaboration with
the University of California at Irvine. The entire proton flux produced by the machine will be stopped
in a 1-meter-thick slab of copper. In turn, the pions produced will decay to produce the large flux of
neutrinos required to detect the low scattering cross sections predicted by theory. These experiments
are of prime interest to theorists because they will provide a direct measurement of the neutral current interaction predicted by unified theories of electromagnetic and weak interactions.
The other experiment being discussed at this time is the search for a low-mass, pseudoscalar meson
called the axion. The existence of the axion would eliminate certain unwanted symmetry violations
(CP violation) in quantum chromodynamics, the present candidate theory for the strongly interacting particles. The small cross section and low mass of this particle make? LAMPF the ideal
facility for this searcb. The available flux is an order of magnitude greater than that used in previous
searches.
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3. NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS

The T-Division theoretical program in nuclear
and particle physics comprises four separate groups,
T-8 Particle Physics and Field Theory, T-5 Medium
Energy Physics Theory, T-9 Nuclear Theory, and
T-2 Applied Nuclear Data. Research interests run
the gamut from development of a fundamental
theory of the microstructure of matter to the application of phenomenological models for evaluating
low-energy nuclear reaction data important to
energy and weapons programs. The latter effort is
carried out by members of T-2. (See the Group
description for T-2 in Sec. 1.2). An article later in
this section by Dodder and Hale of T-2 describes Rmatrix analysis of light nuclei or few-nucleon

systems. Work in T-9 includes the development of a
quantum field theory of nuclei as '.veil as the more
phenomenological studies of the nuclear fission
process and heavy-ion collisions, which are
described in separate articles below. The mediumenergy physics program in T-5 and the particle
physics effort in T-8 span a diverse set of interests
and approaches to the study of the elementary interactions of matter. In order to convey the main
avenues of research, an overview of each program is
presented. Moreover, the interests of these two
groups frequently coincide as evidenced by the
collaborative study on unstable neutrinos described
in the article by Goldman and Stephenson.

ELEMENTARY PARTICLES AND FIELD THEORY
Geoffrey West (T-8)
During the past few years a consensus has
developed among particle physicists that the underlying dynamics of the strong interactions is
somehow controlled by quarks. This model is
realized in its most ambitious form by a nonAbelian gauge-field (Yang-Mills) theory in which
the interaction between the quarks is mediated by
massless vector mesons analogous to the way in
which photons mediate the electromagnetic force in
quantum electrodynamics (QiO) (which is an
Abelian gauge-field theory). The introduction of a
non-Abelian field simply represents the fact that the
quarks (and vector mesons) carry quantum numbers
(such as isospin and strangeness) that give rise to an
internal group symmetry such as QT1 '3). NonAbelian gauge theories were first given serious consideration when Weinberg and Salam showed in
1968 that one could unify the electromagnetic and
weak interactions in such a theory. This provided
the first renormalizable theory of weak interactions.
In this unification scheme, there are four originally
massless vector mesons present in the theory. Three
of them (the heavy weak-vector bosons with charge
+1, - 1 , and 0) acquire a mass by combining with
scalar mesons, which induce spontaneous symmetry

breaking. The fourth massless vector boson is the
photon. Since the interaction is analogous to the
j^A*1 coupling in electrodynamics, the theory
predicts the existence of a neutral weak current to
couple to the neutral weak-vector boson. This
prediction was recently confirmed by experiment.
It is then natural to try to extend this scheme to
strong interactions. In trying to make such a scheme
the following facts have to be taken into account.
(1) The phenomenological quark model requires
that quarks have an additional quantum number
(color) so that the Fermi symmetry agrees with the
observed particle spectrum.
(2) The success of the parton or "free quark" picture for deep inelastic scattering requires that the
quarks act like free particles at large momentum
transfer.
(3) The absence of free quarks or, for that matter,
any states with color presents the problem of why
these states are not seen ("quark confinement"
problem).
(4) In attempting to combine quark models with
weak interaction models, one has the experimental
fact that the proton is stable, that is, does not decay
through weak interactions.
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(5) Finally, one has in the laboratory not quarks
and colored gluons, but baryons and mesons, which
presumably are bound states of quarks. Thus, even
if we guess at a correct quark model, it is necessary
to develop methods to understand how the quark
bound states interact.
Through the peculiar logic of theoretical research,
the present lack of understanding of the exact
behavior of non-Abelian gauge-field theories allows
us to be optimistic that these theories can be made
to satisfy all of the above requirements.
On the positive side, aon-Abelian gauge theories
are the only known theories having the property of
being asymptotically free. That is, at large momentum transfer, the quark gluon coupling goes to zero
and the quarks behave an if they were free particles.
Thus these theories might provide a field theoretical
basis for the phenomenological parton model, which
so successfully explained the scaling phenomena observed in deep inelastic lepton scattering.
The fact that non-Abelian gauge-field theories are
renormalizable and are thus serious candidates for
theories of the weak, strong, and possibly even
gravitational interactions, has led to a renaissance
in quantum field theory. Indeed these theoretical
developments coupled with the discoveries of new
hadronic degrees of fme-Iom ("charm") and a heavy
sibling of the electron (the "tau"-particle) has
generated a period of intense excitement and optimism in particle physics. It is thus not surprising
that, like many other workers in the field, members
of T-8 are now actively involved in investigating
many of the outstanding problems of interest in this
area. It is the intention of this article to review
briefly some of the work in T-8 regarding these
problems.

QUARK CONFINEMENT
In the purely strong interactions the model that
has aroused most interest is quantum chromodynamics (QCD), that is, the non-Abelian massless
gauge-field theory of colored vector mesons interacting with colored quarks. One of the original
hopes was that such a theory automatically confines
quarks by virtue of its infrared behavior and thus
explains why quarks are not observed in nature as
free particles. Such a hypothesis was originally ex158

amined in perturbation theory by several workers,
who found that the infrared problem appears to be
no less controllable than in conventional QED. Of
course, one of the main difficulties with the confinement question is that it is inherently nonperturbative in nature.
The whole problem of confinement and perturbation theory has recently been cast in a new light by
the discovery of the so-called "instanton" solutions
to the classical Yang-Mills equation in Euclidean
space. These solutions are explicitly nonperturbative and are intimately related to the topological
properties of the theory. The crucial property of instantons is that they have finite classical action and,
as such, correspond to tunneling solutions between
possible degenerate vacua (that is, ground states) in
Minkowski space. Indeed they give rise to a
generalization of the WKB method to quantum field
theory.
One possibility is that these instantons modify
the Peynman rule so as to give a confining potential.
As a step in this direction, we. together with
Zachariasen (California Institute of Technology)
and Pinsky (Ohio State University), developed "perturbation theory" rules for calculating the effect of
instantons in a pure Yang-Mills theory, with no fermions, using the "dilute gas" approximation in
which the N-instanton solution is assumed to be the
sum of N widely separated one-instanton solutions.
These rules were then used to compute the gluon
propagator and proper vertex function including all
orders of the instanton interaction but only to lowest
order in the gluon coupling. The instantons modify
these objects by powers of fi2/q2, where 11 is the
physical (renormalization group invariant) mass
and q is a momentum. Extrapolating these results
to large distances appears to produce large-range
forces more singular than a Coulomb potential, and
thus relevant to confinement. Unfortunately,
however, the approximation scheme breaks down in
this regime, so no such conclusion can be justified.
There are simpler examples of instanton-like solutions than those arising in non-Abelian gauge
models; such an example is the vortex solutions of
the Villain model which is basically a model of
weakly interacting spins on a two-dimensional lattice. We have been investigating this interesting
model in an attempt to solve the continuum nonlinear sigma model (of Gell-Mann and Levy) in four

dimensions. Explicit solutions for arbitrary n-point
Green's functions can be obtained for an 0(2) symmetry and some progress has been made in extending the ideas to the 0(N) case. However there
are some technical problems that remain to be understood that appear to be related to the phase ambiguities in the path integral formulation of gaugefield theories raised by Gribov. In attempting to
solve such problems we have formulated quantum
problems where the field itself is an angular variable
in such a way that the periodicity is automatically
taken into account. For example, in the twodimensional spin model mentioned above, this
technique automatically introduces the instantons
(vortices) in a natural way. As an extension of these
ideas, we have also been examining the behavior of
gauge theories at high temperatures, which may
possibly have some relevance to the early moments
of the universe. In particular, there appears to be a
phase transition at sufficiently high temperatures to
a phase where quarks are no longer confined.
One interesting possible consequence of the existence of instantons in QCD is that a new light
boson, named the axion, might exist. This suggestion was made by Wilczek and Weinberg as a possible way of avoiding CP violation in the strong interactions implied by the existence of instantons;
(an alternative is to have massless u or d quarks).
Together with C. Hoffman (an experimentalist at
LAMPF), we have pointed out that the present limit
on the decay mode, K ' — v+ + anything, already
puts some very stringent limits on the axion mass
and coupling constants. Indeed, a fairly
straightforward experiment looking for this decay
mode could rule out the axion.

UNIFIED GAUGE THEORIES
After confinement, the next great question concerning QCD for the strong interactions is the way to
combine it with the other interactions (in particular, the electromagnetic and weak) to form some
unified gauge theory. One of the main problems here
concerns the stability of the proton since, in such
schemes, leptons and quarks ars put in the same
multiplet. Together with Murray Gell-Mann and
Pierre Ramond of California Institute of
Technology, we have given a systematic investiga-

tion of the constraints that absolute proton stability
puts on the group structure of such a theory. This
has led to a catalogue of all such "reasonable"
theories. We have also solved the problem of embedding color in any simple gauge group and given a
complete classification of theories where thefermion
color is restricted i c , ^ c of^c of SU§. We further
analyzed the charge assignments when an unbroken
Ui generated by electric charge is embedded into
each of the above theories.
Most recently, there have been several ambitious
attempts to include gravitation in this unification,
in other words, to "geometrize" these unified gauge
theories. Such supersymmetric theories also have
the appeal that they can unify bosons and fermions.
K. Macrae, a LASL postdoctoral fellow, has been
developing a mathematical framework suggested by
Cartan's fibre bundle techniques, as a way of
describing such a grand unification. These techniques allow one to treat the space-time and internal symmetry manifolds in a unified way. The invariant forms within the fibre bundle dictate the
class of interactions that are allowable. In this manner Macrae has discovered an action for gravity that
appears to be renormalizable, in that it is of a YangMills type. One interesting feature of this model is
that the inclusion of color gives rise to the appearance of axial electromagnetism with coupling ~
10~8e. Although the theory is still basically at the
classical level and rather speculative in nature, such
investigations are very ambitious and potentially
enormously exciting.

BOUND STATES IN FIELD THEORY
Whatever the precise form of the final theory, the
ability to calculate the bound-state spectrum and
bound-state interactions from a fundamental field
theory is essential for success of the quark picture,
especially if quarks really are confined. We have attacked this problem in two nonperturbative ways.
In collaboration with G. Guralnik (Brown), we
have shown how to express a fundamental theory in
terms of its bound states and their interactions using Mean Field Expansions. For example, we have
shown how to write QED in terms of a vector-vector
four-Fermi interaction, where the photon is
generated as a "bound state" of an electron-positron
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pair. This idea has been successfully extended to the
non-Abelian case (QCD). We have shown, at least
formally, how to write renormalized SchwingerDyson equations for these theories, and thus
demonstrated, for example, how four-Fermi interactions with internal symmetry induce interactions
between the collective boson states, which are exactly those of gauge-field theories. Such theories can
therefore be considered as serious theories of the
strong and weak interactions since a well-defined
renormalization prescription has been defined. Of
course, in the weak interactions, this is Fermi's
original theory of /8-decay. As a test of the formal
manipulation, calculations have been carried out in
two dimensions to confirm the renormalization
procedure.
A second nonperturbative approach based on
nontrivial solutions to the classical field equations
has been pursued in the specific context of the linear
a model with SU(N) symmetric fermions in two
space-time dimensions. Having previously found in
this model states corresponding to both loosely
bound "normal nuclei" and deeply bound "density
isomers" of the type proposed by Lee and Wick, we
have recently completed a calculation of the quantum tunneling decay of one "normal nucleus" into
two density isomers, which can occur for certain
values of the parameters in the theory. Although
this decay calculation is conceptually closely related
to "instanton" problems, it differs in that the initial
and final states are nontrivial classical field configurations corresponding to actual different particle states in the quantum theory. To make the
nuclear physics community aware of this interesting
model field theory, D. Campbell (T-8) gave a series
of invited lectures at the 1977 Les Houches summer
school, that described the field theory results and
examined their relation to more conventional
nuclear physics calculations, such as the recent
time-dependent Hartree-Fock studies of heavy ion
collisions.
Continuing our recent interest in the possibility of
pion condensation in high-density nuclear matter,
we, in collaboration with Gordon Baym (U. of Illinois), have recently completed a comprehensive
review of the chiral symmetry approach to pion condensation. Further, in a second series of invited lec-
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tures at the 1977 Les Houches summer school, we
explored the interface between conventional pion
physics—pion-nucleus scattering, pionic atoms,
pion absorption—and pioin condensation. Currently,
at the request of Nature, we are preparing an article
describing pion condensation for nonexperts.

ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES IN FIELD
THEORY
Using a generalization of the classic Holder inequality to functional integrals, we have derived exact lower bounds for the n-point Green's functions
in </>N field theory. These results can be viewed as
supplementary to the work of Lipatov and others
who have attempted to estimate the sum of the nth
order Feynman graphs using a steepest descents
technique. One of the motivations for this work was
to try to give bounds for amplitudes occurring in
QED (for example, the anomalous magnetic moment) and possibly even QCD, thus complementing
the tedious high-order perturbation theory
calculations.

STRONG-COUPLING THEORY
We, together with G. Guralnik of Brown University, and C. Bender of Washington University (St.
Louis), have been attempting to formulate a strongcoupling expansion using the kinetic energy as a
perturbation on the interaction. Here one can prove
that, in contradistinction to ordinary perturbation
theory, the series is convergent as long as the lattice
spacing is finite. The major problem is to understand the limit as the lattice spacing is taken to
zero. Using the technique of Pade approximates we
have been successful in systems where there are no
divergent renormalization effects. Our techniques
have allowed us to obtain a rapidly converging
sequence of approximations to the true strongcoupling expansion for quantum mechanical
systems (such as the anharmonic oscillator) that
give results in agreement with known numerical
results. The possibility of extending this to field
theory ia being actively pursued.

INTERACTION WITH LAMPF
Members of T-8 have overlapping interests with
physicists at the meson facility (LAMPF), particularly with regard to the research in rare decay
modes. Indeed, G. West (T-8) chaired a Laboratorywide committee that carried out an in-depth study
of the physics program at LAMPF. One of the
recommendations of that committee was to
emphasize the potentially exciting impact of doing
very accurate experiments on such rare decay modes
as /i — ey, n — 3e, etc., which violate lepton number
conservation. Such experiments would provide

further constraints on unified gauge theories. In order to provide theoretical support for these efforts
we have been involved in several phenomenological
studies related to these experiments. As an extension of the studies we have also been considering
their astrophysical consequences, particularly in
relationship to the mass of the muon neutrino (see
the article "Mass Limits on Unstable Neutrinos"
below). For example, we find that in contradistinctions to all other mechanisms, the presence of a
decay such as KM — vef leads to a very surprising
overabundance of energy from quasars.

THE MEDIUM-ENERGY PHYSICS PROGRAM
Gerard G. Stephenson, Jr. (T-5)

The theoretical effort in medium-energy physics
is carried out by members of T-5 and is directed
primarily at the understanding and analysis of
medium-energy experiments with special emphasis
on those performed at LAMPF. Through the interplay of experimental observation and theoretical
prediction, we hope to clarify the underlying principles of medium-energy physics and to further our
understanding of the fundamental interactions of
nature. A large body of fundamental research must
necessarily underlie such comparison of experiment
with theory, and such research is also pursued in
T-5, although it is only briefly touched upon in this
report.
Interactions with visitors to T-5 and MP contribute importantly to our research program.
Because of the international nature of LAMPF, we
receive requests from theorists all over the world
who wish to visit here. Generally their visits allow us
to become current in their area of expertise and so
are of mutual benefit. We consider this type of
visitor program to be essential to the proper operation of such a supporting theoretical group.
Although it is difficult to divide the mediumenergy physics research program into separate welldefined categories, the main research interests include (1) the interactions of pions with nuclei, (2)
the interactions of protons with nuclei, (3) the fundamental nucleon-nucleon interaction including

pion production, (4) the study of nuclear properties
with weak and electromagnetic probes, (5) few-body
physics, (6) classical nuclear structure studies,
(7) fundamental processes involving the weak interaction. All of these programs are of a continuing
nature and the emphasis given to particular
problems varies largely in response to new and often
puzzling experimental data, or to the availability of
new experimental techniques. In the following discussion some of the main areas of current interest
will be discussed and some specific results will be
touched upon. A more complete measure of the
range of the effort may be obtained from the list of
the past year's publications of Group T-5 in Sec. IV.

PION-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS
High-quality data on elastic and inelastic scattering from many nuclei over a wide range of energies
are now becoming available. While the inelastic
data show fascinating structure in some cases,
which undoubtedly indicates very interesting
nuclear structure information, a detailed analysis
requires a firm understanding of the elastic scattering and a reliable optical model to provide wave
functions for the extraction of nuclear matrix elements. Both the phase-3hift code and the nonlocal
coordinate space optical model code developed here
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have been applied to the study of some of the lowenergy ir+ elastic data with, in some cases, spectacular fits in a chi-square sense. The low-energy,
low atomic number data are not sufficiently rich to
remove all ambiguities in the model parameters,
however the addition of higher A as well as ir~ scattering should improve matters. One important
development was the demonstration that certain
classes of higher order optical model terms could be
represented by an effective change in the halfdensity radius, demonstrating again the necessity of
understanding the reaction theory appropriate to
the probe before extracting nuclear information.

PROTON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS
The recent observations at Argonne that the
proton-proton interaction has a strong spin dependence at energies around 800 MeV point up the need
for including polarization data with elastic and inelastic proton-nucleus scattering to obtain a
reasonably complete understanding of the reaction
mechanism. Calculations of p—*He scattering with
the Multiple Scattering Expansion have met with
mixed success. On the other hand, quite good fits to
proton scattering from heavy nuclei have been obtained with a high-energy form of the optical model
in which the neutron density is allowed to vary
freely. Equally good fits are obtained to inelastic
scattering data from the high-resolution spectrometer at LAMPF.

INTERNUCLEAR CASCADE CALCULATIONS
Both pion and proton nucleus interactions lead to
nuclear breakup with fragments distributed
throughout the periodic table. Experimentally,
these fragments are determined by radiochemical
and gamma-ray techniques. The fully quantum
mechanical description of these processes is very
difficult and in practice one must use semiclassical
and statistical techniques. The computer program
for doing this (VEGAS) is being maintained by T-5,
being applied to the cases studied at LAMPF, and
continuously being upgraded with respect to the underlying physical assumptions.
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NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTIONS AND
PION PRODUCTION
In addition to the general study of the nucleonnucleon scattering amplitude implicit in protonscattering studies and the study of pion production
(absorption) and scattering implicit in the pionnucleus studies, a major effort has been launched to
carry out a relativistic, unitary three-body calculation in an isobar model, which is based on the
Blankenbecler-Sugar integral equation. Initial
results are very encouraging, especially with regard
to the inelastic cross section, leading-to the hope
that we will soon have basic amplitudes for nuclear
studies that have a firm theoretical basis.
At much lower energies, we have provided the
Lausarme-Munich-Zurich group with theoretical
curves required to extract the neutron-neutron scattering length from the gamma-ray spectrum observed in the radiative capture of pions on deuterons.
The results obtained so far indicate a value of the
scattering length that is several fermis larger in
magnitude than previously accepted values.

THE STUDY OF NUCLEI WITH WEAK AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBES
Electroproduction and photoproduction of pions
near threshold has been shown to be a sensitive
probe of the nuclear response surface. Our calculations indicate that good fits to new data, especially
that from Mainz, can be obtained provided that one
uses good nuclear structure information obtained
from fits to electron scattering. The results show a
marked sensitivity to the details of the pion optical
model that is assumed, which implies that these
reactions taken in conjunction with electron scattering should help to resolve the ambiguities present in
fits to pion scattering.

FEW-BODY PHYSICS
We have completed a first calculation of the
parity violation to be expected in neutron-deuteron
scattering using various assumptions about the
structure of the weak meson-nucleon vertex. In this

calculation, a one-term separable nucleon-nucleon
potential was used in a full three-body calculation of
the strong amplitudes and the weak corrections were
included as perturbations. We discovered that the
various contributions to the full-parity violation to
be expected in the total cross section coming from
parity admixtures in the initial and final scattering
states and from the deuteron wave function tended
to cancel, that simple impulse approximation estimates were unreliable, and that a more realistic
nucleon-nucleon strong interaction must be used in
order to extract quantitative information about the
weak matrix elements.
We have also carried out Faddeev-Yacabovskytype four-body calculations for the / H and *He
systems. The results already obtained demonstrate
that true many-body effects are important in understanding the binding energy difference, especially in the extraction of any A-N chargesymmetry breaking.

PAETICLE PROPERTIES
We have studied a number of processes that are
possible if muon number is not conserved. In particular, we have concluded that the branching ratio
of the e/i decays of neutral pions is constrained from
other experiments to be about two orders of
magnitude below experimentally accessible levels.
We have also studied the astrophysical implications
of decaying, massive muon neutrinos and conclude
that the allowed values of the mass either lie between 100 and 500 keV or are less than a few eV. Bag
model calculations of radiative decay of \p particles
including gluon field corrections indicate at present
only about a 50% reduction from rates calculated
with no gluons, which appears to be too little to account for current discrepancies with experiment.
This brief summary can only give an idea of the
range of topics covered by T-5 over the past year.
Clearly a constant aim of our research is to embed
our new knowledge from intermediate energy experiments in the knowledge of nuclear structure obtained by more conventional means.

MASS LIMITS ON UNSTABLE NEUTRINOS
T. Goldman (T-8) and G. J. Stephenson, Jr. (T-5)
manner that conservation of electric charge implies
Both the muon neutrino /<„ and the electron
the existence of the photon (a zero mass, spin 1 parneutrino va, are usually thought of es being masticle). Since no such vector boson has been obsersless, and thus, stable particles. However, this has
ved, conservation of muon number may be only apnot been established experimentally. In fact, the exproximate, the muon neutrino may be unstable and
perimental limits on neutrino masses are m(ve) <60
eV, m(i>ll) <500 keV, and the mass of the neutrino massive, and decay modes such as v^ — ve + y and n
— e + 7 might be allowed.
associated with the new heavy lepton T (discovered
At this point one might object that astrophysical
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center) m(i»T)
arguments have put very stringent limits on the
<500 MeV. Moreover, theoretical arguments for the
masses of light, neutral, weakly interacting partiexistence of massive, unstable neutrinos have arisen
cles. In particular, the mass of «<„ has been limited to
within the context of unified non-Abelian gauge
less than a few eV. However these arguments rest on
theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions.
the assumption that neutrinos are stable, or have an
(These theories generalize the Abelian gauge cheory
average lifetime r{v) at least as great as the age of
we know as quantum electrodynamics.) Previously,
the universe, i.e., T(V) > 10" s.
muon number (carried only by the muon and muon
neutrino) was thought to be an exactly conserved
In our work we have emphasized that estimates of
quantum number. If this conservation law is exact,
neutrino masses, whether astrophysical or purely
then the unified gauge theories predict the existence
theoretical, are model-dependent and neces3arily
of a zero mass vector boson (spin 1 particle) in like
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involve estimates of neutrino lifetimes as well. Indeed, astrophysical arguments do limit m(v)1) to less
than a few eV, provided r{v») > W s. But if T(V) <
10" s, we have demonstrated that present gauge
models of weak interactions in conjunction with
astrophysical data imply a range of lower bounds for
unstable neutrino masses from 100-700 keV. These
results demonstrate the importance of performing
more sensitive (by a factor of 5) experiments to
measure the mass of the muon neutrino.
We will present our work in an historical fashion
beginning with the original arguments of Cowsik
and McClelland concerning astrophysical limits on
neutrino masses.
Cowsik and McClelland argued that any type of
neutrinos of low but nonzero mass would have been
produced in definite quantities in the early universe
according to conventional cosmological ("big-bang")
theories. If their masses were more than a few eV,
there would be a vast number of primordial
neutrinos that would be "cold" in the present epoch
and would severely affect the dynamics of the universe gravitationally. In particular, the expansion
rate of the universe would be inconsistent with (and
smaller than) measurements show. An independent
argument, based on the idea that primordial
neutrinos might provide the unseen mass that binds
clusters of galaxies, yields a consistent mass limit.
The exact mass limit depends somewhat on the
number of types of light neutrinos. However, Gunn,
Schramm, and Steigman have shown that this number is limited by the requirement that the early universe expanded sufficiently slowly to account for
the presently observed helium abundance. (More
types in the era of radiation dominance would have
caused the universe to expand more rapidly because
of the additional radiation pressure.)
Clearly these cosmological arguments regarding
the neutrino mass assume that the neutrinos born
with the universe must still be present now, some
101B s later. After the possibility was raised that
muon number conservation might be only approximate, we noted that those primordial neutrinos
would not be present if they had a lifetime of less
than 10" s, and if the dscay products are very light
(such as ve's and photons).
We then exploited the fact that the neutrino
lifetime rv must be less than 10" s for neutrinos to be
massive. Using TW < 1018 as a constraint, we deter164

Fig. m.3.i.
Feynman graphs for »M — pe + y through virtual
states of a heavy lepton (M) and the weak intermediate vector boson (W).

mined lower bounds for neutrino masses by estimating the order of magnitude of the decay rate
v —' v' + y and thus determining mass-lifetime relations. These relations come about because the decay
rate (inversely proportional to TU) is proportional to
some power of the neutrino rx.ass in all classes of
models considered.
In the first class of models, we assumed the existence of one new heavy lepton M that couples with
both v^ and ve in either a right-handed or lefthanded fashion. The dominant contributions to the
amplitude for v^ — ve + y are given by the one-loop
graphs of Fig. m.3.1.
Order of magnitude estimates for these graphs in
the Vp rest frame yield a decay rate proportional to
mj;

r s

Using the fact that T = ^-, and T, < 10" s, we find
the lower bound for the muon neutrino mass: m^ >
6keV.
The second class of models, which assrmes both
right-handed and left-handed couplings with a
heavy lepton M, yields

r<

MV.
I28n

Then, if we assume M, the mass of the new heavy
lepton is about 2 GeV, the lower bound for the muon
mass is m,u > 10 eV.
The third class of models assumes the existence of
more than one new lepton, but in such a way as to
cancel leading contributions and make the decay
process second-order weak. This class yields a decay
rate
(M2-E2)
128rT

Then m^ > 45 keV where we have assumed M ~ 2
GeV, E ~ 5 GEV, and Mw ~ 40 GeV.
We have noted that consideration of the observable effects of the decay products might raise these
mass limits by requiring the lifetime to be even
shorter. This point ha3 been carefully taken up by
Dicus, Kolb, and Teplitz, who find that, for the
decay photons to be absorbed into the observed
structure of the universe, the lifetime is required to
be certainly less than 10ia s. Consideration of other
questions, such as element abundances, etc., do not
jrield such definite results, but only suggest that the
lifetime may need to be less than 10" s. Thus we
might expect our lower bounds to be raised by other
astrophysical considerations.
Cowsik has also examined the question of decay
products. His strongest argument derives from the
(NASA) upper limit on the observed x-ray flux of
cosmic origin (that is, approximately isotropic). He
concludes that the decay of neutrinos of mean
energy ~100 keV produced in the formation of white
dwarf stars would cduse this limit upper on the ob-

served x-ray flux to be exceeded unless the lifetime
is greater than 1033 s. Thus, he concludes that the
neutrinos must be sufficiently stable for his and
McClelland1 s earlier argument to apply.
Cowsik's result, however, depends strongly on the
number of neutrinos produced in white dwarf formation and so on the production cross section for y +
e~ — e' + v +~i. If the neutrinos are sufficiently
heavy, the production cross section is severely suppressed relative to that for light neutrinos because of
the production kinematics and the Bose-Einstein
distribution of photon energy in the star. We have
just completed an analysis of this suppression effect.
We find that for m» greater than 100-700 keV,
depending on the class of models, there is no conflict
between the observed cosmic x-ray flax and that
due to the decay of such heavy neutrinos produced
in white dwarf stars. This result is somewhat sensitive to stellar temperatures (the lowest value rises
to ~400 keV in very hot stars). It is only weakly
(logarithmically) sensitive to all other assumptions.
We should comment that these considerations on
the observed cosmic x-ray flux provide the most
stringent astrophysical constraints on the lower
bounds for unstable neutrinos.
There is one caveat in all of the above: v — v' + y
may not be the dominant mode even if decay occurs.
Nevertheless, for all of the theories considered, the
branching ratio for v —• v* + y is greater than or of
the order of 10~*, and if we put such a branching
ratio into the calculations, the effect on our mass
limits is minimal (logarithmic).
The mass limits we have obtained are especially
interesting when applied to the muon neutrino.
Here the experimental upper limit on the mass is
500 keV. This already excludes the third class of
models for e,, decay since these models predict a 700keV lower bound from the x-ray flux arguments. If
the experimental sensitivity for measuring the mass
of vv could be improved by a factor of 5, then either
massive v/s would be found or we would be able to
conclude that the limit is indeed of the order of eV's.
If the latter is true, then Cowsik's lifetime also applies, that is, the muon neutrino lifetime must be
greater than 1022 s.
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TWO-FLUID MODEL OF HIGH-ENERGY HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS
A. A. Amsden and F. H. Harlow (T-3), and J. R. Nix (T-9),
with A. S. Goldhaber

We are now entering a new era in nuclear physics.
Since the discovery of nuclei in 1911, we have
studied them primarily under conditions in which
the nuclear density is close to its equilibrium value
and the excitation energy is relatively low. However,
with the development of accelerators at the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in Berkeley, California, and the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in
Dubna, U.S.S.R., that are capable of accelerating
heavy nuclei to relativistic speeds, we are now able
to explore what happens when heavy nuclei become
highly compressed and excited.
Experiments with high-energy heavy ions afford a
unique opportunity to learn about the nuclear EOS,
the fundamental relationship specifying how the
pressure depends upon density and excitation
energy. The EOS is related to the derivative with
respect to density of the energy per nucleon. At present we have oaly two firm pieces of experimental
information concerning this important function: the
ground-state equilibrium values of the density and
the energy per nucleon. Even the nuclear compressibility coefficient is not well known.
Theoretical speculations suggest that the nuclear
EOS may be extremely complicated, with nuclear
matter undergoing one or more phase transitions as
its density is increased. For example, doubling the
nuclear density from its normal value could lead to a
pion condensate, that is, a state containing a large
number of bound pions. Compression to several
times normal nuclear density could result in a density isomer, that is, a quasi-stable state existing at
other than normal nuclear density. Still further
compression could produce quark matter, in which
the quarks that are believed to compose the
nucleons become free.
In addition to nuclear physics, the study of highenergy heavy-ion collisions will affect other disciplines aa well. These range all the way from
astrophysics, where the properties of neutron stars
depend sensitively upon the EOS for dense neutron
matter, to elementary particle physics, where the
production of new hadronic matter is important.
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For the theoretical interpretation of high-energy
heavy-ion collisions, a variety of theoretical approaches are currently being pursued. These include
nonrelativistic many-body calculations with a given
nucleon-nucleon potential, relativistic intranuclearcascade calculations with a given nucleon-nucleon
cross section, and relativistic fluid dynamics with a
given nuclear EOS. These approaches all use
classical mechanics, but otherwise rely upon different approximations concerning the dynamics of
the reaction. Because of the different physical input
quantities, each approach has its own relative
merits.
We are concentrating on relativistic fluid
dynamics because it deals directly rather than indirectly with the quantity of primary interest. With
such an approach we should be able to learn about
the nuclear EOS irrespective of the complexity of
the underlying hadronic interactions that give rise
to it. However, because nuclei are partially
transparent to each other during collisions at high
energy, a conventional nuclear fluid-dynamics
model appears to be inadequate. We have therefore
developed a two-fluid model, in which coupled
relativistic equations of motion are solved for
separate target and projectile nuclear fluids. The
terms in the equations that couple the two nuclear
fluids are obtained from the cross section and
momentum transfer for individual nucleon-nucleon
collisions.
For given initial conditions the equations of motion are solved as functions of time for the nucleon
number density, momentum density, energy density, pressure, and velocity for each fluid. This is
done in three spatial dimensions by means of a
relativistic generalization of a standard particle-incell finite difference computing method. This
technique is applicable to supersonic flow and combines some of the advantages of both Eulerian and
Lagrangian methods. To facilitate comparisons with
experimental results, the calculations are performed
in the Laboratory reference frame.

E b 0 m /20=250 MeV
Time

Two-Fluid Model

(ICT23 s)
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Impact Parameter (R t R p )
Fig. UI.3.2.
Calculated time evolution of the matter distribution in the collision of ™Ne with Ms l//or three
different impact parameters. The laboratory bombarding energy per nucleon is 250 MeV.

Some examples are shown in Fig. DI.3.2. Each
column presents a side view of the matter distribution evolving in time for a given value of the impact
parameter. The initial frame in each case shows a
S38
U target bombarded from above by a J0Ne projectile whose energy per nucleon is 250 MeV. The projectile, which is Lorentz contracted in the incident
direction, is represented by heavy points, and the
target is represented by light points. These points,
or computational particles, are aligned so that, in
the direction perpendicular to the page, only a

single point is visible initially. However, as the impulse resulting from the collision prop&gates
throughout the system, this alignment is destroyed
and additional particles come into view.
The characteristic features of the time evolution
vary systematically with impact parameter. Nearly
central collisions deform and compress the system
enormously. However, because the target and projectile interpenetrate somewhat before each begins
to respond to the presence of the other, the compression is somewhat less in the two-fluid model than in
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a conventional fluid-dynamics model. At the other
extreme, in peripheral collisions the projectile is
fragmented into a portion that proceeds roughly
straight ahead at its original velocity and another
portion that deposits its energy in the target. This
disturbs the target much less violently than in
nearly central collisions, and its deformation and
compression are therefore much less.
For a given impact parameter, we construct from
the velocity vectors at some large time the energy
and angular distributions for the outgoing matter.
An integration of these results over impact
parameter then gives us the double differential cross
section d2<xmat/dEdfi for the outgoing matter. Under
the assumption that the charge is distributed uniformly throughout the entire matter, we then obtain
the double differential cross section dV/dEdfi for
outgoing charged particles by multiplying
d2nmat/dEdn by the number of protons in the target
and projectile and dividing by the number of
nucleons.
The resulting values of dVdEdU for 20Ne + 238U
at laboratory bombarding energies per nucleon of
250 MeV and 2.1 GeV are shown in Fig. m.3.3 in the
form of energy spectra at five laboratory angles
ranging from 30 to 150°. These calculated results are
compared with recent experimental data taken at
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
At a bombarding energy per nucleon of 250 MeV,
the calculations reproduce correctly the experimental slopes at each angle, as well as the overall
decrease in the experimental cross section when going from forward to backward angles. However, the
calculated values at 30° are only 1/3 the experimental values. At a bombarding energy per nucleon of
2.1 GeV, the calculations reproduce correctly the experimental data to within their uncertainties for 30
and 60° at all energies, and for 90° at low energies.
However, for 90° at high energies, the calculated
values are only 1/4 the experimental values.
These discrepancies between the calculated and
experimental results may arise from deficiencies in
the two-fluid model, from inaccuracies in our
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numerical procedures, or from errors in the experimental data. On the other hand, perhaps the
nuclear EOS is significantly different from the one
that we are currently using. Perhaps the interaction
of nucleons inside a nuclear medium is significantly
different from the free-nucleon-nucleon interactions
that we are currently using. Or perhaps the formation of a new phase of nuclear matter alters substantially the evolution of the matter distribution. These
are some of the possibilities that deserve exploring.
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Fig. III.3.3.
Comparison of calculated and experimental
energy spectra for outgoing charged particles
from the collision of 10Ne with mU. The
laboratory bombarding energy per nucleon is
250 MeV in the left-hand column and is 2.1
Ge V in the right-hand column. The histograms
give the calculated results, and the points give
the experimental results.

VERY HEAVY ION REACTIONS
P. Moller, J. B. Nix, and A. J. Sierk (T-9)

In the early days of nulear physics we were limited
by the availability of only light projectiles such as
protons and alpha particles. In the collision of a
light projectile with another nucleus the forces involved are relatively small, and the target and projectile remain approximately spherical. This permits the projectile to be idealized as a point mass
and the interaction to be described in terms of a
potential V(r) that depends only on a single coordinate, the distance r between the target and projectile centers of mass. From such studies with light
projectiles we have learned many important things,
including nuclear sizes, ground-state shapes, and
energy levels.
As time passed, somewhat heavier projectiles
such as 180 and 40Ar became available. These
heavier projectiles introduce larger amounts of
angular momentum into the system, permitting the
study of much higher rotational states. Also, with
heavier projectiles, several nucleons can be
transferred between the target and projectile,
thereby revealing more about reaction mechanisms.
New nuclides far from the region of beta stability
can be produced, which tells us how the nuclear
mass varies with neutron excess.
We are now entering a new stage of the field,
associated with the construction of a new generation
of heavy-ion accelerators. These accelerators are
making available very heavy nuclear projectiles that
contain up to 100 protons and that have mass numbers up to 250. This is essentially doubling the range
of accessible nuclear systems?. Thus, for the first
time we are able to study at least transient nuclear
systems that contain up to 200 protons and that
have mass numbers up to 500.
The large Coulomb and centrifugal forces possible
in the collision of two heavy nuclei c'eform the
system into a variety of shppes far removed from a
sphere. Because of this, the old concept based on a
potential V(r) that depends only on the distance r
between the target and projectile centers of mass no
longer apply. We are therefore developing methods
that can be used for treating such large-scale
nuclear collective motion. The types of information

to be learned from such oollisions are also different
from what we learned previously.
The fundamental aspects of nuclei that can be
learned from very heavy ion reactions are the
nuclear potential energy of deformation, the
nuclear-inertia tensor, and the mechanism of
nuclear dissipation. To calculate the nuclear potential energy of deformation we use a macroscopic
model that includes the Coulomb energy and the
nuclear macroscopic energy. This latter quantity is
calculated in terms of a double volume integral of a
Yukawa effective two-nucleon interaction, which includes the surface energy of the liquid-drop model
but also takes into account the lowering in energy
due to the finite range of the nuclear force.
Figure III.3.4 shows a contour plot of the
macroscopic potential energy for the symmetric
reaction U0Pd + U0Pd — 22°U at zero angular
momentum. The coordinate r is the distance between the centers of mass of the two halves of the
system, and the coordinate a is the sum of the rootmean-square extensions along the symmetry axis of
the mass of each half about its center of mass. The
radius R,, of the spherical nucleus is given by R<, =
r0A"3 = 1.16 (220)1'3 fm.
In the reaction shown in Fig. III.3.4 the two
separated U0Pd move up the binary valley near the
bottom of the figure from right to left, and come into
solid contact at the point indicated by the two adjacent solid circles. This point is near the maximum in
the one-dimensional interaction barrier calculated
as a function of r alone, but is on the side of a steep
hill with respect to fragment elongation (increasing
a). In order for a compound nucleus to be formed, it
is necessary that the dynamical trajectory nass inside the fission saddle point and become trapped in
the potential-energy hollow surrounding the sphere.
The fission saddle point is located at the intersection of the dashed 6.3-MeV contours, and the sphere
is located at the point indicated by the solid circle.
To determine the dynamical trajectory after the
two nuclei come into contact, we solve numerically
the generalized Lagrange equations of motion for a
system whose shape is specified in terms of
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Fig. IU.3.4.
Macroscopic potential-energy contours for the twU nuclear system, in units of MeV.
smoothly joined portions of three quadratic surfaces
of revolution. The kinetic energy of collective motion is calculated for nuclear flow that is a superposition of incompressible, nearly irrotational
collective-shape motion and rigid-body rotation.
Nuclear dissipation (the transfer of energy of collective motion into internal single-particle excitation
energy) is included by means of Rayleigh's dissipation function. This is calculated for various
mechanisms, including conventional two-body
viscosity arising from individual nucleon-nucleon
collisions and two types of one-body dissipation
arising from nucleons colliding with the moving surface of the nucleus.
For the case of zero dissipation, Fig. m.3.5 shows
three calculated dynamical trajectories in the r-<r
plane for the reaction "°Pd + "° Pd — 2aoU at a bombarding energy in the center-of-mass system that is
20 MeV above the maximum in the one-dimensional
zero-angular-momentum interaction barrier. As the
angular momentum I increases, the dynamical tra170

jectory is deflected away from the sphere, as indicated by the turves, when^s the fission saddle
point shifts towaH the sphere, as indicated by the
points. The tore .. s for / 5 lent = 45h pass inside the fissit
diile v • int corresponding to the appropriate valu.
insular momentum and lead to a
compound nuc eus. Those for I > j6K;t pass outside
the fission saddle point and lead to a reseparation of
the fragments.
From such dynamical trajectories for different
bombarding energies the critical angular momentum £crlt r determined as a function of bombarding
energy, and is then used to calculate the cross section for compound-nucleus formation. The re&ultfor
uo P d + uopa _ .my jg g h o w n b y t h e 8 0 l i d c u r y e ^
Fig. m.3.6. The compound-nucleus cross section increases with increasing bombarding energy until a
critical angular momentum is reached, where the
fission saddle point disappears. This leads to a
decrease in the compound-nucleus cross section Tor
higher bombarding energies. At all bombarding
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Dynamical trajectories for the reaction "°Pd + U0Pd — ™"U The dashed curve gives the trajectory for the critical angular momentum lent = 45h, which is determined by the necessity of
passing inside the fission saddle point corresponding to that value of angular momentum.
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Fig. m.3.6.
Comparison of various cross sections for the
reaction ll"Pd + 110Pd - ™U.

energies the compound-nucleus cross section is
somewhat smaller than that calculated for a onedimensional interaction barrier (dashed curve) and
is substantially smaller than the total reaction cross
section (dot-dashed curve).
When the dynamical trajectory passes outside the
fission saddle point, there results a highly inelastic
reaction, which is often called quasi-fission because
the fragments have properties similar to those of
normal fission fragments. Our calculation of such a
process is illustrated in Fig. HI.3.7 for the reaction
M
Kr + 209Bi at a laboratory bombarding energy of
600 MeV, an angular momentum of 200h, and a twobody viscosity coefficient n of 0.015 terapoise. After
the target and projectile come into contact, they
flow together because of the nuclear attractive force,
forming an asymmetric dumbbell connected by a
neck. However, the Coulomb repulsion pushes the
two ends apart, which reverses the growth of the
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neck, causing the dumbbell to snap into two pieces
when it reaches a critical length. As the fragments
separate, they simultaneously rotate and oscillate
about their own centers.
With such a dynamical approach we are now
calculating the distributions in kinetic energy,

mass, and angle of the nuclei emerging from highly
inelastic very heavy ion reactions. Comparison of
these predictions with experimental data should
yield new information about the nuclear potential
energy of deformation, the nuclear-inertia tensor,
and the mechanism of nuclear dissipation.

DISSIPATION IN NUCLEAR FISSION
P. Moller, J. R. Nix, and A. J. Sierk (T-9),
with S. E. Koonin and J. W. Negele
As part of an international effort to understand
the dynamics of large-scale nuclear shape changes,
we have been investigating the process of induced
fission. One might attempt to extend a satisfactory
model of this process to heavy-ion collisions, where
similar dynamical processes occur, but with higher
energies and more highly deformed shapes. One particular aspect of nuclear shape dynamics that we
have studied recently is the effect of nuclear dissipation on the evolution of shapes during fission.
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Nuclear dynamics is described in principle by the
many-body Schrodinger equation. However, there
are at least two major obstacles to a practical exploitation of this fact. First, the nucleon-nucleon interaction is not known sufficiently well to even allow
a satisfactory calculation of static nuclear properties. In addition, even if the interaction were known,
the resulting equations are so mathematically intractable as to be unsolvable at the present time for
nuclei of reasonable size.

Two types of models that have recently proved
useful in addressing the problem of nuclear shape
dynamics are a microscopic model, the timedependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory, and
macroscopic-microscopic models. In the TDHF
theory, the time-dependent many-body wave function ia constrained to be an antisymmetrized
product of single-particle wave functions, and the
intemucleon interaction is assumed to have zero
range, which greatly simplifies the calculation of
matrix elements. The parameters of the interaction
are chosen so that static Hartree-Fock calculations
reproduce experimental radii and surface properties
of ground statea of nuclei throughout the periodic
table. In a macroscopic-microscopic model, one uses
a macroscopic (modified-liquid-drop) model for
long-range smooth trends (as a function of nuclear
deformation) and a non-self-consistent microscopic
model for fluctuations about the smooth tTends,
which may be caused by single-particle shell effects,
pairing interactions, etc.
In an actual fission reaction or heavy-ion collision,
energy is conserved, so there is no dissipation in that
sense. However, many of the quantities observed,
such as fragment masses, charges, spins, and kinetic
energies, are collective properties. We neither are
able to, nor want to extract all the information
about each nucleon in the system. To simplify the
problem, we attempt to identify collective degrees of
freedom of the nucleus, which are strongly
correlated with the collective observables. Then dissipation refers to the transfer of energy from these
explicitly followed collective modes into other
degrees of freedom. The other degrees of freedom
may include short-wavelength collective motion and
single-particle modes such as particle-hole excitations.
In our classical approximation to nuclear
dynamics, we use as dynamical variables
geometrical parameters that specify the sharpsurfaced, constant-volume nuclear shape. Given the
parameters describing the shape, one may compute
the nuclear and Coulomb macroscopic energies of
the system. We use an approximation to irrotational
hydrodynamical flow to specify the kinetic energy
and inertia tensor corresponding to a given motion
of the surface. With the kinetic and potential
energies known, we may construct the Lagrangian of
the system. Using the same flow approximation and

some assumption about the dissipation mechanism,
we may calculate the dissipation tensor and the
Rayleigh dissipation function (equal to one-half the
rate of dissipative energy loss). Using the
Lagrangian and the dissipation function, we may
write the modified Euler-Lagrange equations for the
dissipative system. For an N-parameter shape,
these equations are a set of N second-order, coupled,
nonlinear partial differential equations.
The equations look somewhat like the familiar
damped-harmonic-oscillator equation, with the inertia tensor multiplying second-time derivatives of
the coordinates, the dissipation tensor multiplying
first-time derivatives, and the gradient of the potential energy driving the system. However, the
dynamical evolution of the system is much more
complicated than the simple oscillator, basically
because the inertia and dissipation tensors couple
the equations for all the dynamical variables, and
because these tensors are functions of the shape
coordinates. Because of these facts, the dynamical
evolution of the system does not generally follow
the "valleys" of the potential-energy surface.
In the spirit of the original liquid-drop model, an
obvious choice for a dissipation mechanism is
hydrodynamic shear viscosity. We use well-known
classical formulas to relate the Rayleigh dissipation
function to the assumed velocity field and to the
coefficient of viscosity. This type of dissipation
damps short-wavelength collective modes more
than long-wavelength modes. This means the formation of a neck during fission is inhibited relative
to elongation, causing the shape to be more
elongated when it finally breaks apart. In Fig.
III.3.8, we have plotted the shapes resulting from
various dynamical calculations of the fission of an
idealized ZMU nucleus. The initial conditions correspond to starting the system from rest at a point 1
MeV below the top of the fission barrier. In comparing the two calculations labeled nonviscous and twobody viscosity, we see two important effects of dissipation: a slowing down of fission and a greater
elongation at scission.
We find that we can reproduce experimental
fission-fragment kinetic-energy data for nuclei
throughout the periodic table with a single viscosity
coefficient, p = 0.03 TP (1 terapoise = 1012 poise =
1012 dyn s/cm2 = 6.24 X lO"22 MeV s/fm3). This coefficient leads to a damping whose magnitude is about
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Fig. m.3.8.
Calculated shapes of a mU nucleus undergoing fission in various models. In each case, the
system started from rest 1 MeV below the static fission barrier. The left-hand shapes are for a
time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculation. The three lines are contours of constant density,
approximately 1/8, 1/2, and 7/8 of nuclear-matter density. The other four families of shapes
are for various macroscopic (modified-liquid-drop-model) calculations. The shapes drawn
dashed are those that are first unstable to rupture of the neck. The column labeled nonviscous is a calculation with no dissipation. The next column uses hydrodynomic shear
viscosity of a strength that reproduces experimental fission-fragment kinetic-energy data for
nuclei througout the periodic table. The third macroscopic calculation is for a modified onebody-dissipation model with a strength appropriate to fragment kinetic-energy data. The
final case is for a simpler form of one-body dissipation.

two-thirds the critical damping for quadrupole oscillations of an idealized heavy actinide nucleus.
Because of the long mean-free path of nucleons in
nuclei caused by the Pauli exclusion principle, one
might expect the primary interaction of individual
nucleons to be with the surface of the nucleus, not
with other individual nucleons. Thus, the
hydrodynamic viscosity mode' may be very poor for
nuclei. Energy loss caused by particles striking a
moving wall is referred to as one-body dissipation.
Classically, one-body dissipation is the irreversible
increase of energy of a dilute gas caused by elastic
collisions of the molecules of the gas with a moving
wall. In this simple model, the rate of energy dissipation is
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•fi)2 ds

where p is the mass density of the gas, <v> is the
average thermal velocity of the gas atoms, v is the
velocity of the surface enclosing the gas, and n is a
unit normal vector to the surface. The integral is
over this enclosing surface. The result assumes that
<v> » | v|, and that the average vector velocity of
the gas atoms is zero. The value <v> is taken from a
simple Fermi-gas model of the nucleus, leaving no
adjustable parameters in this model.
The results of a fission calculation using this
model for dissipation ate shown in the right-hand
portion of Fig. BLI.3.8. Note that the time scale is
compressed by a factor of 3, since the one-body dissipation is so large it slows the system down
drastically. The other very striking difference is that
the elongation at scission has decreased relative to
the nonviscous case. This is because one-body dissipation has a behavior opposite to two-body

viscosity; short-wavelength modes are damped less
than long-wavelength modes. Thus, neck formation
proceeds more quickly than elongation. This model
for dissipation predicts fission-fragment kinetic
energies that exceed experimental values by about
8% for actinide nuclei.
This model of one-body dissipation suffers from
the assumption that the overall gas motion is zero.
With more generality, we may write the equation for
energy dissipation as

f-P-

dS

where v,¥ is the average velocity of the gas atoms in
the neighborhood of the wall. One prescription for
v.v we have tried is a simple Taylor-series expansion
of v, leading to the replacement of (v-vav)-n with
X(9v/8n) -n where X is a free parameter heuristically
related to the range of the internucleon force. Incorporation of this model with X2 = 3.2 fm2 into our
dynamical calculations leads to the results in Pig.

in.3.8 labeled as mod. one-body dissipation. This
value of X2 is close to the value of 3.0 ± 1.0 fm2,
which also fits the experimental fission-fragment
kinetic-energy data.
The far left-hand portion of Fig. m.3.8 shows the
results of a TDHF calculation of 3"U fission starting
1 MeV below the static Harti'ee-Fock saddle point.
The similarity of the results of this microscopic, selfconsistent model to those of the dissipative
macroscopic model is striking.
We must now attempt to understand why the
macroscopic model, which can be subjected to many
a priori criticisms, provides results rather similar to
those of a self-consistent microscopic model, based
on entirely different physical assumptions. In the
study of heavy-ion reactions, where higher energies
and more severe deformations are encountered, the
two models may lead to less similar results, Then
the comparison to experimental data may lead to an
improved understanding of these dynamical
processes in nuclei.

R-MATRIX STUDIES OF LIGHT SYSTEMS
D. Dodder and G. Hale (T-2)
Experimental and theoretical studies of the fewnucleon systems have for many years been
motivated by both applied and basic scientific interests. The applied interest stems from the fact
that all the important energy-producing fusion reactions and many of the neutron source reactions are
found in these light systems. Basic scientific interest
is encouraged by the prospect that the properties of
interactions among nucleons in nuclei are relatively
accessible in few-nucleon systems.
Characteristic of most few-nucleon systems is the
presence of broad resonances that dominate the
reactions occurring in the systems at energies up to
several MeV. Information about the properties of
these resonances (spectroscopic information) can be
obtained from microscopic calculations for systems
having fewer thar about six nucleons, but these
calculations are at present very time-consuming,
and can generally be expected to give only
qualitatively correct results. On the other hand, a
great deal of experimental data for light systems has

been accumulating over the past 30 yr, which contain detailed spectroscopic information if analyzed
in the proper phenomenological framework. We feel
that the most appropriate framework for this purpose is the R-matrix formalism of Wigner and
Eisenbud.
R-matrix theory takes advantage of the fact that,
due to the short range of nuclear forces, the
wave function for a system of interacting particles is
known, except for some constants, in a rather large
region of configuration space. In this region, known
as the external region, the particles are grouped in
clusters that do not interact via nuclear forces,
which form the (arrangement) channels of the
system. The R-matrix itself is a parameterization of
the energy dependence of the system wave function
in the region where the particles mutually interact
via nuclear forces (the "internal" region) in terms of
a spectral representation for what is essentially the
Green's function for the internal Hamiltonian
evaluated at the surface separating the internal and
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external regions (the "channel" surface). The pole
terms of the spectral representation are particularly
suited for describing resonances.
Because measurements for nuclear reactions involve detecting the particles in the external region,
they can all be expressed in terms of the constants in
the external wave function, which in turn are simply
related to the parameters of the R-matrix. Thus, experimental measurements can be used to determine
R-matrix parameters and, conversely, the results of
any measurement can be predicted from the
parameters of the R-matrix. This interdependence
of measurements and calculations has kept our work
in close contact with experimental studies being
carried out in various groups at LASL and at other
laboratories in the US and Europe, with mutual
benefits for both efforts.
An important property of the R-matrix formulation is that only the short-range effects are
parameterized, whereas long-range effects such as
angular-momentum barriers and Coulomb forces,
which determine much of the low-energy behavior of
nuclear reactions, are accounted for explicitly. In
addition, the R-matrix has the same symmetry
properties as the internal Hamiltonian, or approximately the same symmetries as nuclear forces
themselves. We have exploited one particular approximate symmetry of nuclear forces, called charge
independence, with great success in our R-matrix
work.
Ivluch of our work during the past year has been
directed at the four- and five-nucleon systems.
These are the lightest few-nucleon systems in which
resonances have been observed close to the
thresholds for two-body channels; for that reason, it
is felt by some that these systems are more sensitive
than, say, the three-nucleon system to detailed
properties of effective nucleon-nucleon interactions.
For instance, in the four-nucleon systems, the ordering of a sequence of p-wave levels having isospinzeto (T = 0) appears to depend crucially upon a
small component of the effective nucleon-nucleon
interaction called the odd-tensor force. A brief
description of the progress of these analyses follows.
FOUR-NUCLEON SYSTEM
The two-body channels of the four-nucleon
system exist primarily in one of two states of
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"isospin," the quantum number (T) conserved by
nuclear forces if they are charge independent.
Because of their charges, p + "He and n + T channels are pure isospin-1 (T = 1), whereas the channels p + T, n + "He, and d + D are mixtures of T =
1 and T = 0. Because the R-matrix is approximately
charge independent, essentially the same T = 1 Rmatrix parameters can be used to describe p + 'He
elastic scattering, n + T elastic scattering, and the T
= 1 part of the reactions among p + T, n + 'He, and
d + D (*He system). We have done this, first using
data from p + 'He elastic scattering (4Li system) to
determine the T = 1 parameters, then using them in
an analysis of reactions in the 4He system, allowing
only a single shift in the level energies to account for
internal Coulonb differences between 'He and 4Li.
The remaining T = 0 parameters were adjusted to
fit data for the reactions among p + T, n + 'He, and
d + D, which include "He(n,p)T, of interest for
neutron standards applications, and the important
fusion reactions D(d,p)T and D(d,n)'He. The
parameters we have found give an excellent
representation of almost all the data for the fournucleon reactions, including some data that were
thought to indicate substantial departures from
charge independence. Our charge-independent approach does not reproduce, however, all the large
differences seen in measurements for the two
branches of the d + D reaction at low energies. The
ordering of our T = 0 p-wave levels substantiates an
important effect from the odd-tensor force in the
nucleon-nucleon interaction. The detailed
spectroscopic information we are obtaining should
be quite useful for determining the relative strengths
of various components (including the small ones) of
the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction in nuclei.

FIVE-NUCLEON SYSTEM
The five-nucleon system contains two other important fusion reactions, T(d,n) 4 He and
3
He(d,p)4He, as well as reactions widely used to
determine nucleon polarizations, 4He(n,n)4He and
4
He(p,p)4He. We have been conducting separate
analyses of reactions among d + T, n + 4He, n +
*He*(20.1) (*He system), and those among d + "He,
p + 4He, p + 4He*(20.1) (!Li system). [4He* (20.1)

means 'He at an excitation energy of 20.1 MeV.]
These analyses, which span ~22 MeV excitation
energy, include the largest quantity and variety of
experimental data that we have yet attempted.
Both analyses are approaching the point of
representing quite well all the measurements for
reactions in the five-nucleon system in terms of
perhaps ten distinct levels lying between the
threshold for the deuteron reactions and 25 MeV excitation energy. At present, only the properties of
the lowest of these levels are well known. The
success of our earlier attempts to use chargeindependent parameters to analyze data from the
5
Li and "He systems simultaneously at lower
energies indicates that such e combined approach
might benefit the larger, separate analyses if suf-

ficiently powerful computing facilities were
available.
Clearly, many of the practical and basic scientific
questions that have motivated studies o; the fewnucleon systems are answered by analyses of the
type described here. They provide quantitatively
reliable predictions of cross sections and other
nuclear data useful in applications, as well as
detailed spectroscopic information that can be used
to illuminate the nature of nuclear forces. Furthermore, these applications, among others, have
demonstrated to us that R-matrix theory is
probably the most valuable phenomenological tool
available for studying nuclear reactions in light
systems.
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Art Cox of T-DOT explains his new ideas on the structure of double-mode Cepheid stars. These
giant stars pulse inward and outward with two simultaneous periods. These pulsations are driver; by
the processes of tonization and recombination in the outer layere of the stars. That is, as the star is
compressed inward, the energy flowing as radiation is stored through ionization of hydrogen and
helium; in the expansion phase of the pulsation, this stored energy is released through recombination
of electrons and ions. The periods of pulsation depend strongly on the composition structure and on
the opacities in the outer layers of these stars. Cox has shown that the only way to predict the
observed Cepheid periods from theory is to assume that the outer 0.01% of the stellar mass is enriched
to more than double its average helium content. In simplest terms, the helium enrichment, by making the outer layer of the star less "fluffy," slows down the pulsations in just the right way to match
observation.
The fact that giant and supergiant stars lose a very small amount of their total mass by outflowing
winds suggests the origin of this helium enrichment. Cox explains that if these Cepheid winds are like
the solar wind, they will be made up largely of hydrogen with only one-third of the average helium
content in the star. The helium left behind will cause helium enrichment at the surface.
In the case of the sun, the helium left behind is quickly mixed into a deep convection zone, the top
of which we see at the solar surface. In the case of Cepheids, the surface helium content grows to 2-1/2
times normal in 1-10 million years because the Cepheids have a thin and small mass convection zone
at their surfaces. This unorthodox structure of surface helium enrichment, presumably caused by a
helium-poor wind, predicts the observed Cepheids periods and suggests that other giant stars may
also have helium-rich surface layers. The mechanism that prevents the surface helium from diffusing
to layers beneath the surface is under study and is still a mystery. (For more details on the study of
Cepheids see Cox's article in Sec. El.4)
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4. ASTROPHYSICS
INTRODUCTION

Research on astrophysical problems continues in
T Division with work by two Staff Members in
T-DOT and by several others part time in T-3 and
T-4. The particular projects are those that are appropriate to the expertise of the Division
—numerical hydrodynamics, magnetic field and
turbulence interactions, radiative transfer, opacities
and EOS, and chemical kinetics. There is a constant
interchange of ideas and methods with the weapons
design, teating, and effects, and the controlled fusion
programs.

A growing aspect of the research is the number of
visitors to present or compare both observational
and theoretical results. Our capabilities have attracted visitors for periods ranging from a day to full
sabbatical leaves.
The four projects outlined below give a good sample of our wide-ranging research, often done in connection with some of the 40 or more Staff Members
in P, J, Q, TD, and Q Divisions who are also involved in astrophysical research.

MASS ANOMALIES FOR CEPHEID VARIABLES
A. N. Cox (T-DOT)
New and unexpected information has been obtained from continuing studies of pulsating yellow
giant stars with masses 4-15 times the solar ma3S. As
discussed in. the last Theoretical Division annual
Teport (LA-6816-PR), there are large discrepancies
between the masses determined from stellar evolution theory and those from some aspects of stellar
pulsation theory. It now appears that an unconventional composition structure of the outer 10% of the
stellar radius, that is, a greatly enriched helium content, can change periods slightly from their values
for homogeneous models and explain all Cepheid
mass anomalies.
There are five rather accurate methods of obtaining masses of the Cepheids. The first one uses the
relation between mass and luminosity derived from
the theory of stellar evolution for yellow giant stars.
Luminosities for individual Cepheids are known
because they are uiemoera of well-studied star
clusters whose distances are well known. Masses
based on these observed luminosities and the massluminosity law are called evolutionary masses.
A second method of getting the mass (M) of a
Cepheid is to use the previously described massluminosity law [the relation between luminosity
(L), radius (R), and effective surface temperature

(Te)], end the relation between the period (II) and
the mean density (M/R*) of the star. These
theoretical relations together with the observed
period and an approximate effective surface temperature (three equations with M, L, and R the unknowns) give a so-called theoretical mass.
Observations of the luminosity and color can be
U3ed to calculate a Te and then the Cepheid mean,
radius. Then use of the period-mean density relation
gives a mass. These are the pulsation masses that
depend critically on the T8 inferred from their mean
colors and on the exact distance to the several star
clusters that contain Cepheids. A 300 K cooler T« or
a 10% distance increase gives a 30% mass increase,
but astronomers now feel that these pulsation
masses, as well as the evolutionary and theoretical
masses, are known to better than 20%. Fortunately,
they now all agree well with one another.
Current mass anomalies center on two groups of
Cepheids—those with bumps in their light, curves
and those that display two natural periods
simultaneously—the double-mode Cepheids.
Without upsetting the agreement among the
evolutionary, theoretical, and pulsation masses,
these two classes of cepheids can also be made to
have reasonable masses if their structure is altered
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to include a very helium rich layer in their outer
convection zones.
Cepheids, like many other stars, have surface
layers that are so opaque to the radiation flow of
thttk centrally produced energy, that they must
transport their energy by convection. Two convective zones exist in Cepheids, due to the ionization of
both hydrogen and the first electron from helium in
the top zone, and deeper, due to the second electron
ionization of helium. These two convection zones are
caused also because the gamma values of the gas,
and therefore their adiabatic gradients, are very low
due to ionization. At any rate, these convection
zones easily mix and maintain a homogeneous composition within each zone, and the pulsation insures
that matter between them alternately enters each
zone. Therefore, the Cepheids must have a uniform
composition from the surface to 60 000 or 70 000 K
below which there is no convection.
The helium-rich convection zone layer with only
10~6 -10"' of the stellar mass is thought to be caused
by a Cepheid wind. The wind helium deficiency is
assumed to be just like that observed in the Physics
Division data for the solar wind, but it is much more
effective in enriching the Cepheid surface layers
because their surface area is several thousand times
that of the sun, and their convection zones are between 10 and 100 times less massive. The unnoticeable enrichment in the sun becomes very large
for Cepheids.
This helium enrichment to about 75% by mass in
the stellar mixture slightly alters the structure and
changes the ratios of the first overtone to fundamental periods (Hjn.o) and the second overtone to fundamental periods (n 2 /n 0 ). There is now agreement
with the observed Hjn0 £ 0.70 for the dozen
double-mode Cepheids with periods between 2 and 6
days. For the bump Cepheids, the ratio Il/rio needs
to be between 0.46 and 0.53 to give the proper bump
phase for periods ranging from about 5 to 20 days,
and that is also the case for these new stellar envelope structures. Thus, if current investigations
show that this helium layer can be stable over long
periods of time while the Cepheid wind blows, and
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that the observed spectra are consistent with the
large helium abundance, all Cepheid mass
anomalies can be resolved.
An important check of this new structure is to
compare observations and predictions of Cepheid
pulsations in the log L/L* vs log T, plot or Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Here Lo is the solar
luminosity. Figure DI.4.1 shows the theoretical
data. First, note the evolutionary track for a 7-solarmass star. It loops to the blue (hotter T.), becomes a
Cepheid, then stops pulsating as it gets even bluer,
and later starts evolving to the red where it pulsates
again for a shorter interval of time. The yellow giant
evolutionary theory maas-luminosity law, mentioned before, is given on the ordinate for mass from
4 to 15 solar masses. With these various masses and
luminosities, linear theory periods and growth rates
are determined all over the diagram. Lines of constant period and period ratios n,/n 0 are indicated as
well as the blue edges for pulsation in the fundamental (F) first overtone (1H), and second overtone (2H) modes. Nonlinear calculations show that
pulsation blueward of the IH blue edge is at a very
low amplitude (less than 0.1 magnitude) and
probably not observable. For masses above 8 s> .nr
masses, the evolution is so fast that no helium
enrichment is possible. Thus the 1H and 2H blue
edges get rapidly very red. The only observational
data on this figure are the straight lines estimating
the blue and red edges or limits of pulaation.
Comparison of observational and theoretical
periods for Cepheids with the best known log L/U
and log To values is given in Fig. EU.4.2. Here the
agreement is good but not perfect. Discussions of the
luminosities and Te values for these and other
Cepheids are continuing so that they may be placed
more accurately on this H-R diagram.
It appears that further understanding of stellar
structure has been achieved. The outstanding
problems of how to maintain this helium-rich layer
against downward mixing and how not to violate
spectral observations with the great helium abundance are now being discussed.

50 —
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Fig. III.4.1.
Herzsprung-Russell diagram showing the theoretically determined lines of constant period
and period ratio ir/iro and the blue edges for pulsation of the fundamental (F), first overtone
(1H), and second overtone (2H) modes.
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Comparison of observed Cepheid periods with the theoretically determined lines of constant
period.
GAS PHASE CHEMISTHY IN COMET COMAE
Walter F. Huebner (T-4)

Comets have been observed for thousands of years
and research on comets has been intensified exponentially over the last several decades, but we
still don't know what their chemical composition is.
Spectra of comets indicate that they are rich in
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, but almost
all of the observed species in the coma (atmosphere)
of a comet are unstable molecular radicals. Most of
the observations stem from the coma, and a few
from the very tenuous ion tail. The observable parts
of a comet when it is one astronomical unit (a.u.)
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from the sun are sketched in Fig. III.4.3. The
nucleus, indicated by the dot in the center of the
lower part of Fig. IH.4.3 is so small that it is not
clear whether it has actually been observed! A
widely accepted conjecture proposed by Whipple1 is
that the nucleus is composed of frozen gases and
dust. Using the available observational data, we are
modeling the innermost part of the coma in an attempt to identify the chemical composition of this
nucleus.

0

I 2 3 4 5 x 106 km
I

2

3xlO~2AU

Fig. II1.4.3a.
Comparison of sizes of different parts of a comet. Isophotes recorded in Lyman a-radiation
(dashed lines) indicate the extent of the hydrogen coma in comparison to isophotes of the
head and ion tail (solid lines) observable in visible light. Knots in the tail and streamers near
the head are not apparent in the coarse isophote presentation. Dust tails are usually shorter
and curved. The Sun is to the left.
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Fig. ni.4.3b.
The central portion enlarged ten times. Chemical reactions can take place in the innermost
iO* km, that is, out to the second solid line isophote.

For a comet at 1 a.u., heliocentric distance, the
production of gas by sublimation (vaporization out
of the solid phase) of the icy nucleus due to insolation (irradiation by the sun) is so high that chemical
reactions can take place out to distances of 104 to 105
km from the nucleus. Typically the size of the
nucleus—Whipple's icy conglomerate model1—is
several kilometers. The density of the gas just above
the nuclear surface is then 10" to 10" molecules/cm8

(depending on the volatility of the frozen gases) and
the temperature is about 200 K. The thermal
velocity corresponding to this temperaturs is about
300 m/s. This is also the radial expansion velocity of
the gaa ; ear the nucleus. These values are consistent with energy balance: the energy of insolation is
partly reflected, partly reradiated in the infrared,
end partly used for sublimation (vaporization) of
the frozen gases.3 The density of the gaa decreases
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proportionally with the square of the distance.
Thus, beyond 10* to 10* km, collisions between
molecules, atoms, radicals, and ions become so rare
that chemical reactions cannot take place. Solar ultraviolet radiation dissociates and ionizes the coma
gas. But for the first few hundred kilometers above
the nucleus, the ultraviolet absorption is so large
that the sun's radiation in this spectrum range cannot penetrate.
The picture one then has is as follows. A small
volume of gas just above the surface of the icy
nucleus, say at the point facing the sun (subsolar
point), has equilibrium temperature T ~ 200 K.
Since the gravitational pull of the comet's nucleus is
negligibly small, the gas moves outward with sound
velocity v ~ 300 m/s. As it moves outward (in this
case toward the sun) it expands, such that its density decreases with the square of the distance from
the center of the nucleus. This is all that happens for
the first several hundred kilometers. At higher
"altitudes" the coma becomes increasingly more
transparent to solar ultraviolet radiation and dissociation, and ionization of the mother molecules
starts. Several of the more important of these
species (following a common assumption that H,O,
CO8, NH,, and CH4 reside in the nucleus) are H,
OH, CO, CO/, NH2, NH, NH,+, H4O+, CH,, CH2,
CH, H,, O, and electrons. Many of these have been
observed in large quantities in comets. Because the
Coulomb potential has a long range, the newly formed ions have a large cross section and interact
rapidly to form new species; of these the two most
important are H,O+ and N H / . The densities of
these two rise very rapidly as they move outward
with the other coma gases. They are highly reactive
and thus very important precursors for additional
species. Charge exchange, dissociative recombination with electrons, and reactions between radicals
quickly lead to a rich chemistry. Some of the most
abundant end results that have not already been
listed are O,, C,H,, and C,H«. The abundances of
the molecular species formed depend of course on
the initial composition in the nucleus. The main
goal of the model calculations is to compare the
calculated chemical composition with observations
and so arrive at a prediction about the chemical
composition of the frozen gases in the nucleus.
Chemical stability of the frozen gases will play an
important role in this.

The constant dilution of a volume of gas as i
streams outward reduces the reactivity. Eventuall;
the gas density becomes so low as the gas moves into
the outer coma that collisions become too rare fo
reactions to take place. Thus the final compositioi
as a function of radius does not correspond to th
steady-state composition based on chemica
kinetics without dilution. There is no shielding to
solar ultraviolet radiation in the outer coma and dis
sociation and ionization continue and are the mos
important chemical changes of the outer coma gas.
Figure HI.4.4 illustrates the results of a calcula
tion for which we assumed the initial gas compoei
tion above the nuclear surface to be—H,0: 24 x 10'
cm-', CO,: 15 x 10w cm' 1 , NH,: 5 x 10u cm~», an.
CH,: 1 x 10" cm' 1 . The nucleus was assumed ti
have a radius of Ro = 1 km. The density of thi
mother molecules listed above is seen to fall off a
r~* up to about 10s km; there, dissociation by thi
solar ultraviolet becomes so effective that the den
sity falls off more steeply still. On the other hand
some of the products that are nearly continuous!]
formed, the so-called extended sources, show a den
sity profile that falls off like r"1 at large distances
At very large distances they again fall off mor<
steeply. In contrast, the figure shows the electroi
density (e) falling off less steeply at the largest dis
tances because ionization continues to be importani
there. H,, O,, CH,, CH,, N H / , and H,O+ an
predicted species that, probably because of theii
weak spectra, have as yet not been identified in
comets.
There are still several shortcomings to our present
model: CO+, N, + , C,, Ct, and probably CN are underproduced in relation to observation in comets.
Additional ionization sources, not yet taken into account in the model calculations, include secondary
ionization by energetic photoelectrong and ionization of metastable states. For example, about half
the CO produced in the model is in a metastable
triplet state. It should be much easier to form CO+
from that state than from the ground state of CO.
Unfortunately, the ionization cross sections for CO
triplet states are not known. Ion sweep-out into the
coma's tail may reduce reactivity of CO+ and thus,
in effect, increase net production of this icn. CH,
and CH< may be precursors for the formation of CMoreover, other molecules than those we assumed
may reside in the nucleus and some radicals may exist in clathrates (a lattice or cage-like structure of
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Eg. m.4.4.
Partial results of a typical calculation, including optical depth effects. Number density of the
indicated species is shown as a function of time and distance (r — RJ above the nuclear surface for outstreaming velocity = 0.3kms~\ The assumed initial mother molecule composition is H,0:24 X 10" cm'*, C0,:15 X 20" cm"', NH,:5 X 10w cm'', and CH,:1 X 10" cm~*.
Curoes for products from the photochemistry rise from lower left.

molecules, for example, water ice, that encloses and
holds another molecular species, often a radical).
We will have to consider the above-mentioned
processes in future calculations, as well as the twodimensional optical depth for the solar ultraviolet
radiation. Ion sweep-out and sweep-back by radia-

tion pressure are other processes that cause deviations from the one-dimensional model considered
here. Finally, the velocity fields caused by the interaction with the solar wind will have to be introduced outside of the contact surface at about 10*
km.
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Despite ail the additional processes that should
be considered the program as described here has
demonstrated for the first time in an internally consistent manner the importance of time-dependent
chemical kinetics that must be included in any
realistic comet model. This work was funded by
LASL's New Research Initiatives Program.
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A MODEL OF SOLAR FLARES BASED ON MAGNETIC FUSION RESEARCH
Stirling A. Colgate (T-DOT)
"To the Sun, the Moon and the Stars, which
continue to hold their secrets serenely
watching the love and hate of Earth while
mere mortals find joy and fulfillment in
writing papers such as this."
R. Colgate, Ward, Colorado (1975).
It is almost universally agreed that the energy of
solar flares is derived from the magnetic energy of
fields convected to the sun's surface and subsequently converted to heat and energetic particles within
the chromosphere. The circumstances of this conversion in most present models is magnetic flux annihilation at a neutral sheet.
We agree that the primary energy is magnetic in
origin, but we have analyzed the constraints of flux
annihilation in greater detail and shown how the
present evidence of solar cosmic rays, x rays, gamma
rays, and total energy suggests a choice of annihilation not at a neutral point, but by an enhanced dissipation of a field-aligned current, J parallel * J^ 1
This is in agreement with the extensive model
analysis of Spicer.8 We have related this field configuration to its origin, dynamo theory, and to the
extensive theory and laboratory experiments concerned with this configuration in magnetic fusion
research.
Cyclonic convection of magnetic field in a differentially rotating body is required for a dynamo.
We associate the flares as part of the physics of the
dynamo. The solar eddy size and eddy stress at the
base of the convection zone suggest a maximum
field and size for a convected twisted-flux loop. In
our model, the unstable behavior of such twistedflux loops is a flare (see Fig. III.4.5).
We have applied this model to the very large solar
flare of August 4, 1972. Observational evidence for
the total energy (several X 10*1 ergs) of the flare,
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Fig. m.4.5.
The evolution of the initial twisted-flux (Bt
pinch) tube that is fa) convected above the
solar surface. As the Be field dissipates,
presumably because of current instabilities,
(b) the helix partially unwinds. When the Bt
field approaches a threshold value, some of the
Bt flux expands into the corona, and (c) this
expels and accelerates the plasma previously
confined by the pinch field.

hydrostatic pressure 2n.kT * 6 X KP dyn/cmJ
proportional to the heat flux WT/(irR*t). This is 1/10
of the photosphere pressure and of the magnetic
field pressure, so the field configuration is force-free
and the current density is predominantly parallel as
assumed. The electron density at T = 2 X 107 K is ne
= 10" cm"* and this gives the correct x-ray emission
measure: Vol X n? a 6 X 10" for the August 4 flare.
Figure ltl.4.6 shows the temperature distribution
and differential radiation rate as a function of axial
position along the flux tube.
Heated plasma expands up the flux tube, leading
to hydrostatic equilibrium in s 6 s so that any
presumed nonpressure equilibrium burst phase
must terminate in times <10 s. The so-called nonthermal x rays (5 <, hv s 100 keV), then cannot be
due to a directed flux of electrons accelerated by the
inductive potential because the self-magnetic
energy would be 10" greater than the flare energy, or
a flux 10" greater than the magnetic-field-derived

released in a time aslO* s and volume rR, 2L (length,
L * 2.5 X I P cm, radius, Ro » 10* cm), along with
the twisted-flux loop model for the flare leads to a
derived magnetic field of Bo a 10* gauss, a current
5 R 3 , a 7 X 10" A, and an inductive potential £10*
V. The plasma drift velocity of alO6 cm s"1 and
sound speed of 28 X 107 cm s~' imply that the flare
process is a near quasi-static and quasi-thermal
steady-state dissipative flux annihilation of the
parallel current density associated with a helical
twisted-flux tube.
If we assume (1) classical thermal conductivity
along the lines of force and (2) the tangled-flux surface model of controlled fusion Bz pinch experiments, then the "buffered" steady-state electron
temperature is T £ 2 X 10' K, the almost universally
observed thermal x-ray temperature. In our model
the heat is thermally conducted to the flux tube ends
and is dissipated primarily by XUV-line radiation
that uniquely determines a plasma equilibrium
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Fig. m.4.6.
Plasma temperature shown as a function of distance along the flare loop, with a logarithmic
scale on the left. In the heating region on the right of the vertical line, the temperature is
determined by equating the specific joule heating source to the divergence of the thermal
conduction flux. In the region to the left of the vertical line, corresponding to the ends of the
flux tube, cooling takes place in pressure equilibrium by XUV radiation. The match is by
heat flux and magnitude. The radiation loss per unit length is also shown as a function of
length along the flare. The right-hand boundary atz = lXl(Pcmis essentially the top of the
loop at 1.25 X 70' cm.
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magnetic flux (Fig. m.4.5a) ia composed of a central
current. Further -e, a nonthermal beam extrapolated to 6 kc </ energy regardless of a balanced axial field B, and a surrounding B$ or "pinch" field.
Historically, the configuration evolved from the
countercurrent, would give too great a heating (as X
catastrophically unstable B| pinch or axial current
100). These so-called nonthermal x rays are then
pinch. (Note that in regrettably confusing terconsistent with a sequentially filamented or limited
minology, "theta pinch" means an azimuthal
volume heated by the current flowing in filaments of
current produced by a rapidly rising B, and is not
radius £300 m and with thermal conduction both
the
configuration in question.) The B, pinch is
along and transverse to the field. The emission
usually a force-firee field configuration in the sense
measure of these filaments leads to a derived specthat the plasma pressure is small compared to the
tral index, S a -4.25 db 2, as is observed most fremagnetic pressure so that the component of the
quently. The plasma runaway condition is 10~* of
local current perpendicular to the field (Jx) and its
the average magnetic-annihilation induction elecassociated stress fl3 X B*| * JXB) are small. Then
tric field of 0.8 V/cm. Therefore the total current
the two field components are bounded by a current
must be carried by an instability-restrained particle
layer whose current density is predominantly
flux. Nuclear gamma-ray measurements imply that
parallel to the local ffeld. As one progresses radially
all the current is carried by runaway protons.
inward through the current layer from B# to B,, <!•
In some small flares, 'He-rich, this proton current
follows a helical path that is progressively changing
is sufficient to produce the 'He by spallation in a hot
in pitch. If one takes an axial field flux tube boun(kT; * 100 keV) confined filament. If such filaments
ded at the ends by conducting end plates and emexist, the self-magnetic field, density, and tembedded
in a conducting medium (plasma) and then
perature predict self-absorbed synchrotron radiarotates
one
end plate, the flux tube will take on a
tion emission (at sl5th harmonic) polarized and in
helical
configuration,
and since each line of force
the visible spectrum in an amount that accounts for
makes
the
same
number
of turns around the axis,
the rare white-light flares.
the "pitch" of the various axisymmetric flux surfaces
will be a constant. This is an important property of
the configuration because pitch in a perfectly conEVIDENCE FROM CONTROLLED FUSION
ducting medium is a topological invariant and a
RESEARCH
gradient in pitch, called "shear," inhibits the interchange of flux surfaces. (Regrettably, "shear" is
The most crucial nonstandard assumptions in the
misused in solar physics to imply finite pitch inforegoing model of solar flares are the existence of an
dependent
of gradient.)
enhanced dissipation of the current and the
associated rapid transverse thermal conduction
The zero-shear or constant-pitch case is the simassociated with a presumed tangled magnetic flux
plest, but is not necessarily what one would expect
surface. If these assumptions had been made ab
in a twisted solar-flux tube generated by cyclonic
initio, the succeeding arguments would be no more
convection. The constant-pitch case is also the most
than plausible at best. Instead there is substantial
"unstable" configuration when such a twisted-flux
experimental evidence in almost identical conditube emerges into the relative vacuum of the
tions of magnetic field, current, and particle density
chromosphere. On the other hand, cases of large
from the controlled fusion program that substanshear can arise from cyclonic convection of constant
tiates these assumptions. Here, we summarize these
vorticity where cornr*. Regardless of the "sheai," the
data and extend the interpretation of the most
resistive dissipation of J^ allows the two orthogonal
dramatic evidence to encourage the solar physics
magnetic fields to diffuse into one another—apcommunity to make use of this very pertinent exproaching a lower field energy Btate with the energy
perimental plasma physics evidence and at the
difference appearing as joule heat. In addition the
same time recognize that there is, as yet, no comcurrent layer broadens, and the broadening follows
plete formal theory of the laboratory observations.
the behavior of the usual diffusion equations,
wherein the diffusivity is associated with the effecOne of several magnetic confinement geometries
tive resistivity of the medium.
of controlled fusion research is the so-called
stabilized (B») pinch. This configuration of
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Numerous experiments have been performed to
investigate these properties, some in linear configuration (with conducting plates), and some wrapped up into toroidal form. In the linear experiments
it was always recognized that the joule heating of
the plasma by Ju should be thermally conducted to
the end electrodes and so should limit the plasma
temperature, in nearly exactly the same fashion as
in the preceding solar flare model. The convenience
of the linear geometry was preferred for some transient experiments where field configuration rather
than plasma confinement was the experimental objective. The toroidal geometry was then the test of
plasma confinement. The disappointing result was
that the plasma temperature was no different from
the linear experiment, and this fact presaged the experimental effort to measure and understand the instabilities that allowed the plasma to diffuse across
the field so readily. By 1968, all the initial stabilized
pinch experiments in all the controlled fusion
laboratories of the world, half a dozen in the US and
several in the UK, USSR, and France, reached a
similar conclusion. The plasma magnetic field configuration of the Bg stabilized pinch can be
produced in the laboratory, but the plasma escapes
to the walls at an extremely rapid rate. Magnetic
field fluctuations indicating instabilities are observed, especially in the current layer, but they are of a
poorly understood nature. More extensive measurements were made by the time of the IAEA Conference on Controlled Nuclear Fusion (1961), which
elucidated at least the phenomenological nature of
the current layer instabilities. An empirical approach to avoiding these instabilities led academician Artsimovith to discover the stable configuration of the tokamak, a toroidal B, pinch whose pitch
is less than one unit or revolution per major circumference.
The B c pinch experimental data pertinent to our
solar flare model fall into two categories: (1) the
measurement of flux surfaces in an unstable pinch
and the demonstration of the tangled-flux model
associated with instabilities, and (2) the inferred
lack of plasma confinement in toroidal systems and
the resulting plasma-loss phenomena of rapid
runaway electrons to the walls and ion runaway
nuclear reactions.

(a) Flux Surfaces. Figure III.4.7 shows a
schematic diagram of a linear B z pinch.* A pulsed
high-energy electron-beam probe (500 keV, 0.05 /us)
is introduced onto the magnetic lines at one end of
the B, pinch and traverses the helical path of the
lines to an aluminized phosphor screen at the opposite end. The purely vacuum axial B z field case in
Fig. IH.4.7 shows a small dot at the phosphor screen.
When a purely vacuum B»-field is added by current
in a rigid copper rod so that the lines of force are
helical, the large magnetic shear caused by the
rapid change of pitch of the lines of force as a function of radius transforms the dot into an arc of finite
length. The arc is produced as electrons, introduced
at different radii corresponding to the finite size of
the dot (Ar/Ro £ 1/30), follow lines of different rotation for each radial flux surface. The two arcs correspond to two different pictures mounted side by side,
one with double B» of the other. This shows that a
quiescent vacuum field flux surface is well behaved.
On the other hand, when one makes a pinch, that is,
establishes a large Jj|, the B» is compressed by a factor of 4 to B» s 5000 gauss. At 4.8 ps the current
layer thickness Ax is s 2 cm and J,, =* 2500 A/cm1 as
determined by magnetic probe measurements. The
electron beam pulsed at this time follows a multipath, partially tangled-flux surface. The pattern
shown in Fig. IU.4.7 is an instantaneous mapping of
the flux surface and not a sequential "writing" es observed in an oscilloscope.
(b) Evidence for Filaments. Let us consider the
pattern corresponding to 4.8 fis. The "trace" of the
beam pattern is at least 10 times longer than the
longest arc of the vacuum field case. The latter
corresponds to a pitch of 3 3 turns around the copper
rod within the tube length at r = BJ2 and hence the
estimated beam width of Ar s Ho/30 results in an
arc length of as2ir/5 rad. To obtain the very much
longer beam trace of the pinch, the shear • d/dr
(pitch) = d/dr (Bg/iBt) must be 10 times greater.
The lack of axial symmetry suggests that the
current is carried in one or more filaments.
If we assume that all the current is carried in just
one filament, then we can obtain various shears
depending upon the assumption of filament
topology. First of all, we know that B, does not show
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Fig. UI.4.7.
The linear Bt pinch is probed with a pulsed 0.05-fis, high-energy SOO-keV, electron gun. The
aluminum-coated phosphor beyond the pinch anode is photographed and the beam pattern is
displayed in the insert on the left, lite vacuum Bt field spot size is small, stl/30 of the
diameter (10 cm). When a vacuum Beis added by current in the axial copper rod, the shear of
the combined fields transforms the spot into an arc corresponding to the different pitch of the
adjacent flux surfaces. Two pictures are spliced side by side, one taken with double B$
showing twice the arc length. When a Bt pinch is made with B, s 6000 gauss and J „ a ,2500
A/cm*, the nested-flux surfaces are destroyed and the beam is randomly distributed over the
whole pinch. In the bottom picture, current flow in the pltisma equals that in the central copper rod. The resulting large shear partially stabilizes the pinch. The beam patterns are the
transforms of the tangled magnetic flux. Courtesy of Fidaall et al. (1962)*
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significant excursions below the average Bz pinch
value by probe measurements, so each z filament
within itself cannot capture a significant fraction of
B, flux. Then a likely configuration is that B, :: B»
and shear :: r~*. It is possible to decrease the exponent to r~* if B, remains constant, but this would
seem unlikely. Therefore, the only mechanism to
greatly increase the shear nonaxisymmetrically is
for the current to flow in a filament of s l / 3 the
radius of the pinch (i.e., rf a 1 cm).
(c) Tangled-Flux Surfaces. If the beam is pulsed
1 its later, the quasi-random pattern becomes diffuse and the beam is randomized onto all flux surfaces of the pinch. Regardless of filamentation, the
contiguous-flux-surface concept of the pinch field is
certainly not applicable. Two pictures of such a
tangled-flux case are shown in Fig. HI.4.7, one with
the axial (but passive) copper rod and the other
without. When a current is introduced in the rod,
the magnetic shear is large and the current layer can
be largely stabilized.
The implication of the distorted and tangled-flux
surfaces was first suspected in experiments at
Livermore* in which measurements of the 1- to 2keV soft x rays at the wall of a toroidal BE pinch accounted for the full energy loss from the plaBina as
runaway electrons reaching the wall via a greatly
enhanced cross-field diffusion. Since that time, the
theory of the destruction of magnetic surfaces by
magnetic field irregularities by Rosenbluth,
Sagdeev, Taylor, and Zaslavski' has partially explained the experiments as £! X 6 particle drift due
to instabilities. Magnetic-probe measurements
showing fluctuating fields had suggested
hydromagnetic instabilities, but additional modes
became important in the current layer.
By far the most extensive measurements were
made on Zeta, the large (1-m minor diameter)
toroidal B, pinch apparatus at Harwell. The large
size allowed better resolution in all experiments,
and they showed the effects of tangled-flux surfaces.
The primary energy loss by runaway electrons
creating x rays at the wall was thoroughly confirmed. In addition, neutrons were produced from a
deuterium plasma by Coombe and Ward* as in other
toroidal (and linear) pinch experiments. Coombe
and Ward were able to show by means of knock-on

protons from the neutrons in a cloud chamber that
the nuclear reactions took place via a group of
superthermal or runaway ions.
One may rightfully inquire why fusion plasma
measurements have not carried these investigations
further. The primary reason is the emphasis on
stable plasmas, for example as in the tokamak configuration. This configuration is a very weakly
twisted axial field—less than one minor rotation of
the field lines per major turn around the torus. Indeed, . this boundary between stability and instability associated with the degree of twist has been
analyzed and proposed as the origin of solar flares
by Low.7
In conclusion, we believe that the plasma physics
experiments that characterized an early phase of
possible, but unstable, magnetic fusion confinement
configuration are a close analogue of what we observe in solar flares.
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A3TR0PHYSICAL OPACITY LIBRARY
W. F. Huebner (T-4)

An Astrophysical Opacity Library for atoms and
ions has been generated under joint support from
NSF and LASL. The Library contains the 20 elements with the highest cosmic number abundance
as given by Allen1 (1973): H, He, C, N, 0, Ne, Na,
Mg, AJ, Si, P, S, Cl, AT, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni.
A library-associated program calculates the extinction (absorption and scattering) coefficients of a
mixture in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
by summing the extinction coefficients of the constituent species after each species' electron pressure
has been matched at a given temperature. The
opacity of a mixture is then obtained by integrating
the extinction coefficients with the Rosseland
weighting function.
Opacities are the rate-determining coefficients for
radiation diffusion and transport. They play an important role in stellar structure and stellar evolution
calculations, but are also used in high-temperature
laboratory plasmas. Thus the Library also finds application in laser fusion technology.
The main contents of the library comprise EOS
data, the radiative Rosseland mean opacity, the
Planck mean opacity, the electron conduction
opacity, and 2000 values of the frequencydependent extinction coefficients in equally spaced
intervals of Au = 0.01 (u = hiVkT). Among available
auxiliary quantities are the degeneracy parameter,
it, the free-electron density, the mass density, and
the plasma cutoff frequency. Since the Library is intended to produce opacities for astrophysical mixtures by matching the electron pressures for each
constituent, molecules are by necessity excluded.
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The basic grid of the library is set up as a function of
temperature T and degeneracy parameter 17. The
temperature range is from 1 eV (~ 11 600 K) to 10
keV with eight approximately logarithmically
spaced grid points for each decade. A few additional
points are supplied between 10 and 100 keV. The 9
grid goes in steps of 1 from r\ • —28 to —1, and then
in increasing steps up to 500. The T-IJ grid is,
however, only piecewise rectangular: The area of
high degeneracy Oj > 0) at low T is only considered
as long as the Coulomb interaction between ions
e7(r kT) £ 1, where r is the interaction separation.
The mixing program requires as input the composition and the temperature-density grid. The
above-mentioned limitations correspond approximately to a density range p ~ 10"1* -10~* g/cm* at
kT ~ 1 eV, and p a 10"* -10' g/cm* at kT ~ 10 keV.
Users wishing opacities may send us a written request specifying the composition and temperaturedensity grid. A table of opacity and EOS will be
made available to them. More details can be found
in LASL report LA-6720-M.
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SPECIFIC DESENSITIZATION

Working with the serum of a patient highly allergic to penicillin, Micah Dembo and Byron Goldstein of T-10, in collaboration with Lawrence Lichtenstein and Anne Sobotka c.t Johns Hopkins
Medical School, have discovered the phenomenon of specific desensitization, which may offer a new
way to control allergic reactions to specific allergens such as penicillin.
When first exposed to an allergen, an individual reacts to the foreign substance by producing antibodies known as IgE that bind specifically to the allergen. These Y-shaped antibodies also tend to
bind to specific receptors on the specialized white blood cells called basophils. Upon second exposure
to the allergen, the antibodies that are bound to the basophil surface will be linked together by the allergen as shown in the diagram above under "Crosslink Formation." It is now known that the formation of these crosslinks on the basophil surface allows calcium to penetrate the basophil membrane.
This stimulates the cell to secrete histamine. The release of large amounts of histamine produces the
symptoms common to allergic individuals and thus the treatment with antihistamines.
The desensitization process recently discovered is a natural process in the body that decreases the
release of histamine by rendering nonfunctional crosslinks formed on the basophil. The model
proposed by Dembo, Goldstein, and their collaborators for this process is shown in the diagram under
"Specific Desensitization." It suggests that an enzyme exists in the basophil that acts only when two
receptors are brought close together as when crosslinks are formed. Its effect is to expel the antibodies
and receptors from the cell surface, thus destroying the mechanism that allows histamine release.
This process seems to dominate over crosslink formation and histamine release in the presence of
small concentrations of allergen. Therefore, it is hoped that this process might be exploited in clinical
treatment of certain types of allergic individuals. For example, a patient highly allergic to penicillin
might be desensitized by treating with very small amounts of penicillin. The desensitization would
last for the lifetime of the basophil, which is a few days. During that period the patient could be given
the large doses of penicillin needed to fight an infection.
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5. THEORETICAL BIOLOGY AND BIOPHYSICS
THEORETICAL PROGRAM IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE
G. I. Bell (T-10)
A wide range of theoretical studies has been
carried out on problems in the biomedical science by
members of T-10. For each problem the approach is
typically to first devise a mathematical model of the
experimental system under consideration, analyze
the properties of the model and then compare its
predictions with relevant experimental data. From
the comparisons, conclusions can usually be drawn
concerning the proper interpretation of the experimental data and its significance. Emphasis has
been placed on analysis of basic biological systems,
such as the immune system, which are important for
understanding the response of human cells to radiation or to environmental agents that might result
from energy production. This work has frequently
been carried out by collaboration with experimental
scientists in the Biomedical Research Division at
LASL, at the National Institutes of Health, and at
universities in the Rocky Mountain Region and
throughout the United States.
The present focus of this program is on (1) improving understanding of allergic reactions that are
mediated by the release of histamine, (2) applying
recently developed models for the specific adhesion
between cells to diverse experimental models in immunology, cancer research and developmental
biology, and (3) further modeling regulatory
processes which are involved in immune responses.
Other projects that are under active consideration
and that may possibly become implemented include
(a) analysis of small-angle neutron scattering experiments on biological material at WNR. (b) computer calculations of the structure of DNA and its
interactions with proteins, to be carried out with F.
Chick at the Salk Institute, and (c) analysis of
tumorogenesis from hot particles in the lung, in
collaboration with H Division.

sent on the surface of the basophil (a kind of white
cell) become bound to the corresponding allergen.
Members of T-10 have analyzed this system with
theoretical models while complementary experiments have been performed at Johns Hopkins. This
work is described in the article "Allergic Reactions
and Histamine Release" below.
The recent experiments have utilized bivalent
allergens, such as two penicillin molecules linked
together, because the complexes which are formed
by these together with the bivalent antibodies on
the cell surface are relatively easy to analyze
theoretically. Using this system it has been conclusively shown that cross-linking of two antibody
molecules is a necessary condition for histamine
release. However, it has also been shown that crosslinking can sometimes lead to desensitization, for
example, when the extra-cellular concentration of
Ca++ is too low. Further experiments, in which concentrations of antibodies, allergen, and Ca++ are
systematically varied, will be analyzed to delineate
conditions leading to activation/desensitization.
It is clear that an influx of Ca++ is required for
histamine release; we have postulated that
antibody-allergen complexes on the cell surface
open Ca++ pores. Therefore basophils will be
isolated by the LASL fluorescent activated cell sorter and pore components will be sought by our Johns
Hopkins and LASL collaborators. In particular, the
specific receptors on the surface of basophils that
bind the antibody (IgE) molecules will be concentrated. We will provide theoretical guidance and
analysis for this work. It also appears that the
adenylate cyclase system is involved in allergic
responses and models will be developed for its role.
ADHESION BETWEEN CELLS

ALLERGIC REACTIONS

Histamine release from basophils and allergic
reactions are triggered when antibodies that are pre194

We have recently invented a theoretical
framework for describing adhesion between cells
that is mediated by specific cell surface molecules.
(This work is described in the following article.)

Considerations must now be given to a variety of
biological systems in which such adhesion is
presumed to play a key role.
First, in regulation of immune responses it appears that contact between T/B lymphocytes and
macrophagis in the presence of antigen may be
critical events. We are now in a position to estimate
rates and possibilities of cell-cell adhesion as a function of the number of cell surface receptors, antigen
concentrations, etc. These estimates will be compared with experimental results.
Second, neoplastic cells are by definition invasive
and prone to go where their normal counterparts will
not. This suggests that they differ in adhesive
properties and in vitro experiments have confirmed
this. Moreover, in considering metastasis of tumor
cells their attachment to endothelial cells lining the
blood vessels is a key event. These features must be
examined, using our new theory.
Finally, in many models in developmental
biology, it appears that adhesion, mediated by

specific molecules, is required for pattern formation.
The theory will be applied to a number of these
systems.
REGULATION OF IMMUNE RESPONSES
Both the above projects relate to the regulation of
immune responses, hi the first, by allergen binding
to cells, in the second, by cell-cell contact. There are
other approaches to the same questions, which we
shall also pursue. In particular, insight into the
function of biological systems can often be obtained
by consideration of their evolutionary origin.
Therefore we shall examine some models of the
origin of the immune system in vertebrates and invertebrates and attempt to draw conclusions concer-

ning mechanisms of self-/non-self-discrimination,
genetic restrictions of cellular interactions, and
other important questions in modern immunology.

MODELS FOR THE SPECIFIC ADHESION OF CELLS TO CELLS
G. I. Bell (T-10)
The social behavior of a ceil in a multicellular
organism is affected in important ways by contacts
with other cells or with biological substrata such as
collagen. These contacts often involve adhesion of
such specificity a?, to suggest mediation by specific
receptor molecules on the cells. In a few cases, there
is some definite information about the receptors
that are involved.
At present, mechanisms of cell aggregation and
adhesion are under intensive study, both for their
intrinsic interest and for their importance in understanding the behavior of cancer cells. Tumor
cells differ from their normal counterparts in
anchorage-dependence of growth, aggregation by
lectins and other' properties connected with adhesion. Inasmuch as cancer cells are by definition invasive, altered adhesiveness may be a fundamental
property of the cancer cell.
Despite great interest in cellular adhesion and a
plethora of experimental approaches and speculation, there has been no theoretical framework for
quantitatively assessing the role that specific bonds

may play in adhesion. We have therefore developed
such a theory.
The elements of the theory may be understood by
considering an antibody bearing cell which may
adhere to a cell that has complementary surface antigens. Suppose that the interactions between the
individual antibody and antigen molecules in solution are understood so that forward and reverse rate
constants for these elementary bimolecular reactions are known. Suppose also that we know the
number of cell surface antibody and antigen
molecules on the respective cells, and that they are
more or less free to move about on the membranes.
If the twc cells are adjacent, then occasionally an
antibody molecule on one cell will encounter an antigen molecule on the other cell and a bond may be
established. A first aim of the theory is to deduce
rates of bond formation and breakage from the
elementary rate constants, the number of receptors
per unit cell surface area, and their mobility on the
membranes. This is accomplished by using the notion of the encounter complex in solution (three
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dimensions) and for membrane bound reactants
(two dimensions). Two reactants are said to form an
encounter complex when, by chance and diffusion,
they come to within a small distance of each other.
Once there they may react. Hence the immobilization of the reactants in the membrane strongly affects (in a calculable way) the rates of formation and
dissolution of the encounter complex but has little
effect on the rate constants for adjacent reactants.
We have also estimated the tensile force that is required to separate two cells bound by specific bonds.
To first approximation the required force per bond F
= Eo/ro where Eo is the bond energy and r0 is its
range. These results are improved by using an approach from the kinetic theory of solids, and it is
found that F a 4 X 10~e dynes/bond for typical

antigen-antibody bonds. These forces can be large
compared to the expected nonspecific electrostatic
and Van der Waals forces between cells.
We have also estimated the force required to pull
a receptor loose from the cell membrane. The receptor is viewed as a glycoprotein that is bound in the
membrane because free energy is gained by burying
certain hydrophobic amino acids in the membrane
phospholipid bilayer. The force required to extract a
particular protein (glycophorin) was estimated to be
as 10"6 dynes.
This theoretical framework has been applied to a
variety of biological systems and will afford, we
believe, a new and fruitful way of considering adhesion between cells or of cells to substrata.

ALLERGIC REACTIONS AND HISTAMINE RELEASE
B. Goldstein and M. Dembo (T-10)
Hay fever, hives, asthma due to tree pollen, and
anaphylactic sensitivity to bee venom and to drugs
such as penicillin are all examples of a type of
allergy known as immediate hypersensitivity. We,
in collaboration with L. Lichtenstein and A.
Sobotka at Johns Hopkins Medical School, and C.
Wofsy at the University of Pittsburgh, are trying to
understand the underlying cellular mechanisms of
this allergy.
Immediate hypersensitivity starts with a normal
immune response: when an individual is first exposed to an allergen (a foreign substance capable of
causing an allergic reaction), the cells of his or her
immune system secrete antibodies (protein
molecules known as immunoglobulins) that bind
specifically to the allergen. Various classes of antibodies are produced during the response and one of
these classes, immunoglobulin E (IgE), plays a central role in immediate hypereensitivity.
Mast cells in tissue and basophils in blood serum
are cells that both contain histamine and have
receptors that bind IgE. When IgE specific for a particular allergen is bound on their surface, these cells
can be triggered to release histamine by the binding
of the allergen to the surface IgE. The histamine
along with certain other products released by
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basophils and mast cells produce the allergic symptoms (see Fig. in.5.1).
Numerous in vitro studies have been made of the
release of histamine as a function of antigen concentration. Typically, the data are displayed as a dose
response curve, that is, a plot of the percent
histamine released vs the allergen concentration
(Fig. m.5.2). It is now widely accepted that crosslinking of bound IgE (the bridging of at least two
IgE molecules) is required for antigen-induced
histamine release. The initial rise in the dose
reponse curve with increasing allergen concentration reflects the rise in the number of surface IgE
molecules cross-linked by the allergen. However, the
decline in the dose response curve may come about
for at least two reasons.
Until recently the generally accepted view has
been that the dose response curve comes down when
large aggregates of cross-linked IgE molecules form
on the cell surface. We have now shown thet in some
cases large aggregates never form on ttie cell surface,
and the curve comes down simply because the number of cross-links comes down.
To understand histamine release, we have tried
first to understand the binding events that take
place on the cell surface. We have worked out a
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Fig. m.5.1.
The development of immediate hypenensitivity; the first exposure to an allergen leads
to production of specific IgE antibody, which
binds to mast cells and basophils; a repeat exposure results in complexing of allergen and
IgE, followed by cell degranulation and
mediator release.
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Fig. III.5.2.

Histamine release curve for two synthetic allergens used to study the penicillin allergy.
BPOm-HSA is human serum albumin with 25 BPO groups coupled to it. (BPO)t is the
bivalent molecule BPO-NH-(CHt)t-HN-BPO. BPO is the bemylpenicilloyl group which is a
penicillin analogue.
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theory for the binding of bivalent haptens (small
molecules that bind to antibodies) to IgE on the cell
surface, in the presence or absence of monovalent
hapten. We included monovalent haptens in the
theory because they are an important tool in studying histamine release. They can be used to control
the amount of cross-linking on the cell surface since
they compete for IgE binding sites with the bivalent
hapten.
We have derived equations that allow us to obtain
the cross-linking curve, the fraction of IgE on the
cell surface involved in cross-links vs the log of the
bivalent hapten concentration (Fig. m.5.3), and we
have proved a number of general properties about
this curve. For Example, we have shown that the
cross-linking will be a maximum when the bivalent
hapten concentration equals A m «, where
(IH.5.1)

l/H + B/2

and H is twice the equilibrium constant for the
binding of a single hapten site to a single IgE site
and B is the monovalent hapten concentration. We
have also shown that the cross-linking curve is symmetric about its maximum.

Using these results we have been able to show that
for some systems the histamine release curve looks
simply like a mildly distorted cross-linking curve:
the histamine dose response curve rises because
cross-links rise, has a maximum because the crosslinks are a maximum, and falls because the crosslinks fall. In particular we have shown this to be the
case for the penicillin allergy.
We have shown that the histamine release curve
for BP0-NH-(CH,).-NH-BP0 [denoted by (BPO),]
obeys Eq. (HI.5.1) (see Figs, m.5.4 and DI.5.5). Benzylpenicilloyl (BPO) is a penicillin analogue. From
our theory for cross-linking we have been able to
make a number of other predictions about the
triggering of histamine release by (BPO)* from
basophils, and these have been verified in experiments carried out at Johns Hopkins Medical School.
In the course of these experiments, we, L.
Lichtenstein, and A. Sobotka, have discovered a
new type of desensitization, that is, a new way to
render basophils incapable of releasing histamine
when exposed to certain specific allergens. We are
now making a major effort to understand the
phenomena of desensitization.

1.0 r

KT*

I0"2
10°
10*
Hapten Concentration (Nondimensfonal)

Fig. 7/7.5.3.

Theoretical curves showing the fraction of IgE antibodies cross-linked as a function of the
bivalent hapten concentration. The four curves illustrate the effect of adding monovalent
hapten on cross-linking. The curve with the highest maximum corresponds to no
monovalent hapten present. The next three curves have monovalent hapten present in nondimensional concentrations ofl, 10, mid 100. Adding monovalent hapten lowers the height of
the maximum and shifts the bivalent hapten concentration at which the maximum occurs to
higher values.
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100

I

10"

[BP0)2 [ M ]

Fig. III.5.4.
The effect of adding fixed concentrations of monovalent hapten (BPOJ on the histamine
release curve for (BPOK The BP0t concentrations are: 0M(o), 10*M (+), lO-'M (x), and
W-'M (•)• Note the similarity with Fig. III.5.2.
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Fig. m.5.5.
A plot ofAmmx vs B. The straight line drawn is what is predicted from Eq. (7/7.5.1). The values
for Amu were obtained from the data of Fig. III.S.3 and from similar data using cells obtained
from two additional sources.
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Frank Harlow of T-3 has earned world renown in the field of numerical fluid dynamics
for his many significant contributions to basic methodology and modeling techniques.
Upon his arrival at Los Alamos in 1953, he realized the possibilities that lay ahead in the
application of the high-speed computer to our understanding of fluid flow processes.
Harlow set about improving the weapons-design codes then in use, and one outgrowth of
this was the Particle-in-Cell (PIC) method for high-speed flows. PIC employed the novel
approach of combining a fixed computing grid through which a set of particles moved,
carrying mass, momentum, and energy. This method overcame many of the problems of
following fluid distortions in complicated flows, while resolving interfaces between
materials. The success of PIC was the beginning of many of the hybrid techniques in
common use today.
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For the other extreme of low-speed and incompressible flows, Harlow developed the
Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method, which soon became the basis for most further development in this area. [The von Karman vortex street (shown) was calculated by Harlow and
his frequent collaborator, Tony Amsden, using the MAC method. This process is common whenever air or water flows slowly past an object.] The next logical step was to attack the wide variety of problems that were not amenable to either high-speed or lowspeed methodology. The result was ICE, an Implicit Continuous-fluid Eulerian scheme
that allowed all flow speeds to be handled. More recently, Harlow devised the first
workable approach to calculating multiphase flows, which quickly became the foundation of the major nuclear reactor safety codes in use today.
Harlow is also well known as an expert on Southwestern Indian pottery and for his fine
paintings on the subject, which hang in collections throughout the country (as well as in
his office shown in the previous photo). The highly readable but scholarly approach in
his many writings on numerical fluid dynamics is also evident in his books on pottery,
often beautifully illustrated with his own photographs and paintings.
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6. FLUID DYNAMICS
REYNOLDS STRESS AND OTHER MODELS FOR TURBULENCE DYNAMICS
R. Mjolsness (T-3)

INTRODUCTION
The problem of obtaining an accurate, but also
calculable, mathematical description of turbulence
dynamics is probably the outstanding unsolved
problem of classical physics left over from the
nineteenth century. The problem has attracted the
attention of some of the world's foremost physicists
and mathematicians, among them W. Heisenberg,
L. D. Landau, T. D. Lee, R. P. Feynmann, A.
Kolmogorov, and J. von Neuman. The fact that this
area of research remains important both for its basic
scientific interest and for its role in practical applications, in the judgment of the scientific community, may be seen from Physics in Perspective,
Vol. 1, pp. 437-445, a document prepared by the
Physics Survey Committee of the National
Academy of Sciences. In this report, turbulence
research is identified as one of their 14 "high
leverage situations" in which fairly small increases
in support are likely to yield unusually large returns,
and it ranked by them as 18th out of 69 research
areas in physics, according to a composite criterion
of scientific and social importance.
Turbulence is usually present in fluid flows of
practical importance and in many such cases its effects are important for t ' a performance of a device.
Several major LASL programs and projected future
Laboratory programs involve fluid flows with
significant turbulent effects. Examples of such flows
may be found in high-temperature (gas-cooled)
nuclear reactors, in dispersion of radioactivity and
pollutants in the atmosphere, in atmospheric
fireballs, in atmospheric wind patterns near the
earth's surface, possibly in weapons physics,
possibly in the approaches to a pure fusion reactor
via inertial confinement (such as laser-pellet fusion), and in a surprising variety of channel flows
that occur in practice. In addition, the fluid
dynamics research problems in T-3 funded by external agencies commonly involve turbulent flows,
often in an essential way.
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In many of the applications at LASL in which turbulence effects are important, they occur under conditions of high temperature and pressure which are
widely removed from the conditions under which
empirical turbulence models have been developed.
Moreover, the turbulence is produced by different
instability mechanisms that are important in ordinary laboratory flows. Thus turbulence models
tested for laboratory flows are not necessarily adequate in these LASL applications, even when the
model has a known range of approximate validity in
ordinary laboratory flows. These facts form the
basic justification for making turbulence research
one of the long range objectives of fluid dynamics
research at LASL.

AREAS OF TURBULENCE RESEARCH
Theoretical turbulence research is largely concentrated in three general areas: (a) the production of
simple, empirical turbulence models, culminating
in one- and two-equation models which will predict
with reasonable accuracy mean velocity profiles
when the flow is fairly close to those flows to which
the model parameters have been adjusted, (b) the
development of Reynolds stress models that can
predict mean velocity profiles in somewhat more
complex flows and can also predict components of
the Reynolds stress tensor in many instances, and
(c) the study of homogeneous isotropic turbulence,
culminating in nonlinear calculations of many interacting Fourier modes either by direct simulation
or by the Direct Interaction model. Only the latter
approach would really be accepted as turbulence
research by purists, for only here exist deep parallels
with other branches of statistical physics and quantum field theory. However, for the foreseeable future
these methods will be unable to predict the complex
flows of applied interest; to have models that
predict flows of importance for energy research
problems and for weapons problems, it is necessary

to be concerned with the more empirically based
theories of turbulence.
There is an additional direction of turbulence
research that is important to establish more firmly.
Highly correlated, coherent aspects of the largescale eddies have begun to seem responsible for
significant portions of even the qualitative features
of turbulence measurements. The theoretical
description of these phenomena by a calculable
mathematical model represents a formidable
hallenge for which the best approach is not yet
clear. Nevertheless, it seems-very likely that the
adequate mathematical description of the complex
turbulent flows of practical importance will involve
the coherent aspects of turbulence dynamics.

does a previous theory of Batchelor, which had been
used to interpret the highest wave number experimental results. Thus these results, equally with
the results of much more elaborate calculations,
seive to support i. very important qualitative conclusion concerning the Direct Interaction approximation: that when a portion of a laboratory flow
may reasonably be said to be in a state of
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, the Direct Interaction approximation provides a very good
description of it. However, the problem of extending
the Direct Interaction approximation in a computationally feasible way to a less highly restricted
class of laboratory flows is unsolved.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
T-3 CONTRIBUTIONS
The first major T-3 project in turbulence theory
was the development of a Reynolds stress model
that adequately predicts more complex flows than
do the one- or two-equation models. In general the
T-3 model predicts as well as other Reynolds stress
models developed roughly concurrently, and in a
number of instances, provides better predictions
than are otherwise available.1"" In addition to
specific turbulence research, the group regularly
employs several variants of eddy diffusivity models,
one-equation models, and two-equations me dels, as
appropriate in research problems involving the
calculation of complex turbulent flows in a variety
of applications.1*88
A second general area of T-3 research is illustrated by an evaluation of the numerical content
of a specific form of the Direct Interaction approximation (the Abridged Lagrangian History Direct
Interaction Approximation) in the limiting case of
the high wave number spectra of the diffusion of a
passive scalar at large Prandtl number.24 This is a
very unusual case in that the whole content of the
theory may be reduced to a second-order ordinary
differential equation that has a closed-form solution. Ordinarily one must perform very extensive
numerical calculations on many interacting Fourier
modes to draw physical content from the theory. It
was found that the theoretical predictions are in excellent agreement with experiment and, in fact,
provide better agreement with experiment than

A third sequence of investigations returns to the
subject of the Reynolds stress equations and leads to
many of the ideas that will be pursued in the coming
months. In recent work, several major points have
been established.
(1) Experimental evidence has not established
that local isotropy holds in certain well-developed
laboratory flows (such as wind tunnels and shear
layers), although the belief that it has is widespread
in the turbulence community. Much evidence is
consistent with this conclusion, but it all comes
from one-dimensional spectra and is insufficient to
establish the conclusion. We have constructed a
possible representation of the two-point velocity
correlation tensor < Ui(x,t)uj(x + r,t) >, which contains a nonisotropic component and is also consistent with the experimental evidence.
The major implication of this finding is that one
need not be constrained to model the energy dissipation tensor
1/2 < HV uA l ~ u
as a scalar times a delta function, although this
form is usually assumed in the literature. Harlow
and Daly were apparently the first to assume a more
general form for this tensor and they were incorrectly criticized for so doing. The present situation is
that no evidence that we are aware of permits one to
decide whether any particular set of terms algebraic
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in the Reynolds stresses should be assigned to the
pressure-strain correlation or to the c .iergy dissipation tensor. The pressure-strain correlation may
well remain immeasurable for the foreseeable
future, but the energy dissipation tensor could be
measured (with difficulty) if experimenters would
measure other than one-dimensional spectra. It is
essential to the development of theories with an adequate empirical basis that such two- and threedimensional spectra be measured.
This point is being developed further paying particular attention to the 5/3 power law that has been
measured for one-dimensional spectra in the inertial
range in the atmosphere.
(2) We have at least a preliminary demonstration
that very simple, general modeling rules (primarily
that the theory preserve positivity, have proper tensor form, be Galilean invariant, be no more than
quadratically nonlinear in the Reynolds stresses,
and contain no more than two orders of spatial
derivatives) suffice to generate systematically all
the one-point models consistent with the rules including all the models proposed to date. At present
there does not seem to be an enormous number of
models. We have looked at all the tensors and some
of the <5calars suitable for constructing the algebraic
dependences on the Reynolds tensor and the rules
seem quite suitable for a general guide for constructing theories
The problem of obtaining turbulence models
systematically has been felt acutely by turbulence
modelers. Since all of the presently proposed
theories appear to have an ad hoc character and
none gives unflawed agreement with experiment,
there has been a demand to produce theories via a
rigorous derivation or to formulate clear rules and
choose a 'best' theory from among all those that
satisfy the rules. To our knowledge, the only
previous attempt to formulate clear modeling rules
is by Lumley, but his rules are subject to objections
of principle and have given rise to difficulties in
practice.
Our treatment of the modeling rules, includes a
complete analysis of the algebraic terms and we are
now considering the differential terms.
(3) The requirement that the eigenvalues of the
Reynolds stress tensor should be, and should
remain, positive is a fundamental requirement for
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the realizability of the tensor. Therefore this requirement should be imposed on the mathematical
modeling of the evolution equation for the Reynolds
stress tensor, much as the positivity preservation of
the Boltzmann collision operator is imposed in
kinetic theory. We have found that certain terms of
some turbulence models violate positivity. Most of
these terms may be rendered 'safe' by particular
counter terms added to the algebraic dependence of
the Reynolds stresses. An exception seems to be
provided by the modeling of the triple correlations
by Cormack, Leal, and Seinfeld following the modeling rules of Lumley. This modeling leads to violations of positivity of such a complex nature that we
have not been able to suggest an adequate counter
term. We also think that it may be useful to provide
counter terms for the shear creation terms that only
marginally preserve p^sitivity. These terms may
give a better model h local regions of quasihomogeneous turbulence.
(4) The proposed counter terms have a significant effect on the evolution of Reynolds stresses and
can have a significant effect on mean flow profiles.
This was tested through adaptations of a cloud
model code.
Finally, T-3 has developed a one-equation mode'
for compressible turbulent flows, which is designed
to be applicable to the high-temperature, highpressure situations of interest at LASL. Although
the model has not yet been documented, it has been
applied several times and conclusions have been
based on it. Currently the model is being improved,
making use of the latest development in T-3 computing facilities.
Research plans for the near future include completing the one-equation model for compressible
turbulent flows, describing how Kolmogorov's
second hypothesis may be weakened to permit
anisotropic spectra and still obtain a 5/3 power law,
giving a general derivation of a class of Reynolds
stress models and examining the members of the
class for a "best" model, modeling the small-scale
structure of a turbulent fluid as a statistical
aggregate of "vortex threads" or "vortex beads" that
have self-interactions and interactions with the
mean flow but no mutual interactions and, finally,
modeling of the interaction of the large-scale
coherent vortices of the plane mixing layer.
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BLUFF-BODY AERODYNAMICS
C. W. Hirt, J. D. Ramshaw, and L. R. Stein (T-3)

An improved understanding of the aerodynamics
of bluff bodies can have many important practical
consequences. For example, aerodynamically
designed road vehicles could realize significant
energy savings, increased safety, and reduced noise
levels. Knowledge of air flow patterns around
buildings is valuable for urban planning purposes,
and pressure distributions on buildings are valuable
for design purposes. Numerical simulation techniques are being developed to generate, correlate,
and interpret such information.
In the past, contributions of numerical methods
in this area have been limited by the fact that most
problems of practical interest are fully three
dimensional, but recent advances in computer
technology now allow meaningful three-dimensional
calculations to be performed at reasonable expense.1
Resolution is still relatively coarse, however, and
much work is still needed to determine methods for
increasing accuracy within this limitation.
To illustrate current numerical capabilities in
this area, we briefly consider some of the results obtained using a three-dimensional computer code
called S0LA-3D. It is a three-dimensional timemarching finite difference computer code based on
the MAC method for solving the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. S0LA-3D allows variable
spatial increments and contains an optional secondorder-accurate formulation. The code computes the
fluid velocity u and pressure p as functions of the
spatial coordinates (x,y,z) and time t. Detailed
descriptions of the MAC method and of a twodimensional SOLA code are available elsewhere.24
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We now present two examples of bluff-body
aerodynamics calculations using S0LA-3D. The
first example is a calculation of the steady air flow
over a cube sitting on a ground plane. Figure IQ.6.1
schematically illustrates, for an arbitrary prismatic
body, the type of finite difference mesh used for the
calculation. Because the external flow is normal to a
cube face, symmetry is assumed about a vertical
midplane and only half the flow-field is computed.
The incident wind is defined by specifying velocities
over the upstream face of the computing mesh. A
constant eddy viscosity was used to model the
presence of turbulence. The mesh used for the
calculation contained 32 X 19 X 19 cells. Approximately 1 h of CDC 7600 time was required to reach
a steady flow pattern starting from an initially uniform flow. Pressure coefficient contours on the cube
faces are shown in Fig. m.6.2, which also contains
the corresponding experimental data. The agreement is quite good considering the limited resolution and the crudity of the turbulence modeling.
The second S0LA-3D example calculation
simulates steady head-on flow about a simplified
tractor-trailer configuration. A cross section of the
truck and its placement in the finite difference mesh
is shown in Fig. m.6.3. The incident air flow is uniform and the truck is situated above the ground
plane to permit air flow underneath. Wheels and
other undercarriage structures are not modeled.
Symmetry about the vertical midplane was again
assumed. The mesh contained 11 X 30 X 38 cells
and the calculation took about 90 min on the CDC
7600. Calculated velocity vectors in selected planes

in which special emphasis is needed include (1) the
prediction of the points at which flow separates from
bodies without sharp corners, (2) the representation
of turbulence best suited to the bluff-body context,
(3) improved outflow boundary conditions to permit
smaller computational regions, and (4) the use of
multiple grids, either overlapping or matched, to
obtain increased spatial resolution in regions of
locally rapid flow variations.
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Fig. IIJ..6.1.
Schematic of variable mesh arrangement for
flow about a prismatic body.

are shown in Figs. III.6.4—.7. Pressure distributions, lift and drag coefficients, and other details
can be obtained from the calculated results, but are
not included here.
These examples convey some idea of our
numerical capabilities for three-dimensional bluffbody aerodynamics, but our available methodology
is still more extensive. For example, we are able to
represent curved boundary shapes in several
satisfactory ways, even within a rectangular mesh.
Nevertheless, considerable work is needed to obtain
the maximum accuracy from the necessarily limited
spatial resolution in these types of problems. Areas
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Fig. HI.6.6.
Computed velocity vectors
in vertical plane near front
face of cab.
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Fig. III. 6.7.
Computed velocity vectors
in vertical plane near rear
face of trailer.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE RESEARCH
T. D. Butler, L. D. Cloutman,
J. Dukowicz, and J. Ramshaw (T-3)
Recent concern with long-term energy reserves
and environmental quality has given a new impetus
to efforts to enhance the efficiency and reduce the
undesirable emissions of the automotive internal
combustion engine. It has bsen estimated that in
the United States the automobile accounts for 50%
of the petroleum consumption, 20% of the total
energy consumption, and 50% of the pollutants entering the atmosphere. Because of the large number
of automobiles in use, even relatively minor improvements in efficiency and emissions will result in
large absolute benfits.
An internal combustion engine is a highly complex device whose overall performance depends
upon many variables and physical effects that are
still imperfectly understood. This past year we initiated a 3-yr project to develop accurate computational models to simulate the operation of internal combustion engines. Our work is part of a
combined theoretical-experimental program involving Princeton University, Sandia Laboratories,
Livermore, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, the
General Motors Research Laboratories, and LASL.
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As a focus for the engine research activities of the
five institutions, particular emphasis is given to the
concept of a direct injected stratified charge (DISC)
engine. The choice was made because this engine is a
leading candidate among the several proposals to
improve the efficiency and emissions characteristics
of the internal combustion engine. However, the
problems addressed in this research program are
common to other engine designs as well, so that the
methodology developed f"ui be applied to alternative engine concepts.
The DISC engine combines the favorable ignition
characteristics of a rich fuel-air mixture with the
higher e.: jiency and lower emissions of lean mixture operation. The distribution of the fuel injected
into an engine cylinder at the time of the spark is of
crucial importance. A rich mixture is required near
the spark location for ease of ignition. Elsewhere, a
lean mixture is desirable. This is especially true
near the cylinder walls, where heat transfer to the
walls quenches the flame, leaving undesirable unburned hydrocarbons.

ture. The spark fires at 19.8 ms, igniting the mixture. The sharp rise at 21 ms is a result of the burning of the mixture when the piston is near top dead
center at maximum compression.
Details of the deflagration process are summarized in Fig. m.6.9, which shows the crosssectional contour plots of fuel density and the mixture velocity vectors at two times, t = 20.5 ms and t
= 20.8 ms. The hemispherical flame front
propagates away from the spark location. The front
is located by the steep gradients in the fuel density
contours. Most of the flow is directed radially outward at t = 20.5 ms. There is only a slight increase
in cylinder pressure as the result of the burn at this
time. At t = 20.8 ms the flame has reached the
piston face and ia propagating radially outward
compressing the fluid in the cylinder. The rapid rise
in cylinder pressure at t = 21 ms is the result of the
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Difficulties in modeling these engines are both
physical and geometrical in nature. Among the important physical processes are those of turbulent,
recirculating gas flow at low Mach number, the
dynamics of fuel-droplet sprays, turbulent deflagration (combustion), and wall heat transfer. The
geometrical problems arise both from the inherent
complexity of these devices with fuel injection ports
and intake and outlet valves, and from the presence
of a moving piston.
Although any realistic engine configuration must
be analyzed in three dimensions, much can be learned from two-dimensional studies. This has been
the thrust of our first year's effort. Our goal is to incorporate the knowledge and methodology from the
two-dimensional studies into a comprehensive
three-dimensional computer program.
Our initial combustion studies are in twodimensional cylindrical axisymmetric geometry using the CHOLLA computer program. CHOLLA is
an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian1 code that uses
the ICE2 method to calculate flows of arbitrary
Mach number. This permits the study of flow in an
engine cylinder with a moving piston. We use a simple one-step kinetics model to represent the
chemistry, and an eddy diffusivity model to represent the effects of turbulence.8 Figure m.6.8 shows
the pressure as a function of time in a cylinder during the compression and power strokes of the engine.
The initial gentle pressure rise is a result of the
adiabatic compression of the uniform fuel-air mix-
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Fig. III.6.8.
Cylinder pressure vs time.

Fig. II1.6.9.
Gaseous fuel density contours and mixture
velocity vectors at two different times during
combustion in the cylinder.
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Liquid Spray Pen*tratk>n
Into A Quiescent Gas
Spray Velocity Vectors

Spray Density Contours

Fig. III.6.10.
Liquid fuel velocity vectors and density contours at t = 6.25 ms.

burning of a large amount of the compressed mixture as the flame propagates to the outer walls. The
subsequent decrease in pressure noted in Fig. HI.6.8
is the result of the expansion as the piston
withdraws.
As a first step in examining the details of fuelspray dynamics, we adapted our two-fluid computer
code, S0LA-TIF, to study the interaction of a liquid
fuel jetting into a quiescent ga3. This code was
originally developed to investigate two-phase flow
problems arising in nuclear power reactors. It treats

the liquid and gas phases as separate interpenetrating fluid's, each with its own velocity field.
The interaction of the two is the result of the exchange of mass, momentum, and energy between
phases. Figure m.6.10 shows the velocity vectors
and liquid fraction contours of an axisymmetric fuel
jet into air. In this sample calculation, the fuel
vaporization has been neglected. Fuel velocity at
the orifice is 102 m/s. At t - 6.25 ms, the fuel has
penetrated about 9 cm into the chamber spreading
radially in an inverted conical shape, as is characteristic of spray behavior. This qualitative agreement gives encouragement that this approach to
modeling the fuel-spray interaction problem will
yield quantitative information about spray behavior
and thus reduce the degree of empiricism now
required.
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS
R. S. Hotchkiss (T-3)

Computer graphics provide an extremely useful
tool to the analyst to increase comprehension of
calculational results. Graphics also provide a means
of communicating results between scientists and to
the general public in a manner that reduces the
need for expertise in a scientific discipline. Relative
ease of use and automaticity (for example, the use of
computer codes) transform the tedious and time212

consuming process of data reduction into an efficient and more enjoyable experience.
With the advent of modern high-speed computers, fluid dynamic calculations in two and three
spatial dimensions have become common in T-3 and
so has the use of computer-generated graphics to
display in pictorial form the endless tables of nujnbers resulting from such calculations. These

graphical representations allow identification and
immediate qualitative understanding of complex
spatial and temporal phenomena while preserving
the quantitative nature of the solution. Graphical
output in movie form is frequently used to illustrate
the time-dependent nature of solutions and has
proved to be an invaluable aid to the comprehension
of transient details. The most recent development in
our graphics capabilities is the computer-generated
stereo movie that transmits truly three-dimensional
information regarding the problem geometry in addition to transient details. Our abstract calculations
are thus rendered in a visually dynamic form that
comes very close to reality.
Our use of color has also increased with the need
to convey large amounts of information and delimit
such features as distinct energy partitions, species
specificities, rate of species alterations (that is,
phase change, products of chemical reactions, etc.),
and distinct spatial regions, to name a few. Color is
also of psychological value since the transformation
of black-and-white numerology into qualitatively
pleasing, quantitatively accurate reality also transforms the scientist into an artist with associated
rewards.
There are many possible uses of computer
graphics in science, but here we limit our examples
to the fluid dynamics problems addressed in T-3.
DOWNCOMER OF A LWR
The first example (Fig. m.6.11) illustrates timedependent flow in a downcomer annulus surrounding the core of an experimental model of a
LWR during a postulated LOCA. The downcomer
annulus is viewed as though it has been unwrapped.
The sequence of particle plots shows the flow field at
distinct times after the breakage of a single coolant
inlet (the fifth box from the left). The concern of
such breakage is that the flow of coolant from the
other inlet pipes will be shunted to the break and
therefore result in reduced coolant flow to the reactor core.
Initially, the sudden depressurization of the
system due to the break will cause the water in the
core to vaporize to steam and to escape from the
core by expelling water from the lower plenum and
downcomer. These are the initial conditions of Pig.

m.6.11a where steam (indicated by red particles)
occupies the entire region. The downcomer is the
area above the midhorizontal line and the lower
plenum is the region below.
The broken coolant pipe immediately becomes an
outlet as its pressure is lower than that of the contained fluid. The boxes represent an alternating
pattern of cold water inlet pipes and hot water exit
pipes. Here *he hot exit pipes (denoted by Xs) serve
only as obstacles to the flow. A flood of Emergency
Core Coolant water (shown as blue particles) entering the coolant inlets moves toward the broken pipe
initially as it is prevented from downward penetration by the momentum of the upstreaming vapor
(Fig. m.6.11b and c). The velocities of the two fluid
fields are evident in movie form but not in still
sequences. The water collecting in the upper portion
of the downcomer cools the adjacent steam, causing
condensation in the immediate vicinity of the
water/steam interface. The blue dots in the steam
region (red dots) of the upper left corner of Fig.
HI.6.11b and e indicate this phase change.
As the flux of steam from the core decreases, the
transfer of momentum from steam to the water is no
longer sufficient to sustain bypass of the coolant
water to the broken leg. Instead a major penetration
jet forms (Figs. HI.6.11d and e), allowing the coolant
access to the bottom of the lower plenum. Once
there, the water spreads out in both directions and
proceeds to fill the plenum (Fig. m.6.11f). Again the
water/steam interface shows phase change, this
time in the form of vaporization at the vessel walls.
Note the appearance of a few red particles intermingled with the blue below the water/steam interface in Fig. m.6.11f.
As the water level rises in the downcomer region,
it assists in removing the residual steam by expelling it through the broken pipe and by condensing it.
The residual flux of steam from the core produces
the bubbles seen in Figs. HI.6.11g and h. These bubbles rapidly proceed to the broken coolant leg that is
still acting as an outlet. The formation of additional
bubbles continues until an approximate elapsed
time of eight seconds, after which the production of
steam from the core has ceased as seen in Fig.
Thus, the computed time for refilling the lower
plenum and downcomer is on the order of 8 s. The
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agreement between this calculation and experimental results is extremely encouraging to the development of computer models to simulate many reactorassociated water/steam phenomena. Computer
graphics have been used to assist this process by
allowing the analyst to see the full implications of
their calculations.
This sequence of frames was selected from a
computer-generated movie produced with a very
short computer code specifically written to
postprocess the results of the calculation.
Postprocessing is often more advantageous than
graphics sections in the main calculational code
since little extra work is required to exhibit the
results in a variety of ways (only one of which is
shown here), once the calculation is successfully
completed.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
The second example (Fig. IH.6.12) is graphically
similar to the first in the sense that particles are
used to denote fluid regions, yet the problem is considerably different. The figures show a model of an
internal combustion cylinder with a lower moving
boundary in which a methane-air mixture is burned.
The hand position of the clock is used to denote the
crank angle. The first figure of the time sequence
shows the piston as it is rising from bottom dead
center (BDC, denoted on the clock as 0) and initiating the gas compression process. At maximum
compression, or top dead center (TDC is at 12
o'clock), a spark plug ignites the methane air mixture (green particles) to form a single combustion
product (red particles).
Figure m.6.12b shows the burn front (yellow particles), the methane-air mixture and the combustion products at a time slightly after TDC. The increased pressure resulting from such combustion
forces the piston back down toward BDC (Fig.
m.6.12c). Figure m.6.12d shows the distribution of
the complete combustion products (totally red particles) before the piston again reaches BDC. Note
that this latter figure is symmetric in time to the
first figure about the location of BDC on the clock.
In movie form this type of graphical presentation
is extremely useful since it displays minute details
of the flow fields involved in the gas compress'on
and burn front. Knowledge of these dynamics is es214

sential to the design of internal combustion engines
in order to increase the efficiency of fuel use in
motorized vehicles.
This sequence of stills was again taken from a
movie produced by a postprocessor computer code
written specifically for this problem.
VENT CLEARING
A simulation of vent clearing hydrodynamics in
BWR pressure suppression pool models is shown in
Fig. m.6.13. The time sequence shows the development and complexity of the water motion as the
high-pressure gas enters the suppression pool. These
results from the S0LA-VOF code model a single
vent experiment with a cylindrical vessel
representing the suppression pool.
Figure m.6.13a shows the near initial conditions
in which a small bubble of gas appears at the vent
outlet. Water velocities are indicated in blue, the
water/gas interface is green, and the black voids are
filled with gas. In Fig. III.6.13b, the high-pressure
gas from the vent breaks through the water surface.
In Fig. m.6.13c the water is seen to separate as it
is lifted higher in the vessel. The last figure
(m.6.13d) shows droplets of water adhering to the
inlet pipe as the water is finally settling and draining back down to the bottom from the force of
gravity.
Correlation of actual experiment and the
calculational model show excellent agreement both
from the comparative data point of view and from
the qualitative visual aspects.
These sequences and a corresponding movie
were produced by the S0LA-VOF code that contains a graphics package in addition to the physics
governing this problem.
FLOW OVER A TRUCK
Figure IH.6.14 shows the results of the 3D calculation of air flow over and around a tractor trailer
truck. Figures III.6.14a and b indicate the velocity
field for the surrounding air at the two stations
along the truck. These show in vivid detail the
strength and complexity of the eddies felt during the
passing of such a vehicle on the highway. The last
figure (m.6.14c) indicates the flow paths around the

truck with streak lines. These are lines that would
be produced if smoke were released at each given
point in front of the cab of the truck. Calculations
such as these define the aerodynamics of tractor
trailers. They can be used to identify inefficiencies
in the design of such vehicles and to offer
improvements.

NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS IMPACT
The results of a fluid model calculation (with the
AUREAS code, a modified relativistic PIC code) of
two colliding nuclei are shown in Fig. m.6.15. In the
three-dimensional perspective view of Fig. m.6.15a,
a nucleus of NeTO (magenta particles), traveling at
approximately 0.6 the speed of light and Lorentz
contracted into an ellipsoidal shape, impacts a
spherical U s " nucleus (yellow particles). The
resulting distribution of nuclear material is of interest for comparison with a corresponding experiment. In Figs. III.6.15b and c the distribution of
nuclear material at distinct times after collision illustrates the manner in which the U2" is distorted
by the Ne20 impact.
The calculational results were displayed by
WDISNY, a general three-dimensional graphics
output code. This versatile code can display results
from various viewer positions. In this case Figs.
m.6.15b and c are viewed from a position rotated
180° from that in Fig. m.6.15a.

Figure m.6.16a shows the crystal at a time just after the neutron has collided with the primary knockon atom. Notice that only a few atoms have been excited and that the remainder are at their initial
thermal state. In Fig. m.6.16b, which is at a far
later time, one sees the general crystal disorder
resulting from the collision. The pink vectors on the
surface indicate that a sound wave has arrived at
the walls of the crystal.
From visual studies such as these, a greater understanding can be attained of the general structural damage associated with neutron radiation.
Due to the extremely large amount of information
resulting from such a calculation, it becomes difficult to comprehend all of the details via the 3D
perspective views used. For this purpose the
WDISNY code was developed to generate stereo still
photos and movies, thus allowing greatly enhanced
understanding of this difficult problem. WDISNY is
a general graphics code that can be used to display a
wide variety of three-dimensional physical
phenomena. Unfortunately stereoscopic photos cannot be presented here, but we should emphasize
that the WDISNY stereo movies of the radiation
damage calculatiors have proved to be an extremely
useful and quick means of visualizing the atomic
scale mechanisms involved. The movies revealed
aspects of the results that had not been identified in
prior calculations of the same problem almost
twenty years ago.

FLOW L

BIFURCATED TUBE

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS PROBLEM
Figure IH.6.16 shows the results of a molecular
dynamics calculation of a radiation damage problem (computed by the MOLDY code) in which a
crystal composed of 500 copper atoms is struck by a
40-eV neutron. The velocity vectors are shown for
each atom of the crystal at two distinct times after
the primary knock-on-atom (PKA) is struck by the
neutron. The velocity vectors along each trajectory
are drawn from the current atom position and are
colored according to the thermal energy possessed
by that particular atom. White denotes the whitehot PKA and the remainder of the spectrum is cyan
(light blue), yellow, green, magenta (pink), and red
in decreasing order of thermal energy content.

Another very complicated 3D problem is the flow
of air and particulates through an asymmetric bifurcated tube as shown in Fig. m.6.17. The calculation
(performed by the BAAL code) models the flow of
inspired air and pollutants through the trachecbronchial bifurcation. Not only is the detailed
behavior of the flow field of interest but also the
deposition patterns of particulates on the tube
walls. Such patterns can be correlated qualitatively
with early neoplastic growth morphology. A similar
morphological correlation exists for atheromatous
lesions in a few arteries supplying various vascular
beds, in particular, the bifurcation of the
descending aorta and iliac arteries and the primary
coronary artery bifurcations).
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The various colored particles in Fig. III.6.17P
represent various pollutant concentrations in the inspired air in the tracheo-bronchial bifurcation.
Figures III.6.17b and c show the utility of viewint
these flowing particles from various points of view.
Figure ETI.6.17b is a view into the right bronchus and
Fig. m.6.17c is a view between the two bronchi but
slightly into the left bronchus. In Fig. m.6.17d, the
observer has entered the trachea, traveled down it,
and turned into the right (from Fig. m.6.17a)
bronchus, allowing a close-up view of the deposition
of particulates on the inner wall of the right
bronchus. These depositions occur as a result of the

centrifugal force acting on the particles as they
make the turn from the trachea into each bronchus.
As in the previous example, stereo motion picLures from the WDISNY code have been used to exhibit the time-dependent behavior and to facilitate
greatly the visualization process. Especially
noteworthy is the capability to enter the tube with
the eyepoints, thereby enabling a close-up visual examination of the wall deposition stereoscopically.
These deposition patterns are extremely difficult to
define and comprehend from the calculation in any
manner other than the realistic viewing made possible by WDISNY.

Fig. III.6.11.

Initial conditions (t=0); broken
inlet pipe is fifth from left.

d
t = Penetration jet formed.

g
t = A bubble of steam appears
and later exits the broken pipe.
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t = Coolant prevented from
reaching bottom.

e
t = Jet hits bottom
splashes.

and

t = Another bubble of steam
forms.

t = Coolant pressure rises to try
and form penetration jet.

Coolant fills lower plenum.

t = 8 s. Lower plenum and
downcomer regions are flooded.
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Fig. III.6.12.

00

a
t = 5 ms. Piston and gas configuration just after BDC.

b
t = 13.8 ms. The burn front is
seen just after ignition at TDC.

c
t = 15 ms. Progression of the
burn front.

d.
t = 20 ms. Burnt gas products
just before exhaust at BDC.

Fig. III.6.13.
a
Early bubble formation at
the exit of the vent pipe.

b
Bubble
growth
and
breakthrough at the free
surface.

c
Water separation as water is
lifted high in the vessel.

d
Water is beginning to settle
and flow back to the bottom.
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Fig. III.6.14.
a

b

c

Velocity vectors in a plane near the front of
the trailer showing the large eddies present.

Velocity vectors in a plane at rear of trailer
showing the extremely complicated flow.

Streaklines indicating the torturous flow
paths around the truck.

Fig. m.6.15.
a
Initial condition—elliptical Ne1" traveling at
0.6 c before impact with IP™ sphere.

b
Particle distribution shortly after impact.

c
Late time distribution of nuclear material.
Note the expansion of the U"* and its dishedout appearance.
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Fig. III.6.16.
a
A 500-atom crystal of Cu shortly after impact hy a 40-eV neutron.

b
Late time damaged configuration of the
Cu crystal.

Fig. IH.6.17.

22;

a
A view of the tracheo-bronchial bifurcation
during early inspiration (the inhalates are in
the trachea}.

b
A right bronchial view of the inhalate distribution during early inspiration,

c
A nearly left bronchial view of the inhalate
distribution during early inspiration.

d
An interior right bronchial view (viewed from
trachea) of deposition on interior of right
bronchial wall.
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7. PLASMA PHYSICS
COLLECTIVE ION ACCELERATION
B. B. Godfrey, R. J. Faehl, B. S. Newberger,
W. R. Shanahan, and L. E. Thode (T-15)
PROGRAM SUMMARY
Collective ion acceleration is a highly speculative,
yet potentially very significant, application of intense re! ativiatic electron beams. Eventually, it may
lead to compact and economical acceleration of substantial currents of light or heavy ions to hundreds
of MeV per nucleon. Uses for such ion beams include controlled thermonuclear fusion, electronuclear breeding, basic nuclear physics,
materials studies, and radiation therapy. Increased
interest in collective ion acceleration is indicated by
an ever-growing number of experimental and
theoretical studies, both here and abroad.
In the traveling wave class of collective acceleration mechanisms, slow Langmuir or cyclotron waves
are excited in the electron beam, ions are trapped in
the electrostatic wells of these waves, and the waves
plus ions are accelerated smoothly toward the beam
velocity. The waves are grown in a reactive or
resistive slow wave structure. Acceleration is
achieved by spatial variation of external parameters
affecting wave phase velocity, such as axial
magnetic field strength or metallic drift tube radius.
LASL research in collective ion acceleration has
followed two distinct but complementary avenues.
While devoting most of our effort to specific acceleration proposals, we have also studied fundamental beam and wave phenomena relevant to
the broad range of traveling wave mechanisms.
Perhaps the most basic question concerning intense relativistic electron beams is simply how large
a current can propagate in an evacuated drift tube
along an axial magnetic field. Although analytic estimates existed for certain limiting cases, no
detailed and systematic study had ever been performed. Therefore, one of our first endeavors was to
carry out an extensive numerical investigation of
this issue, employing both cold fluid equilibrium
models and two-dimensional computer simulations.
In this way we found larger limiting currents and
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lower, residual kinetic energies than had been expected. Moreover, the self-consistent radial profiles of
beam densities and velocities, and electric and
magnetic fields were obtained. For currents above
the space charge limit, time-dependent virtual
cathode behavior and partial beam reflection were
observed.
Knowledge of realistic beam equilibria in turn
permitted exact determination of beam linear
eigenmodes.1 Most striking in the resulting wave
spectra were large resonance bands due to beam
energy and density radial inhomogeneity. No normal modes in the usual sense can exist in these
bands. Instead, excitation gives rise to independent
oscillation of the various stream lines and decays
through phase mixing. The presence of these bands
eliminates most of the discrete Langmuir and
cyclotron waves that would exist in a homogeneous
beam. The situation is most severe with cyclotron
waves, for which only the fundamental persists and
is distorted into a surface mode. A typical
frequency-wave-number spectrum appears in Fig.
m.7.1. How this behavior impacts collection ion acceleration is a topic of continuing research.
Among the most promising collective acceleration
proposals is autoresonant acceleration, which
achieves acceleration of cyclotron waves by
propagating the electron beam along a spatially
diverging magnetic guide field within a correspondingly expanding drift tube.* Two key issues are (1)
the generation of large amplitude, coherent slow
cyclotron waves, and (2) their stability during acceleration. The latter has been addressed in a
preliminary sense first by computer simulations of
the beam in the diverging magnetic field.' This
study and others4 have convinced us that the beam
is stable under these conditions. Then, we artificially launched cyclotron waves in the simulations, and thereby successfully accelerated ions for a
factor of 8 gain in energy.'

3 0.0-

Fig. III.7.2.
Helical slow wave structure, with helix,
matched terminating resistors, optional graded
resistances, and cavity.

-1.0
-1.0

5.70
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Beam
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000
I

Fig. nu.i.
Typical frequency-wave-number diagram for
radially inhumogeneous electron beam. No discrete modes occur in shaded resonance bands.
Logically, the next step was to investigate
physical generation of slow cyclotron waves, and for
this we chose to simulate a complex helix slow wave
structure, as pictured in Fig. E.7.2. The figure
shows the helix, the matched terminating resistors,
the optional wave-absorbing graded resistances, and
the amplifier cavity. We have demonstrated the importance of the matched terminations in damping
large transients induced by passage of the head of
the beam by means of both simulations and analytic
modeling. Unstable coupling between the slow
cyclotron wave and a helix-supported wave causes
wave growth. Linear growth rates are computed
along the lines of the normal mode calculations
described above. Finally, wave growth simulations
were performed, demonstrating the amplification of
cyclotron waves to strengths more than sufficient for
ion acceleration.' Fig. m.7.3 is a computergenerated movie frame from one &uch simulation.
During the coming year, we shall characterize the
large amplitude wave and how it is affected by extraction from the helix, by adiabatic compression of
the beam, and by transverse energy spread in the
beam.

000,

eoo

Beam

VZ-Z

0.00,

160
XI

Fig. ni.7.3.
Computer-generated movie frame of cyclotron
wave growth simulation. Plots, top to bottom,
show electrons in the amplifier cavity, contours
of the electrostatic potential, and electron axial
momentum vs axial location. (Helix isatX2 =
3.8.)
i
Converging Guide Acceleration employs
Langmuir waves, accelerated in a beam propagating
along a constant strength magnetic field in a
spatially converging drift tube." We have explicitly
considered only one aspect of this proposal, the
variation of wave phase velocity with drift tube
radius. For any realistic beam in a very strong
magnetic field, the phase velocity of the slowest
Langmuir wave drops to zero only as the drift tube
radius approaches the space charge limit.7 Weaker
fields give larger minimum velocities.1 Figure HI.7.4
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(a) Fast spacechorge wave
(b)

Beam

velocity-edge

(c) Beam velocity-center
(d) Slow spacechorge wave
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Fig. III.7.4.
Velocities of electron beam and of fundamental Langmuir waves as functions of drift tube
radius. Curves terminate at space charge limit.
shows the typical variation of wave and beam
velocity with drift tube radius. We expect to devote
a continuing, low-level effort to this acceleration
proposal.
Recently, we discovered another acceleration
mechanism in which ions are accelerated by phase
shifts induced in cyclotron waves by temporal variation of the electron beam injection energy.' This
procedure offers particularly short acceleration
length, but at the cost of more complex electronbeam generator technology. Here, too, we hope to be
able to devote more effort as time permits.
A traveling Virtual Cathode and a Localized
Pinch in electron beams also were briefly considered
as ion acceleration mechanisms.'-10 Simulation
results were not encouraging.
More details of progress through September 1977
are described below, and a full report can be found
in Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report LA7148-PR, entitled "Collective Ion Acceleration, July
1976—September 1977."
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AUTORESONANT ACCELERATION
Computational and analytic research on collective ion acceleration at LASL has been directed
primarily toward guidance of the autoresonant acceleration feasibility experiment to be conducted by
Austin Research Associates, Inc., under Army sponsorship. Initially we addressed general questions
relating to beam stability, wave propagation, and
ion acceleration. More recently, we have given
heavy emphasis to slow cyclotron wave growth in a
helix amplifier, because it represents a first stage in
the experimental program.
(a) Early Numerical Simulations. Our investigations of autoresonant acceleration began before the
current reporting period with a study of unneutralized beam transport along magnetic guide
fields in both constant radius and flared metallic
drift tubes. Self-consistent simulations were carried

out using the then recently developed twodimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic particlein-cell code CCUBE, configured in this case for
cylindrical or spherical geometry. As was hoped, the
beam propagated without mishap. Moreover, beams
in flared magnetic fields and drift tubes assume
equilibria locally approximating those in
corresponding constant radius cases. In other words,
expansion was verified to be adiabatic.
We then superimposed large-amplitude slow
cyclotron waves on the beam in our simulation by
suitably modulating the upstream numerical boundary conditions. Although the waves propagate
stably and at approximately the expected phase
velocities, we observed a small but clear radial shear
in the phase velocity. As a result waves slowly lost
coherence. Nonetheless, we successfully accelerated
test ions in the troughs of the waves by a factor of 8
in energy over modest distances. Simple analytic
models were developed to clarify and extend the
simulation results. They indicate that the beam
current to energy ratio, )'/y, should be in the range
1/4 to 1/3 for best acceleration. The potential well
depth associated with a large-amplitude wave is of
order 2c ln(amax/amln) so long as ka < 1. For ka > 2
wall depth decreases rapidly. In these exprersK ns k
is the axial wave number and a is the local average
beam radius, while amM and amm are maximum and
minimum radii of beam modulation. An envelope
equation reasonably characterizing the largeamplitude waves for as long as they remain coherent
was derived. The observed phase mixing among
radial stream lines was found to be due to the intrinsic radial variation of beam kinetic energy. The
coherence length is such that ion energy only up to
2ir times the electron energy can be expected unless
the phase mixing problem is solved. We return to
this issue below.
In addition to simulations of already formed beam
equilibria, we considered the initial injection of a
beam through the anode foil into the drift tube.
Here, because the radial electric field of the beam is
shorted at the foil, whereas the azimuthal magnetic
field of the beam is not, the beam pinches sharply.
The pinch in turn induces a train of standing, zerofrequency cyclotron waves on the beam. Such
waves, which result from any discontinuity in drift
tube parameters, are highly undesirable in that they
beat against traveling cyclotron waves. Note that

the standing waves also are subject to stream line
phase mixing. M. L. Sloan has suggested that an
abrupt in 'ease in axial magnetic field strength at
the pinch location can significantly reduce the amplitude of the standing wave, although at the cost of
increasing slightly the incoherent transverse motion
of beam electrons.
(b) Electron-Beam Propagation. Because of its

importance in many collective acceleration
proposals, we have carried out a separate extended
background study of beam propagation near the
space charge linr.it and in weak axia.1 magnetic
fields. The work involved simulations using
CCUBE, numerical solutions of the cylindrical
beam equilibrium equations, and analyses of experiments. Effects considered include beam expansion,
beam rotation, aad radial variation of beam
parameters. Generally, we find that, even in the infinite guide field limit, taking account of radial
variation in beam velocity gives larger limiting
currents than had previously been determined.
(Sloan and Thompson, and Proctor and Genoni also
have obtained this result.11) Reduced axial magnetic
field strength, which permits beam expansion after
injection into the drift tube, at first causes the space
charge limit on current to rise even more. However,
with further reduction in external field strength, the
beam must rotate rapidly to maintain equilibrium,
and the space charge current limit drops swiftly to
zero.
These results on the space charge current limit of
rotating beams in weak axial magnetic fields are important in determining the minimum possible field,
hence the maximum possible ion energy, in the
feasibility experiment. Another criterion for
minimum magnetic field strength is beam stability.
H. V, Wong et al.11 have proven stability for solid
beams provided the rotation frequency is less than
the speed of light divided by the drift tube radius.
However, our recent preliminary numerical analysis
of the same problem suggests that the beam
typically remains stable even at somewhat higher
rotation rates. Both Wong's analysis and our extension apply only in uniform radius geometry. ID the
actual experiment, the beam, magnetic field, and
drift tube all flare adiabatically as a function of axial position, giving rise to an axial shear in rotation
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rate. We examined this situation and find that it,
too, does not lead to instability.
(c) Linear Theory of Inhomogeneous Electron
Beams. To understand loss of radial phase
coherence by cyclotron waves in the computer
simulations described above, we have derived and
studied intensely the exact equations describing the
normal modes of cold, unneutralized beams. Our
results, as they bear upon cyclotron waves, are striking. First, in contrast to the predictions of
homogeneous beam models, there is only one discrete slow cyclotron mode. Second, this wave is
strongly distorted radially and has the character of a
surface mode. Third, a continuum band of singular
cyclotron eigenmodes exists, and corresponds to independent oscillations of the various radial
streamlines. It is now clear that the waves excited in
the early simulations were packets of singular eigenmodes, the phase mixing and decay of which is well
explained by our model. Moreover, due vo the wide
band width of the singular spectrum relative to that
of the discrete mode, the former will almost always
be excited by an external driver. We must,
therefore, rely on an instability mechanism to
generate the discrete mode. Whether the sharp
peaking of the discrete wave at the beam surface is
undesirable awaits further analysis.
(d) Cyclotron Wave Growth in Helical Slow
Wave Structures. The linear growth rates for cyclotron waves on beams propagating through reactive or resistive cavities also can be determined exactly with the model. We have analyzed the
cyclotron wave growth in helical slow wave structures. Computations predict that growth adequate
for the requirements of the feasibility experiment
can be achieved over a meter or so. However, the
radial profile of the discrete cyclotron wave within
the helical amplifier is distinctly different from its
proriic in a matched drift tube. Thus, care must be
taken in bringing the wave out of the amplifier to
avoid loss of coherence or dumping of energy into
other modes. We have also investigated cyclotron
wave growth in a resistively lined drift tube. The
results agree with those of Austin Research
Associates, Inc.
Encouraged by the predictions of linear theory,
we performed CCUBE simulations of cyclotron
wave growth and saturation in a 15° pitch angle
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helix. In the first series, the simulations were in-

itialized with beam and helix already in
equilibrium, so that transients could not mask the
growth we wished to study. With growth from beam
fluctuations, waves were observed to develop slowly
and had an envelope irregular in both space and
time. On the other hand, when the beam entered the
helix with a 1% radial modulation at the desired frequency, waves grew at the expected rate and had a
narrow band width. In fact, the second mode of
operation will be employed experimentally. That
wave growth from fluctuations was comparatively
unsuccessful is good. Waves not excited to small
amplitude upstream of the helix should be unable to
compete with the desired wave in the helical amplifier. Using the 3.4-kg guide field planned for the
experiment, optimal dimensions were beam radius
of 2.65 cm, helix radius of 3.8 cm, and outer
wave-guide radius of 5.7 cm. A length for the amplifier of about 100 cm is adequate to grow waves
with potential wells of order 0.5 MeV, more than required by the initial experimental design.
Corresponding field strengths at the helix of 40
kV/cm should not cause difficulty. However,
breakdown on the helix due to high axial fields may
be a problem in larger systems.
Because the helix is a reactive element, transients
induced by the transit of the head of the beam cause
the helix to ring throughout the beam pulse, leading
to virtual cathode formation and severe beam disruption unless suitable preventive action is taken.
Nor can steady-state return current flow in the helix
be tolerated since the resultant modification of the
axial magnetic field excites standing cyclotron
waves. We have studied the effects of various
resistors in parallel and in series with the helix using
CCUBE in the "slug" mode. The beam is treated as
a moving rigid rod of charge, while the response of
the electromagnetic fields in the helical amplifier is
computed exactly. The procedure is inexpensive
and prevents masking of the helix behavior by beam
dynamics. In this way we verified that a matched
resistive termination at each end of the helix effectively damps both transients and return current in a
little more than two helix wave transit times, about
25 ns for the parameters listed above. Incidentally,
matched terminations probably would not work as
well if the outer wave-guide radius were much larger
than the helix radius. With both wave growth and
helix transients separately in hand, we have just

completed a brief Becond series of particle simulations in which a beam propagated through a complete, physically terminated helix amplifier and
large-amplitude cyclotron waves grew up. Thus, the
wave growth issue is almost completely resolved.
Coherence and stability of the extracted wave will be
addressed in the near future.
Any low-density plasma in the drift tube, for instance in the ion trapping region, may interact with
the electron beam via two-stream instabilities.
Although we have not explicitly considered this
situation, we have at hand a large body of relevant
theory, developed for a separate beam-plasma interaction program, which can quickly be brought to
bear on the feasibility experiment.
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
Converging Guide Acceleration is so named
because it employs a constant radius beam
propagating in a drift tube of axially decreasing
radius. This spatial variation of the ratio of
wave guide to beam radii increases the kinetic
energy of the electrons, at the expense of potential
energy, and thereby accelerates Langmuir waves
and any ions trapped in them. Initial trapping of
ions is, of course, facilitated by very low wave phase
velocity at the upstream end of the accelerator. We
have proved that for relativistic beams of almost
any radial density profile propagating along infinitely strong axial magnetic fields, Langmuir wave
phase velocity drops to zero only as the drift tube
radius is increased to the space charge limit. The effect of weaker axial magnetic fields can be obtained
numerically by employing the inhomogeneous beam
linear theory model described previously. For
progressively weaker fields, the minimum phase
velocity is found to be systematically larger. It may
be, therefore, that a practical converging guide accelerator will require ions injected with energies of
20 MeV or so. On the other hand, converging guide
acceleration may prove more effective than
autoresonant acceleration in accelerating ions at
very high energy. It should also be noted that, in
contrast to cyclotron waves, Langmuir waves are not
distorted into surface modes by beam energy radial
inhomogeneity.
The Localized Pinch Model is the oldest traveling
wave collective ion acceleration proposal. The elec-

tron beam propagates not in vacuum but through a
low-density ion background, ni/n. • y~*. This is
Budker's force neutral equilibrium condition, and
requires no axial guide magnetic field. The beam
does not rotate. According to the model, if a local
excess of ions occurs, the beam pinches just
downstream of the ion clump, and the resulting axial electric field then accelerates the clump.
Moreover, because the pinch must always be
downstream of the clump, the process is selfsynchronous and should persist over long distances.
We have completed a brief analytic and numerical
study of the Localized Pinch Model. Basically, we
find that the localized pinch and electrostatic well
do form just downstream of a clump of excess ions
and that the ion clump and pinch do, at first, accelerate together. However, the configuration is
phase-unstable; The ion clump spreads axially, the
pinch weakens, and acceleration ceases before the
ions can achieve more than a few times the electron
kinetic energy. We conclude, therefore, that,
although the Localized Pinch Model may indeed be
responsible for some low-energy ion acceleration observed in low-density gas beam transport experiments, it is not a viable mechanism for obtaining
high ion energies.
In collaboration with the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory, we have carried out a modest simulation of the traveling virtual cathode concept. A
beam of uniform radius propagates along a strong
guide magnetic field in an evacuated metal drift
tube of spatially increasing radius. At some point
the ratio of drift tube to beam radii exceeds the
space charge limit, and a virtual cathode forms. In
principle, the virtual cathode can be moved about
axially by changing the injected beam current or
voltage. Ions trapped in the associated potential
well would be accelerated. However, simulations indicate that the actual motion of the virtual cathode
is erratic and difficult to control. Reflected electrons
cause the virtual cathode to move rapidly upstream
even with constant beam current and voltage.
Moreover, two-stream instability between the
primary and reflected beams superimposes irregular
changes in the depth and location of the electrostatic well. Employing a hollow beam and a weak
guide field seems to help somewhat. Research is
continuing at a low level.
Finally, we mention a novel collective ion acceleration scheme, tentatively named modulated
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phase acceleration, which recently was developed at
LASL. It resembles autoresonant acceleration in
that it employs slow cyclotron waves on a nonneutral electron beam. However, whereas autoresonant acceleration employs a spatial variation of
beam and drift tube radii to accelerate ions, our new
proposal employs temporal variation of the beam
energy. A programmed sweep of the beam injection
energy produces a corresponding phase shift in the
cyclotron waves, which accelerates ions trapped in
them. Our limited investigations of this idea indicate that for comparable electron-beam
parameter ranges, shorter ion acceleration lengths
can be achieved than for alternative traveling wave
methods. On the other hand, an untested electronbeam generator technology is required. We shall
further develop the concept as time permits.

CODE DEVELOPMENT
Our principal numerical tool is CCUBE, a twodimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic, plasma
simulation code. Some of its many applications
have been described in preceding paragraphs.
CCUBE stands out from other particle-in-cell
simulation codes in two important respects. It can
simulate beams in any separable, orthogonal coordinate system, and it is comparatively free of common numerical instabilities. Flexibility in the treatment of particle and field boundary conditions and
in the display of results is also important.
The improved accuracy and numerical stability of
CCUBE is due to the canonical momentum
algorithm used in determining the trajectories of
simulation particles. This numerical algorithm requires electromagnetic potentials instead of fields.
Thus, the program as originally written computed
the scalar and vector potentials directly, and only
generated fields as needed for diagnostics. However,
midway through the reporting period we completely
rewrote the field-potential solver to determine the
electromagnetic fields directly and from them to obtain potentials for advencing the particles. In this
way, the capability of the code to handle reactive
and resistive structures within the simulation mesh
was significantly enhanced. The modified program
also explicitly separates the function of enforcing
the equation of continuity on the charge and current
densities from the function of advancing the fields
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and potentials. We now have a direct measure of interpolation errors involved in obtaining these source
densities from the particle positions and velocities.
The corrections performed on the currents are of the
order of a few percent.
After completing the new field-potential solver,
we developed the special package needed for
simulating a complete helix amplifier, including
helix, resistive terminations, and metal cavity. Part
of the package is the provision for replacing the
simulation particles by a rigidly moving charged
rod, if desired, for economical studies of amplifier
response. Also developed were special wave absorbing boundary conditions. All told, the helix amplifier studies represent some of the most elaborate
plasma simulations ever performed.
The program written for determining the eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies of realistic cold-beam
equilibria is GRADR. The application of this code to
studies of the Langmuir and cyclotron wave spectra
were described earlier. It allows, in particular, the
proper treatment of beam rotation and radial inhomogeneity. GRADR functions as follows. A coldfluid cylindrical beam equilibrium is describable
as three beam and three field quantities, eacli a
function of radius only. Maxwell's equations plus
the beam equations of motion provide four relations
among the six quantities. Two more relations are required to specify an equilibrium. GRADR permits
the user to define these constraints as desired.
Typical choices are uniformity of current and total
energy across the beam. With the two relations
given, GRADR solves the six equations iteratively to
obtain a self-consistent equilibrium.
The user is then free to compute, either interactively or automatically, the linear eigenmodes and
wave frequencies consistent with the equilibrium.
The eigenmodes are defined by four linear differential equations, which are solved by the Runge-Kutta
method. Frequencies are determined iteratively using Muller's method. The choice of boundary conditions permits investigation of beam stability in drift
tubes, resistive liners, helices, and other structures
of interest. Only several minutes of CDC-7600 computer time are required to generate frequency-wavenumber dispersion plots covering a large region of
wave number space. GRADR also evaluates the order and location of branch points in these diagrams.
Although GRADR has proved to be an invaluable
tool in studying beam stability and wave growth,

there are important cases that it cannot treat. Consider, for instance, determining numerically the
stability of large amplitude cyclotron waves on an
expanding beam to nonaxfeymmetric perturbations.
We have, therefore, initiated a low-level effort to
develop a three-dimensional linear theory code to
handle such problems. Our first attempt, based on a
linearized particle-in-cell approach was abandoned
because the technique is too expensive in both computer time and memory requirements. Recently, we
have given attention to a less ambitious but, we
hope, more practical approach, namely a threedimensional linearized fluid code. The necessary
algorithms have been developed and will be implemented during the coming year.
Several smaller computer programs have been
written to solve specific problems, including ion
trapping and acceleration for Modulated Phase Acceleration, cyclotron wave nonlinear envelope equations, stability of a beam with axially varying rotation frequency, and two-stream instability in an inhomogeneous plasma. NOVA, the first of these, may
also be of use in considering the effects of beam
energy ripple for other ion acceleration mechanisms.
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8. DETONATION RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION
A detonation is a reactive wave phenomenon
whose propagation is controlled by shock waves. If
the reaction rates are essentially infinite and
chemical equilibrium is obtained, one has a process
called a steady-state detonation whose propagation
rate is governed solely by thermodynamics and
hydrodynamics.
To model such processes for conventional condensed explosive, one needs numerical solutions to the
Navier-Stokes equations with chemical reaction and
realistic EOS. It has been determined that
longitudinal and transverse perturbations cause
flows that exhibit a large bounded instability about
the steady-state solution. The available experimental evidence also indicates that steady-state theory
is invalid.
The principal objective of detonation research
then is to determine experimentally the detonation
state parameters as a function of geometry, time,
and initial chemistry. The theoretical effort in T-14
is directed at determining the cause of the deviations from steady-state theory and to develop new
models of the detonation process that will reproduce
the experimentally observed reactive flow.
The process of initiation of a detonation by
various energy inputs is also a problem of practical
and theoretical interest. One may initiate
propagating detonation in an explosive by sending a
shock wave of sufficient strength into the explosive.

The minimum shock pressure below which
propagating detonation does not occur is a function
of the explosive chemistry, density, and geometry.
The T-Division theoretical modeling of the initiation process by shock waves has recently been successful in reproducing some of the experimental
shock initiation observations. The theoretical
results have furnished us with new understanding of
the important features of the flow and indicated
where additional experimental studies are needed.
Further development of the heterogeneous shock initiation model is in progress.
The codes developed to model the initiation of
detonation and the time-dependent detonation
process are also used to design and interpret experiments for determining detonation properties,
material properties, and shock wave structures for
explosively driven shocks. For example, we have
been able to model the plate dent experiment (see
'The Plate Dent Test" in Sec. H.2) and thus obtain
either an additional calibration of our EOS for explosives or a determination of the dynamical
strength of metals. In another application, we have
performed the theoretical analysis for a series of
tests to study the properties of nonideal commercial
explosives. (See 'Theoretical Characterization of
Commercial Explosives for the Oil Shale Fracturization Program," in Sec. II.6.)

DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION TRANSITION
Charles A. Forest (T-14)
In some circumstances, a high explosive or highenergy propellant that is initially burning will
detonate. Linear burn proceeds at a rate of 10 to 100
cm/s, whereas detonation waves propagate at a rate
of 0.3 to 0.9 cm/fis. The change from burn to detonation is known as deflagration to detonation transition (DDT). Accidents with high explosives may often involve DDT and for this reason alone, the subject is of interest.
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Conditions conducive to occurrences of DDT are
confinement of a region with a large burning surface
and high shock sensitivity of the same or nearby
material. The confinement is provided by both
material strength and inertia of the confining
material. The surface area may be initially present,
as in gun powder, or may be produced as a result of
impact or thermal stress. Shock sensitivity, the tendency of a material to detonate under shock

loading, increases greatly with increased void inclusion. The transition from the slow burn to
detonation requires formation of a shock. Shock formation sufficient to induce detonation is dependent
upon the mass burn rate and confinement.
To explore these effects, computer simulation was
made of a simple explosive system as illustrated in
Fig. DI.8.1. The low-density region (p = 1.72) is burned by the BULK BURN model. In BULK BURN,
the material is assumed to be divided into particles
and each particle burns according to the linear burn
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Fig. HI.8.1.
The explosive system used in computer simulation studies.

CB

rate perpendicular to its surface. The entire region is
also assumed to be completely ignited. The highdensity region is assumed to be undamaged solid
material that may undergo shock-induced decomposition via the FOREST FIRE model. The two explosive regions (HE-X) are confined by aluminum
plates that are free to move into the adjacent air.
The surface-to-volume ratio (S/V) in the BULK
BURN region is varied to examine critical conditions needed to induce detonation in the solid
material. Two examples (Figs, m.8.2 and .3) are
shown for cases (S/V) = 75/cm and (S/V) = 100/cm.
The (S/V) = 100/cm leads to detonation, whereas
the (S/V) = 75/cm does not.
In the individual frames, the bottom part is a
graph of distance vs pressure with the pressure scale
noted in the lower right corner. The top is the graph
of distance vs mass fraction on the scale 0 to 1. Mass
fraction of 1.0 is no decomposition and mass fraction
0. is all decomposed. Time is given in microseconds.
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Computer-generated time sequence of the explosive system in Fig. 777.8.1 with S/V = 75/cm.
Bulk burn of the low-density explosive does not initiate detonation of the high-density solid
explosive.
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9. TRANSPORT THEORY
INTRODUCTION
Particle transport, the essential mechanism of
energy transport in nuclear devices is the primary
concern of Group T-l. The work involves both the
development of general analytical and numerical
techniques and computer codes for modeling this
process, and the application of these tools to the
analysis of specific shielding and reactor designs.
Neutral particle transport research continues
work begun at LASL under Feynman and Serber in
1943 to develop methods for predicting the spatial
and angular distributions of neutrons. This research
has always been closely allied with the development
of general numerical methods and computing
machinery, and for many years [until the LASL
Computing (C) Division was formed in 1968], all
three functions were performed in Group T-l.

Fission and fusion devices, whether for weapon,
shielding, or reactor application, require the prediction of particle distributions. The two major
methods (Monte Carlo and SN-discrete ordinates)
for calculating neutral particle distributions were
invented at LASL. Monte Carlo research is conducted by LASL Group TD-6, while T-l concentrates
on deterministic methods of which SN-discrete ordinates is an example. In this latter area, T-l is
acknowledged as a world leader. Many of the computer programs and numerical methods developed
by members of the group are used throughout the
world.

NEW DIFFERENCE SCHEMES FOR THE LINEAR BOLTZMANN
EQUATION IN SLAB GEOMETRY
R< E. Alcouffe, E. W. Larsen, and W. F. Miller, Jr. (T-l)

The linear Boltzmann (transport) equation
governs the spatial, angular, and energy dependence
of neutron, photon, and neutral atom fluxes in
physical media. Knowledge of these fluxes is essential for understanding and predicting physical
processes that involve fission and fusion reactions.
To solve the transport equation, existing computer codes combine various physical and
mathematical approximations, together with certain iterative and acceleration processes. It is
assumed, for example, that one can discretize the
neutron energy dependence into "groups." Then the
neutron transport equation for a single-energy group
in slab geometry is
+ o(x)t|>(x,p) = S(z,|i) .

(111.9.1)

is the neutron flux at the spatial point x
Here ^
1], ff(x) is the
in the direction 0 = cos"V [-1
total cross section, and S(x,/t) is a source that
describes scattering of neutrons into the energy
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group, neutrons born due to fission, and neutrons
from independent sources.
The iterative procedure employed to solve Eq.
(m.9.1) starts with an initial guess tm(x,n) for the
neutron flux, which is used to compute an initial
source S(o). Then one' 4ves Sq. (1), either exactly or
approximately, to obtain a new flux ^<l). This is used
to construct a new source S'11, and the process now
repeats until ||\t(k-1-l) - y)\ < t, where || || is some
prescribed norm and« > 0 is some prescribed constant. If an acceleration scheme is used to speed up
this iteration process, there is an intermediate step
between taking rf>™ and computing S(k).
Here, we shall focus on the part of the iteration
process in which f is computed from Eq. (IH.9.1) using S, which is known from the previous iteration.
We assume that a spatial mesh... Xj < xJ+1 < ... has
been selected. For 0 < p £ 1, neutrons flow to the
right, and it is appropriate to solve Eq. (EI.9.1) cell
by cell from left to right, that is, in the direction of
flow. Thus we can assume that S(XJ,M) is known, and

- S(x j>t i)

the problem is to solve Eq. (m.9.1) to compute the
right cell flux \p(x)+i,n) • lf'j+iO*). and the cell
averaged flux.

j

Although this can be done analytically, the
process is impractical because the solution involves
complicated integrals that are difficult to evaluate.
Our method is to first make an approximation and
then to complete the results analytically. Our approximation is to replace the source S(x,/u) by an approximate source s(x,/*) which is linear in x.
x..

To preserve neutron balance, we require
A (M) = S , (M) = _
3
J+%
*j

Then the total rates at which neutrons are emitted
in the j t h cell by S and s are equal. We also require
that Bj(ji) tend to Sx(xjtp) in the limit as xJ+, - Xj ->
0, and that S(X,M) £ 0. It can be shown that these
conditions respectively guarantee that the
numerical scheme converges to the correct answer
for problems in which the transport solution is well
approximated by the diffusion theory solution, and
that, in all cases, the numerical solution will be
positive.
Two expressions for Bj that we have considered
are

The first of these, Bj,,, yields a more accurate
scheme than the second, but the Bj,i scheme requires more storage. However, for both schemes the
order of the erroi is the same. For some sample test
problems, this error is a(Ax)^, where 3 £ /? £ 4 and a
depend upon the problem and the scheme used.
Both schemes are positive, reasonably simple,
have the correct diffusion limit, and have small
errors (described above). Other schemes now in use
are less sophisticated and fail one or more of these
criteria. For example, the diamond scheme is not
positive, and its error is roughly proportional to
(Ax)2. The step scheme does not have the correct
diffusion limit, and its error is proportional to Ax.
With regard to storage, our BJ-2 scheme requires the
same storage as the diamond and step schemes
(whereas the BJ,I scheme requires more), provided
certain exponential coefficients are computed as
needed and not stored.
We are currently extending our method to curvilinear and higher dimensional geometries. All
presently used difference schemes give less satisfactory results in these geometries than in the slab
geometry. Thus there is strong motivation to seek
more sophisticated schemes, which give substantially more accurate results over a wide range of
problems with perhaps only a modest increase in
complexity and storage requirements. Our methods
show a good promise of achieving this.

SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
S. A. W. Gerstl (T-l)
During the past few years, sensitivity studies have
become an important' and powerful tool for the
analysis of radiation transport mechanisms in scattering media. Most beneficial applications have
resulted in fission and fusion reactor design and
radiation shielding calculations. Methods and codes
have been developed that allow the application of

sensitivity analysis to shield design and data assessment problems in a routine manner, and new r --.plications are constantly being discovered. Here we
attempt to present an overview of the theory and applications of sensitivity analysis in radiation
transport theory as practiced today, emphasizing
data uncertainty analyses.
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The main objective of sensitivity analysis is to
determine quantitatively the sensitivity of a certain
calculated design parameter (such as a ' 'ological
dose) to the input data of the problem. The quantity
that gives the differential change in a calculated
design parameter R, due to a differential change in a
specified input parameter Xi, is the sensitivity
profile
3R/R
8X i /X i '

(m.9.2)

which can be interpreted as the fractional (percentage) change of the design parameter R due to the
fractional (percentage) change in the input
parameter X,. If a finite but small data change AX,
is given, then the resulting change AR in the design
parameter can be quantitatively estimated within
the accuracy of linear perturbation theory:
^EP

£*.

(ffl.9.3)

At this stage we must distinguish sensitivity
analysis from data uncertainty analysis. Sensitivity
studies are concerned with the effects of a potential
unit change AX!f which is either an increase or
decrease in the input parameter Xt. By contrast uncertainty analyses concern the effects on design
parameters of uncertainties 6Xh statistical quantities that are used as measures for probable variations of X|. Therefore, if a data uncertainty analysis
is desired, Eq. (m.9.3) must be replaced by

where Var(R) denotes the variance of the design
parameter R, and Cov (Xi.Xj) is a matrix element of
the covariance matrix for a set of input parameters
{Xi}. Equation (III.9.4) combines the highly
problem-specific data sensitivities of a particular
nuclear design with the basic data uncertainty information into a design-oriented quantity AR/R,
which is of immediate use for the designer.
X, in the above equations stands for any input
parameter to a transport problem that influences
the calculated result R - R(X|). In radiation
transport analysis such input parameters can be
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grouped in five categories, which also categorize different types of sensitivity studies.
(1) Cross-section sensitivity analyses, where the
effects of uncertainties in microscopic crosssection data are quantitatively assessed.
(2) Design sensitivity analyses, where the effects
of finite changes in design or layout are of interest.
(3) Source sensitivity analyses, where the effects
of changing neutron and gamma-ray source
distributions are considered.
(4) Detector sensitivity analyses, where the effects of uncertainties or changes in certain
detector response functions are of interest.
(5) Methods sensitivity analyses, where the
primary goal is to assess the effects of approximations introduced by the methodology of
the computational mechanism; for example,
the multigroup structure or the order of PLrepresentation of the cross sections, the order
of SN-approximations, the degree of spatial
dimensions carried in the computations, etc.
Hence, through the application of sensitivity
analyses in transport theory, many quantitative
conclusions can be drawn that were not possible
before. Such conclusions can provide useful
guidance in
(1) assessing the adequacy or inadequacy of existing cross-section sets for a specific design
application,
(2) planning of new cross-section measurements
and evaluations,
(3) the design of integral experiments,
(4) changing an existing reference reactor design
through several stages of design iterations,
and
(5) evaluating the accuracy and adequacy of
computational methods and models, etc.
To evaluate Eq. (m.9.4) quantitatively it is
necessary to assess the uncertainties of all input
parameters X, together with their possible correlations, and to calculate the respective sensitivity
profiles P x , for the specific reactor design of interest.
However, a typical reactor design calculation requires about 200 000 to 500 000 input parameters X,,
most of which are cross-section data describing the
interaction processes of neutrons and gamma rays
with reactor materials. Therefore, highly automated
schemes are required to handle such huge data
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arrays, and methods have to be found to identify
specific subsets of all input data that are most
significant to the calculation. Obviously the most
important input data Xi to the calculation of a
design parameter R = R(X,) are those to which R is
most sensitive. Therefore, the knowledge of the sensitivity profiles PXi is not only required to evaluate
Eq. (III.9.4), but provides also the necessary information to reduce the amount of effort to be invested
in the evalution of the correlated data uncertainties
Cov(Xi,Xj) by eliminating the contributions of less
significant input data X*.
The theoretical expression for a fully differential
sensitivity function takes the form

. . . ..,..1

XT'
I
NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV)

10'

where <f> and <t> denote the forward and adjoint flux
distributions and 2 , a differential interaction cross
Fig. m.9.1.
section, which, for all space points r4, particle
Sensitivity
profiles
for Fe(n,2n) cross section,
energies EJ,E'J, and particle directions QitQi,
Ps(n,2n)
and
for
the
secondary
energy distribudenotes a large array of input data XL Integrations
tion
of
Fe(n,2n)
reactions
from
all initial
of Eq. (III.9.5) over appropriate variables and norneutron
energies,
P^
malisation to R yields any desired sensitivity profile
PXi as defined in Eq. (HI.9.2), and needed to
evaluate Eqs. (HI.9.3) and (m.9.4). Figure IE.9.1
that the contribution of the secondaries to the TFC
shows two typical sensitivity profiles computed for a
heating is expected to be smaller than that from the
conceptual design of a tokamak experimental power
primary which, in turn, results also in a lower senfusion reactor (TEPR). Pj^a,) k ^e sensitivity of
sitivity.
the calculated nuclear heat generation in the
A valuable spin-off has resulted from the theory of
toroidal field coil (TFC) of that reactor to the (n,2n)
sensitivity analysis: the outline of a theory of "concross section of iron, assuming that stainless steel is
tributons." Recognizing that the basic sensitivity
used abundantly (30 cm thick) in the radiation
function of Eq. (HI.9.5) always contains the product
shield between plasma and coil. Since the (n,2n)of forward and adjoint fluxes, it is at hand to inreaction in iron requires a threshold neutron energy
vestigate this product directly. Since the adjoint
of 11.4 MeV to produce the two secondary neutrons,
flux 4>+ can be interpreted as an importance functhe reaction cross-section S(n,2n) is nonzero only for
tion, it is clear that f = 0 + # describes an importhe top two energy groups covering neutron energies
tance weighted neutron flux distribution. Or, in
between 11.7 MeV and the energy of the D-T fusion
other words, the distribution \l/(r,Q,E) gives at any
neutrons of 14.1 MeV. Therefore, the multigroup
space point I, information on only those particles
histogram for P^^n) shows only two nonzero values.
that, with certainty, contribute to the value of the
In contrast, P f ^ n ) E(out) def»cribes the sensitivity
design parameter R. Therefore we call these partiof the TFC nuclear heating to the energy distribucles "contributons." A graphical display of the multion of the secondary neutrons. Obviously, these
tidimensional function ^(r,J2,E) can, therefore, imsecondaries are emitted at energies EoUt much below
mediately identify phase-space streaming effects of
ttiat of the primary neutron. Therefore, it is clear
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significance for the special probiem under consideration. Figures III.9.2 and III.9.3 show such a phasespace plot of ^0(x,E), the scalar flux distribution for
contributons, for the same tokamak experimental
power reactor model for which the sensitivity
profiles of Fig. III.9.1 were calculated. The spatial
and energy variables (x,E) are discretized and ^0 is
plotted accordingly over a two-dimensional grid (i,g)
denoting space-mesh i and energy group g. Q and R
in Fig. III.9.2 indicate the spatial locations of the
neutron source and the neutron detector, respectively. The former is the D-T fusion plasma and the latter was chosen to be the radiation heating at the inboard surface of the toroidal field coil. Figure III.9.2
reveals clearly two spectral streaming paths, one for
the source energy group (14 MeV), and the other
around group 16 (neutrons of about 10 keV to 1
MeV), where the contribution flux peaks. The
relative magnitudes of these peaks are shown better
in Fig. III.9.3, which gives the same data as Fig.
III.9.2 from another viewpoint.
It is obvious that all relevant physics information
about the radiation transport processes involved in
generating a response R [computing a design"
parameter R = R(Xi)] is contained in the distribution function ^(r,J),E) for contributons. Therefore, a
small-scale research effort has been initiated to
evaluate possibilities to compute \p directly from
first principles rather than by computing 0 and 0 +
separately to obtain ^ = 00 + . The analysis of such
"contributon methods" is the subject of future
investigations.
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Fig. UI.9.2.
Scalar contribution flux for the TEPR heating
calculations, logarithmic plot (16 decades).

Fig. III.9.3.
Scalar contribution flux for the TEPR heating
calculation, linear plot.

Creative research thrives on the interchange of ideas, therefore, all
T-Division groups are encouraged to invite outside scientists who are doing new and interesting work to visit T Division. At any one time, there
are between 25 and 50 Visiting Staff Members and Consultants present
in the Division.
David McLaughlin, Consultant to Group T-7 for the academic year 7879 is on leave from the Program in Applied Mathematics at the University of Arizona in Tucson. He is an expert on nonlinear differential equations and was invited to T Division because of his work on soliton solutions to these equations. Solitons, described mathematically by a
generalization of the Fourier transform to nonlinear systems, are nonlinear waves that behave as free particles. Because of this property, their
potential application ranges from problems in applied physics such as
the description of laser pulses to models for elementary particles. Consequently, McLaughlin's lecture series on this subject was attended by
scientists from many LASL groups.
McLaughlin (standing) is discussing his work with T-Division
mathematicians (from left to right around the table) N. Metropolis (TDOT), Paul Stein (T-7), Gian-Carlo Rota (LASL Fellow), Blair Swartz
(T-7), and Mac Hyman (T-7).
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10. MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND ANALYSIS
T-7 RESEARCH IN NUMERICAL METHODS FOR GAS DYNAMICS
M. Hyman and D. Durack (T-7)

A general-purpose FORTRAN code, called
GASD, has been written to solve the onedimensional equations of gas dynamics in a cylinder. The program will allow for time-dependent external forces acting on the symmetric collapsible
cylinder walls, interaction between the gas and the
walls, arbitrary initial conditions for the position
and composition of the wall and the enclosed gas,
and the option of using a table look-up or algebraic
approximation for the EOS.
The typical mode of operation of the code includes highly interactive graphics and dynamic control over the numerical approximations. That is, we
have written the code to be executed at a Tektronix
graphics terminal, allowing the scientist to have a
graphical p'cture of the solution while the integration is in process. The scientist can interrupt the
code during the run and change the numerical
method, the artificial viscosity, the character of the
output (printed or plotted), or even the approximation to the EOS. After an interrupt the calculation
can be restarted at that point as many times as
desired. This reduces the costly overhead to initialize the EOS tables, start up the problem, and
filter out the initial transients in the solution.
The numerical method used by the code is both
accurate (fourth order in space and third order in
time) and robust (it can handle weak interactions,
as well as very strong shocks). In one run the code integrated the solution accurately while adapting to
variations in shock strengths with pressure jumps
between 1:1.5 to 1:5000.
The package was designed with two goals in mind.
First, we wanted to produce a code that would be
readily available and easily used at all DOE
laboratories. Therefore, we wrote GASD in portable
FORTRAN with ample documentation. Moreover,
we tried to design the code so that a scientist could
proceed directly to computing acceptable solutions
to a wide range of problems. Substantial effort was
spent to make the software reliable, efficient and
convenient to use. Thoroughly tested numerical
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algorithms are readily available to users with a
minimum of computing experience, thus allowing
the user to solve a variation of the original problem
with only slight programming changes.
The structure of the code has undergone many
evolutionary changes in order to improve the performance, reduce the necessary user interface, and increase the optional user intervention. This objective
was in conflict with earlier versions. When the latter
had been released to a small user group, it was soon
realized that every effort should be made to allow
sophisticated programmers to incorporate special
options not available in the original package.
The second major goal in writing GASD was to
develop a useful tool to aid the numerical analyst in
comparing different temporal and spatial discretization techniques. For example, understanding
and comparing the advantages and disadvantages of
fourth-order vs second-order approximations of the
flux functions or the special properties of various artificial viscosity parameters is essential to designing
better numerical methods for gas dynamics.
The most significant advances in numerical
analysis tested by the code are a class of iterative
multistep methods to integrate the equations in
time. These explicit methods approximate the time
integration error in the calculation and have the
special property of being unconditionally stable
when iterated to convergence. The solution can be
iterated locally, increasing the stability and accuracy precisely where it is needed most—such as in
a boundary layer or in the neighborhood of a shock
wave.
The code has been a valuable tool in comparing
different approximations to incorporate the boundary conditions into the differential equations.
Special techniques have been developed for nonreflecting boundary conditions and inflow-outflow
boundary conditions for flow through the cylinder.
The results of these tests on the time integration
methods, the spatial difference approximations, the

approximation of boundary conditions and the comparisons of the different artificial viscous terms will
be compiled and available in a 1978 LASL T-7
report.
In first major application of the code at LASL,
many important physical concepts in the formation
of shock waves in an axial jet or collapsing cylinder
were tested. The numerical results were instrumental in designing a new energy concept. These cylindrical implosions are closely related to the CTR
liner experiments.

Future versions of the code will permit the addition of a magnetic field and the approximation of
radiation losses from the gas. Also, we plan to extend the geometry to include slab and spherical implosions.
A two-dimensional version of the code is now being designed. The one-dimensional version has
proved valuable in testing numerical methods, data
and program structures, and subroutine modules
that will be used later for the two-dimensional
versions.

SYNTHESIS OF SWITCHING AND BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
N. Metropolis (T-7) and G. -C. Rota (M.I.T.)

In recent years, with the advent of large-scale integrated circuits, the techniques for the synthesis of
switching circuits have dramatically changed.
While the mathematics of Boolean functions is still
basic, the emphasis has shifted from synthesis with
arbitrary Boolean functions to synthesis of circuits
involving symmetric Boolean functions. As part of a
broad program of investigation in the foundations of
circuit theory, we have carried out a systematic
study of synthesis of circuits involving symmetric
functions over two- and finite-element fields.
One of the basic results we have obtained so far is
a new sequence of symmetric functions, called fac-

torial symmetric functions, which form a minimal
generating sequence for all symmetric functions,
and which are remarkably more economical than
the generating sequences previously used.
We have developed an efficient algorithm for
computing the coefficients in the expansion of an arbitrary symmetric function as a series of factorial
symmetric functions.
Various identities have been obtained on the composition of binary symmetric functions.

GAMMA-RAY LASER
B. R. Suydam (T-7)
A small project has been formed to study the
possibility of a gamma-ray laser. Because gammaray lines are normally very narrow, the time for the
stimulated emission cross section to build up is
comparable with the lifetime of the excited state.
Thus, the laser kinetic equations are rather different
from those normally employed for describing optical
lasers.
The T-7 contribution to the program has been
principally in studying the laser kinetic equations.
We have found the general solution, in a certain approximation, for the case of unbroadened and of

homogeneously broadened lines. We have also
studied the effects of resonant transmission and
degree of population inversion on the spectrum
(that is, line shapes) for unbroadened,
homogeneously broadened, and inhomogeneously
broadened lines. We have shown that if these shapes
can be measured, then the degree of population inversion can be deduced. We have esta 'ished that
photon statistical observations could, in principle,
measure the appropriate correlation function and
thereby establish the spectrum. Unfortunately, such
an experiment would demand photon counting
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detectors well beyond the present state of the art.
Other possible statistical approaches have not yet
been completely ruled out, but this approach does
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not at present seem too promising; we are continuing investigations in this direction, but with low
priority.

Marian Martinez (right) and Ruth Peterson (left), two of the
many talented secretaries in T Division, are trying to keep up
with the backlog of work from the Division's very productive
staff. They and their colleagues prepare over 450 scientific
publications each year, in addition to classified and internal
reports. To handle this volume of work, the Division has
purchased or is leasing the most modern word processing equipment. A typed manuscript can now be stored on magnetic disks
and viewed a paragraph at a time on a CRT screen. Revisions,
cuts, insertions, and rearrangements in the typed text, all
formerly a nightmare for both author and typist, can now be
done quickly and easily—provided a skilled word processor is at
the machine. Most of the secretaries in the Division are learning
or have learned these new skills, many with help from Martinez
and Peterson.
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